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MARCH, 1847.

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRONZE CELTS.

The earliest history of all the Celtic tribes leads us back

to a period, Avhen the use of stone and flint for weapons or

implements of social economy was universally prevalent : and

when, after the lapse doubtless of many centm'ies, intercourse

with other nations had afforded the aborigines of western

Europe a knowledge of working in metals, the obvious ad-

vantages to be derived from such a change were easily felt,

and at once appreciated. The stone hatchet and flint arrow-

head must soon have ceased to be used, but in this great

change, as in every other which a nation undergoes, the altera-

tion, in one respect, as regards the forms of the weapons, ap-

pears to have been gradual. Thus w-e see in the earliest celts

of bronze that the form of their prototypes in stone is strictly

followed ; and it is not until after a series of changes in shape,

which indicate an increase of skill and ingenuity, that w'e at

last reach to what may be regarded as the full developed celt.

In arrow-heads the same rule may be distinctly observed.

As proof of this rather curious fact in the history of om-

Celtic ancestors, the accompanying series of representations of

bronze celts (among which I have figured two of the same
weapons, one in stone the other in flint) has been formed

chiefly from the specimens preserved in the British jMuseuin.

If this notice can be of use towards enabling collectors to

arrange these relics in what may be termed a natural order,

my object in bringing this most interesting class of Celtic

antiquities before the notice of archaeological enquirers will be

fufly gained.

That we may more readily trace the gradual development

in form, from the bronze celt, shaped like a wedge, to that

which is socketed, finely proportioned, and often displaying

embossed ornaments, we must endeavour to understand the

various methods which Mould have been adopted for fixing

these weapons into handles, as this consideration will I think

mainly enable us to pronounce to which of the classes, now
proposed, a bronze celt may with [)ropricty be referred.

VOL. IV. n



2 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRONZE CELTS.

The following are the classes, with the characteristics of

each, into which I propose to divide these objects.

1st. Those which are simply wedge-shaped, as in this form

they most closely resemble the celt of stone or flint.

2nd. The wedge with sides more or less overlapping, blade

thicker than the wedge for insertion into the handle, and a

siop-ridge or elevation at the termination of the blade.

3rd. The wedge similar to the former, with sides greatly

overlapping, with or without the stop-ridge, but having a loop

or ear upon, and parallel to, its under surface.

4th. When the ridge for insertion into the handle ceases to

be adopted, the implement becoming socketed or hollow, and

usually having an ear upon its under siu-face.

Flint celt length. 9 iu

The representations here given supply examples of celts



ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRONZE CELTS.

of the first clcu

seum.

from (iriunnals existiiii^ in thr Briti-h Mil-

Celt, wi^iii its hand'.e

found in CO. Tyrcne

The manner in whicli weapons of

this form could be hafted, i> well

shewn bv a stone celt, witli its

handle, which was discovered some

years since in the county of Tp'one,

near Cookstown, and which was,

when I saw it, in the possession of

Colonel Stewart of Killymoon. An-

other method of fastening weapons

of this shape to a handle, is illiis-

trated by the small hatchet of ii'on,

of this wedge fonu, preserved in

the Belfast museimi, and I beheve

that it was brought from one of the

South Sea Islands. The handle and

ball are made of a species of bone.

The annexed figures exhibit modes
of fastening weapons of this class,

communicated some time since to

the Royal Irish Academy in a

paper by Robert Bah, Esq., cu-

rator of the University museum,
Dublin. The first of these speci-

mens was brought from a mine in

Mexico, and the other from Little-

Fish Bav, in Africa, presented to

Mr. Ball by Capt. Adams, R.X.
Although in the three last exam-

ples which I have given, we have

direct proof as to the manner in

which the wedge-like implement

could be most efficiently hafted,

I am disposed to think the

celts (figs. B, c) were attached to

their handles somewhat difierently.

I think a curved piece of wood
was procured which was of less

diameter than the breadth of the

axe; the wutid being then >})lit,

the axe was inserted hito it, aiul

'4

f

Celt, vriiii lianaie.

Srrm ibs Sctith 3s3
Islaxids

'^\

Celt, -witb its faandSe. from Mexico



ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRONZE CELTS.

permanently se-

cured by strap-

pings round and
round both the

handle and the

blade. In celt b,

we find a rivet-

hole at its termi-

nation, the use of

which is shewn in

the annexed sketch, but this feature is of rare occurrence.

Although this mode of fastening is one tolerably secure,

yet the ultimate effect from using the weapon as an axe must
have been such as would tend to the destruction of the handle,

by splitting and ^. _ _
bursting the ty- -^" '"'^^ -^-^ ^^-si^>,

ing, and to ob-

viate this I sup-

pose the contriv-

ance of the stop-

ridge was adopted

(figs. D, E, F, from
bronze celts in the

British Museum),
an addition in form

to the axe-head,

so material and
so distinctive of

a metallic imple-

ment, that it has

induced me to con-

sider it as the type

of the second class.

Fig. E is that

of a small adze,

the blade being at

right angles to the

axis of the wedge of insertion, which latter

projects nearly an inch beyond the sides

which overlapped the handle, and is termi-

nated by what may be considered as a rivet-

hole, the use of which I have shewn in the

Length, 6 ia

I/ength,



ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRONZE CELTS. 5

sketch here given. This feature is curious and very rarely to
be seen, and appears to have been introduced to prevent the
celt from slipping out of its handle, in which from constant
use it must have become insecure ».

Fig. F is the last example which I can offer of the second
class, and probably the sides of the wedge for insertion were
spread out as we see them, to obviate, if possible, the necessity
of strapping the celt to the handle, which obviously must have
been the case in the first example I have adduced.

Length

Fig. Qb I regard as the first specimen of the third class,

and in it we observe the same prolongation of the wedge for

insertion, with the rivet-hole at the end, as in fig. e ; we also

find the sides which overlapped the handle extended to a singu-

larly great amount, but the feature which I think places this

celt in a class distinct from those already noticed, is the loop

or ear upon its under surface, the use of which is shewn in the

annexed sketch. This is a most admirable contrivance, but we
shall see presently that it was much improved upon.

Fig. H is a celt of that form which is most commonly
found when the wedge for insertion is not overlapped by its

sides, and the ear is introduced ; the method of fixing this

weapon to its handle is also here shewn.

Length, Oj iu.

" Compare an example from Sir Wil-
liam Hamilton's collections in the British
Museum, given by Mr. Lort in his Obser-
vations upon Celts, Archaeologia, vol. v.

pi. X., and another liy Mongez, in Receuil
d'Antiqu. Encycl. Method, from the St.

Genevieve cabinet.

h Found in the year 1806 on the sea

beach near Eastbourne, immediately under

Beachey Head.—Archaeologia, vol. xiv. p.

363.



6 ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF BRONZE CELTS.

As celts of the fourtli class we have figs, i, k, and l, in

which the wedge for insertion is set aside, doubtless from the

fact of its weakening the handle, and we have a socketed im-

plement with the addition of the ear, when the implement was
to be used as an axe, and without it when it was intended

to be used as a chisel, as in fig. k. The method of fastening

this celt is shewn in fig. i ".

Length, 1 in

I . n^Uj
_J

LeugLh
3.

J

We may readily imagine that when a weapon such as that

last noticed was in use, the tying, which extended from the

ear round the handle, must have been exposed to frequent

injury, and from its nature easily cut through, and then a few

succeeding blows of the weapon would detach the blade from

the haft. As a precaution against such a casualty we find the

bronze ring looped to the ear of the celt, (fig. l,) and which

might have assisted in fastening it, as I have shewn in the

sketches here given ; the second ring being applicable to

either of two purposes, as a catch for a string guard, to be

fastened to the wrist, or to render the tying of the larger, ring

to the handle more easy and direct. George V. Du Noyer.

<= Compare the repesentations of celts

attached to their handles, given by Sir

Samuel Meyrick, Skelton's Goodrich
Court Armoury, vol. i. pi. XLVIL

^ Upon the large ring in this remark-
able j.pecimen, now preserved in the Brit-

ish Museum, there is a bead apparently of

jet. This curious celt was found near Tad-
caster in Yorkshire. It was exhibited to

the Society of Antiquaries by Mr. John
Crosse, March 5, 1807, and is engraved in

Archaeol., vol. xvi. pi. 54.



ON THE BUILDING CALLED THE KING'S HOUSE, AND
OTHER ARCHITECTUEAL REMAINS IN THE TOAVN OF
SOUTHAMPTON.

PART OF THE WALLS OF SOUTHAMPTON.

The direct passage from Southampton to tlie coast of Nor-

mandy rendered it, so long as om- sovereigns retained their

French domains, the most convenient port for their emharka-

tion, while its favom-ablc geographical position, appreciated in

early times by the Romans, made it the chief resort of mer-

chants from southern Em-ope. Its vicinity to the opulent city

of Winchester, long celebrated for its annual fair on St. Giles's

hill, was another attraction for mediaeval traders, who w^ere

thus enabled to dispose of their cargoes without incurring

the cost and peril of a voyage, or land-journey, to London.

From Southampton our first Kichard sailed on his memorable

crusade, and ancient accounts tell us how the sheritT supplied

him ten thousand horse-shoes with double sets of nails for his

chivalry, and eight hundred Hampshire hogs for the provision

of his fleet ^. Thither came, in the infancy of English com-

merce, those " great ships from Bayonne," laden with Eastern

products, the arrival of one of which was, even so late as the

thirteenth century, an event anxiously expected by royalty;

and it was there that the merchants of Bom'deaux landed their

» Rot. Pip. 2 llic. I.



8 THE KING S HOUSE, AT SOUTHAMPTON.

cargoes of wine, the prisage of which, two tuns from each

ship, was long an important item of the crown revenue.

It is obvious tliat during the times this port was so much
frequented by Enghsh sovereigns, there must have been some
place for their accommodation while waiting to embark, or on

landing. Accordingly it appears that there was anciently a

"king's house" in Southampton''; and by the joint aid of

tradition and early records we are enabled to identify its site

and probable remains. At the back of the present custom

house, on a parallel line with the quay, there is yet remaining

an extensive ancient frontage, now in a very mutilated state,

which bears marks of having formed part of a building of

some importance in the tAvelfth century. This edifice is popu-

larly known as " the king's house." We have no means of

ascertaining the precise date of its erection, but it may be
reasonably ascribed to the long and energetic reign of Henry
the Second ; there is some evidence against the supposi-

tion that it might have been built by King John, to whom so

many castles and palaces are traditionally given, since early in

his reign the hall which it contained was decayed, and the

keeper of Knutwood forest supplied twenty rafters {cJieverones)

for the repairs of its roof '^. The next references to this build-

ing are important, as they demonstrate that it was situated by
the water side, on a quay. By vtrits dated respectively in the

fifth and sixth years of Henry the Third '^, the bailiffs of

Southampton were directed to repair the quay before the

king's house. These commands appear to have been neg-

lected or imperfectly fidfilled ; for by another writ dated Nov.

21, in the seventh year of the same reign, they were ordered
" to repair the quay this winter, lest the king's house should

be damaged thereby, and, at an opportune time, to cause it

to be well built ^." In the following year the bailiffs had
dii'ections to mend the gutters of the king's chamber ^

Now if the present custom house were removed, this ruin-

ous frontage in its rear, which we believe to have been the

"king's house," would, in point of fact, be situated on the quay,

although the vacant space before it might be rather .large

:

there is every reason, however, to suppose that anciently this

*> There was an edifice so called at Ports- 4. 1 7.

mouth which had a hall attached to it. « Rot. Claus. 7 Hen. III. m.26.
f Rot. Claus. 9 Joh. m. 12. ' Rot. Clans. 8 Hen. 111. m. 3.

'' Rot. Claus. 5 and 6 Hen. III. mm.



THE KING S HOUSE AT SOUTHAMPTON. 9

building was more extensive; it was probably quadrangular,

and in some measure fortified, or at least thoroughly enclosed,

and isolated from surrounding edifices ; a fact which seems

to be indicated by a direction to the bailifi's, in 1223, to

make a " gateway to the courtyard of the king's house ^."

Reiterated orders during the years 1224 and 1225, for the

repair of the house and quay, shew that either the bailiffs had

failed to obey previous directions, or that the works had been

imperfectly executed''. In the latter year the bishop of

Winchester had the custody of the house, at an annual fee of

fifteen shillings'.

Besides containing a hall, a chapel ""j and the several

apartments necessary for royal use, it is probable that this

building included a cellar in which the prisage butts were

stored'. The various operations connected with the proper

care of a large stock of wine, required space for their exercise,

and thus an extensive quay was adapted not only to the per-

sonal convenience of the king, but to the landing of his wines,

and to the accommodation of the coopers, guagers, sealers,

carters, and boatmen, who were employed about the royal

stores in those times when our princes were accustomed to

dispose of their superfluous stock.

It may be necessary to remark that the " king's house" was
certainly a building distinct from the castle of Southampton

;

this is proved by the document already cited, wdiich shews

that the former might be injured by the dilapidated state of

the quay on which it stood ; therefore it could not have been
much above high water mark ; w^hereas " the elevated position

of the castle must have effectually secured it from aU risk of

having even its base washed by the most violent waves which

a storm could raise in the land-locked harbour which it over-

looked™." The "king's houses in the castle" are frequently

mentioned in early records, and to readers who are not con-

8 Rot. Glaus. 8 Hen. III. p. 1. m. 10. Roll already cited. It is hardly necessary
h Rot. Glaus. 9 Hen. III. p. 2. m. 1, 3. to observe that in medieval days cellars

' Ibid., m. 13. were not always under ground.
'' "Et in reparatione capelle Regis de "" " Sketches of Hampshire," by the late

Suhamton', et domorum Regis ibidem et John Duthy, Esq., p. 145. I gladly take

gutterarum earundem, Ixiij.s. vj.d. ob."

—

this opportunity of calling attention to a

Rot. Pip. 14' Hen. III. provincial work exhibiting considerable re-
' The king's cellar at Southampton was search, much ingenious conjecture, and

of ample dimensions; it is mentioned as written in a remarkably agreeable style,

containing a hundred and twenty tims of The notice of Southampton, supplied after

wine: but so large was the stock accumu- IMr. Duthy's decease, is scarcely equal to

lated at times, that the sheriff, or butler, the rest of the volume.
was obliged to rent cellars. See the Pipe

VOL. IV. C



10 THE KING S HOUSE AT SOUTHAMPTON.

vei'sant with those authorities, it niiglit appear that the

edifices were identical. But it is well knoAvu that the term
"domus" was applied to various structures, generally, with
the exception of the keep, of an unsubstantial character, raised

within the enceinte of a medieval fortress, often mere pent-

houses of wood and plaster, always in need of repair.

The preceding observations may possibly induce local anti-

quaries to pursue still further the history of this ancient building,

the identification of which is thus attempted, and it is hoped
they may also contribute to its preservation as an interesting

relic of early times. The few architectural features it now
offers, belong to the latter part of the twelfth century, and of

these the most prominent is a window in a tolerably perfect

^C^

'^;^^ finz:3;zn£:^^yiZij^

WindOTO-. Eling s house. Southampton, Interior jarab of window

state ; it has a segmental arch and a drip-stone over it, with

the usual Noiinan abacus moulding at the imposts ; this is

continued as a string along the wall, though broken in places

by later insertions. Interiorly it is ornamented with shafts in

the jambs, sunk in a square recess in the angle, having capitals

sculptm-ed with foliage of a peculiar but late Norman character

;

the bases approaching to Early English. This window is alto-

gether remarkable and of an unusual design. It is now closed

by wooden shutters, and in all likelihood was never glazed.

The peculiar construction of the west wall of Southampton
is familiar to antiquaries ; an accm'ate measurement of the

arches was taken by Sir Henry Englefield in 1801" ; and the

reader may be referred to his essay for a minute description

11 "A Walk thnnigh Suutliainptoii," ku. ISOl. p. 23.
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of this early work wliicli, l)eing of transition Norman charac-

ter, is possibly a remnant of the walls bnilt by the men of

Southampton early in the reign, of John ; that monarch

having allowed them two hundred pounds out of their fee-

farm rent for the enclosure of the town°. Adjoining to a

postern gate in this wall, are the remains of two houses of

ancient date. One of these has preserved scarcely any

original features, excepting a Norman doorway ; the other

house is of about double the size, and situated on the oppo-

site side of a narrow lane which leads to the gateway. It is

nearly perfect, except the roof, and is probably one of the

oldest houses remaining in England ; being of rather earlier

character than either the Jew's house at Lincoln, or the other

house in the same street, or those at Christ Church, in Hamp-
shire, Boothby Pagnel, Lincolnshire, or Minster, in the Isle of

Thanet. All of these are well known instances of the domestic

architecture of England in the twelfth century, many of them
belonging to the latter part, whilst the present example may
perhaps be safely referred to the earlier half of that century.

Like most other examples, the principal dwelling rooms ap-

pear to have been on the first floor, and the fire-place remains,

with Norman shafts in the jambs ; the chimney is carried up
to the top of the wall, and may have risen above it, with an

PLAN OF NORMAN H0DSE3 VTitb part of the Town Wall, Southampton.

A. Passage in the wall. CCC. Windows
B Fire-place. D. Doorway of the smaller house.

° Rot. Pip. 1 .Joliaii.
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INTERIOR OF A NORMAN HODSK, SOUTHAMPTON.

JiXTBUIOB, ul-' WUBMAN EODSES, WITH THE POSTERN GATEWAY.
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external projeetioii, like a flat Norman ])uttress, supported on
])Iain corbels hanging over the lane. The doorway is on
the ground floor, and not as in the early houses in the north

of England, on the first floor only : no remains of a stair-

case exist, but it was probal)ly internal and of wood, and
may have been carried on the projections opposite to the

door. There are no windows in the ground floor, but several

on the first story ; those which are perfect are of two lights,

divided by a shaft, with capital and base. Several of these

window^s open to the outside of the city Avail, which in this

part consists of a series of arches carryhig the parapet wall

and alure ; the piers are connected with the w'all of the house,

but the spaces behind the arches left open, forming a succes-

sion of wide machicolations.

"iKrE/ ^

PART OF THE TOWN WALL AND NORMAN HOUSE, SOUTHAMPTON.

On the first floor also there is a passage formed in the

thickness of the wall, as was usual in fortifications of the

period, and this probably conununicated with the town Avail,

though the passage is noAv partly blocked up.

From the circumstance that the arches of the toAvn Avail are

built partly over the AvindoAvs of the house, it is clear that they
Avere erected subsequently, the masonry is also different. Al-
though the arches at this part are round-headed, those adjoin-

ing to them are pointed, and evidently of the same i)eriod.

1. 11. p.



SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE MATERIALS AND IMPLE-

MENTS OE DESIGN, ESPECIALLY IN CONNECTION

WITH ARCHITECTURE.

The following notes, relating to a subject of considerable

interest botli to the architect and the antiquary, have been

extracted from the MS. collections of the late Mr. Rickman,

which have come into the possession of Mr. Parker. They

appear to have been composed as a communication to a pro-

vincial Architectural Society, chiefly with the view of engaging

the attention of its members to the subject, and of eliciting

more extended information " on the probable antiquity of the

present implements of design." Some years have elapsed

since this useful suggestion was made by Mr. Rickman,

and, although various valuable facts connected with such

researches have been subsequently made known, it does not

appear that any archaeological writer, in England, has hitherto

bestowed upon the subject the attention which it appears to

deserve. The remarks, however, of Mr. Rickman may be re-

garded with interest by many of our readers, and they are

here oflfered for their perusal, not as affording fully detailed

information, but in order to recall the attention of archaeo-

logists to a matter of interesting enquuy.

Surrounded as we are in the present day with mechanical

inventions of the greatest delicacy, we are not often led to

consider how those operations, now so greatly facilitated by

various mechanical arrangements, were performed, at a time

when these were deficient, and those materials which are now
most common, were wholly unknown.

In the course of investigations necessary for the compila-

tion of the third part of a paper containing the examination

of Sir James Hall's Essay on Gothic Architectiu-e, I had been

forcibly struck as often heretofore with the total absence (so

far as I had been able to find) of architectm^al designs made

during that period in which the richest and most valuable

examples of English architecture were erected, viz., the four-

teenth century. Of this date we possess a variety of docu-

ments, manuscripts, fabric rolls, &c., which belonged to our

monastic and other institutions, having been preserved amidst
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the various revolutions w^hicli occurred during the reign of

Henry VIIL, and the intemperate scenes of the succeeding

century. We might reasonably suppose that if the same

arrangements had then been made previous to the erection of

buildings, that we are now accustomed to make, some one at

least of the numerous designs which must have been prepared

would have been preserved to the present day.

I know not that any cause has hitherto been assigned for

the absence of such documents, but the natiu-e of the materials

employed in ancient times may, as it has appeared to me, sup-

ply a probable explanation.

The implements of design may be described as follows.

Those substances, such as paper, &c., on which the design

is delineated ; those substances which are used for marking

the necessary lines on the tablet to be drawn upon ; and the

substances or means employed to efface or destroy erroneous

or superfluous marks from the tablet. To these might be

added, the mechanical arrangements to facilitate the produc-

tion of the necessary lines.

In regard to the substances which were in use in Greece

and the east, the information which we possess, though pretty

clear as to writing, gives us no distinct idea with respect to

drawing or designing. The Abbe Barthelemy, describing in

the travels of Anarcharsis every authenticated matter con-

nected with Greek literatm'e, speaking of a Greek library,

does not make mention of any tablet or other preparation

proper for the delineation of diagrams, though he pays con-

siderable attention to the article of paper.

We may however fairly suppose from incidental oljserva-

tions, that the following substances were used by the Greeks

for purposes analogous to design.

1st, stone tablets.

2ndly, preparations of wood.

3rdly, the papyrus.

4th!y, linen stretched.

5thly, brass plates and perhaps plates of lead.

Gthly, the waxed tablet.

Of these it nmst be obvious that the greater part were not

at all adapted for orcUnary use. Stone tablets could only be

serviceable to any extent, considerhig the cost of i)reparing

them, when a design engraved on them was intended perma-

nently to remain, and stretched linen would be liable to nearly
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the same objection. The papyrus, the conimou material for

writing, was by no means proper for drawing designs at large,

even if its size had been suitable, or its price such as to make
it generally attainable.

The waxed tablet and metal plates might be useful for

small drawings, but we can hardly conceive it practicable to

have employed them of a sufficient size to make the working

drawings for buildings yet remaining in Greece.

There remain therefore only the wooden boards or tablets,

on which we may suppose that the Grecian architects drew
their working designs, and it is obvious that this would be in

most instances the means most easily available, as well as best

adapted for such purposes of those at that time attainable.

There are perhaps few parts of the globe in which something"

of the nature of chalk or bole may not be procured, and it is

easy to conceive how in this mode the Grecian architects

might manage their working drawings, for any erroneous

marks made by a substance of that description would be

easily effaceable merely by a wet cloth.

Whether the Roman architects employed similar means
I know not that there is any distinct evidence ; but the

numerous discussions which have arisen concerning various

passages in the writings of Vitruvius, from the want of draw-

ings attached to his work, give us reason to suppose that the

Romans had not adopted the delineation of plans and other

drawings on the substances used for the composition of their

books.

We may now turn to that period which more immediately

concerns us, and consider the implements and materials which

may be supposed to have been in use in the reigns of the three

first Edwards. For writing a substance had been generally

brought into use remarkably adapted for permanency, I mean
the preparations of animal skin, such as vellum or parchment

;

but, though many manuscripts contain valuable illustrations

of the costume of that time, and in some instances exhibit,

so to speak, elevations of buildings, yet there is nothing that

1 have been able to find analogous to direct planning, or that

description of drawing which can alone be useful in under-

standing the intentions of an architect, namely, the details of

working drawings or even geometricid elevations.

It appears that in addition to vellum, a description of paper

was introduced from the east soon after the commencement of
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the fourteenth century, but, from the great sums paid for

books, and the distant parts from wlience it was procured, I

think there is little reason to suppose that it was ever sup-

})lied at such a price as to have been used as paper now is*.

That the artificers of the thirteenth and foiu'teenth centuries

were conversant with means of working in wood, we have

abundant valuable proofs in the multiplicity of canings yet

remaining ; there can be no doubt that they must have been

well acquainted with various modes of smoothing wooden sur-

faces ; and though I have not been able to ascertain the exact

period at which plumbago was first used as a material for

marking, there can be no doubt but some of the marking
substances, which almost all parts of the kingdom produce,

Avere well known at that time ^.

If once we admit the probability that tablets of wood, and
chalk, a leaden plummet, or other marking substances, com-
posed the chief ini])lements of design, used by ancient archi-

tects, we shall I think find an easy mode of accounting for

that absence of designs which has been noticed. It is clear,

that even supposing that, in order to give the degree of per-

manence to some of the drafts which it was absolutely neces-

sary that the ground-plan and some other general designs

should have, those particular designs were drawn with some
sharp instrument, so as to impress them as it were on the

substance of the wooden tablet, the tablets when the con-

struction was executed would only need the operation of

smoothing to receive a new design, or, as is still more likely,

the piece of wood wdiich had exhibited the design would be
put to some use which would effectually destroy the design

impressed on it ; and there is the more reason to suppose this

has been the case, because those woods which alone could be

made use of for this pm*pose are in themselves of no great

permanence.

The only ancient design now extant, as I believe, in Eng-
land, is of a date after the introduction of printing. This is

presened in the British ^Museum, and has been engraved in

Lysons' Magna Britannia, in the history of the county of

Cambridge. It is a design for a tower, which appears to have

been intended to be added to King's college chapel, Cam-
bridge, and it is I believe on paper ; it is not very excellent

in composition, though certainly valuable as an ancient design.

See note A. •* See note B.

VOL. IV. D
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A carving in the spandrel of an arch at Worcester cathedral,

appears to deserve especial notice, in connection with the sub-

ject under consideration. It is figured in Carter's Ancient

Architecture, and represents an architect, who, having drawn
his design on tablets, is presenting them to an ecclesiastic,

probably the superior of the monastery. The figure given by
Carter is so small that it is not easy to make out anything

from the draft on the tablets, but if any proportion was ob-

served, it seems clear that the tablets must have been of wood,
or the abbot could not hold them as he is there represented.

It is curious however, that the architect has also wdiat appears

to be a roll of old parchment ; its breadth is such compared
with its length that it seems very probable it is a description

of the work to be done, or something in the nature of an
estimate. The architect also has in his hand something which
appears like a bevel square, but the representation of it is so

rude, that one can hardly draw any conclusions from it. This

piece of carving is, so far as I know, the only direct evidence

we have on the subject ; there may however be examples of

the same kind in other places, as also in some ancient MSS^.
There is a citation in the account of Roslyn chapel in Brit-

ton's Architectural Antiquities, which may deserve notice, as

tending to corroborate the idea that wood was used by ancient

architects for the original designs. It is taken from a MS.
memoir of the house of Douglas, in the Advocates' library

at Edinburgh. It runs as follows, speaking of the founder,

William Saintclair, earl of Orkney.

" The fundation of this rare worke he causd to be laid in the year of our

Lord 1446. And to the end the worke might be more rare, first he causd

the draughts to be drawn upon Eastland boords'^, and made the carpenters

to carve them, according to the draughts theron, and then gave them for

patterns to the masons, that they might therby cut the like in stone."

Our principal marking materials at the present time are the

useful China or Indian ink, and portions of plumbago set in

cedar : of the anticjuity of these substances I have been unable

to ascertain anything at all conclusive. With regard to the

means employed for effacing erroneous lines, mention is made
of the crumb of bread, by some early Italian writers, but this

= See note C. and termed " Estrichborde, Estregbords,"

^ Deals of wainscot, and timl)cr for vari- &c.—Pcgge, in Anonym. Kennett's Glos-

ous purposes, imported from the Baltic, sary.
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or any other expedient has been superseded by the general

use of a foreign production, the caontcliouc, or Indian rubber.

Of the intro(hi(;tion of this very vahiablc material, the fol-

lowing extract from the preface to Pricstly's Perspective,

published in 1770, gives as positive a date as we can well

expect.

" Since this work was printed I have seen a substance excellently adapted

to the purpose of wiping from paper the marks of a black-lead pencil. It must

therefore be of singular use to those who practise drawing. It is sold by-

Mr. Nairn, mathematical instrument maker, opposite the Royal Exchange.

He sells a cubical piece of about half an inch for three shillings, and he says

it will last several years."

NOTES.

A. The date of the invention of parchment has not been precisely ascer-

tained, but it dates from times prior to the age of Herodotus ; the substitu-

tion of the skin of the calf for that of the sheep, forming vellum, was pro-

bably an improvement of a more recent period. In England in earlier times

the use of papyrus, as also of the Oriental paper made of cotton, was un-

known, and parchment was exclusively employed. The earliest fabrication

of paper from linen rags, originated probably by the cotton paper used in

the East as early as the ninth century, has been attributed to the twelfth

century. The most ancient document on such paper known to exist,

according to De Vaines, appeared to be a German charter, dated 1239; a

letter exists amongst the records at the Tower of London, addressed to

Henry III., and written previously to 1222, which appears to be upon strong

paper of mixed materials. Several letters of the following reign, preserved

in the Tower, are evidently written on cotton paper. Paper was first manu-
factured in England by John Tate, the younger, of Hartford, at the close of

the fifteenth century.—See Meerman, Obs. de chartse linese origine, ed.

Van Yaasen, 1767; Dom de Vaines, Diet, de Diplomatique; Gough's
notices of Paper, Archseol., vol. viii, p. 158 ; three valuable remarks by Mr.
Ottley, Archa3ol., vol. xxvi. p. 69, and Herbert's account of Tate, the first

English paper maker, Dibdin's Typ. Ant., vol. ii. p. 320.

B. As it is certain that the ancients made use of common lead for the

purpose of ruling lines, it seems highly probable that arcliitects or designers
might have adopted the use of the same convenient means of producing
working drawings. The scribes used a small round plate of lead, which
was found more convenient than a leaden style, being less liable to become
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bent, or to cut the parchment. Their plummets were termed, in Greek,

irapdypatjios, or Tpo)(aX6s, in Latin prseductal. With regard to the earliest

use of carburet of iron, commonly called black-lead, for a similar purpose,

it may be observed that Professor Sclionemann has asserted that the MS. of

Theophilus in the library of Wolfenbuttel exhibits lines ruled with a black-

lead pencil. It is attributed to the twelfth century. Conrad Gesner, in his

treatise on fossils, (Zurich, 1565,) described pencils for writing formed of

wood with a piece of lead, or as he believed, an artificial composition, called

by some, " Stimmi Anglicanum." He gave moreover a woodcut representa-

tion of such a pencil. From the writings of subsequent authors of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it is obvious that the use of so conve-

nient a material for the purposes of artists and draftsmen became more

generally known ; and in Italy, it was designated as Flanders stone, having

been introduced from the Netherlands. Further information on this subject

may be obtained from Beckmann's History of Inventions.

C. Since the time when these observations were penned by the late Mr.

Eickman, it does not appear that any examples of arcliitectural working

drawings have been brought to light in our own country. In relation,

indeed, to a period somewhat later than the middle-age times to which his

attention was chiefly addressed, the collection of valuable designs, plans,

and elevations, designed by an architect of the Elizabethan age, John

Thorpe, may deserve especial notice. It is now preserved amongst the

collections of the late Sir John Soane, and a description of the curious con-

tents of the volume is given by Dallaway, in his edition of Walpole's Anec-

dotes of Painting, vol. i. p. 330. On the continent, however, a few medieval

architectural designs and working drawings have been preserved, of great

interest. The existence of the original designs of Cologne cathedral, attri-

buted by Boisseree to the genius of Master Gerard, the director of the work

commenced by Archbishop Conrad in 1248, is now well known, as forming

the authority upon which tliat noble structure is at the present time in

course of completion. The designs and plans which served for the con-

struction of another fine example of ecclesiastical architecture in Germany

have recently been discovered, and their publication may speedily be ex-

pected. I am indebted to Monsieur Tastu, one of the curators of the library

of Ste Genevieve, at Paris, for the inspection of a most valuable evidence of

a similar nature. It is a portion of a very large architectural drawing upon

parchment, which exhibited the western elevation of a magnificent example

of church architectui'e in the south of Spain, in the most florid Decorated

style.
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AS GIVEN BY MATHIAS RORICZER in 1486.

It is highly probable that much valuable information may
still remain unnoticed amongst ancient records, such more
especially as the fabric rolls preserved with the muniments of

cathedral or collegiate foundations, "which would throw a new
and important light on the technical practices of medieval

architects, the rules and terms of art, or the mechanical con-

trivances by which their operations were facilitated. Much
may be anticipated from the intelligent research which in

recent times has been bestowed upon these subjects, more par-

ticularly in Germany. A valuable specimen of the evidences

serving to illustrate the practice and rules of design, observed

by architects in the middle ages, has recently been brought

forward in that country, to which, as connected with the sub-

ject of Mr. Rickman's enquiries in the preceding paper, we
would take this occasion to call the attention of om' readers.

It is a treatise on the construction of " Fialen," or pinnacles,

written, about the year 14S6, by Mathias Roriczer, an archi-

tect of Ratisbon, in the })eculiar local dialect familiar to him,

and recently reprinted in its original obsolete language, as

also in the form of a modernized version^.

This little essay is extremely interesting and valuable,

from the period at which it was written and published, whilst

Gothic Architecture was still flourishing, proving as it does

the strictly geometrical principles on which the architects of

that period constructed their working drawings ; and as the

traditions of the two previous centuries could scarcely then

have been lost, we may fairly presume that the freemasons of

an earlier age were equally well acquainted with geometry,

both in theory and practice. So precise and minute are the

instructions here given, from the first drawing of the simple

square block through every stage. of the process, till we have

» The original was reprinted by Carl with the episcopal insignia, tlie arms of the

Heideloff, in his work entitled, Die Bau- family of Reichenau and of the monastery
hiitte des Mittelalters in Deutschland, impaled, with this motto

:

Nurnberg, 18 li; and a translation into wilhelmus . episcopus . eustetensis .

modern German appeared at Treves in ex . familia . reichenaw . natus .

18i5, with a preface by A. Reichensperger. hec . imprimi . fecit . anno . dm .

The first page of the original is embellished mcccclxxxvi.
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the finished pinnacle and canopy, that an accomplished modern
architect, however good a mathematician he may be, could

hardly give his pupil better practice or clearer directions than

to copy the diagrams, and work out the problems here given.

But as we cannot expect the readers of the Archaeological

Journal to be prepared to follow the minutiae of a mathematical

treatise, we must content ourselves with a few specimens, and
present them with a reduced series of the diagrams which

will be generally appreciated, while those mathematicians who
wish to do so can without difficulty draw out the definitions

for themselves.

The first part teaches how " To raise a pinnacle {^iaU) from

its foundation, according to the mason's art, and the rules of

geometry."

1. Make a square as annexed, with the

letters a d c d. This is the size of the

block out of which the pinnacle is to be

cut.

2. Make a square the same size as the

previous figm-e, divide the fine a b into

two equal parts, and place e on the divi-

sion, do the same on the other sides, and
join the letters e hfg.

3. Make a figure the same as the last,

divide e h at k, repeat this on the other

sides, then rule the square i k I m.

4. Then turn the square c hgf, as in the

following figure. The outer square is the

plinth, the next the shaft, and the inner
one the thickness at the bottom of the

panel.

5. Draw again the figure as before,

then carry the line i I till it cuts e h and

g f, then place n, and do the same at the
other corners of the figure.

1
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In all these figures the letters ah c d refer to the square

block or plinth of the pinnacle, and efg h to the shaft, and

the intention so far is to shew the breadth and

depth of the panel, and the next, fig. 6, shews the

method of finding the hollow moulding of the panel.

This is found by dividing the line u i into three equal

parts, taking two of these parts, and marking the

distance on the line at o, and

then with the same distance

Fig. 6.

//

k
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dividing the two lower divisions into tlirce eqnal parts, two of

which give its height, and the original line a b the width at its

base, lig. 13. The third division gives the height of the tinial

which is fixed on the ga])le at the intersections of the inner

and outer lines of the coping, fig. 14.

The remaining figures refer to the drawing of the finial.

The last fig. is to be drawn again, fig. 15, and the length a h

set off from the apex downward, which gives the top of the

large foliage, and its width is to be made equal to a b. This

Avidtli is to be divided into three parts, and one of " °

these parts set off downward for the depth of —-— -^

the foliage. The upper foliage

is found by taking the distance

between the outer square and
the next fig. 4 ; and setting it

from the point downwards,

marks the upper line of the

foliage, which is to be made
equal in width to the inner

square of fig. 4, and its depth

one-third of its width. The
same distance and thickness

must be set off beloio the large

foliage for the neck-moulding,

the width of which is to be

ecpial to the second square in

fig. 4.

The next, fig. 16, shews the

method of laying off the crock-

ets. The distance below the

neck-moulding is to be divided

into six parts, and on these the

thickness and projection of crock-

ets is set off from the plan, fig.

7. The next figures shew the

plan, shaft, and spire of the pin-

nacle complete without the work-

ing hues, and the treatise con-

cludes by directing the spire to

be set on the shaft, and " it

is then a perfect pinnacle car-

ried up from the foundation."

VOL. IV. E

J
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F'i. 1

The second part treats " of the construction of a canopy,"

"To make the templets or moulds (SOlaS§bretter, (5t)ablonen)

for the single parts and for the flowers (or crockets) of a

canopy."

"Begin and make the square of the pinnacle exactly as the

foundation of the pinnacle in the preceding figiu'cs."

Fig. 1. On the square a h lay ano-

ther larger one df r o, on this another

of the same size m s. So you have the

right squares out of which the crockets

(58himc) and mouldings (^?a§obrctter)

shall be made, cl / r o is the large

flower or finial on the gable point of

the canopy, according to the horizon-

tal dimensions that the four great leaves

measure. « 5 is the square for the con-

struction of the foundation and eleva-

tion of the pinnacles belonging to the

canopy, that is to say, the dimensions

of the socles or blocks at the base of

the side pinnacles, m I h k i n s is the

templet of the arch, the measurement
of the mould for the arch-voussoirs, e

f g \^ the templet for the two legs of the carved gable-formed

ornament of the pointed arch, h k i is the mould for half of

window jambs (^en^terpfogten) from which also the mould for

the mullion (5i}Zittc(pfo6tcn) may be found.

To construct a perfect canopy (SEImperge). Take the width

you wish to make the canopy, set it on the line q r fig. 3,

afterwards divide the line q r into six equal parts, one is the

size of the pinnacle, or the length of one side of the plan of

the pinnacles belonging to the canopy drawn in the figures

2 and 3, with the letters a and b, and divide the pinnacle

as before in the preceding figures for the construction of a

pinnacle. Then divide the length of the pinnacle into three

parts, one of these divisions is the height of the finial above

the point of the canopy.

Fig. 3. The plan of the whole canopy.

Fig. 4. The elevation of the canopy.

Fig. 5. The finial at large shewing the foliage.

Fig. 6. The plan of the finial.

The letters of reference on the elevations correspond with

those on the plans.

F.«. -i.
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it lOJL,
^

Fi^.

The strictly geometrical character of all these draAvings is

sufficiently evident, but figure 1 of the plans for the canopy is

especially remarkable for the clever and ingenious manner in

which all the varied parts are worked out on one diagram :

this makes it look rather confused at first sight, but on a

careful examination, the whole may be clearly made out.

After this the others are all simple and easy to understand.



ON THE READING OE THE COINS OF CUNOBELIN.

No 1. No. 3.

C0IN3 OF CUNOBELIN, FOCND AT CHESTEKFOKD,

When upon a former occasion an inspection of the coins of

Cunobelin had led me to enunciate a theory relative to the

meaning of the obscure word Tascio or Tasciovani, upon the

reverse, I was not insensible that the novel idea suggested by

the reading of these legends would be a subject for discus-

sion. The newly discovered coins represented above, found at

Chesterford, and now in the possession of the Hon. Richard

Neville, who has kindly communicated them to the Archae-

ological Institute, however, settle the question, and support

in a gratifying and unexpected manner the conjecture upon

which Mr. Wigan's specimen, owing to the indifferent preser-

vation of the last letters, threw a slight doubt : the most scep-

tical cannot now fail to be convinced that tasc. fil is Tascio-

vani filius, and that through this name a clue is obtained for

the deciphermejit of the inscriptions of several other coins of

the British and the Gallic series.

I should have considered it unnecessary to retrace my steps

upon this numismatic point, but that a recent writer, the

Rev. Mr. Beale Post, has not only disputed my explanation of

the legend, but actually proposed another far more untenable.

Forced to abandon the crude conjectures of the past school of

antiquaries, he has taken up a position founded upon the

same imperfect philological basis, and consequently equally

wrong, and he cannot therefore be surprised if numismatists

do not recognise in cvnobelinvs tasc ' fil *, Cunobelin the

Tasciovanus the Tercombretus.

In order to place the question in as concise a form as pos-

sible, it will be necessary to re- describe the four coins on

which it is founded.

No. 1. CVNO in a square, or on a tessera; all within a laurel \vreath and

engrailed ring.

R. TASC • F. Pegasus galloping to the r. Ar. 1. British 3Itiscutn^.

• Engraved and described in the Numismatic Chronicle, vol. vii. PI. V. No. 1. p. 78.
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2. CVNOBEL, unbearded head and bust in armour, galeated to the r.

R. TASC • FiL. Boar biting a branch, or ear of corn, facing to the left.

JE 3|. Mr. Wigan's cabinet, Clare House, East Mailing. Mr. Neville's

coin found at Chesterford*'.

3. CVNOBELIN, unbearded head galleated to the r.
•=

R. TAsciiovANiF. Boar running to the left. je. 2^.

—

British Museum.

4. cvNOBELiNi. Head, laureated to the left.

R. TACiovANi • F Centaur gradient to the r. and blowing a horn. iE 3^.

—British Museum ^.

Now it is evident from an inspection of these legends, that

TASC No. 1, 2, is a contraction for tasciovani • No. 3, 4;

and this is the correct form of the inscription read tasiovanit •

both by Combe^ and Ruding, who although he found on

Mr. Rebellos' coin*^ tascioyaif, and on another specimen

TASCiovAN^, was yct unable to combine the proper reading of

his two legends, and restore the inscription as he might have

done to its true form tasciovani. f. But he preferred follow-

ing his predecessors and contemporaries in either attempting

to etymologize the word, or referring it to towns in the Nar-

bonnese Gaul or in Spain. This spirit is not yet altogether

abandoned : but it is necessary to return to the second part

of the inscription. This is f* and on No. 2, fil", Mr. Neville's

coin enabling us to pronounce certainly on the last letters,

which ]\Ir. AVigan's, owing to its rather honey-combed condition,

did not. Some doubt existed whether the last letter might not

be an r, but not only on some coins of Cunobelin does the l

much resemble the r in its form r, which might account for the

appearance of Mr. AVigan's coin, but Mr. Neville's, as already

stated, removes all doubt as to the reading of this last letter,

and confirms what was already evident from the form f, that the

contraction is for flius, and that Cunobelin, for certain rea-

sons subsequently touched on, called himself Cunobelin the son

of Tasciovan, thus restoring to the series of British monarchs
one whose existence is only known numismatically, and re-

solving what for two centuries has been an inexplicable pro-

blem in this branch of numismatics. It will be instructive

for future enquirers, and at the same time a literary exer-

» Ibid., No. 2. p. 79. Urb. 4to. Lond. 1814. p. 25. No. 25.
<= Ibid., No. 3. p. 79. Ruding, Annals « 1. c. No. 27.

of the Coinage, PI. V. fig. 23. ' Ann. III. 236.
^ Ibid., No. 4. p. 78. Ruding, loc. cit. K Ibid.

No. 17. Taylor Combe, Num. Vet. Pop. et
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citation not devoid of interest, to trace the hypotheses which
have been successively applied to these cohis, the earlier of

which will be found in the learned dissertation of Dr. Pegge,
who diligently collected the errors of his predecessors while

adding another to the list. The first English antiquary who
published the coins of Cunobelin, was Camden, who to the

honour of his sagacity assigned them to England, but con-

jectured that they were struck expressly for the payment of

the Roman tribute ; that those with the horse, hog, tree, and
ear of corn respectively, were destined as the payment vice

cattle, forest and corn lands ; this extraordinary notion, al-

though supported by the eminent authority of Cardinal Baron,

(who added the idea of a fluctuating tribute currency made
for the occasion co-existent with a fixed ordinary coinage,)

was amply confuted by Casaubon. The antiquary Thoresby
did not much advance the question by supposing that these

pieces were amulets, concurring with Bishop Nicholson, and
misled by the work of Bartholinus. Wise, the author of the

Bodleian Catalogue, justly considered them to be coins, but

conjectured they were not British, a rather pardonable error

in the numismatic learnhig of that day. cun he imagined
was the name of the Iberian Cunei of Spain, or the Tascodu-

nitari Cononiensis. Yet he might have been convinced by the

recurrence of these coins in the island from the time of Cam-
den, that they were essentially British. A step in advance

was however made by Dr. Pettingal in a dissertation, elabo-,

rate for its day, read before the Society of Antiquaries in

1769 ; he restored the coins to Britain, a conclusion to which

he was necessarily led by the fact of their frequent discovery

in the island. Cunobelin he supposed was the name of the

prince by whose authority they were struck, who indeed is

mentioned by Dio and Suetonius, two of the most read of

classical authorities ; but he signally failed in his explanation

of the reverse, he returned to the exploded notion of Camden,
that they were struck to pay tribute ; an argument the most
inconclusive, for it is as well known to have been paid in

kind, as that the Britons had a currency prior to the invasion

of Caesar ; while the old refutation was in full force, that such

a fact as the issue of a currency to pay a tax is almost un-

heard of in the history of the world; the beard-money of

Peter the Great of Russia being probably the solitary ex-

ception. Pettingal supposed the word Tascia to be derived
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from Tag a prince, and that it represented the idea tax in

Celtic, and tiie equivalent of the Latin iaxatio, a word indeed

barbarons enongh, but derived from the Greek ra'^t?. The

subject Lay dormant in this state for some time, till Dr. Pegge,

a man of some classical learning and attainments, wrote his

dissertation, emljodying all the notions of his predecessors,

and critically examining their historical pretensions : he even

classified the coins into five divisions; 1. those with the

king's name full or abbreviated ; 2. those with name and

place of coinage; 3. those with Tascia full or abridged;

4. those with Tascia only; 5. those with Tascia and place of

coinage. He still continued, however, to confound the legends

altogether, and even wavered whether cun might not mean
Cunetio or Marll)orough : but it is due to Pegge to state that

he established something like order in his system, and classed

the Tascia and Ver together, which last he rightly called Veru-

lamium, or St. Alban's, while he identified Cam with Camalo-

dunum or Colchester, which has been subsequently confirmed

by the reading of two coins. The complete legends of Tasci-

ovani- f • he does not appear to have seen. The legend Tascio

or Tascia, for both occur, he supposed to be the name of King
Cunobelin's moneyer, which he supported by the fact of the

names of moneyers occurring on coins of Augustus. Although

this interpretation was not correct, there was in it thus far an

approach to truth, that the coins were distinctly assigned to

Britain, and that they were supposed to be copied after a

Roman model. The opinions of writers continued to oscillate

between the hypotheses of Wise, Pettingal, and Pegge, as

late as the appearance of the work of Ruding, although

that writer, and his successors, as I have already stated,

possessed ample means of rectifying the errors of preceding

enquiries, and had in fact all the elements of the true read-

ing. Even the cold and accurate Combe, in his Catalogue

of the Museum, misread the legend of No. 4, and thus

continued to perpetuate the notion that some inexplicable

enigma lay hid in the word Tasciovanit. Yet the Museum
specimen is remarkably distinct, and on another type in

the Museum, reading tazciiovaniif, if the last letter could

not have been necessarily identified as an f at all events it

was not a t. Whitaker in his History of Manchester, a book

of rather apocryphal character, had however proposed an-

other theory, to which it will be necessary to refer, as it has
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been lately reproduced ; he conjectured that the legend of

the reverse was a translation of the inscription on the

obverse, and that Tasciovani was the Romanized British word
for prince : in order to establish this, he recurred to the old

philological argument of Tag prince, and its derivations. In

April 1845, I gave my analysis of the inscription founded on

an impression of three coins in the national cabinet, but

No. 2. in Mr. Wigan's collection, who most kindly forwarded

it to me, left a transient doubt on the subject, the last

letter being apparently uncertain
;

yet I felt so convinced

that F. after a genitive name must be filius, that I read

a short paper on the subject. About the month of June 1846,

I received a cast of, and subsequently saw, Mr. Neville's coin,

which entirely confirmed what I had advanced, because on

this excellently preserved spechnen the last letter was de-

cidedly an L, and consequently Tasc fil. could be no other

than Tasciovani filius, the son of Tasciovanus. Mr. Akerman
in his work on the "Ancient Coins of Cities and Princes," not

only recognised the reading as applicable to Cunobelin and

Tasciovanus, but also adopted it as proposed by me for Eppil-

lus, and extended it proprio motu to two other princes. The
Rev. Mr. Beale Post recm-s to the old system of supposing the

name of the reverse to be Tasciovanus fircombretus, " the

monarch the legislator ;" here he closely follows Whitaker, the

portion that is his own being the doubtful explanation of fir

on Mr.Wigan's coin. He observes that Fircombretus appears

on a coin of Lexovium, which cannot be doubted, but as the

Romans never mistook or interchanged the v and f, nor the

not too learned moneyers of Gaul, they Awote it Vercombretos.

The difficulty which he experienced in the admission of filius

was the doubt that Cunobelin could claim the crown in right

of his father, but why not? Although Tasciovanus may as

one of the reguli of Britain have escaped the pages of the Roman
historians, it is evident that he was a prince in the strictest

alliance with Rome, and we know, from a passage in the

Anecdota of Dr.Crjuncr, that the British ])rinces enjoyed their

respective thrones by the right of hereditary descent. The

sons of Cunobelin, who fled to Rome at the time of Caligula,

gave their father trouble enough, and paved the way for the

subsequent expedition of Claudius, yet this at least implies an

hereditary principle. As for the difficulty of the name of

Tasciovanus, it is of inferior consequence, flow should we
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have known, except from the Ancyrean inscription, (cf. IVanz

in Gerhard's Arcliccologische Zeitung, Feb. 1S48, p. 17—20,)

of the tln-ee kings of Jiritain, Dannio, Ik'llaunos, and Tim-

con ? The okl chroniclers Avho vamped up a history of

Britain prior to the Saxon period from Roman histories, old

legends, and such traditionary matters as reached them, have

witliout hesitation called the ])redecessors of Cunohelinus or

Cynd)eUn, Tennantius, Themantius, Tlieomancius, ('ennan-

tius, Tenuancius, Tudor Belin, and Tuhelin. Is it too much
to suppose that they have taken the line of those kings

mIio were in the strictest alliance with Rome, and the recog-

nised native sovereigns at that epoch? Nor is the name of

the coins and chroniclers, after all, so widely remote. Those

who have to deal with harmonized barbarian names, will

readily conceive with Menage's joke npon hipjjos and cheval,

how they are bien changes en passant. As the name of Tas-

ciovanus is not mentioned among the kings who came to Au-
gustus, as Cunobelin died early in the reign of ClaucHus, and
his sons had commenced their political intrigues at the time

of Caligula, Tasciovanus must have lived in the age of

'J'iberius. His coins, which have been confounded by writers

with those of his son Cunobelin, are of rather a ruder character
;

the fullest form in which the name occurs on any of them, is

Tasciovan, and it is found in the still more abridged forms,

Tasciava, Tascio, and Tasc. The full form of his name Tascio-

vanus, only occurs hi the genitive on the coins of his son, but
in many instances the contractions are attributable to the muti-

hited condition of the coins. It is probable that to the early

part of his reign are to be referred those coins which are un-

accompanied by any inscription on the reverse ; he probably
struck subse(|uently those with Ver on the reverse, which in-

dicated Verulamium, for Verlamio occurs on what must be
considered an autonomous coin of that town, issued perhaps
during the int(>rregnum Avhich followed the death of Cuno-
belin. Mr. Ilaigh has su})posed the Scgo on the reverse to be
Segontium, Mr. Akerman inclines to the idea of Segonax, but
in what relation were these two monarchs? Had Tasciovanus
another son, or is it possible that, descended from one of the

four confederate kuigs of Kent, he had established his court

at Verulamium? Hut there is another coin presenting no less

a ditliculty which occurs iu this series. This is a gold coin

struck like those of Tiiiuoii and Ep])illus, having on llic o!)-

Nl>I,. IV.
^^
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verse a horseman, with a sun and a wheel in the area ; on the

reverse is an inscription of two lines, reading tascio-vricon
TASCiov-RicoN, and published by Lambert, p. 146. pi. xi.

No. 21. as TASciERicoN, probably misread. It has been con-
jectured by Mr. Haigh, that the latter portion of the legend is

the name of the town Uriconium or Wroxeter : but this would
stretch the dominions of Tasciovanus to an almost universal

empire. It is probable that the best specimens of this type
are those reading Tasciovricon, but I have never seen one
so perfectly preserved as I should desire. One I have re-

cently seen oilers the following peculiarity ; there is a period

at the end of the second line ricon, but none between any
other of the letters ; there might have been one between the

V and R, but there is none present on that published by Mr.
Haigh. I conclude from this, and the fact of Cunobelin
occasionally inscribhig his legends in the same manner on
his obverse, that Tasciovricon is a contraction for Tasciovri-

conis, the genitive form of another British regulus, named
Tasciovrico, who enjoyed a certain authority in the south

of the island, and wdiose coinage wns modelled on that

of the Brigantes and Atrebates, under the j)i'otection of the

Bomans. I submit this explanation Avith all due deference

as ])referable to supposing the name of a prince and
town blended thus together contrary to the analogy of the

British and Gaulish series. There is another coin attri-

butable to Tasciovaniis published in the thirty-three plates

of Dr. Stukeley, on which unfortunately no reliance can

be placed, and reproduced by Dr. Pegge in his Essay : the

reverse of this coni reads Cearatic, and it has been hastily

assigned to Caradoc or Caractacus. As the coin has since

disappeared it is not possil)le to take it into consideration

;

it was probably a mis-read specimen of Cunobelin. This

closes the series of the coins of Tasciovanus, whose seat

of empire seems to have been placed at St. Alban's, but his

son and successor, for reasons which history has not re-

corded, removed his capital to Colchester. I think two styles

of coinage of this monarch, who nnist have reigned for some

j)eriod, may be traced. In the earlier one he followed his

father's, who had probably obtained the aid of provincial

l^oman moneyers, but whose currency exhibits a certain na-

tive rndeness : in his later coins he seems to Ikive had more

eihcient assistance, and from the names of native artists on
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vessels and other objects, it is evident that tlic GaiiHsh and

Celtic nations had made rapid strides in civilization. Like

his inij)ei'ial ])atrons he struck a numerous series of types, but

not upon the Roman standard, for he was necessarily in-

tluenced by the fluctuating standard, which, probably intro-

duced by the Greeks at jMarseilles, or after the invasion of

Brennus, continued to circulate among the Celtic nations. His
gold is often alloyed with silver or copper ; his silver cur-

rency is smaller and lighter than the denarii, probably origi-

nally derived from the drachma, and his copper is always

small like the Greek chalcos. The fullest form of his name
inscribed on these pieces is Cunobelinus rex, and he contracts

it cvNOBELiN, cvNOBELT, cvNOB, cvNO, and cvN ; in somc in-

stances he uses the genitive Cunobelini, i. e. the money of

Cunobelin. Three legends occur on his reverses, 1. those

reading Tasc, Tascio, Tasci, Tasciova, Tasciovan, Tascio-
VAi, Tasc • f • Tasc • fil • and Tasciovan: f •, but some few of

the abbreviated forms are owing to the indifferent manner in

which they have been struck. 2. The coins reading Camu and
Camul. On a coin in Mr. Huxtable's cabinet, is the full form
Camuloduno, which confirms the appropriation to Colches-

ter. 3. Those with the reverse reading Solido, but I be-

lieve the correct form is, as on a good specimen also in IMr.

Huxtable's cabinet, Solidu : it may be the commencement
of the name of a town, which the Itineraries have not pre-

sened. I consider it probable that he issued the coins with
the name of Colchester on their reverses at the commence-
ment of his reign, from the circumstance of their resem-
bling in style and fabric those of Tasciovanus, who placed
the name of St. Alban's, his capital, on his reverses, and
that the coin with Solidu is referable to some political

change or conquest. The series No. I., on which he claims his

descent from Tasciovanus, is generally of finer and improved
style, and was probably coined wdien his sons commenced
to trouble him at Rome, and when he wished to recall to the
notic6 of his imperial patrons the fact that he was the son of

their old and probably honoured ally. On one coin he writes
KVNOBHL, in which case his mint master seems to have been
a Greek or Gaul, and the substitute of the h for the e occurs
on two or three other specimens. Some of the Gaulish chiefs

used Greek or Latin legends, probably for a mixed popula-
tion

; we have Pixtillos in Greek, and Pistillus in Latin,
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as the name of a regnlus located in tlie south of France.

The vahie of obtaining the reading of filins is perceived by
extending it to other coins of the British and Gaulish series.

E]ullus Coini • f • is evidently Epillus son of Comius, and
Tine Comi • f • apparently Timco son of the same monarch
of the Atrebates. As Comius was in his government in the

time of Julius Csesar, and as Augustus records in his letter or

will at Ancyra, that three kings, Damno, Belinus, and Tim. . .

.

as the inscription runs, had come on an embassy to him, as

mentioned by the Roman authors, it is not improbable that the

Tim. ... of this inscription is for Timcon or Timco. A coin

attributed by Combe and others to Indutiomariis, reads

Germanus Indvtilli- I -jbut it must be Germanus Indutilli •

f • " Germanus, son of Indutillus," and Iiidutiomarus is inad-

missible. From the position of Calle on the coins reading

Eppi rex Calle, I am disposed to think that Calle is placed

for Callevse, as originally proposed, and that this was the seat

of the government of Eppillus. I must also observe, that a

coin found in the same excavations at Chesterford, has on the

obverse a head, rather rudely designed within an engrailed

ring, and the inscription yer, perhaps for Verulamio ; on the

reverse a goat going to the right, with a crescent above.

I do not propose to consider here the various readings of

all the epigraphical coins of the British series, but there is one

set, found in Yorkshire, which has received so extravagant an

interpretation that it is necessary to shew what the reading-

is ; they are coins of electrinn formed by the union of gold

and copper, and of very rude fabric. On the obverse across

the field is ^g? os which is apparently Volisios, unless the artist

intended an inverted m by the li, in which case it would be

Vosimos. The reverse reads dvmno co epos. This has been

interpreted '' Iflijfrom the war chariots! T' As the reading

[dJvmno is found on other coins of the same style, I think

that we are justified in supposing the name to commence with

Dinnno, and the final naturally suggests nepos, in which case

we have Di{m)wco\\\\&^ nepos grandson of Dumnoco.
With respect to the coin reading epat* alluded to by Mr.

Akcrman, it may be either Gaulish or British; the complete

name Avas probably epaticcvs, Ejjaticciis, for a person of this

name appears among the dedicators of the silver vases found

at Bernay. samuel birch.



SOME ACCOUNT OF THE PARTSTI CHURCH OF
BAKEWELL IN DERBYSHHiE,

A\n OF THE EARLY GRAVE-STONES AND OTHER REMAINS DIS-

COVERED DURING THE RECENT REPAIRS.

...r?^rs^.'

SOUTH IBai<bJ^PT, AS IT APPEARED IN 1841

^^S^--

The town of BakewelP is situated in one of the most

beautiful vales in Derbyshire, at the entrance into the Peak
district, on the high road, and nearly midway between Matlock

and Buxton. It is so well known, on account of the many
objects of interest with which its immediate neighbom'hood

abounds, that any f\u-ther description is unnecessary. It will

only be added, that it has been- a place of some importance

" The Saxon name liabecamvillan, or

Barliecanwell, i. e. the bathing well, is ob-

viously deris-ed from its baths, which were
known by the Romans. In the Doomsday
Survey and other earlv documents it is

called Badequelle and Baucwell. See

Glover's Hist, of Derbyshire. A work
containing much valuable local informa-

tion, which it is to be regretted is not vet

completed.
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from a very remote period ; a stronghold having been erected

in its immediate vicinity, as early as in 934, by Edward the

Elder, son of Alfred the Great, in his strnggle with the Danes
for possession of this part of the kingdom of Mercia ; the

earth-works of which, it is said, may be yet traced on Castle

hill, within a short distance of the town.

In the year 1841, it was found necessary to commence some
extensive repairs in the parish church ; in the course of this

work a large number of incised grave-stones, or coffin-lids as

they are sometimes called, with crosses of various devices cut

upon them, of very early date, were discovered, together with

fragments of stones, carved with the interlacing bands, or

knots, which are usually considered characteristic of those

ancient monuments, known by the name of Runic crosses.

As these remains are remarkable on several considerations,

and no detailed description of them, so far as I am aware, has

yet appeared, the following account may be acceptable to

those who feel an interest in tracing out the history of the

early sepulchral monuments in this country.

It will be desirable first to state some particulars respecting

the church, in which these remains were found ; both because

it contains several architectural features in themselves well

worthy of notice, and presents some cmious illustrations of

the way in which additions in different styles are often found

to be engrafted upon the works of preceding periods, and be-

cause we shall thereby be enabled to ascertain the probable

date of some portion of these ancient grave-stones. The pre-

.

sent edifice is a cruciform structure of considerable size, being

about 150 feet in length, and 105 feet across the transepts, of

lofty elevation, erected at diff'erent periods, but externally pre-

senting a general uniformity of outline, from the flat roofs and

battlements, added throughout nearly the entire line of build-

ing, probably early in the fifteenth century. An octagonal

tower resting on a square base, with the angles boldly cut off,

rises from the centre, surmounted by a lofty spire. In the

church-yard is one of those remarkable so called Runic

crosses, which whatever may be their real origin, are con-

fessedly of high anticjuity. Very few particulars respecting

the history of the foimdation of this church, or of the circum-

stances under which the several additions were made to the

original fabric, have been preserved. One might be disposed

to conjecture, that a church, or chapel of some kind, may have
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been erected on or near this s])ot from a very remote period,

in connection with the ancient cross before mentioned ; espe-

cially since, as will afterwards be shewn, fragments of at

least three other crosses of a similar kind were taken out of

the foundations of a part of the present church. But no

record has been ])reserved of any thing respecting its eccle-

siastical history before the Norman conquest. In the Dooms-
day Survey it is stated there were two priests for the church

of Bakewell. It was afterwards made a collegijite church, but

to whom it was indebted for its endowment is by no means
clear. The local tradition, which ascribes to John earl of

Morton, afterwards King John, both the building of the ])re-

sent nave, with the exception of the Avest end, which he is said

to have left standing, and the grant of the endowment in

1170, or 1180, or indeed at any later period, does not appear

to rest upon any good authority. For John did not come into

possession of this domain till 1189. It had formerly been

granted by AVilliam the Conqueror to his natural son, William

Peverel ; and having been forfeited to the king by one of his

descendants in 1154, it seems to have remained in possession

of the crown, till it was given by Richard, on his accession to

the throne in 1189, to his brother John. The church was
certainly endowed before 1192 ; for in that year the earl gave

it, with all its " prebends and other appurtenances," to the

present cathedral of Lichfield, (see Diigdale, jMonast. Lich-

field,) and he is hardly likely to have so soon transferred this

endowment if it had l)een made by himself. It seems more
probable that the church was built and endowed by one of

the Peverels, before their lands were forfeited. And as William

Peverel, the son, who died in 1113, gave two j)arts of the

tithes of the extensive parish of Bakewell to the priory which

he founded at Lenton, in Notts., and was a great benefactor

to other religious houses in this aud the adjoining counties, it

seems a reasonable conjecture that he may have given the

other moiety of the tithes for the endowment of these pre-

bends, and may also at the same time have erected the church,

of which the present nave and west end formed a part : the

date would thus be in the commencement of the twelfth cen-

tury, and the style of what remains very well accords with

that j)eriod.

The only other record of importance in the liistory of this

church whicli has been presi-rvcd, is the Ininuling of a chnn-
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try in 13G5, by Sir Godfrey Foljambe, and Avena his wife,

wiiose monument, two upright half length figures under a

canopy, is inserted into one of the piers on the south side of

the nave.

The present nave then was probably erected c. 1110. In

the interior, it is separated from the side aisles by arches

resting on piers of solid masonry, instead of pillars. These

are mostly about 6 feet 6 inches wide, 3"feet thick, and 12 feet

high to the impost, and the openings between them vary

from 10 feet 6 inches, to 12 feet.

I he Nave Arjl.. s, Soutb Aisle Impost or Nave Arches.

The arches are semicircular, of rude construction, square-

edged, not recessed, and without mouldings. The imposts

have been plain projecting blocks with a chamfered edge,

resting on corbels, resembling a conuuon Norman corbel-

table ; one only is left, the others have been cut away,

or rejjlaced by a plain chamfered impost without corbels.

Some of the original clerestory window^s still remain, in-

serted over the centre of the piers, and now opening into

the side aisles, the walls and roof of wdiich were raised

about the middle or end of the thirteenth century. These

windows arc narrow lights externally, resting upon a weather-

table, still perfect, with a very wide splay towards the

nave, of rude workmanship, and without any relief of mould-

ings, or string-course. Above is another range of clerestory

windows, s(|uare-hcaded, in the early Pei-pendicidar style,

added probably early in the fifteenth century. ^Phc west walls

of the side aisles ai'c recessed with arches, but whether in-
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tended for doorways, an unusual arrangement in Norman
churches of this size, or, as is more |)rol)able, for strength, as

if to support western towers, tlie wall l)eing very thick, cannot

now be ascertained ; the outer surface of the wall having been

since cased with ])lain masonry, o])literating nearly all traces

of its original charactc^r. In the centre of the west front is a

doorway ornamented with beak-heads, and other heads of un-

usual design with scrolls issuing from the mouths. Above

are the remains of an arcade of intersecting arches with zig-

zag work, in part cut away to admit the insertion of a sharp-

pointed window, with early Perpendicular tracery ; and a flat

roof and battlements were put up when the clerestory was

added to the nave. The north aisle has been widened, but the

line of the original wall may easily be traced by the Norman
base-moulding on the outside of the west end.

The central tower and the transepts were originally Norman,

and, so far as could be ascertained, of the same date as the

nave. The tower-piers, which were taken down in 1841, had

been obviously cut away in parts, and altered by the addition

of side shafts, to carry the ribs of the pointed arches set upon

them, about the middle of the thirteenth century. There is also

good reason to believe, that the walls of the north transept

were either in part the original Norman walls, projecting, as

was usual in the smaller cluu'ches, but little beyond the line

of the walls of the side aisles, with additions of Early Eng-

lish work ; or that at all events they stood upon the site

of the old foundation. And as it will generally be found

that in the older churches, the transepts correspond very

nearly with each other in their dimensions, it may be fairly

presumed that a short Norman transept had originally been

erected on the south similar to that on the north. The
chancel also had evidently been of Norman construction, for

part of a corbel-table still remains in the upper end of the

north wall of the chancel, next the tower-pier, shewing the

continuation of the older masonry. This chancel would

probably be short, and have the usual apsidal termination,

as may be represented by the. imaginary dotted line ; and
thus the ground-plan of this church would correspond very

nearly with that of iMell)ourne in the sjune county.

The upper part of this tower and the south transept were

taken down and rebuilt about the middle of the thirteenth

century ; the transept being considerably lengthened, and,
VOL. IV. a
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from its greater importance, distinguished by the name of

the Newark, (new work,) a title which it still retahis. It

was a fine example of the peculiar beauties of the Early

English style, with its lofty sharp-pointed arches, and all

the mouldings bold and well expressed. On the west side

were three long, narrow lights. The
south front must have presented a

striking effect before the gable was
taken down, and the straight para-

pet added. Its central doorway was
enriched with tooth moulding, and
divided by a clustered shaft with a

circle in the head ; above was a lofty

window of four lights, with circles in

the intersections, bearing a close re-

semblance to geometrical tracery ; in-

deed, the mouldings

of the muUions, as

shewn by a drawing

made before thisfront

was taken down, are

so like the Decorated,

and the use of a shaft

in the outer splay so

much larger than its nook, is so un-

usual, that one can hardly help sus-

pecting the window has been altered from its original design

at a somewhat later period. Traces of featherings in the

circles were discovered, and have been restored in the new
work. The present side shafts, which have been faith fidly

copied from the old, have a singularly unpleasing effect, from

the cause above stated, being like three-quarter shafts set

against a flat wall without any relief.

The east wall of this transept had been originally pierced

with Early English arches, leading into side chapels; for

there is no doubt the Vernon chapel was constructed on what

were the original walls up to the window sill, as the. same

base-mouldings and string-course are continued along both

the transept and cha})el. The north transept has been altered

or rebuilt either at the same time, or, at all events, within a

vtny few years after the tower and south transept. And the

windows are a late insertion.

Section of Windo^v
in South Transept.

Soutb Transept Window.
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GROUND PLAN. BAKEWELL CHDRCH.
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It has been necessary to enter into some of these details, be-

cause, as a large portion of the sepulchral crosses were taken
out of the foundations of the tower-piers and north transept,

and others were found in the walls of both the transepts, and
in the foundations of the Vernon chapel, we are enabled so far

to ascertain their date, that a considerable portion, most pro-

bably, have been ])laced there before c. 1110, if not much
earlier, and none later than c. 12G0 ; though unfortunately the

precise spot where each stone was found could be only in a few
instances ascertained. It seemed also desirable to preserve some
record to shew what had been the character of the tower-piers

and other parts of the fabric, previous to their being taken down
in 1841. For though the new work is generally a faithful copy
of the old, yet certain alterations, from various causes, became
unavoidable, especially in the pillars which support the tower.

I am much indebted to William Flockton, Esq., of Sheffield,

under Avhose superintendence the works were executed, for the

liberal use of the drawings from which many of the sections,

&€., have been made, as well as for much valuable information

respecting the condition of the former fabric.

The description of the remaining parts of the church may
be briefly stated. The north aisle had been widened, and the

wall of the south aisle rebuilt on the

Norman foundation, about the sametime

as the transepts. The doorways, and

small windows near the west end have

the usual Early English character, the

other windows being probably later in-

sertions. The chancel has been rebuilt

very early in the Decorated period. It

is lighted by three windows on each

side, and by two at the east end, which

are sei)arated externally by a buttress

carried up nearly as high as the top of

the arches. Each window is divided by

a mullion with plain open head, and the

inner arch is stilted in a remarkable

manner, producing by no means a pleasing effect.

The Vernon chapel, as was before stated, was constructed

late in the Decorated period, c. 1300, upon the walls of the

former chapel. The Early English half pillars at each ex-

tremity of the arches had been retained, and were very beau-

Capital and springing of Window Arch.
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tifiil examples, well wortliy of imitation, the liollows of the

mouldings, up to a certain height, being filled with bold

( ,

—wruailii

Flan of Pier and Base mouldings, Soutb Transept, Section of Half Pillar and Baae.

roses ; capitals in a different style were afterwards added to suit

the Decorated arches. The central pillars, with their slender

clustered shafts, are of singularly elegant design ; the tracery

of the windows partakes of the flamboyant character. And
the section of the window will shew how ingeniously the Early

^

c
\

m\'w

Section of Jamb of Lancet Window
In South Traost-pt.

Section of Window-j:*mt and JSLnng

in the Vernon Chapel.

English mouldings had been adapted to the new design. The

up))er part of the buttresses was also altered to correspond

with the new work. This chapel, which has long been used as a

burial-place for manynoble members of theVernon and Manners
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families, the successive owners of Hadclon hall, will bear com-
parison with any structure of its kind in England ; and it has

been rebuilt in a manner which reflects great credit upon the

architect. The most remarkable among these monuments is a

well-executed effigy in alabaster of a knight in plate armour,

said to represent Sir Thomas Wendesley, knight, who died in

1403. Upon his helmet is inscribed IHC NAZAREN. Lastly,

an octagonal tower and spire were added to the Early English

base, about the end of the fourteenth or the beginning of

the fifteenth century, for the details retained much of the

Decorated character ; and about the same time the clerestory

seems to have been added to the nave, and the flat roofs and
battlements substituted for the high-pitched roofs of the tran-

septs and chancel.

Some years ago the Norman tower-piers, which it was
afterwards discovered were a mere mass of rubble in the

interior without sufficient bond-stones, began to give way
under the weight of these successive additions. The side walls

could not sustain the pressure thus brought upon them, and
after every expedient to stay the ruin had been tried in vain,

by first taking off" the spire in 1825, then the octagon tower

in 1830, and by cramping together the walls, it was found

necessary in 1841 to take down the whole of the remainder

of the tower, and both the transepts with the Vernon
chapel''.

It was in the course of this work that the remains were

discovered, of which we may now proceed to give some ac-

count. They consist, in part, of several fragments of stone

carved with interlacing bands, and other devices, so closely

resembling those on the cross in the church-yard, before

mentioned, and more especially those on the cross at Eyam,
a few miles distant, that there can be no doubt they may all

be referred to the same period, whatever that may be deter-

mined to be. A more detailed description of these will be

given hereafter.

'' The new work is in most respects a strengthened, and made to correspond in

faithful copy of the building taken down, design with the south trani^ept, aftd the

with a few judicious alterations. It has work appears to have been executed in a

not been attempted to restore the transepts very substantial manner. It should be

to what might he conjectured to have been observed that the triangular lights which
their original design, for such a restoration arc inserted over the side windows of the

to have been made complete would no south transept did not exist in the former
doubl have been attended with many difli- building,

culties. The tower pillars have been
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The larger, and more interesting, portion arc the grave-

stones or coffin -lids, with crosses of different devices cut upon

them. They had evidently been used indiscriminately with

other materials for the outer facing, as well as for the internal

filling up, of the walls, and especially in the foundations of

the tower-piers, and north transe[)t. One had been cut to

suit the outline of a half pillar, and mouldings of windows

had been worked on the reverse side of others. Some time

elapsed before these ancient grave-stones attracted notice,

and many had in consecpience been used again in the

foundations of the new walls. Fortunately a considerable

number have been saved, and are placed, for the present, in

the church porch ; several smaller ones also have been at

different times preserved by a gentleman living in the neigh-

bom-hood, and are deposited in his very valuable museum of

local antiquities. Mr. Bateman has liberally allowed draw-

ings to be taken of such in his possession as were required to

make up the series of different designs, and has kindly fur-

nished much useful information respecting them.

The collection, now to be seen in Bakewell church, consists

of parts of fifty-seven grave-stones, several of which are

nearly entu*e, and of considerable size, together with five

head-stones. About eighteen, 1 believe, including several

head-stones, are in Mr. Bateman's possession. A few others

of less importance are to be seen in the pavement of the

church; thus making altogether upwards of seventy exam-

ples. It is believed to be by far the largest and most varied

collection existing in any chnrch in England ; indeed, not a

third part of this number can probably be seen elsewdiere
;

some of them being probably uni(|ue examples, and very few

moreover duplicates of the same design. But large as this

number is, I was assured by the workmen that at least four

times as many had been used again in building the new walls.

It will be borne in mind, that it has been shewn that all these

are probably prior to c. LCOO, and a considerable nundjer prior

to c. '1110. A selection only of the more remarkable of these

crosses can here be given.

Some of these woodcuts perhaps hardly sufficiently express the roui^h

conditiou of the stone, or the rude execution of the designs of the earlier of

lliese crosses. Those which are represented as entire are mostly in very
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good preservation; all, except some of those in the first page, have

been drawn to a uniform scale. Nos. 6, 7, 9, are in Mr. Bateman's pos-

session.

Nos. 1, 2, are very rudely cut; probably they had been placed over the

graves of peasants :—an example with three lines, on bars, intersecting the

head of the cross, has lately been found at Brougham in Westmoreland.

Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, are very early examples, rudely incised :—No. 8 resem-

bling- a device on the head of the Runic cross at Lancaster, described in

the Archreological Journal for March, 1846, p. 72. No. 7 of later date

—

examples of devices with six members within the circle are rare. No. 9

uncommon : apparently a boss on the centre of the shaft of the cross, and

mouldings have been cut on the reverse side:—another example occurs

nearly similar. Nos. 10, 11, are of early date. Several of these grave-stones

have shears cut upon them, the mark of the woolstapler, and keys, probably

the mark of the smith :—these latter are uncommon :—the balls on No. 1

1

are rather more pear-shaped than is here represented. There is one nearly

similar at Chelmorton, with a sword by the side. No. 12 an early exam-

ple :—another of the same kind has the spaces between the arms of the

cross slightly sunk, and a knob below the head. No. 13 of later date, in

low relief, the balls flattened. There is the head of another of the same

kind, but with the balls larger, and mouldings cut on the reverse. No. 14

a ver)' rich example, of perhaps late Norman design : it is represented

about a foot longer than the original, in order to shew more fully the

device. No. 15 a coped tomb of an ecclesiastic:—another fragment

also has a chalice cut upon it :—this and No. 1 6 bear a close resem-

blance to some of the devices on the compartments of

the remarkable Norman ornament on the outside of the

tower of St. Peter's church, Northampton, the date of

Avhich is said to be c. 1110. No. 17 has been cut to the

shape of a half-pillar. No. 18 a bow attached to a shaft:

uncommon. No. 19 a later and elegant variety of No. 13, st"pl

the balls being expanded. No. 20 a variety of No. 17. No. 21 the extremities

of the arms of the cross are cut into the forms of foliage, in low relief,

somewhat rudely executed ; the lower part is supplied from one in INIr.

Bateman's possession ; this may be considered an enriched variety of No. 3

or 12. No. 22 a later and enriched variety of No. 20, in bold relief:—a fine

example of this kind may be seen in Chelmorton church-yard, upwards of

six feet long, and quite perfect, with the head of the cross surrounded by a

raised circle. No. 23 part of the shaft of a cross resting on a hunting horn,

attached by straps :—a good example of this kind is preserved in the porch

of Darley church. No. 24, the latest example in this collection, is a very

elegant design of an Early English character, but yet with a certain rude-

ness of execution : a modification of No. 12. A part of the head is broken

off, but the desitrn mav be distinctlv made out.
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There can be little doubt that many of these stones had

been placed over graves in the chiu'ch-yard. We now most

frequently find them only in the pavement in the interior of

om' older churches : those in the open ground having

perished, through exposm-e. But the large number here found,

could not all have been intended to be laid in the pavement

of the church. Six slabs, similar to these, may be seen lying

in the church-yard of Chelniorton, about seven miles distant,

with every appearance of being in their original place.

Others also have been dug up in the church-yard at Darley.

May not those which were found in the foundations of the

tower and north transept, have covered graves which might

be disturbed when that part of the church was built ; and

may not those of later date have belonged to graves pre-

viously existing on the site of the Newark? And may they not

in both cases have been used in the construction of the edi-

fice, not so much for the sake of the material, as from a wish

to preserve whatever might have been connected with religious

uses : just as we know, that relics of other kinds have been

often secreted, by being built up in the walls of churches ?

At Darley, portions of seven crosses of this kind may be seen

built into the wall over the east window of the chancel, and

other parts of the cluuTh. And no doubt many other instances

of similar preservation of ancient tomb-stones may be found in

the retired village churches in Derbyshire, as well as in other

parts of the country. Several examples indeed of interesting

fragments thus built into the walls of churches have been

already noticed at different times in the Archaeological Journal,

and other publications.

These ancient grave-stones are interesting to us on several

accounts : they seem to furnish decisive evidence that such

memorials of the dead were in more general use at an early

period, in some parts of the country at least, than is com-

monly supposed. We most frequently find them in the pre-

sent day only in the interior of churches, and we are apt, on

that account, to infer that they were used almost exclusively

to mark the burial-place of those who belonged to the higher

ranks in the commimity; the knight, the ecclesiastic, the staple-

merchant, or those who for some special reason may have

been thought entitled to burial within the consecrated build-

ing. But the very large nund)er found in this church, in a

reniote and tliinly inhabited part of the country, as moun-
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tainons districts at that time usually were ; the rudeness of

design in some, and the difference of size in others, would

lead us to conclude that such monuments must have been

used, more or less, for persons of nciU'ly every condition. This

remark, however, ought ])crhaps to be restricted in some mea-

sure to the inhabitants of the hilly parts of the country, espe-

cially in the northern counties, where abundance of stone

migiit be procvu-ed at little cost. And this last consideration

will also suggest a reason why these incised stone crosses

should have been retained to a much later period in some

parts of the country tluui in others, after the use of brass or

latten had been generally introduced.

This collection also presents a great variety of marks, or

symbols, indicative of the profession or trade of the deceased,

several of which have been already referred to in the previous

description. Some of these are well known, such as the sword

and chalice, the shears and bugle-horn ; examples of which

may be seen in Gough's Sepulchral Monuments, and Lysons'

History of Cumberland : others are rare, such as the key,

and some Avhich were too imperfect to be satisfactorily made
out. It is well known that shields with armorial bearings

were not introduced upon tombs till a later period. The use

of such symbols is of very high antiquity : for examples are

by no means uncommon on Roman tombs combined with in-

scriptions : and it seems to be admitted, that many of the

devices on the monuments of the early Christians, in the cata-

combs at Rome, which have been considered by some as em-

blems of their martyrdom, refer rather to their occupation

than to the instruments by which their tortm^es were inflicted

;

(see Maitland's Chiu-ch in the Catacombs.) May it not have

been the case, that in an unlettered age such symbols sup-

plied in a great measure the place of inscriptions, which at that

period would have been unintelligible to the majority of the

siurivors of the deceased. Indeed, it deserves notice, that ex-

amples of sepulchral crosses of the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies marked with inscriptions, arc seldom met with in Eng-
land. A few have been found in Yorkshire and the north-

west counties, but they arc rare • and this does not seem to be

always affected by considerations of the rank of the individual,

as it applies to the tombs of the ecclesiastic, and the knight,

as well as of others. When inscriptions were added, they

were more frequently cut by the side of the stem or shaft of
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the cross, than on the margin of the stone, as was nsnal at a

later period. Exceptions may doubtless be found, as on the

celebrated tomb of Gundrada at Lewes, supposed to be early

in the thirteenth century, in which the inscription is cut both

on the sides, and along the middle of the slab, (see Gough.)

It is remarkable, however, on the other hand, that in Ireland,

where, according to Mr. Petrie's valuable work, examples of

monumental crosses are to be seen of far higher antiquity

than any in England, some being referred to the sixth or

seventh centmy, nearly all are accompanied with inscriptions

;

and these more frequently by the side of the shaft, or in the

head of the cross, than on the margin of the stones. This

difference is singular, and well deserves further investigation.

Again, the large number of examples brought together in

this collection, present a better illustration of the progress of

the art of design in such monumental crosses, than can be

seen elsewhere. We may here trace at one glance the suc-

cessive varieties of form, gradually developed from the simple

intersection of two straight lines, rudely cut, to the delicately

foliated designs in relief, which in their turn gave way to the

yet more elaborate devices, which the use of brass or latten

had faciUtated in the thirteenth centmy.

It may be as well to notice, though indeed it is sufficiently

obvious, that nearly all the varieties in the design of these

crosses may be reduced to three elementary forms ; the two

last being, in fact, only modifications of the first.

1. The simple intersection of two straight lines, with orna-

ments added to the extremities, (the most common being in

the form of a fleur-de-lys,) or at the sides, or point of inter-

section, where it is enlarged, and the arms of the cross

shortened, as in the common cross fleury. No. 18.

2. The expanding the extremities of the arms till they

nearly meet, as in the Maltese cross, producing a figure, sup-

posed by some, intended to represent the nimbus, or glory,

such as we see in old paintings round the head of our Lord.

Some of these examples will shew how this solid figure

gradually became lighter, and assumed the graceful form of

foliage. See Nos. 12 and 24.

3. The introduction of an additional member from the point

of intersection of the arms of the cross, thus forming a figure

with eight members instead of four, as in Nos. 11 and 13. In

some varieties the vertical and horizontal members are re-
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moved, and only the intermediate ones left, as in No. 16 ; but
these arc of rare occurrence. Examples with six members,
instead of four or eight, are still more rare, as No. 7. Some
irregular varieties, as Nos. 4 and 8, can hardly be reduced to

any rule.

These remains are also interesting as shewing the early use

of head-stones with the sacred synd^ol cut upon them, being

probably among the oldest examples yet discovered in this

country, and in greater number and variety than has yet been
noticed.

Of these head-stones, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, are in Mr. Bateman's
possession ; they are rudely cut, and a])pear to be of very

early date. No. 4 is an ancient form of the cross, of which
probably the device upon No. 16 of the flat grave-stones may
be considered to be a modification, and of which many ex-

amples, both with and without circular bands, and with a

great variety in the detail of their ornaments, may be observed

in Norman carved work ; as in St. Peter's church at North-

ampton, before alluded to, the nave of Rochester cathedral,

and some other of the older churches. It would be an inte-

resting subject for enquiry, whether this form of cross, which
resembles what is commonly called a St. Andrew's cross, may
have had its origin in the Greek letter X, as used in the ab-

breviation of the name of our Lord from a very remote period.

It is certainly remarkable that the device which is cut upon a

large portion of the earlier tombs in the catacombs at Rome
is not the cross, but the sacred monogram, composed of X
and P, the two first letters of XpiaTo<;. And in some later

examples a kind of short shaft is added, so as to resemble in

some measure the form of the cross, and the whole figure

surrounded by a wreath or circle. Nos. 2, 6, have the same

device on both sides. No. 7 is represented somewhat too large,

being about the size of No. 6.

These stones have been considered as head-stones, because

it seemed most probable they had been used for that purpose.

It ought however to be stated, that about the period to which

they maybe referred, crosses were sometimes placed at the foot

of the grave as well as at the head. Some examples of 'head-

stones, with inscriptions upon them as early as the sixth or

seventh century, are said to exist in Ireland.

F. C. PLUMPTRE.
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WITH AN ACCOUNT OF SOME REMARK A 1!LE DISCOVERIES RECENTLY

MADE IN THEIR BURIAL-PEACE IN THE CHURCH OF RR()U(iHAM.

[Communicated by William Brougham, Escj.]

In the month of October, 1846, wliile repairing the ])nrial-

vault of the family of Brongham, situate within the chancel of

the parish cliurch of Brougham, in Westmorland, a skeleton

buried cross-Icf/f/cd was discovered aloout two feet l)eloAV the

surface between the wall of the vault and the south wall of

the chancel. It lay with the feet to the east, the left leg

thrown over the right, and round the left heel was an iron spur

of the prick form, the shank and neck perfectly straight, the

])oint resting u})on the soil which formed the bottom of

the grave, and, to some extent, corroded off—the side or

shank of the spur which lay nearest to the outer wall was

also corroded off, to the extent of nearly four inches. Close

to the spur was a piece of iron, one inch in length, which

may have formed part of the point, and another bit of cir-

cular form which may have been part of the buckle or other

furniture of the spur. No spur was found upon the right

heel, nor was there any trace, either at that place or at any

other part of the body, of rust, or any thing indicative of other

pieces of armour. There was no appearance of decayed wood,

of lead, or of cloth. The arms lay alongside the body. The
skeleton was in a perfect state ; the teeth were very white,

although, after some days' exposure to the air, they became

discoloured. All the teeth in the upper jaw were perfect,

except the wisdom teeth. On one side their surfaces were

much worn, while on the opposite side they appeared as if

little used : u])on examining the lower jaw, it was found that

the corresponding teeth were wanting, and from the closed-up

a])pearance of the socket, coupled with the unworn teeth of

the upper jaw, it was evident that the lower teeth had been

wanting for many years. The general a})pearance of the teeth

remaining in the lower jaw, also indicated that the deceased

had long [)assed the })rime of life.
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agraeot of glass.

Near the head was found a

singular fragment of sohd vitri-

fication sliaped like half an egg,

about an inch in diameter and

rather more than an inch in

thickness. The colour inside

dark blue—outside enamelled

in wavy lines of black and

white alternately. From com-
parison with a similar specimen of glass now in the British

Museum, and supposed to be of Phoenician manufactm-e, there

can be little doubt that this had formed part of a vitrification

of that country, brought, as it may be conjectured, by the de-

ceased from Palestine, probably as a talisman possessed of

some extraordinary virtue, and buried with him as his most

precious possession.

The incised slab which

served to cover this grave

was well knoAvn to the family

as the " Crusader's Tomb."
It is of red sand-stone, nearly

seven feet long, three feet five

inches wide, and about six

inches thick. It has cut upon
its sm'face a cross flory, with

a smaller cross within it ; at

the right side is a sword, at

the left a circular shield. The
date of this incised slab may
be considered as of the twelfth

century.

Family tradition has always

assigned this tomb to Uclard

de Broham, who flourished

between the years 1140 and
|

^#

1185, about which time he is Wv««?-wi«-sg;

supposed to have died. He
was governor of Appleby ^ , .^. .. -^

castle, in the early part of mciseaSlabotDaarddeBroham.i.D.nSS.

Henry the Second's reign. In the year 1174 he was defeated

by William the Lion, king of Scotland, who, having marched

an army of 80,000 men into Cumberland, took the castles of
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Carlisle and Appleby. Soon after tins defeat Udaixl joined his

kinsman Richard de Morville, and the other rebellions l)arons

of the nortii, against the king, and he was m the year 1175

fined eighty marks. The record of this fine is as follows

:

Pipe lloll, 22nd Hen. II.

Ite de Placitis Eorundeni et in Westmarieland. Vdardus de Brolia

redd comp de q""^. t* xx. m q. fait cu inimicis Reg. In Tliro xl. iTi. et debet

xl. m.

Which may be thus rendered :
" Also of pleas thereof in Westmorland.

Udard de Bioham renders account for eighty marks (four times twenty) be-

cause he was witli tlie king's enemies. In the treasury forty marks, and

he owes forty marlcs."

After the king had qnelled the rebellion of the northern

barons, and broken up their forces, Udard, according to the

family tradition, took the cross in the second crnsade under

Conrad and Louis the Seventh of France. That he not only did

so, but actually went to Palestine, seems now for the first time

to be shewn by the discovery of his body as above described.

The shirt of mail and sword, said to have belonged to

him, are preserved among the armour at Brougham. The
hauberk is of ring mail, of great size and unusual weight.

The discovery of Udard's body led to the examination of

that portion of the chancel to the north of the place of his

interment, which had not been used as a burying-place

since the fifteenth century. This part,

which measured about twelve feet by nine,

had always been occupied as the family

seat or pew, and was accordingly covered

with a wooden floor. On raising this,

the ground underneath appeared to be

flagged. The first flag, five feet by about

two, having been turned over was dis-

covered to be an incised slab—a cross and
sword being cut upon it, and on one side

a large B, rudely cut. From the form of

this cross, and of the arch in the base, the

date may be assigned to the early part of

the thirteenth century. The skeleton

under this was of great size, the thigh

bones measured upwards of twenty inches,

and the length from the heel to the top of

the skidl six feet two inches. In this grave
locised Slab . supposed to be Ibal of

Gilbert de Brobam. A D. I'^SU.
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were found two pieces of iron, much corroded, which being

joined at the part which was an evident fracture, presented the

appearance of a siirrup.

From the date of the slab it is conjectured that this was the

body of Gilbert de Broham, who succeeded Udard, and died

about 1230. When King John, in the year 1200, summoned
the barons to accompany him to the wars in Normandy, he

obliged all ayIio remained behind to pay a fine of two marks
on each knight's fee, as the price of their exemption from this

service. On this occasion Gilbert de Broham's name appears

in the Oblata roll of 2nd John, preserved in the Tower, as one

of the northern barons who made fine of fifty marks with the

king, " ut remaneant ne transfretent termiii ad passag dni

regis." Alongside of this body lay another skeleton, covered by
a stone, which, on being turned up, exhibited evident traces of

letters, apparently of a very early character. The stone had
been much l^roken on both edges, and also at the foot. The
word at the top was ' IBERT,' evidently part of the Christian

name, the surname being wanting. The other letters, in like

manner, formed only parts of words, so that it was impossible

to make out what the inscription had been. The skeleton

under this stone was very perfect. By the side of this lay

another body, covered with a slab, six feet long and twenty

inches broad, having neither inscription nor incision upon it.

This skeleton was somewhat smaller than the rest ; at its side

Avas found a remarkable ornament, of pale-coloured mixed

metal, strongly gilt, so that, on being merely wiped, it ap-

peared bright, and free from all tarnish, except a slight stain

like verdegris on one part. This is a circlet between two and

three inches in diameter, and three-quarters of an inch in

breadth. Upon the outside are engraved three cherubs, with

hands upraised in su])plication, each figure being connected

with the other by that j^eculiar interlacing work which belongs

to the Saxon })eriod.

There is every reason to believe that this grave was a Saxon

interment. Gilbert de Broham was patron of the church, for

he sold the advowson to Robert de Veteripont in 1204, as

ap])ears by a deed now in the Rolls chapel, " Inrolled on the

Gtli of December, 1G8S, for safe custody, by order of Sir

liarbottle Grimston." Gilbert's ancestors had endowed the

church with lands, in consideration of which their estate was

made tithe-free, and a right to bury in the south end of the
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ENGRAVED CIRCLET OF GILT METAL, FODND AT BROtTGHAM

cliancel reserved to them, and undoubtedly exercised by tlicir

posterity to the present times. That Gilbert's ancestors pos-

sessed brougham in Saxon times is proved by the fact, that

he is described in a record, now preserved in the Tower, as

"one of the Brnifjcs of Westmorland." The deed in the

Rolls chajiel also recites that he held certain lands " in Burg-

ham per drengagium." Now tenure by drengage was a mili-

tary service, but it had this peculiarity, that those only held

their huids by drengage whose ancestors had ]30ssessed them

hpfore the Conquest. This is proved by Spelman, Avho, after

citing his authority^, says, " Sunt igitur drenches vassalli qui-

dam niilitares, vel ut nostri forenses loquuntur, tenentes per

servitium militare. Ex dictis auteni notandum est, eos omnes,

" Spelm. Gloss, v. Drrnclics, p. 18(5. cd. KiGl.
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eorumve antecessores qui c drengomm classe eraiit, vel per
drengagium tenuere, sua incoluuse 2^atnmo7iia ante adven-

tum Normannorum.'" The discovery, therefore, of a skeleton,

which, from the whole appearance of its interment, midoubt-
edly dated from very early times, the presence of this orna-

ment of Saxon w^orkmanship, and the locality of the grave,

make it more than probable that this was the tomb of one of

Gilbert de Broham's Saxon ancestors.

It is not easy to conjecture to what purpose the ornament
itself had been applied. It may have been the end or mount-
ing of a Saxon drinking-horn, or possibly of a hunting-horn,

the whole of which (except the metal rim) had decayed during

the eight centuries it has lain in the ground.

The other skeletons found in this part of the chancel were

five in number, making in the whole nine bodies in a space

of little more than twelve feet, all of them laid with their feet

to the east, and at a depth of about twenty inches below the

surface of the ground. They rested upon a bed of dry gravel,

without any appearance of damp, which may account for the

perfect preservation in Avhich the bones were found. In only

two of the nine were any traces of a coffin visible ; these were

in two near the centre of the chancel (the Saxon grave being

near the south wall) ; the coffins were indicated by the form

of the coffin ends being impressed upon the soil, and marked
by a black powder, the exact shape of a coffin end, and
evidently of decayed wood. Why there were no remains of

the sides, top, or bottom, can only be accounted for on the

supposition that the end boards w^ere of much thicker wood
than the rest of the coffins. The only difference between the

two was that in one case the wood-dust was black, in the

other dark brown.

No trace of lead, cerecloth, or leather was found. In these

early interments, therefore, the bodies were probably only

wrapped in their shrouds.

In the remaining portion of the south end of the chancel

(now used as the burying vault of the family) there is a large

stone coffin, filled with bones, there being actually nine skulls

in it. There arc also some leaden coffins, quite plain : these,

from the inscriptions on the floor of the chancel, are not more
ancient than the fifteenth century, and they present nothing

remarkable in their appearance ; they were not opened.
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Two thirds of l/ie original size.

IRON PRYCKE 3PDB, tEOM THE TOMB OF DDARD DE BROHAW, BPOOGHAM, WESTMORLAND.

The spur, discovered in the tomb assigned by Mr. Brougham to I'(]ard

de Broham, ajipears to have resembled in general form that which wa;^ in

use in the latter part of the Anglo-Saxon period, and during the reign of

the Conqueror. The shanks were straight, as those of the Frankish spur

of the tenth century, in Sir Samuel Meyiick's Armoury, Skelton, ii. pi. 80.

The neck appears to have been straight, not, as in that example, slightly

curved, but, in the present corroded state of this curious relic, it is not

possible to form an opinion whether it terminated in a short point, like the

iron spur found in a kistvaen in Cumberland, with a sword, battle-axe, horse's

bit, and part of a gold buckle and pendant. Archffiol. x. 1 12. It is more

probable that the neck was prolonged, and terminated in a pj-ramidal

point. Compare the iron spurs found with Roman remains in Glou-

cestershire, represented in Lysons" Woodchester, pi. 35. The distinc-

tive mark of the spur of those earlier times seems to consist in the

straight shanks, whilst those of the spur of the succeeding period were

curved and contracted, so as to bring the point high upon the tendon of the

heel. For the sake of comparison, a representation of a good example

recently disinterred in the church-yard at Chosterford, Cambridgeshire, for

IRON SPUR, FROM CHDKCH-TARD. CHESTERFORD, CAMBRIDGE.

VOL. IV. K
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which we are indebted to the Hon. Richard Neville, is here offered to our
readers. The circumstance stated by :Mr. Brougham, that the left heel

only was found armed with a spur, is deserving of attention, the fact

having been carefully veritied, and a notion has been entertained that this

was in conformity with some peculiar established usage. It is obvious that

if any weight be carried on the right arm, or any violent movement made
therewith, as for instance, in wielding a lance or other weapon, it Avould be
easier to spur with the left than the right heel. The natural tendency to

counterbalance the change of equilibrium produced by the act of raising

and moving rapidly the right arm, would bring the left heel towards the

horse's flank. It seems, however, improbable, that for such a cause of

trivial convenience alone, a person of knightly condition, in the thirteenth

century, would have worn a single spur, or have been thus equipped, when
laid in his grave, at a period when the spurs formed one of the most impor-

tant parts of knightly attire. A curious fact, however, of an analogous

practice, is recorded by Monsieur Troyon, in the Memoirs of the Society of

Antiquaries of Zurich. At Bel-air, near Lausanne, an extensive cemetery

was discovered in the year 1838, comprising uiterments of two periods.

The bodies had been deposited in cists formed with stones, or hewn in the

natural rock, and the feet lay towards the south-east. A few Roman coins

were found, and a great variety of ornaments, weapons, fictile vessels, and

objects which appeared to belong to a much later period. In a cist rudely

formed with slabs of stone a skeleton appeared, ivith an iron spur attached

to the left heel alone. It Avas satisfactorily ascertained that the right foot

was not armed in like manner. Under the right arm had been deposited

an iron plough-share, and the other objects found in the grave were a frag-

ment of iictile manufacture, resembling the handle of an amphora, a fine

single-edged weapon, in excellent preservation, with the remains of its

scabbard, a dagger, buckle, and a comb formed of bone. The spur had a

very short point, straight shanks, to the extremities of which were attached

adjustments for two straps, one probably passing under the foot, and the

second over the instep. No other similar instance of the use of a single

spur appears to have been noticed ; it must be admitted, however, that the

remarkable interment found at Lausanne belongs to a period remote from

the age of the Crusader disinterred at Brougham, and can only be regarded

as a singular coincidence.

It does not appear that any well-authenticated instance had hitherto been

recorded, of the discovery of actual interment Avith the legs crossed, in ac-

cordance with the peculiarity of monumental portraiture, chiefly prevalent

during the period of the crusades, of which so many examples occur in

England amongst sepulchral effigies. Maitland has stated that, on the site

of the chapel of the Knights Templars, at Mount Holy, in Edinburgh, seve-

ral bodies had been found, cross-legged, with swords by their sides : Gough,

however, seems to have questioned the assertion, supposing that effigies

were intended^'.

'' Hi^t. of Edinliuigli, p. 17(). Gougli, Sep. Mon. 11. cix.
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A novel and veiy interesting- fact lias been I'ui-tlier related l)y Mr.

Broughani, in connexion with the " Crusader"s tomb," namely, the disco-

very of a conical frai^ment of that remarkable kind of vitrification of which

ancient Ktniria. perhaps, has supplied the largest variety of examples. It

appears to resemble closely those curious ornaments found frequently with

interments of the British period, and which, as antiquaries have supposed,

are to be regarded as the anrjuina ova, or Druid's e^i<:'^, of Pliny "=. The
talismanic virtues of that fobulous egg secured for its possessor success

in his projects, with the favour of the great, and immunity from various

perils. It is very curious that an object of this kind, regarded most pro-

bably as endued M'ith talismanic power, as Mr. Brougham has su<ro-ested,

should have been found in the grave of a Christian knight of the twelfth

centiay. It would even appear not without reason that this object should

have been found broken; the spell had been dissolved, and its virtues

proved to avail nothing against the stroke of death. Whatever may have

been the motive which led to the deposit of this fratfment in the tomb of

Udard de Broham, there can be

little doubt that it had been

fabricated in the East. The

resemblance which it bears to

the ancient vitrifications dis-

covered in Egypt and in Italy

is striking : at first sight it

might be supposed to be a frag-

ment of one of those precious

vials,, probably for unguents,

found in Etruria, but it is to'>

thick to have formed the bottom

of such a vessel. The annexed

woodcut represents a choice

specimen from the collection of

the Marquis of Northampton,

and discovered at Nola.

The round buckler which ap-

pears on one of the incised slabs

described by Mr. Brougham is

frequently seen in illui^iinations.

but it is rare in monumental

sculptiire^ It may be seen on the

arm of an effigy at Great INIal-

vern, probably commemorative

of William de Braci, interred

there A.D. 1289''. That ex- Etruscaa Jlasa rrom >\ U

" Examples of the f,dain iiaidr, or adder Hist, of Ranl)iirv, pi. viii.

trem, are represented in Douglas' Neiiia, pi. 'i Tlii.s fi<rure -s represented in Slot! nd-s
XXI.; ArcluL-ol. Journ., ui. 2.Jo; Becslev's Monumental ElliKies.
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ample shews that it was occasionally nearly flat, resembling the bronze

tarian of the Britons, snch as have recently been found in Cambridge-

shire. In other instances, however, it appears to have been of a con-

vex form, rising to a central apex, as represented in the sculpture of

St. Michael, over the doorway of Hallaton church, Leicestershire, and in

figures given by Strutt, Horda, plates IV, V, XXXI ^. It is not im-

probable that in the northern counties the use of this kind of shield had

been retained, whilst the fashion of the kite-shaped and triangular shield

prevailed in other parts of the country, and even at the present time the

roundel is not wholly obsolete in North Britain.

The curious circlet of gilt metal which had been deposited in one of the

tombs at Brougham is deserving of notice, both on account of the singular

ornaments engraved upon it, and the difficulty of ascertaining to what pur-

pose it had been applied. It was conjectured that it had been an armlet,

but this supposition appears incorrect : its form and size would indicate that

it had served as the rim, or mounting, of a cup, a drinking-horn, or, more

probably, an oliphant or hunting-horn. The representations of ancient

tenure-horns, given in the Archgeologia, suggest that such may have been

the purpose for which this ornament had been fabricated : and the figures

of the three seraphim, whose names occur in the composition of written

physical charms, may have been introduced with a notion of some talis-

manic virtue. Amongst the curious interlaced ornaments, which seem to de-

note a Saxon or early Norman date, a sacred symbol is introduced, properly

pertaining to the Eastern Church, and designated by the term gammadion,

being compounded of the letter gamma, several times repeated. It was

introduced very frequently in the decorations and vestments of the Greek

Church, as also occasionally of our own ; an example is supplied by the fine

effigy of Bishop Edyndon, at Winchester. This symbol, retained in later

times as an heraldic charge, was known as the "fylfot," a term hitherto un-

explained. There is no instance, it is believed, on record, of the discovery

of a horn in any medieval interment, but the conjecture suggested by this

ornament may on various accounts appear probable. The horn was borne

by persons of distinction not only in the chace, but in warlike enterprises
;

it served from early times both as a token of the conveyance of lands, and

of official appointments. In the marches of Scotland, moreover, the teliure

by cornage prevailed, namely, by the service, or grand scrjeanty, of sound-

ing a hor-n whenever the Scots or other foes of the realm should cross the

Border ^
A. W.

* A very good example of this kind of burial-place of the de Broham family may
buckler is supplied by a figure of Goliath, have been a horn of this description, that

given in the Kssai sur la Calligraphie, by Lord Brougham actually holds some lands

Langlois, from a MS. ofthe twelfth century, in the manor of Brougham by tenure of

in the public library at Rouen. cornage, and an ancient horn is still in his

' It is indeed remarkable, as regards the possession, traditionally called the cornage
conjecture that the object deposited in the liorn.
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The annexed petition, hitherto unpubHshed, affords a
ciu-ious illustration of provincial manners in the fourteenth

century.

It is addressed to the earl of Arundel by William Drake-
lowe and Richard Ilorniiglowe, merchants of Lichfield, who
state that on Friday, the feast of the Purification, in the
fifteenth year of the reign of Edward the Third, A.D. 1342,
they sent their servants, with two horses laden with fardels of
spicery and mercery, worth forty pounds, to the market to be
liolden at Stafford on the following Saturday. The men had
])roceeded on their journey as far as Cannock-wood, when
they encountered Sir Robert de Rideware, knight, and two
followers, by whom they were captured and taken to the
priory of Lappeley ; one of the men however, contrived to

esca])e. In the priory were several friends and accomplices of

Sir Robert de Rideware as well knights as others, and amono-
them Sir John de Oddyngeselesa; here a division of the plunder
was made, each individual taking a share of the spicery and
mercery " according to his estate." On Saturday the whole
company rode from Lappeley to the priory of Blythebmy, where
Rideware represented to the prioress that they were retainers of

the king, sore travailed, and prayed house-room for his company.
This would appear to have lieen refused, as they broke open
the barns of the priory, had their will of the hay and oats, and
stayed all night against the wish of the prioress. In the mean-
while the serving man who had escaped, having followed them
at a distance, went to the king's bailiff-errant for the county
of Stafford, at Lichfield, and gave him to understand that the
robbers with their booty were at Blythebuiy. Whereupon
the bailiff, taking with him some of the towmsfolk of Lichfield,

proceeded thither, and finding the malefactors, summoned
them to surrender to the king's peace, which they would not
do, but attacked the bailiff and his people, and wounded
several of them ; being at length routed, they were hotly pur-

" Sir .John dc Odyn^st'les, wlio held seems to have died in 27 Edw. IIT. In-
lands in Herlaston luindred, co. Stafford, quis. post mortem, vol. ii. p. 182.
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sued by the bailiff, who caught and deca]ntated four of their

number. This victory achieved, that officer toolv the stolen

chattels into his custody and rode with his company towards

Lichfield ; but in the interim Ridewarc, having rallied his band,

and being reinforced by Sir Walter de Rideware'' and others,

came up w^itli the bailiff between Blithebury and Ridware

Parva", and recovered his plunder by a sudden onslaught.

These conflicts seem to have occurred on Sunday. The
bailiff having thus failed to obtain redress for the petitioners,

they went on the following Thiu'sday to Stafford to shew their

grievance, but there, posted at the gates, were followers of the

robbers, wdio would not suffer them to enter the town, and
from whom they scarcely escaped without grievous harm. In

conclusion William Drakelowe and Richard Hormigiowe re-

present, that they and many of the Lichfield folk are so

menaced by the said robbers and their maintainers that they

dare not venture out of the town. Lito all which matters

they pray the earl of Arundel to cause enquiry to be made at

his first session at Lichfield, the felony having been conunitted

M'ithin the franchise of the bishop of Chester.

This interesting document is preserved among the miscella-

neous petitions in the Tower of London.

T. H. T.

A treshonurable seguur si ly pleise counte Darundel justice nostre

segneur le Roy moustrent William de Drakelowe e Richart de Hormiy-

lowe marchauns de Licliefeld qe le vendiedy in la feste de la Purification

nostre dame Ian du regne nostre segneur le Rey [E.] tierce puys le Conquest

quinzisime les avantditz William et Richart manderent lur garsuns ove

deus chivals ove deus fardels de especerie et mercerie pris de xl. liveres

dancresce au marche Destafford le samady prosclicin suaunt. E sire come les

avantditz garsuns ove lur chivals e fardels vindrent desout le boys del

Canoke entre le (lit boys e lewe de Trentc parentre Wolseleye e Hoywode

de dens la franchise nostre segneur levcsqe de Cestre illcqes vint sire Robert

de Rideware chivaler e deus valletz ove ly e les ditz garsuns chivals e far-

dels felonessement encountre la pees pristrent e les amienerent tantqe a la

priorie de Ijap2:)eleyc, mes lun garsun eschapa. E en la dite priorie troverent

sire Johan de Oddyngeseles, Esmon de Oddyngeseles e pluseurs autres

auxi bien chivalers come autres gentz desconus de lur cumpanye e de lur

covyne, e entre eux tons dcpartirent les avantditz mercerie e esj^ecerie, chescun

de sa porcion solump sun estat. E sire le sanuiiady proschein suant tote la

'' Sir Walter de Ridware, lord of Ham- '•' Likewise called Ridware Media, ami

stall Ridware, co. Stafford ; his lady was a Pipe Ridware.

widow ill ;>2 Edw. III.
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cumpaignye ove lur larcin chivaucherent de Lappeleye tant qe a la priorie

(le Bythebury, e le dit sire Robert vynt a la prioresse e ly pria del houstel

pur la dite cumpaignie qe fureiit geiitz iiostre segnur le Rey moud travail-

les, les quels debruserent les buy . . . des giaunges en la dite priorie e

])ristrent feyn et aveigne a lur volente couutre le gre la dite prioresse e de-

inorerent illeqes tote cele nuyt. E sire le garsun le dit William qe feust a

large les pursuy de loyns e aytant sur eux vynt au baillif errant nostra seg-

neur le Rey en le counste Destafford a Lychfelde fesaunt entendant a ly qe

les ditz larouns ov lur larcin furent a Blythebury. Par quei le dit bailliff

prist oily gentz de Licbefeld e sen ala e trova illeqes les avantditz larons

ove lur larcin avantdit, e le dit baillif comanda au ditz larouns qe eux ren-

disiscnt a la pees nostre seyneur le Roy, ils sei rendre ne voleyent, eyns

se tournerent a defense e seterent au dit baillife e as autres gens e naffrerent

plusours de eux. Mes au darrein les avantditz larons sei mistrent a la fute

e le dit baillif e ses gens frescbement pursuerunt les ditz larons e les . .

. atre de ditz larouns pristerent fuantz e les decolerent. E sire le dit baillif

lur cbastels illeqes . . . . dc lour laicin prist en sa garde al oeps nostre seg-

neur le Roy e fust en alant ove sa cumpaynie vers Lichfield e vynt le dit

sire Robert qe avoit relye les uns des ditz larons e sire Wauter de

Rideware e plusours autres oily entre Blythebury e petit Rideware de denz

la dite frauncb^se del avant dite evesqe, e sur le dit baillife fesoint refons

countre la pees e les ditz chatels cest asavoir chivals armures especerie e

niercerie a la value suys dit pristerent e enporterent. E sire le jeudy

l)roschein suant le jour de les avantditz William e Richart viendrent

a Estafford daver feat lour demonstrance de lours perte e damage quils

avomt resceu sire illeqes furent a les portes genz de la meintenance

les ditz larons e ne voleint suffrir les avant ditz William ne Richard

entrer e le arke un de ses cumpaignons couperent . . a peyne saunz

grevure mal eschaperent. E sire les a\ant ditz William e Richart e

plusours gentz de la ville de Lichfield sount menace des ditz larons e

lour meintenours quils nosent nule part aler hors de la dite ville. De
quei sire se vous plest pur Deux veuUer ordiner vos premereines asse-

cions a Lichfield si a la veryte des choses suisdites veullet ateindre desicome

les felonies suisdites se firent dedens la dite fraunehise. E sire pur Deux
voillet ordiner qe deus homes gens ou chivalers on autres bons e leals soient

eslu e jure de eslyre une bone enqueste,qar si la dite enqueste seit eslu jiar

baillif a peyne si vous ateindret la verite des choses suys dites. Sire de

evde e reniedie de cestes choses prient les ditz William e Richart pour

Dcnx.

A lur seij'neur le coinite d(' Arundel.
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KOMAN PERIOD.

During the last autumn some excavations wei'e undertaken at Caister,

near Norwich, under the direction of Sir John Boileau, Bart., to whom we

are indebted for the following details, shewing that many vestiges of Roman
occupation still remain unexplored, not only within the vallum of Venta Iceno-

num, but in the ground surrounding the site of that important fortress^. It is

scarcely necessary to remind our readers of the gratifying evidence of lively

interest in the preservation of antiquities in the Icenian district, recently

shewn by Sir John Boileau, in the acquisition of the interesting remains of

Garianonum, which have thus been placed beyond the risk of the injuries

with which they had been threatened from various causes. He thus de-

scribes the remains found in the neighbourhood of Venta. " The site now

belongs to INIrs. Dashwood, who very kindly gave me permission, on 10th

September, 1846, when Mr, Rhode Hawkins came down to me, to excavate

in her garden, situated about 200 yards from the north-east corner of the

camp, as some foundations, supposed to be Roman, had been noticed there.

i.\ ()!• ROilAN lOL'NDal lUi^S AT CAISTER

We went carefully to work, and produced, after several days' digging, the

remains of a building exhibited in the plan. We tried for many yards

" See Mr. Woodward's account of the remains of tliis castrutn, and of antiquities dis-

covered there. Archaeol., vol. xxiii. p. 365.
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rouiul the place, but discovered no furtlier portions of buildin<r; we coii'.d

trace, however, by the hardness of the soil and different colour of the grass,

a former road passing near our excavation. The whole surface around

abounds with broken pottery, and I have one small piece of veiy good

Samian ware, with the mark . . . fprimi, the first letters being broken off.

Human bones, with those of various animals, were also found. We hoped

at first that we had met with the atrium of a house, perhaps the villa of the

commander of the garrison of the adjoining camp, as at Isurium, and spe-

culated if it were a tomb, as its dimensions, its vicinity to the old Roman

road, running in the direction of Garianonum, and the human bones with

those of animals, perhaps slain in sacrifice, seemed to suggest, but no deci-

sive evidence occurred to support the conjecture. The walls are built of

flint, laid witli mortar composed of lime, sand, and pounded brick. The

flints of the upper course all round, both inside and outside, are faced and

squared, and below this course, on the inside, a slight projection of i)laster

appeared, shewing the level of the floor. The lower part of the wall was

built more rudely, the flints not being dressed at all. Near the south-west

angle a small coin was found with charred wood. From the circumstance

of the flints being faced on the inner side of the building, it is conjectured

that the wails were not stuccoed, but considerable remains of stucco were

found with the bones close to the spot. Many small square pieces of thick

tile, resembling tessera, were found, as if the area had been covered by a

pavement of that description. By Mrs. Dashwood"s kindness, excavations

have been continued up to the Roman road ; again, pottery, vast (juantities

of large tiles and bones have been found, but only one or two small coins of

the Lower Empire, and a silver ring of rude workmanship, deprived of the

stone with which it had been set. The severity of the winter has prevented

my endeavouring to follow up my researches."

The potter's mark noticed in this communication, occurs on several spe-

cimens of " Samian,"' found in or near London, but we are not aware that it

had been found at other places of Roman occupation in England. Mr.

Kempe, indeed, gives the mark primitivi, from pottery found at Reculver.

OF PKIMI is found on a fragment in Mr. Corner's collection, from South-

wark ; of prim, appears on Avare found at St. Michael's, Crooked Lane,

1831, and other specimens discovered in London bear the stamps of frm

OF PRIMVL PRIMVLI PRIMANI—PRIM M ^.

Mr. Jabez Allies, Local Secretary at Worcester, has comnumicated the

recent discovery of an urn, supposed to be of the Roman, or Romano-British

period, at Droitwich, formed of coarse gritty clay, and of a dark colour; it

is scored with lines arranged lozenge-wise, and measures about six in. in

height, by fourteen in circumference, at the widest part. It was found at a

depth of three or four feet, at Mr. EUins' salt-works, in St. Peter's parish,

and is now in the possession of the Rev. W. Lea. In the adjacent soil

>• Archseol. xxiv. 201; xxv. (>20 ; xxvii. lists of marks. Gent. Mag. x.\i. 372 ; xxii.

152. See also tlic cunoiis obsiTvalions .38.

by Mr. Corner and Mr. E. Price, with their

VOJ,. IV.
j^
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were found remains of a human skeleton. No decisive evidence has been

brought to shew at what period the Salma in this part of England were first

known; they were granted to the church of Worcester, A.D. 816, by
Kenulph, king of Mercia. Through the adjoining parish of Dodei-hill

(Duderhull, t. Conqu.) the upper salt-way is supposed to have passed, and

its course may, possibly, be marked by the local names Ridgeway Field,

Upper Street and Upper Street Sling, Sec, in that parish. The urn re-

sembles, in form, one found with Roman remains near Bagshot*^.

The fictile vessel here represented,

apparently of late Roman fabric, was

lately discovered in digging the founda-

tions of a cottage at Holton, in Oxford-

shire, on the property of Mrs. Biscoe, in

whose possession it now is. The site on

which it was found afforded proof that the

spot had been occupied by a succession

of edifices from a remote period down to

the sixteenth century, some tiles of that

date being found in the surface above

the place of deposit of the urn. The
shape of this object is not uncommon,
and many similar examples are preserved

in the museum at York. Holton is dis-

tant about two miles from the Roman villa Homan vase, kuud at Hoi.on

at Wheatley, described in the second volume of the Archaeological Journal.

SAXON, OR EARLY NORMAN PERIOD.

Mr. Hawkins, through M. Pfister, communicated a curious horn-purse of

the Carlovingian age, now in his possession. In the month of March, 1811,

some workmen emploj^ed in breaking stones for building materials, from a

rock on which are situated the ruins of the castle of Griineck, near the small

town of Ilanz, in Switzerland, discovered under a stone two horns of re-

markable shape, of one of which a representation is annexed. Both were

filled with denarii, struck at different times during a period of forty-one

years, viz. from A.D. 875 to 916.

The Emperor Louis II. ^ . . . A.D. 875

Carloman .... 878—880

Charles III. (as emperor) . . . 880—888
Lambert .... 892—898
Berengarius (as king) . . . 888—916

This vessel is formed of the horn of an elk or large stag. The aper-

tures at each end were closed with silver, probably ornamented in the

same style as the horn ; the third, opening at the top, had a silver lid.

M. Pfister remarked that even supposing it had been found empty there

would l)e little difhculty in assigning this interesting object to the period to

which it belongs, the design carved upon it being a satisfactory mark of its

early date. Like others of similar character, this horn may be considered

•^ Artha>ol. vii. i)l. xvi.
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as a type of the purse used from an early medieval period down to tlie four-

teenth century, and it is not to be confounded (identity of shape resulting

from the material employed), with powder horns resembling it in form, but

of comparatively recent date; such a contrivance was in every way adapted

for the preservation of the fragile bracteate money current among the peo-

ple of Germany, Switzerland and Denmark. The period at which these

horns and the treasure they contained were hidden, was possibly that when

the Saracens made inroads towards the Grisons. M. Pfister observed that

their devastations were noticed in a Swiss chronicle, under the year 950,

during the residence of Bishop Hattbert at Chur.

A portion of a horn of similar shape, found with Roman coins and other

remains, at Mansfield Woadhouse, in the county of Nottingham, is figured

in the Archfcologia'^. It is now impossible to say that it was intended to

serve the purpose to which M. Pfister's interesting relic was applied, as it is

not described as hollowed out, but the similarity of form is remarkable. It was

without any other ornament than a concentric circle on the stem of the fork.

PERIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

It is to be regretted that some years since most of the iron-work which, in

the shape of screens or railings, protected the ancient monuments in West-
minster abbey from the danger of a too close approach on the part of the

public was taken down and deposited in a remote part of that edifice.

Among the tombs so deprived of their original accessories maj- be men-
tioned that of Eleanor of Castile, consort of Edward the First. It was
formerly separated from the adjoining aisle by a pierced iron screen of

elaborate and elegant design ; which is imperfectly represented in Car-

ter's Architectural Antiquities, and earlier works, but no idea is there

given of the beauty of its details. Mr. Willement lately submitted for

inspection to the members of the Institute, at one of their monthly meet-

ings, a cast of portion of this admirable work, of which, with his per-

mission, an enirraving is annexed, from the accurate pencil of Mr. Mac-
'' Vol. viii. pi. xxiv.
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kenzie. This relic in addition to the interest created by its execution

has the peculiar advantage of being a dated specimen of English skill

in working iron, during the early part of that period which is architec-

turally named the Decorated. It appears from the third roll of accounts

rendered by the executors of Queen Eleanor, dated in the twenty-first

and twenty-second regnal years of Edward I., A.D. 1293-4, that master

Thomas de Leghtone, smith, was employed to make this screen, by con-

tract, for twelve pounds, and that he received two payments of sixty

shillings each, on account, in Michaelmas term of the former year ; and

the balance, including twenty shillings for the carriage of the work from

Leighton to Westminster, and the expenses of himself and men in Lon-

don while engaged in fixing it beside the tomb, in Hillary term 1294.

The place from which the cunning smith derived his name was, probably,

Leighton Buzzard in the county of Bedford. The whole is of wrought iron,

riveted. The ornate compartments are not of iiniform design, four

patterns being introduced; the screen which curved outwards towards the

aisle was crowned by a sort of chevaux de frise. Taking into considera-

tion the altered value of money, the cost of this fabric was about one

hundred and eighty pounds of the present cuiTcncy.

We are indebted to Francis H. Dickinson, Esq., M.P., for the commu-

nication of a fine matrix of a seal, here represented. No facts relating to

it or the locality where it had been found, could be ascertained. It is the

seal of an ecclesiastic, who is represented kneeling at the lowest part of

the design, invoking the intercession of the blessed Virgin, St. Thomas of

Canterbmy, and St. Edmund, who is distinguished by his usual symbol,

an arrow. The most singidar feature, however, of this curious seal, is found
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in the legend, in which a mixture of

Latin with English words occurs, in

a most unusual manner. It is as fol-

lows : eDMVNDI • THOMe PRCCe •

MATRIS • CHILD LOKe TO Me •

The design of this seal appears to be

of the later part of the thirteenth or

beginning of the fourteenth cen-

tury, and it presents an early instance

of the use of English words in the

inscription, which, indeed, is of rare

occurrence at a much later period.

Another curious example is afforded

by the secretum of the silver matrix

in the possession of Evehn Philip

Shirley, Esq., 'M.P., being the seal

of Thomas de Prayers, circa t. Ed-

ward II. It bears the motto jat i ke
WERE ^.

Mr. Turner communicated a short note with reference to the observations

on the device of the crescent and star at p. 346 of the third volume of the

Archaeological Journal. He said the opinion that this badge originated in

the time of the crusades seemed to be founded on the circumstance of its

appearing on the first great seal of Richard the First ; in that instance it is

a star wavy of six rays over a crescent, and it occurs on both sides of the

king's head : but on the second seal of that monarch the crescent only

apj)ears on the dexter side of the obverse, while on the sinister there is

engraved a star or sun of many rays ; thus supposing it to have been a

royal badge, the character of it altered during the reign in which it is said

to have been adopted. This device, in its primitive form, is found also on

the bordure of the first great seal of Henry the Third, and in this shape it

is of ordinary occurrence on the seals of individuals of all classes during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries ; it may be noticed especially, in con-

junction with a galley, on the cocket seals of the different English sea-

ports, one of which merited particular attention; it was that now, or lately,

used as the admiralty seal in the borough of Southampton*^; the design is

a ship or galley, having on one side of the mast a crescent, on the other

a star, below which is a rose. Sir Henry Englefield attributed this seal

to the time of Henry the Fourth : it is worthy of remark, that in an inven-

tory of plate belonging to that sovereign the following objects occur

—

" three gi'eat chargers of silver, marked on the bottom externally with a

crescent, a star and a rose—another charger of silver marked on the bottom

externally with a crescent, a star and a rose—two chargers of plain silver,

marked on the bottom externally with crescents, stars and roses, and with a

« Archaeol. xxix. 405.
f It is badlj- engraved in Sir H. En^

field's " Walk through Soutliamptoii

p. to.
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small crown on the inner border s." From the description of these marks it

may be conjectured with probability that they were simply assay stamps

;

and as the Southampton seal is of silver, we may thus account for the pre-

sence of these devices on it, as well as on like seals of the same and earlier

periods. Mr. Turner remarked, that in the same inventory were mentioned
" a charger of silver, marked on the inner bordure with ostrich feathers, and

two silver basins with ostrich plumes on the inner bottom." These were

old articles, since it appears they were sold to William Fitzhugh, goldsmith,

to be made into new vessels.

It has been suggested that the inscribed rings, apparently used as phy-

sical charms, of the description noticed in the last volume of the Archaeo-

logical Journal '\ may have been some of the "medycinable rings of gold

and silver" fabricated, as we learn from the Household Books of Henry IV.

and Edward IV. from the king's offering to the cross on Good Friday.

The following entry occurs in the accounts of the 7th and 8th years of

Henry IV. (1406.)

" In oblacionibus domini regis factis adorando crucem in capella infra

manerium suum de Eltham, die parasceves, in precio trium nobilium auri,

et V. solidorum sterlyng. xxv.s.

" In denariis solutis pro eisdem oblacionibus reassumptis, pro anulis medi-

cinalibus inde faciendis, xxv.s."

A ring, considered to possess some healing or talismanic virtues, was

also termed, in medieval Latin, rerhcosus. Thus Thomas de Hoton, rector

of Kyrkebymisperton, 1351, bequeathed to his chaplain "j. zonam de serico,

j. bonam bursam, j. firmaculum, et j. anulum vertuosum. Item, domino

Thome de Bouthum j. par de bedes de corall, j. anulum vertuosum^"

Another example of the mystic word, or anagram, agla, which occurs in

a charm given in an English medical MS. in the royal library at Stockholm,

and on medieval ornaments previously noticed in the Journal, has been

communicated by Mr. Thomas Niblett, of Haresfield Court, Gloucester. It

is engraved on the inner side of a plain silver ring, (of the fourteenth cen-

tury ?) found during the last year on the finger of a skeleton, on the site of

the cemetery of St. Owen's, which " stood on the west site of Gloucester, a

little without the south-gateJ," and was destroyed during the siege in 1643.

On the outside of the ring is engraved -\- ave maria, and within appear

the letters agla, with the symbol of the cross between each letter, as in the

charm against fever in the Stockholm MS. The weight of the ring is 20 gr.

Mr. Niblett suggested that these letters might be the initials of four words,

as it is highly probable that they were''.

Sir John Woodford is in possession of a gold ring, found on the field of

Azincourt, which bears the inscription burg : berto : beriora. These

^ Lib. de Hospicio Regis Ilenrici IV. '' The term Agla designated, in the

sub annis 7 & 8. East, a wand of dignity or office, and may
'' ArchiEol. Journ., vol. iii. pp. 267, 357. possibly have been used in connection with
' Testam. Ebor., i. G k magical or alchemical operations. See
i Fosbrokc's Glouc, pp. 08, 188, 189. Spclman, v. Drungus.
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mystic words occur likewise in the charm against tooth-ache, given in the

Stockhohii MS.' The names assigned to the three Magi, given in the same

MS., but erroneously written Jaspar, Mclchysar, Baptizar, were accounted,

according to Keysler, as a preservative from epilepsy, and they appear thus

inscribed upon the remarkable brooch, formerly in the possession of Col.

Campbell, of Glen Lion. Caspar, mei.chiok. baltazar. m

The unique specimen of glazed fictile manufacture, apparently of the

thirteenth century, of which a representation is here given, has been com-

municated by Mr. William Figg, of Lewes, through Mr. Blaauw, with the

Medieval pottery found at Lewes.

following notice of its discovery. " In the excavation for the approach of

the southern mouth of the tunnel on the Kej'mer branch of the London,

Brighton, and South Coast Railway, at Lewes, this singular piece of pottery

was found in the early part of the year 1846. It is partly mutilated, but

the form is so unusual as to excite great curiosity, especially as specimens

of medieval pottery are supposed to be of very rare occurrence. It is in the

form of a mounted knight ; the workmanship is very rude, but there are

certain details, such as the long pointed toes and pryck spurs, which may
assist us in ascertaining its probable date. By some persons to whose

inspection it has been submitted, the period of its fabrication has been sup-

posed to be as early as the reign of Henry II. The length of this singular

vessel is lOJ in. and its height 10 in., but if the head of the horse had not

been broken the extreme length would probably have been as much as 13

or 14 in.

" The material is coarse clay, burned, the upper parts being glazed of a

dark greenish colour, very similar to that on some of the plain paving tiles

' Arclncol. Jourii., vol. iii. p. ;3.)8. "' Pennant's Scotland, vol. i. p. 103.
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found in the ruins of Lewes priory, during the excavations made for the

railway, in 1845. There can be little doubt that this grotesque vessel was

intended to contain liquor, and the handle which passes from the back of

the knight to the horse's rump was evidently intended for pouring out the

contents ; Avhilst a circular aperture at the lower end of the handle afforded

the means of filling the vessel."

It is possible that this remarkable grotesque may have been intended

rather to make disport in the festive hall, than as a recipient for exhilarating

drinks dispensed to the guests. It may have been fabricated for similar

purposes as the curious bronze seolyple, described by Dr. Plot, long known

as " Jack of Hilton," in the possession of General Vernon, of Hilton Park,

Staffordshire. There is a small perforation at the top of the head of the

human figure, possibly accidental ; the sides of the horse are coarsely punc-

tured, apparently representing the housings, or hardes, but, possibly, denot-

ing merely the dappled colour of the charger. The arcons of the saddle are

represented as of unusual and exaggerated height.

No collection of examples of the fictile manufactures of the medieval

period having hitherto been formed, it is not possible to fix the period when

the application of a superficial coloured glaze was first employed, for the

purpose either of decoration, or of rendering the clay more impervious to

liquids. In the museum of antiquities formed by the Yorkshire Philoso-

phical Society, several specimens of ancient ware are preserved, found at

York, with or near Roman remains, and coated with a fine green glaze of a

clear and bright colour. These vessels may, indeed, be of medieval date,

and of early Flemish fabrication ; the precise circumstances of their discovery

would alone serve to form a decided opinion in regard to their age, and the

possible existence of manufactures of glazed pottery during the Roman, or

Romano-British period. There is no evidence that any Jictilia of an orna-

mental description were fabricated by the Saxons, or introduced by the

Normans into our country. A cursory mention oi fyidi, and oi potarii^,

occurs in Domesday, and a few scattered notices shew that at all times the

manufacture of earthen vessels of a homely desciiption was practised in

England. On the Pipe Roll, 12 Edward I., in the account of the keeper

of Bristol castle, an item occurs for the rent of land, " pro terra fodienda ad

vasa fictilia inde facienda;" and in those of the executors of Queen Eleanor,

a payment appears, of 8s. 6d. to " Juliane la Potere, pro ccc. picheriis die

anniversarii Reginrc"." Higden, the monkish chronicler, who wrote during

the times of Richard II., commending the riches and resources of Britain,

makes especial mention of the quarries of marble and stone of variotis

colours and quality, and adds, " est etiam ibi argilla alba et rubea ad^ com-

ponendum vasa fictilia, et tegulis tingendis, velut altera samia, multum

accomodaP." Amongst the earliest notices of objects of this description,

accounted as of any value, may be cited the mention of a " crusekyn de

" Wcstberie, "Wilts, Domesil., tom.i.f. (i5. j). 121.

" Household Expenses in England, p Polychyr. ap. Gale, p. ]!J2.
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terre," in the ancient Kalendars of the Exchequer, under the date,

17 Edward II., and the inventory of valuables which had belonged to

Edward III., Richard II., and other great personages, taken on the accession

of Henry IV., in which occurs, " un cruskyn de terre blank, hernoisez

d'argent endorrez, ove un covercle enbatelle enaymellez dedeinz ove, j.

babeuyne 1," kc. The importation of the earthen w ares of Holland or the

Low Countries into England, as early as the reign of Heiny IV., appears by

the conipotus for collecting a subsidy on foreign goods in the port of Hull
;

when the cargo of the ship " Skenkewyn, de Diirdraght," appears to have

consisted of glass, patten-clogs, with paving stone, earthen vessels, and

images. " Ollis et kannis lut\ ymagin' lut', ollis lapid'," &c.

The following notice of a remarkable specimen of monumental sculpture,

hitherto undescribed, has been communicated by Mr. Walford.and appears

to supply an interesting illustration of the character of sepulcliral effigies,

during the middle ages, and the question whether they may be regarded as

individual portraitures.

" In Sittingbourne church, Kent, under a four-centred arch in the north

wall, near the east end of the north aisle, about a foot below the spring of

the arch, is a plain slab of Wealden marble, five feet seven inches long,

supported like a shelf by its ends and one side, and having a chamfered

outer edge, in which, throughout its length, is a casement, as if it once

contained a brass inscription. About a foot and a half beneath

this slab lies a stone effigy of a lady five feet long, in grave-clothes,

open so far as to shew the neck, bosom, and chest ; the whole is thickly

coated with white-wash. The left hand is brought up to the left breast,

which is very large, as if much swollen fi'om some disease, while the

other breast appears to be almost wasted away. The right arm and hand

seem to have rested on the abdomen, but this arm is missing, having been

broken off just above the elbow. Obliquely across the chest, from right to

left, lies what, after carefully cleaning it, I found was certainly an infant,

also in grave-clothes, about ten inches long, including a small part covered

by the drapery of the lady. Its head, which occupies the place of her right

breast, has a portion broken off, but sufficient remains to shew that it lay

face upwards. The bodj' of the lady is somewhat emaciated, though not to

the extent that is sometimes met with in effigies in grave-clothes. At the

feet, which are entirely covered by the drapery, are a small death's head, and

some remains of what I conjecture were cross bones, and by the side of the

feet at the outer angle is another death's head. There is neither inscrip-

tion nor arms, but there are some ornamental details in small panelling on

the face of the arch; and judging from the arch itself, the subject, and the

style of execution, I think it may he safely referred to the latter half of the

fifteenth century; ])robably to the reign of Edward IV.
" The left breast ajjjjcars in an abnormal state, as I was assured by an intel-

'I Kalends of the Excli., iii. 128, 330.
' Frost's Notices of the early History of Hull, p. 17, App.

VOL, IV. M
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ligent gentleman, a surgeon of experience, who inspected it with me ; and

he thought it not improbable that, these organs being in pairs, an active

disease in one might cause the wasting of the other.

" The effigy, therefore, in all probability represents a lady who died in

child-bed of a diseased breast, and the left hand calls attention to the

fact. It represents also the infant dead lying on its back across her chest.

In Elford church, near Lichfield, occurs, I believe, another instance in

which the sculptor has indicated the cause of death. It is an effigy of a

youth holding in his left hand a ball,^vhile the other points to his right ear

;

and the tradition is, he was killed by a ball striking him there. Probably

other examples of such sculpture exist, though attention has not yet been

directed to them.

" It is not known whom the effigy at Sittingbourne commemorates. The

tradition, or general opinion is, that the lady died in child-bed, and was

brought from an estate in the parish, called Bayford castle, where there re-

mains a moated site of a residence of considerable antiquity. This, in the

reign of Edw. III., passed by marriage of the heiress of the de Nottinghams

into the Cheney family, and was, temp. Hen. VI., sold to Richard Love-

lace of London, in whose family it continued for upwards of a century : so

that it is probable the lady was the wife of a Cheney or Lovelace ; more

likely the latter. The part of the church in which the monument is, Hasted

calls the north cross-chancel, and says it belonged to Bayford castle ; such

was also the tenor of the information I received on the spot, though some

persons mentioned that the monument, including the arch and slab as well

as the effigy, was supposed to have been removed to its present place from

the north side of the middle chancel, next the vestry, when the church was

repaired after a very destructive fire in 1762. It has however the appear-

ance of being in its original situation, and the white-washed wall, from

which it is said to have been taken, has no external signs of an arch having

existed there ; nor could I learn that there was any ground for the sup-

position of its having been removed ; on the contrary a gentleman, one of

the oldest inhabitants of the parish, and likely to have heard of such removal

had it taken place, said he knew nothing about it. Hasted, writing not many

years after, mentions the fire, and the destruction of the monuments against

the walls, and the removal of many of the grave-stones to other parts of

the church ; he notices this effigy and the arch and slab, as being in their

present situation, and referring to the monument says, the 'whole of it

seems very ancient;' but he has not a word of their having been brought

from any other part of the church, from which I think the fair inference

is, that he believed they occupied tlie place where they were originally

erected."

We have great pleasure in announcing that measures are in progress for

restoring the Norman keep at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and the curious chapel

within. At a recent and special meeting of the Society of Antiquaries in

that town, a petition to the Corporation was adopted and sealed, praying

that body not only to allow the Society to make the necessary restorations,
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hut. also to grant a sum of money, in aid of a subscription to be set on

foot generally, for that purpose. Mr. Sidney Gibson, Local Secretary for

Northumberland, has lately informed the Committee of the Institute that

the Finance Committee of the Corporation have given their sanction foi- the

restoration of the building on condition that the plans are submitted to their

inspection ; and it is intimated that they are disposed to contribute towards

the cost of the Mork as soon as an estimate of the probable expenditure shall

have been prepared. ^\'ith respect to the chapel, we may suggest that it

would be desiral)le to ascertain how far it forms i)art of the original work.

From the architectural details, and more particularly from the appearance

and construction of the masonry, it has been supposed that it is a sort of

casing introduced early in the thirteenth century within a chamber not

originally intended for the performance of divine service. It may be ob-

served also that it was in a decayed state in the time of Henry the Third,

and was certainly used as a prison in the reign of Edward the First. At a

still later period we find a memorial from the sheriff of Northumberland to

J^dward the Third, setting forth the grievous state of decay into which the

entire building had fallen. We may recur to this subject; at any rate the

further progress of the undertaking will be duly noticed : in the meantime

we have to congratulate the antiquaries of Newcastle on the success which

has, hitherto, attended their movement.

The singular double- cased watch,

here represented of the full size, has

been submitted for inspection by Miss

Burdett. The under side of the silver

case is fashioned like the shell of a

Nautilus. The maker's name appears

in the interior, " Salomon Chenon,

Blois." The dial plate is engraved

with landscapes, figures, and foliated

scrolls. From the character of its

ornaments, the date of this object may
be assigned to the later part of the

seventeenth centiuy. These diminu-

tive watches enclosed in quaint cases,

not unfrequently enamelled, were

chiefly made at Blois in the Orleannois, a city once in great repute for its

horlogerie. In the museum of the Archaeological Institute, is preserved a

watch, rather smaller than the present example, in a ribbed silver case, of

the same manufacture, and about the same date. The maker's name being

" M. Alais, Blois." It was presented, with other curious objects, by the

Rev. R. Wickhani, of Twyford.
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A Guide to the Aechitectural Antiquities in the Neighbour-
hood OF Oxford, by the Oxford Architectural Society. Parts
III. and IV. Deanery of Cuddesden. Oxford: I.H.Parker. 1845-46.

SOUTH-WEST VIEW OF CUDDESDEN CHURCH, OXFOBDSHIBE.

In the "Annales Archeologiques" for December last, M. Didron has sug-

gested this publication as a model for other societies of a similar kind. This

is high praise from a stranger so well qualified to judge of the merits of the

work, and we are inclined to agree with him ; we might find fault with

some of the details, but on the whole it is the best work of the kind which

has hitherto appeared either in this country or abroad, not even excepting

the valuable works of M. de Canmont and others on the vicinity of Caen.

Nevertheless, the execution of the jilan is not so perfect as we could wish

;

it is not equally carried out in all parts, but the idea was excellent.

We can conceive few schemes more delightful than to form one of a party

of friends, each well qualified in his respective department, agreeing together

to explore and examine carefully the antiquities of any given neighbour-

hood, and to note down their peculiar features, with a view to having Ihese

notes afterwards collected and digested for publication, as a guide to others

over the same track. One member undertakes to notice the architecture,

with all its characteristic mouldings and details, to make out the history

from the building itself, to trace out the Norman foundations, with perhaps

a doorway and here and there a stringcourse or a flat buttress remaining
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to shew that the walls of the twelfth century were not entirely destroyed

when the plan was enlarged, by lengthening the chancel and adding an

aisle, and a new character given to the work in the thirteenth, and the

chancel as'ain rebuilt in the fifteenth, as at Cuddesden ; or to mark the

ingenuity and skill with which the three lancet windows of the thirteenth

have been converted into one large window, with flowing tracery, in the

fourteenth, or Pt^rpendicular in the fifteenth, as at Kidlington. Whilst he

is taking these observations and studying the building, another of the party

is taking sketches of the peculiarities which he points out. A third is ex-

amining the shields of arms which he finds in the windows or on the tombs,

and noting the blazoning to ascertain by his knowledge of heraldry what

families have been benefactors to the church or have been buried there, or

possibly the individual who built it. A fourth is meanwhile examining the

costume of the figures represented on the tombs or brasses, or the head-

dresses of the corbel-heads, and assigning the probable dates to them, and

examining the whitewash, to see whether there are any paintings on the

walls. A fifth is examining the deeds contained in the parish chest, to see

whether any of them will throw light on the objects of their enquiries, and

looking through the register for the dates of any considerable repairs,

or other matters of interest. While the worthy incumbent is perhaps

hindering the time now of one, now of the other, while he dilates on the

beauty of the situation, and of the fabric, and the improvements he has

made or contemplates ; how he would gladly remove those vulgar monu-

ments, that hideous gallery, and those large square pews which encumber

the ground, and thrust the poor into holes and corners, where they are

almost unable to take part in the service, which he feels to be very sinful,

but then he dreads to offend the squire and the farmers, and he must pro-

ceed cautiously, and try to persuade them to see what a great sin they

blindly commit, from the force of bad habit and bad example. This is the

oft-told tale, and each successive visit of a party of archfeologists all agree-

ing in the same view, tends to strengthen the good intentions of the incum-

bent, and to weaken the pi-ejudices of his opponents, who soon find that all

well-educated persons take the same side in this matter. At the same time

our archfeologists should take care to enforce on the incumbent the neces-

sary caution, when he does succeed in removing these hideous excrescences

and incumbrances, to take especial care that the fabric itself is not injured,

and that no wanton changes of the original design are introduced by that

most dangerous person, an incompetent modern architect ; and that he

should if possible select, for any necessary restorations, one who has made

Gothic architecture his especial study, and who has educated himself at

home in our English cathedrals and parish churches of the olden time.

Such are the visits which the plan of the Oxford Society evidently

required, and a part of the results of which are now before us. The

friends who undertook the task have not always woi'ked steadily together,

as is shewn by the inequality of the work, the frequent change of names,

and the length of time it has been in hand ; but notwithstanding these
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blemishes, a very valuable work has been produced, of Avliich we must

now proceed to give some account. The two parts before us, which com-

plete the volume, contain a description of thirty- five churches, with wood-

cuts of their most remarkable features admirably executed, and historical

notices of the principal events connected with each parish, the successive

lords of the manor, or residents of importance ; the two former parts con-

tained forty-five parishes ; the notices having incieased considerably in

length and importance in the later parts, containing in some instances

much valuable and original research into cotemporary deeds and MSS.
It is to be regretted that the work could not be extended into a com-

plete county history upon this plan, but the Society appear to have gone

as far as they could venture to reckon upon the support of the public.

Their researches have brought to light some curious examples pre-

viously unknown, or at least of which the knowledge was confined to a very

limited number of persons. Among these we may mention the singular

V SSI

Sculplures in Horsepath Church, Oxfordshire

sculptures in Horsepath church, said to be the figures of a bagpiper and

his wife who built the tower, against the walls of which they are placed.

Poppy-heads in Stanton Rt John's f^hurch.

The poppy-heads at Stanton St. .John's are the most curious that have

ever fallen under our observation, and afford good specimens of the head-
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dresses of the latter part of the fifteenth century, or the beginning of the

sixteenth, to wliich period most of our carved bench-ends and poppies belong.

In tlie strictly architectural part of the work, we have, as usual, speci-

mens of all the styles in parts of the different churches, without any entire

specimen of one style.

Of Norman work we have a very rich chancel-arch at Headington, the

tower-arches at Cuddesden, a singular window at Sandford, and a good

font at Albury, which has been preserved, though the church has been

rebuilt".

Of the transition from Norman to Early English, the nave-arches at

Marston and Waterpery, and doorways at Holton, Forest Hill, and Cud-

desden ; the latter a re-

markable specimen, with

that sort of lozenge orna-

ment the points of which

stand free with a hollow

under them, which seems

to have led to the tooth

ornament, and is as diffi-

cult to draw as to de-

scribe clearly : in tliis in-

stance the Society's artists

have not succeeded so well

as usual. There is also

a very curious stoup at

Horsepath, which seems to

be of this period.

Of the Early English style, Elsfield is nearly a perfect specimen, and

\ ery good, though plain ; the west end especially with its central buttress

to carry the bell-cot, is of very good design ; the low-side window, with

the stone seat within, is a curious example, and the roof seems also original.

The chancel of Cowley is a singular specimen with a very good east end,

and with square-headed windows at the sides, evidently original. The
west end of Toot-Baldon is of similar design to Elsfield, but has aisles, and

rather wants more height in the centre. There is a rich doorway at Milton,

and a plain one at Headington, with a good trefoil-headed window of this

style, and a plain tower at Garsington. The walls of Woodeaton are also

of this period, but the tower is of the fifteenth century, introduced within

the original plan of the church, and standing on detached piers on the east

side and on the original wall on the west, and on wooden arches on the

north and south : this is a singular- and very economical arrangement.

Of the transition from the Early English to the Decorated styles, or

what may be called the style of Edward the First, perhaps the most
beautiful period of medieval art, we have a very interesting specimen in the

" Iffley had been previouslv i)ul)li.she(l by Dr. Ingrain, and is therefore omitted from
the Guide.

Siuup, Horsepath.
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chancel of Stanton St. John's, the east window of which, with the straight

lines of its tracery, is well known. Of the same period, or somewhat

earlier, we have a good window from Waterpery ''.

Of the Decorated style of Edward II. and III., Milton is a fine example

nearly throughout : the chancel of Beckley is also very good, and retains its

original roof of plain canted open timbers, with a well-moulded wall-plate

and some valuable glass of the same period. Garsington is also in great part

of this style, but rude and clumsy work ; the clearstory windows, however,

are good specimens of a rather uncommon class, and those at Stanton

St. John's and Milton are still better.

Of the transition from the Decorated to the Perpendicular style, the

chapel of St. Bartholomew's hospital is a small, but curious specimen.

The examples of the Perjiendicular style are, the towers of Horsepath

and Cowley, the chancel of Marston, a good wooden porch at Garsington,

and small portions of most of the other churches, and a bit of rather curious

domestic work of a late period in the mynchery at Littlemore. The

parsonage house at Garsington has also considerable remains of this style.

The font at Waiborough is of lead, of the thirteenth century, with a

pedestal of the fifteenth, both in imitation of the parent church at Dorches-

ter. The same kind of

font occurs also at Long
Wittenham, another de-

pendancy of the same ab-

bey, and has been en-

graved in this Journal,

vol. ii. p. 135. At Beck-

ley the font is remarkable,

not in itself, for it could

not well be plainer, but

for the stone desk for a

book attached to it. In

the same church there is

a holy water stoup in the

porch, by the side of a

good Perpendicular door-

way. In the plain little

church of Noke the iron

hour-glass stand of the

Puritan period remains.

There are still several of

them in the neighbour-

hood of Oxford, and there

were more within these Font and nesk.Becwey

•• Haseley and Dorcliester are also of this

jjcriod, but requiring more full illustration

tlian the limits of the Guide would admit,

have been published separately by the

Society.
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few years. The clnirchyard crosses at Heading'ton and Waterpery are un-

usually perfect and good : the former had its top knocked off in the time of

Edward YI., replaced under Queen Mary, it has been suffered to remain

to this day, though sadly neglected and decayed. The sculpture of the

ascension of the blessed Virgin at Sandfurd is a really beautiful work of

art, in wonderfully good preservation.

The Historical Notices present us with

many interesting particulars little kno\\ n

to the general reader, and some origin il

documents hitherto unpublished ; anion^

these is a Saxon charter of King Edmund

A.D. 946, granting to Abingdon monas-

tery the parish of Culham, the boundaries

of which are well defined, and the chapel

which Aelfilda (or Aelfledn) had built

Another, unfortunately not printed at

length, is a grant to the same inonastei}

of land in Cuddesden by King Edw}

A.D. 956. Beckley formed part of tlu

hereditary possessions of King Alfred

who had a palace in Oxford. Kinir

Ethelred had one at Headington and

another at Islip. This part of the conn

try appears for a long period to have bet i

the favourite abode of the Saxon kings

and continued to be so favoured by royalt\

xinder the Norman dynasty. Henry I

resided much at his palace of Beaumont

in Oxford, and at a later period Kichaid

king of the Romans had a palace at Berk

ley, and we find a good summary of his

history at pp. 211—213. Under the

head of this parish, we find also a vtn
clear account of the succession and di\i- sc aptmx., saadioia.

sion of i)roperty after the Norman con-

quest, which applies to a great part of the neighbourhood, and was therefore

not necessary to be repeated under each separate parish. In the parish of
Beckley also was Studley prioiy, of which we have a concise but satisfactory

history, omitting nothing of imjiortance and referring to other works ft)r more
full accounts. Of the village of Woodpery destroyed by fire in the fitteenth

century and not rebuilt, an account has already appeared in tliis Journal,
vol. iii. p. 116. The parish of Newington is remarkable for its having
been given by Queen Elgiva, in A.D. 907, to the archbishop of Canterbury,
and for having remained in the undisturbed possession vi' the see even to the
present time.

Under the head of Culham we have an authentic account uf the tuniiiu'- of
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the main stream of the ri\ei' Thames from that village to the monastery of

Abingdon, about A.D. 1125, by Vincent then abbot. Similar instances on

a smaller scale may be frequently met with, but this was an unusually bold

one. The very curious cotemporary ])oem on the building of Culham bridge

in the time of Henry Y. is given entire, and carefully collated with the ori-

ginal manuscript : it had been previously printed in Leland's Itinerary,

but with some verbal errors, now corrected : it is perhaps the most curious

document of the kind that is extant.

The history of the ma-

nor of Waterpery and the

family of Fitz-Elis is very

carefully made out from

the Norman conquest to

the present time, almost

entirely from original do-

cuments, and does much
credit to the industrj- of

the vicar, Mr. Baron; it

is a useful monograph, and

makes us wish that the au- i

thor could be induced to J

imdertake the history of

the county ; the result of

such laborious researches

should not be limited to

the history of a single ob-

scure village and an ex- I

tinct family. We observe

nl.<o that the work is in-

debted to Sir Honry Ellis

for much valuable assist-

ance. His account of Els-

field is reprinted with some

iinprovcmenls. and the lists of the presentations to several other churches

are su])p!ied by him ; these often afibrd the best and almost the only clue to

further information. The curious palympsest brass at Waterpery has been

already mentioned in this Journal. The will of Walter Curzon in 1526, the

person to whose memory this brass was laid down, is printed entire, and

contains some instructions for repairs of the church.

Heraldry, which had been rather neglected in the early j^arts of the Guide,

comes in tor its full share of attention in the latter part, as at Milton and

Waterpery, and is made to assist considerably in elucidating the history.

We sincerely hope that this work will receive the encouragement it

deserves from the public, and that the Society will be enabled to pursue

their plan, and other Societies induced to follow their example.

Monument, of iitz-nlis, Waterpesy Churcli.
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DiPLOMATARiUM SuECAXUM colleii^il et edidit J. G. Liljes^ren, Vols. I, II.

Holmife, 1829, 1837. 4to.

UiPLOMATARTUM SuECAXUM, edidit B. E. Ilildcbrarid, Vol. III. Pars I.

HolinicB, 1812. 4to.

DiPi.OM.AT.VRruM Dalp:karlicum, edidit C. G. Kroiiiiigssviird. 4to.

From the close of the eleventh century, when the people of England and

the inhabitants of tiie western and southern districts of continental Europe

began to consider themselves exempt from the periodical inroads of North-

men, Sweden and Denmark obtained little notice from the pens of foreign

chroniclers. Tliis fact may possibly be explained by supposing that the

oppressed, once freed from their oppressors, were but too glad to consign

them and their name to oblivion : yet the memory of those early navigators,

for whom their descendants have claimed the discovery of America, was

long retained in England bj' an unpopular land tax, the Danegeld, and it

must have lingered traditionally for centuries after that imposition liad

ceased to be a grievance. Ancient chroniclers told how the pirates had

once established a dynasty in this country, and every religious house which

dated its foundation previously to the Norman Conquest, had its stories of

sacrilege, of murder and of desecration perpetrated by these " enemies of

God and man." Whatever may have been the cause of this indifference to

the affairs of Scandinavia on the part of English writers, it is well

known to every student of the early chroniclers, that they rarely allude even

to the countries on the Baltic. So entirely indeed did the affiiirs of Sweden
in particular cease to create any interest, that it was not until the seven-

teenth century, when the cannon of Gustavus Adolphus were battering the

fortresses of northern Germany, that Europe, while it affected to pity the

rashness, was again disturbed by the prow'ess, long externally dormant, of

that then poor and thinly peojiled kingdom.

It will be gathered from these remarks that we are indisposed to believe

the Swedes did not embark, after the Danish fashion, on predatory

voyages: that part of tiie subject is scarcely worth discussion; both were
maritime people, governed at times by one sovereign, and it must be ad-

mittt^d that under certain conditions and at certain stages of civilization,

the tendencies of nations, as of individuals, are the same. Still we are

ready to admit that the Swedes had from a remote period directed their

attention more to the east than to the west of Europe. Oriental coins of
early date, and relics of eastern workmanship, still found in that kingdom,
attest the existence in ancient times of intimate relations with the northern

countries bordering on Asia, relations which may have had their origin

either in warlike or commercial enterprise. It should be observed also that
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the geographical position of Sweden was favourable to an intercourse with

the noi th-eastern districts of Europe ; and therefore, while it is certain the

Swedes were at times associated with the Danes, in their expeditions to

the English coast, it is also true that they did not, from natural causes,

appear in equal numbers.

Notwithstanding the perpetual troubles, occasioned by contests for its

sovereignty, to which Sweden was subjected for ages, the inhabitants of

that country appear to have kept pace with the rest of Europe in civiliza-

tion, and in certain respects they were in advance of their neighbours.

The important work which has suggested this notice, and to which we are

glad to call the attention of English students, as an invaluable contribution

to our materials for comparative history, shews that in the thirteenth cen-

tury the tenure of property was at least as secure in Sweden as in England

;

perhaps more so, for among the numei'ous wills here printed we find many
belonging to persons of inferior degree, as servants for example, who could

scarcely have made a safe testamentary disposition in this country during

the same period. From these documents we find that the manumission of

serfs was already in progress, and whereas few English wills of a corre-

sponding date contain emancipatory clauses, such provisions occur invariably

in the last testaments of the sovereigns, ecclesiastics, and landowners of

Sweden. In the same century that witnessed the grant of Magna Charta

and the first recognised meetii!g of the English commons, the Swedish pea-

sant had his property secured to him by a penal law, and while our first

Edward was exhausting the resources of his realm on the unfortunate

invasion of Scotland, Magnus Ladelas, king of Sweden, sank into the

grave, craving the pardon of his subjects, whose liberties he had aug-

mented, for any wrong done unto them by his authority ; and prayed that

his name might linger in their memories, and not " pass away with the

sound of the bells."

The sources whence the documents printed in the volumes of MM.
Liljegren, Hildebrand, and Kroningsvard have been derived are various.

The records in the government archives furnish the greater part of their

contents, and where originals were Wcinting their places have been suji-

plied by copies from the registers of cathedrals, the chartularies of mo-

nasteries, and from the " codices diplomatici," which are stated to be books

of transcripts of public documents made officially in early times ; corre-

sponding in some degree with our legal eiu-olments. Many ancient char-

ters and ordinances have been preserved by recital in the old Swedish laws.

These materials are arranged in strict chronological order, and the editors

have ensured the completeness and enhanced the value of their publication

by wisely incorporating charters, kc, which were scattered through works

printed at various times, and even in foreign countries ; a plan which should

have been adopted in the publications of our Commissioners of the Public

Records. A table is prefixed to each volume, indicating the depository of

the several instruments ; the seals appended to them are minutely described,

both with resj)ect to their conilition, the colour of the wax, and to the ar-
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morial bearings, devices, and legends upon them ; where a seal is wanting

the fact is indicated, and the endorsements on every document are given

with a proper explanation as to whether they are contemporary or modern.

In short, this work might be safely taken as a model for that new edition of

the Foedera which we so greatly need, and may possibly have at some re-

motely future time. The only objection which occurs to us after a careful

examination of the collection is, that the greater portion of the first volume

is filled with papal bulls and rescripts, dating from the ninth to the thir-

teenth century, few of which possess much historical value ; they are for

the most part couched in the vaguest terms, and rarely afford any illustra-

tion of national history, ecclesiastical or secular, at the time of their pub-

lication.

The English student who may take up these volumes will naturally seek

in the fii'st instance for matters which bear upon the history of his own

country, but in that respect they are singularly uninteresting, for with the

exception of a letter from Anselm archbishri) of Canterbury congratulating

Ascer on his election to the see of Lund, and a charter of Henry the Thii-d,

previously known by an enrolment in the Tower, there is no direct

evidence of the nature of the relations which existed between Sweden and

England from the twelfth century downwards. Indeed it could scarcely be

otherwise ; commerce between the two countries was long restricted to a

small trade in grain exported from the ports on our eastern coast, and the

connuunication between the princes of the respective countries was for

centuries confined to the occasional present of a falcon from the Sw^edish

king for which the English sovereign made a complimentary return.

The intercourse between Sweden and France, as exhibited by these

volumes, was frequent and intimate ; it had its origin in the fame of the

University of Paris, which attracted to its schools the youth of all the

noi'thern regions of Europe, not even excepting England. There the

Swedes had a quarter which bore their name ; and there their churchmen

were imbued with that scholastic divinity of which Paris was long reputed

to be the most orthodox source ; and as a necessary consequence, they

carried back to their northern home a tinge of the manners, the language,

and tiie civilization of that coiuitry, which was then, as now, one of the

most polished in Europe. Hence the shade of Gallic phraseology which

pervades Swedish dipiomata in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Moreover, this connection with France had an immediate influence upon

the state of the arts in Sweden : the ecclesiastics, who had received their

education at Paris, learned to admire the superior elegance of design which

distinguished the churches of southern Europe : thus when the ancient

cathedral of Upsala was burnt at the close of the thirteenth century, its

reconstruction was not confided to iiative skill; the thoughts of the chapter

tvu'ned to foreign models ; and Etienne de Bonneville, " taillieur de pierre,"

or carver in stone, was invited from Paris to build the new edifice ; he was

licensed to depart, with six assistants, by the provostry of that city, A.D.

12W7. Nevertheless, it nuist not be supposed that the .-I\le of the Swedish
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documents is wholly denationalized by the influence we have named ; on

the contrary, the exotic phraseology occasionally employed serves to exhi-

bit to great advantage that primitive, and frequently highly imaginative

language, which may be remarked also in our Anglo-Saxon diplomata.

The illustrations of costume supplied by this collection ai"e numerous,

•and highly valuable for comparative purposes. For example, in the wills

of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries fibulae of silver are frequently

mentioned, which, from the value attached to them, seem to have been of

large size, and similar to those which have been found in Ireland. As
antiquaries are guided in estimating the genuineness of these relics by the

character of their form and design, among other data, we may remark that

in 1291 a testator bequeathed a fibula of silver fashioned " like a star."

Such a form, it is believed, has not hitherto occurred, among the numerous

discoveries of these objects which have happened in recent times. There

are frequent notices of armour, and the different parts of that defensive habi-

liment. By an ancient law, every landholder was compelled to keep a good

horse worth at least forty marks Swedish, and those arms both for his body

and legs by which a " good man"' could defend himself. An annual inspec-

tion took place yearly before St. Peter's day, and if any one of the rural

population aspired to an immunity from the land tax, he had only to pre-

sent himself to the royal inspectors, who, upon considering his bearing,

character, horse and arms, and how far his possessions were adequate to

his due support as a man at arms, were empowered to enrol him among
the military tenants of the crown ^. In this law considerable resemblance

may be traced to the periodical arraj's and musters which prevailed in Eng-

land to a comparatively recent period. There was this difierence, however,

between the two, that in Sweden the class holding by military tenure ap-

pears to have been more numerous than in England, and hence the mention

of armour is more frequent in Swedish than in English wills of contempo-

rary date. The intimate connection maintained with France, to which we

have already alluded, prepares tlie reader for the appearance in these docu-

ments of French names applied to parts as well of civil as of military cos-

tume. Thus a Swedish landholder bequeaths his war-horse with a " cupar-

thyr tester'" or copper testiere, the covering for tlie horse's head; and an-

other directs his armour " cum sorcorcio,"' i. e. the surcote to be sold to sup-

ply funds for the education of his sons. Hauberks with hoods are frequently

mentioned.

For information I'especting ecclesiastical ornaments the most valuable

wills are those of INIagnus, king of Sweden, A.D. 1285, and of Heniy

bishop of Lincoping; of the last there are two copies; the one being the

testamentary disposition which the prelate made at Marseilles, en route to

the Holy Land, the other that which he dictated at St. Jean d'Acre : both

are dated A.D. 1283. It is worthy of observation that in the latter carpets

are expressly mentioned as floor-coverings. He bequeathed to his cathedral

church " tres carpitas, scilicet pavhnenialia.'' This will disposes of many

* SueciiE regni leges provinciates. Hohiiia", 1672. f'ol. p. 12.
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objects of eastern fabric wliich bad been acquired by the bishop during the

few montlis he was resident in the east, among others a chess-board which

had been presented to him at Acre. It is characteristic of the times and of

the peril attendant on travelling in the Holy Land, that he bequeathed

to his servant Lundwid his hauberk with a hood, vernacularly called a

" culder."

We hope this short notice may convey some idea of the value of these

interesting volumes, and that they may obtain from English antiquaries

that attention which they so eminently deserve. In conclusion we may
observe that this collection, together with other scarce Avorks on Swedish

literature, has been presented to the Archaeological Institute by the Royal

Library at Stockholm, through M. Arwidson ; a gratifying recognition of

the importance of those objects for the attainment of which the Institute has

been organised.

Arch^olggia Cambrensis, a Record of the Antiquities, Histori-

cal, Genealogical, Topographical, and Architectural of Wales
AND its Marches; vol. i. 8vo. 1846, Pickering.

We congratulate the editors on the completion of the first volume of this

able publication, and trust it has met the success which it merits. The

antiquities of Wales have been long neglected ; and it is a satisfactory

proof of a growing desire for their illustration, on sound principles, that a

work should have appeared devoted solely to Cambrian archseology. The

comprehensive plan adopted by its conductors will be best understood in

their own words

:

" We intend, in the pages of the Archmologia Cambrensis, to follow the

example of the French Government Commissions, and to print sets of in-

structions, questionaries, or formularies, by which the antiquary will be

greatly aided in his operations, from knowing ivhnt, and how, to observe.

And to this end we shall avail ourselves of the printed forms issued by

those Commissions, as well as of the similar forms used by some English

antiquarian bodies, which have kindly given us leave to profit by their dis-

coveries. Antiquarian research may thus be carried on throughout Wales

on something like an uniform plan ; discoveries may be more easily com-

pared, illustrated, and classified ; difficulties may be more readily solved

;

and communication of knowledge more rapidly sustained. In drawing up

such formularies, however, it is necessary that the s^eneral experience of the

antiquarian world be consulted. We therefore solicit the aid of all who feel

an interest in studies of this kind; and we beg of them to communicate to

us their ideas and their observations. In making observations of this kind,

scarcely any remark is too trivial to be thrown away : what to some per-

sons may seem unimportant or ridiculous, may, on farther examination and

comparison, prove to be of great value. Who could ever have thought of
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looking into the composition of the mortar of ancient walls to determine

their date? Who could have supposed that a small deviation in the lines of

a moulding might lead to the discovery of the age of a building, when all

direct and documentary evidence had failed ? It is only by the conglomera-

tion of accurate details that the great mass of antiquarian knowledge is

made up ; and we therefore recommend our readers never to consider their

labour badly bestowed in minutely recording whatever comes under their

notice.

" As a preliminary step to the compilation of documents of this nature, we

will state what we conceive ought to be the object of any body of antiqua-

rians, when professing to examine thoroughly into the mediaeval remains of

any district. We are of opinion, then, that the following collections ought

to be, if possible, formed for every county of Wales

:

" I. A MoNASTicoN ; including complete and accurate surveys, measure-

ments, delineations, &c., of all monastic remains ; whether buildings,

tombs, inscriptions, utensils, seals, &c.

" II. An EccLESiASTicoN ; including complete and accurate surveys, the

same as in the above division, of all parochial churches, chapels, &c.,

and of all objects such as tombs, crosses, &;c., connected with them.

" III. A Castellarium ; including the same operations for all castellated

remains.

"IV. A Matstsionarium ; applying, as above, to all ancient houses of a

certain degree of importance, and to their connected remains.

" V. A Villare and Parochiale ; applying to all buildings, and other

remains, of towns, villages, parishes, &c. ; including all public, civil

buildings, &c.

.
" VI. A Chartularium ; including as complete an account as possible of

all ancient documents, of what kind soever, relating to the five pre-

ceding classes."

That the efforts of the editors and their contributors to cany out the

system thus laid down have been fully appreciated by Welsh and also by

English antiquaries, is proved, we think, by the recent organization of the

Cambrian Archaeological Association, the idea of which originated in the pre-

sent work. Among the members of that Society are many whose names must

command respect, and ensure to the subscribers the best prospect of attain-

ing those objects which are contemplated by the Committee. To the mem-

bers of the Archseological Institute it will doubtless be gratifying to observe

that the laws and regulations passed for the government of that body have

been adopted by the Cambrian Society; with this variation, however, that

no subscription is required on the part of its members, the founders believ-

ing that " it may be made a perfectly efficient body, without any call of this

kind upon the purses of its constituents." The Association proposes to

hold an annual meeting at one or other of the chief towns of the principality,

and the four bordering counties. We need hardly say that the project has

our best wishes for its success.
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ARCHITECTURAL NOTES IN THE NEIGHBOUR-
HOOD OF CHELTENHAM.

If there are any spots in England which do not aiibrd to

the lover of medieval architecture several objects of interest

within the reach of moderate excursions, assuredly Cliclten-

hani is not one of them. In its innnediatc vicinity are

Gloucester and Tewkesbury ; its own church, a fine cruciform

structure, presents two spcchnens of art which are perhaps

nearly unique, the rose window in the south transept, and the

beautiful tmTet-shaped piscina in the chancel. And in every

direction we meet with village churches, which will be found

worthy of examination. It is to some of the least known of

these that I propose to call the attention of the reader.

But I would first say a word or two upon Tewkesbury chiu'ch,

a building which 1 am not aware has received that amount of

illustration it deserves. Its grand Norman featm'es, as every

one knows, are the magnificent arch in the west front, with

the elegant turrets by which it is flanked, and its rich central

tow^r. The arch is filled up with a late window, erected in

fact in the seventeenth century, though probably in imitation

of an early Perpendicular windoAv which preceded it, over

a pointed door, which from its inelegant form and proportions

I cannot believe, in spite of its mouldings, to belong to a good
period. The wall in which these stand, which is between six

and seven feet in thickness, appears to contain no vestige of

Norman work. Nor is this all. A vertical break in the

masonry, close to the impost of the arch, in fact correspond-

ing with the salient angles between the shafts, shews that at

least the face of this wall does not coincide with that of the

original wall ; that this arch was deeper by at least a flat sur-
VOL. IV. Q
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face in the jamb, of greater or less width ; and that either the

wall was thinner than the present one, its interior face occu-

pying the same position, or else that it stood back altogether,

as in the front of Peterborough, forming a magniiicent porch
or atrium. I confess I wdsh we could prove this latter

arrangement to have been the true one, for I am convinced
no other could have given a grander effect to the arch, but I

have not yet been able to discover in the masonry within the

church any indications which might ratify the conclusion.

The masses however extend upwards of thirteen feet from the

west wall to the first pier-arch, which is narrower than the

others in the nave ; and the circumstance that no remains

exist of a Norman door in the west wall (a featiuT- generally

untouched even Avhen later windows are inserted) leads us to

suspect that tlie whole wall belongs to a period subsequent to

the Norman.
Some rough masonry seen in the clerestory wall between

the vaulting and external roof of the aisle, gives reason to

suppose that the original Norman design under ritz-Hamon
(in the reign of Henry I.), included two western towers,

which probably were never brought near to completion ; the

present turrets might be the work of his successor, Robert,

earl of Gloucester. The same also appears to be the case

Avith the u]iper ])arfc of the central tower, which differs not

only in architectural character, but in masonry and even mate-

rial, from the lower. This lowxr stage is perfectly plain ex-

ternally, with two simple round-headed windows on each face ;

within, it is ornamented by an arcade enclosing a narrow

gallery, and by other arches engaged in the wall, clearly in-

tended to be seen from the body of the church, from which it

is now excluded by a vaulting in one of the later styles. The
interior of this stage of the tower is of regular smooth

masonry, though somewhat wide-jointed, and of a material

very similar to Caen stone. The upper part of the tower,

which is much enriched externally, and exhibits a range of

intersecting arches, is perfectly plahi in its interior ; which is

faced with red samlstone, of a masonry much less Jiighly

finished than that below, in fact, giving no indication that it

was intended to be open to the church. From this I cannot

help thinking that Fitz-llamon's structure was completed, in

execution at least, if not in design, with a central tower con-

sisting only of the present basement-story, and having much
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tlie same character with tliat of Romsey cliurch. I niorely

throw out these as suggestions
;
perhaps some more careful

antiquary may have given the subject a closer examination.

As a good specimen of pure though enriched Norman, 1

may name the ruined chapel of Postlip, near Winclicomb.

Like many other churches and chapels in Ghjucestershire,

it has a fine old manor-house very near it. This is principally

Elizabethan, though ])art of it exliibits Perpendicular features.

Tiie chapel indeed seems to have Ijeen touched by the same

architects who designed or added to the hall, for its east and

west windows are late Perpendicular, and its belfry evidently

belongs to a later period, probably that in which the Elizabe-

than part of the hall w\as built. There are some good chimney-

pieces of the last named ])eriod remaining in the house (which

is now only tenanted by labourers.) Among the farm Ijuildings

is a fine old barn, wdiich appears to be of the Tudor period

;

the coping of one of its gables has the figm^e of a man stand-

ing upright. On the right hand side of its entrance porch or

transept is a niche.

But to return to the chapel. It consists of a nave and

chancel, the belfry (as we have seen, a comparatively modern

one) stands over the chancel-arch. On the south side is a fine

doorway with a semicircular arch of one order, supported by

a shaft, and enriched Avith chevrons on the surface of the

archivolt. The label is ornamented with balls on its inner

surface, and the arch is filled up with a transom covered with

scale-work, above a band of work not unconnnon in advanced

Norman, which may be described as a series of St. Andrew's
crosses. The same appears on the capitals of the shafts. The
nave has one narrow Norman window on the south side, east-

ward of the door, and a corresponding one on the north side.

It has also the remains of a north door. The chancel has one

window similar to those of the nave on each side, the internal

splays being very deep.

The later features are, in the nave, a pointed plain niche

on the north side near the chancel-arch, and a trefoiled

piscina on the south side. . The roof is a timber one which
seems as late as the sixteenth century. In the chancel is

a plain pointed niche on the north side, which has no a})i)ear-

ance of having been used as a piscina. There are neither

sedilia, piscina, nor door, on the south side of the chancel.

Put the principal feature is the chancel-arch, a round one,
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of two orders, enriched

to the westward, with

the chevron (on the

surface of the outer

order of the archivolt),

the billet (in the label),

and the ornament I

have already men-
tioned, in a band round
the inner order of the

arch, and the abacus

of the capitals. The
eastern face of the arch

is comparatively plain.

The outer order of the

arch (to the westward)

is supported by a shaft

occupying the usual

position between two
salient angles. The
inner order on a larger

engaged shaft. The
base has the claw that

appears at Romsey and
in other examples; and
its mouldings shew it

to be very pure (though

not the earliest) Nor-

man. This chapel is

now only used as a

unroofed.

Its dimensions are

mill mil ii?IP,

Chancel arch, PosUip-

Base of shaft of aich, Postlip.

barn, and the chancel is altogether

Width of nave internally

Length (to western face of chancel-arch)

FT. IN.

16 5

29

N.B. It will be remarked how very nearly this i)roi)ortion agrees

with that f^iven in Professor Cockerell's Observations on Wil-

liam ofWykeham's works.— (I'roc. of Arch. st. 1845. Wil-

liam of Wykeham, p. 3i, 35.)

Depth of chancel-arch

Span of ditto

2 9

8 9
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Length of chancel (from tlie east face of chancel- arch) . 14 9

Width of chancel . . . . 11 2

The side walls of the chancel are about 2 feet in thick-

ness, the other walls about 3 feet.

The manor-house and chapel of Postlip stand in a very

secluded spot among the hills to the south-west of Winch-
comb, about foLU' miles from Cheltenham.

The chapel of Stoke Orchard, in the parish of Bishop's

Cleeve, is in many respects similar to that I have just de-

scribed, though evidently of a later date as regards its

Norman portions, Avhile the parts which are added, or rebuilt,

are of an early Perpendicular. This edifice also consists of a

nave and chancel, with a belfry over the chancel-arch. The
nave has a small round-headed west window, with a very deep

splay ; the width of the window itself being only 8 inches,

while that of the aperture on the internal face of the wall is

5 feet 7 inches. It has no west door, but a south one very

plain ; at present square-headed with a semicircular label. A
north doorway is a little richer, having a round torus in the

jamb, but without any capital ; it has a label with a very con-

cave inner smface. The door has some good iron-work. The
other windows of the nave, Avith the exception of one inserted,

are of the same description Avith that at the west end, though
somewhat smaller. The impost

of the chancel-arch is that of a

Norman arch of two orders, the

lower one resting on an en-

gaged shaft, the section of Avhose

base approaches to Early Eng-
lish, as Avill be seen by com-
paring it with that of Postlip.

The arch itself is pouitcd, of two
chamfered orders, and 1 take it

to belong to the same period

with the central belfry and the

chancel, viz., early Perpendi-

cular. To this date probably

belongs also a buttress on the

north side of the nave, and
those supporting the chancel-

arch. The windows on tlie side '
"" "

/• .»
I

, Base uf North Pier of Chancel arch. Sioko

01 tile chancel are scpiare- orchard chuixb
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headed, though with arches and fohations to the hghts ; the

eastern whidow is a pointed one of two Hghts. Tlie piscina

occupies the usual phice in the south wall of the chancel, its

recess is a simple round arch with a chamfer. There is no
chancel door. The font is a fine cylindrical one, of Norman
character, with an arcade of intersecting arches. The dimen-

sions of this building are as follows;

Breadth of nave internally

Length (to western face of chancel-arcli)

Depth of chancel-areli .

Span of ditto

Breadth of chancel

Length of ditto (to eastern face of chancel-arch)

Tliickness of the side walls of the nave

FT.
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liaving a

tiiiislicd

Brockwort-b Church

central towor

with a peculiar

kind of high-pitched nnjf,

without parapets. West-

ward of the tower is a

small south transept or

chapel, and westward of

this is a south porcli. The
nave has a north aisle.

The east and west arches

of the tower are very rich,

especially the latter ; that

is, on their western faces,

the eastern ones being com-

paratively plain, 'i'he chev-

rons are set in an oblicpie manner, which is difficult either to

describe, or to draw^ accurately.

Such specimens ought to be

modeUed. And I should remark

that in the Norman exam})les in

this neighbourhood, great rich-

ness and variety is given by the

different ways in which the chev-

rons are set ; some being on oi'

parallel to the plane of the wall

;

some to the surface of the archi-

volt, and some on a surface fomi-

ing an angle with both. The
church of Brcdon in Worcester-

shire, which I shall notice presently, exhibits very beautiful

instances.

The west lU'ch of the tower at Brockworth, has three orders

to Avestward, resting on shafts ; to the eastward it has only

two. The eastern arch has two orders, on a semi-cylindrical

pier; its western face is enriched with chevrons. Both of

these arches are semicircular.

The chancel is Decorated, and has a south door, and a

piscina, of which the basin projects, resting on an angular en-

gaged shaft. Its niche is a pointed arch without foliation or

label. The roof of the chancel is a cylindrical timber one,

something like the frame of a shij). Part of it is boarded, and

ornamented with ribs and bosses. The pulpit is of wood,

with Perpendicular ])auelling. The font is round, without

Capital «. f ilie north-west Tmpcst t

Tlw-^!- arch, brcckwonh.
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miicli ornament ; from the mouldings of the base, I should say

it was of a transitional chai'acter, between the Norman and
Early English. The capitals of the piers between the nave

and the north aisle have the ball-flower. This aisle has an

enriched flat boarded roof, beneath a cylindrical one of timber

frame-Avork, such as has been noticed in the chancel. I look

upon these roofs to be of different dates, as the ship-timber

roof (as we will call it), which is a local featm*e, and often met
with in Gloucestershire, frequently exhibits ornaments which

prove that it was intended to be seen from the church, and

not concealed by a flat boarding.

The west window is a good Decorated one of three lights,

the tracery lights being triangular and foliated. It has no

subordinate lights, I mean those caused by the piercing of

spandrels, or spaces between the principal lights.

This interesting little church is now under repair, and the

restorations are in good character. I sincerely hope that if it

should be found necessary to rebuild the tower, care will be

taken not to alter its proportions or present character in the

slightest degree. Near the church is part of a fine old manor-

house, now used as a farm-house. The lower part is of good

stone masonry, with buttresses, it appears to be of a very

late Perpendicular. The upper part is timbered, and has a

gable with a beautiful barge-board. The barn and other

farm buildings also shew some good masonry of the same

period.

Bishop's Cleeve is probably better

known than the churches I have de-

scribed, and therefore I shall only

remark in it a piscina in the south

transept, which exhibits one of those

curious coincidences between the

Norman and Decorated styles which

are sometimes (though oftener in

castellated than ecclesiastical archi-

tecture) so close as to perplex the

student. There seems to be no

doubt that this piscina is Decorated,

both from the niche, and the base

of the shaft ; but the capital of this

shaft has a purely Norman appear-

ance. It adjoins a beautiful l)eco-

rated tomb witli a cross-legged eiligy.

Fisc.na, Bisbops Cleeve.
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Bredon cliurch (in Worcestershire, about three miles from

Tewkesbmy) is a very remarkable one. The tower, which is

Decorated, and has a lofty steeple, stands between the nave

and chancel, but has no transepts. The nave, the western

part of which is late Norman, has on the north side a i)orch

of the same style, eastward of whicli is an aisle of only two

pier-arches, but with three bays as regards Avindows, its east

face being a continuation of the west wall of the tower. This

aisle, as well as the chancel, is Decorated. The south aisle is

a fine Early English one also of two bays, each of which has

two couplets of trefoil-headed lancet whidows, the lights bemg

divided from each other (internally) by a shaft which stands

free. This aisle terminates to the

eastward in the same manner as

the other, and does not reach to the

west end of the chmx'h. The west

end is flanked by square turrets,

somewhat similar to those at ,

Cleeve, though not so rich. The '

'.

western arch supj)orting the tower

is pointed, but is enriched with

chevrons on its western face, and

Norman capitals appear in the im-

post. The eastern arch is of a later

character. The chancel, Avhich is

Decorated, consists of three bays,

and has sedilia, piscina, and (on

the north side) a Decorated tomb
with a rich canopy, in the position

whicli is sometimes occu])ied by
-..;/-i

iiri^i!
;
fe

the Easter sepulchre. On the

south side is a later tondj. There

is no door on the south side of this chancel. The churchyard

contains some old tombs. This church has been lately much
repaired, but its original character does not seem to have been

in any way destroyed or injured. It is altogether worth a very

careful examination.

Badgeworth church, about three miles south-west of Chelt-

enham, has a very beautiful north aisle of a somewhat early

Decorated character. Its windows are of two lights, with a

foliated triangle in the head, and jirofusely em'iched with the

ball-Hower, even to the foliations of the lio-hts. Their moukl-
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ings are numerous and much varied. There are some remains
of painted glass in these windows, also of Decorated character.

The church is dedicated to the Holy Trinity, but this chapel

to St. Margaret. It appears that Hugh de Audley, earl of

Gloucester, and Margaret his wife, were seized of the manor
of Badgeworth, 21 Edw. IH.^ May we infer from the dedica-

tion a probability that this Margaret was the foundi'ess, and
so fix a pretty accurate date to this specimen of Decorated
architecture ? There is some Decorated work, but of a much
inferior character, in the rest of the church. The tower,

which stands at the west end, is a fine one, with panelled

battlements.

Withington, about seven miles south-east of Cheltenham,
has a church with a fine central tower and a south transept.

Though it has no aisles, it has a clerestory range, evidently

added, as well as the belfry story of the tower, in the fifteenth

century, to a building of an earlier date. And it would
appear that in this addition beauty was consulted rather than

security, for a very short time ago, during the ringing of the

bells, a considerable part of the facing of the north wall of

the nave gave way. As there is no northern transept, it is

probable that the abutment to the arches supporting the

tower is hardly sufficient. The belfry story has a fine four-

light Perpendicular window with a crocketed ogee canopy,

and the corner pinnacles are very elegant. Those of the clere-

story have a debased appearance, though the windows them-

selves are of good Perpendicular work, and contain fragments

of painted glass of Perpendicular character. The south door-

way is Norman, though late ; it is richly ornamented with

chevrons. These, in the outer and inner order, are parallel to

the plane of the wall ; but the intermediate order is convex,

and has the chevrons so disposed round it, as to form a range

of diamonds facing diagonally ; each of these has a small

knob in the centre. The chancel and lower part of the tower

are transition from Norman to Early English, though with in-

sertions. The western arch of the tower has Norman shafts

in its impost, but is pointed, and the architrave, on its western

face, is enriched with some bold convex mouldings. It may be

remarked that the sui)crior enrichment of the western faces

of transverse arches is a very general feature in this district.

Atkyns' Gloucestershire.
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Window, Korth side of Chancel, Withington.

In the chancel is a trefoil-headed

lancet window, the interior spiny

of which forms a pointed arcli,

which is enriched by chevrons

on the surface of the archivolt.

The other lancet windows in the;

chancel are also trefoil-headed.

The south transc})t is Decorated.

Swindon church, about a mile

from Cheltenham, has been partly

rebuilt, but still retains its curious

Norman western tower, of an hexagonal form. The only other

instance of this kind of tower with which I am acquainted is at

Ozleworth, also in this county ; of which I therefore send a

sketch, though it is not strictly within the limits which I pro-

posed to keep in my excursions. Ozleworth church has an hex-

agonal tower between the nave and the chancel. It must be

of a late Norman, as the western arch supporting it is pointed,

and of a decidedly Early English character. This is much en-

riched by a kind of ornament which might have been sug-

gested by the variety of ways in which the chevron is laid

upon the architrave in late Norman, and of which we have
noticed examples. It consists of a bold open-work of cylin-

ders forming angles with each other, (as in the Norman chev-

ron,) but of different inclinations, and in different planes

:

several examples are to be found in transitional buildings.

Ozleworth is about eleven or twelve miles from Stroud, in a
south-western direction.

Having read in Atkyns'

Gloucestershire that Seven-

hampton church was built

by Mr. John Camber, who
lies buried in the chancel,

having died in 1447, I ex-

pected to find that most
valuable thing, a church of

one style, bearing a certain

.

date. A glance however
shewed me that it has not

this claim upon our atten-

tion, as it ranges from Early

English of a veiy rude clia- Sevenbampton Cburcb.
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racter to a debased Perpendicular. Nevertheless it is a

building of great interest, and no doubt a considerable part

of it, especially the central tower and a south porch, the outer

door of which has the tracery of the spandrels pierced, be-

longs to the date assigned. The front of the south transept

has a triplet of lancets, and the chancel has likewise indica-

tions of Early English. The north transept has a late Deco-

rated window ; and the chancel, some early Perpendicular work

introduced. But the principal feature is the curious insertion

of the central tower. Though on approaching the church

it seems of very good dimensions, yet it is considerably

narrower than the transepts, and somewhat narrower than

the nave. Its western piers consecpiently are detached,

though there are no aisles to the church, and as they are not

very massive, they are strengthened by flying buttresses in

the interior, from the piers to the corresponding angles be-

tween the nave and trau-

\

>'/

septs. The tower is open

to the interior considerably

above the roof of the tran-

sept, and has a north and

south window : above these

is a vaulted roof. Neither

these windows nor the belfr}

windows have their lights

foliated, though the latter

are of very good composi-

tion. The tower presents Ji

fine bold outline, from the

stair-turret at the south-east

angle. The south porch is

close to the transept, which has a string-course resting on
brackets on its west side, stopped by the face of the porch.

This church is little more than a mile to the north-east of

Whittington, which is on the London road, about five miles

from Cheltenham, well known as exhibitinsr the remains of

a fine old Elizabethan manor-house, with a little church ad-

joining it.

Brimpsfield, near Birlip, ofiers another instance of singular

construction in the insertion of the tower, which is also

central, and much narrower than the nave. The church con-

sists merely of a nave and chancel. The tower rises directly

m
Inside of Sevenhampton Churcii Tc
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Through

from the floor of

the church, its

east wall rcstiuG;

upon that of the

nave, and its

other three walls

independent of

any other. The
west wall has a

large pointed

arch, quite plain,

of one order, Bumpsficw chu.x;h.

with a simple cliamfer ; the chancel-arch is round

the north and south walls

of the tower are curious

openings into the recesses

formed by its projection into

the nave. These openings

consist each of half an Ed-

wardian arch, with a plair.

chamfer, resting upon a mas-

sive enoao'cd column o,

Early English or early Deco-

rated character; a sketch

will explain this better than

any description. There is

(at present) no eastern win-

dow, but the masonry of the inside of Brittpsfleld church, shewing Tower.

east wall has not a very ancient appearance. The font has

some delicate panelling.

Altogether this church,

though of no great pro-

mise as seen from the

Cirencester road, (via Her-
minia,) well repays the

trouble of diverging to it.

I need not inform the

reader that the above

notices comprise but a

small portion of the ob-

jects of interest in this neighbourhood. The little cross

church of Dowdeswell, though of late character and exceed-

mgly suHple, exhibits much beauty of proportion, and some

'jGi jcg throu^li fli-; Scu'.h Wall of Tower, Brimpailcia Ch
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Norman remains lately dug up are preserved in it, which may
have belonged to an earlier structure on the same spot. At
Leckhampton are some good monumental effigies in the

churchyard. The ruined chapel of Sudely castle is a well-

known Perpendicular specimen of great beauty.

It will be observed that we have a very satisfactory gi^ada-

tion of Norman work, from the early parts of Tewkesbury
(indeed we may include the Saxon of Deerhurst) to the tran-

sition, as seen in Bishop's Cleeve, Bredon, and Withington.

There is less of the Early English than in any district I am
acquainted with, though it is not devoid of specimens, as the

chapter-house (as it is called) of Tewkesbury furnishes a fine

example. Of the Decorated and Perpendicular there are

abundant specimens, some of the highest beauty : indeed the

Perpendicular of Gloucester cathedral is almost a peculiar

style by itself. We also notice the great variety exhibited in

the village churches, as regards outline and character. We
have every sort of tower ; the plain one without parapets, the

embattled tower, the pinnacled tower, the parapet and spire,

and the broach spire. Of the latter, Shurdington offers a

fine instance ; it is one of the most taper spires of masonry
that I ever saw. And the central tower or belfry seems to

occur more frequently in this district than many others in

England. According to Atkyns' Gloucestershire, which though

it gives a very short and meagre description of each church,

generally enables us to form some idea of its plan, there are

upwards of forty examples in the county ; I have certainly

seen more than half that number myself. Wiltshire also con-

tains many instances. In Northamptonshire, a county re-

markable for the beauty of its churches, it would be difficult

to find more than six or seven.

It has not been my intention to give a minute description

of every building I have visited ; I trust I have said enough
to induce the church antiquary who may be resident at

Cheltenham for a time to give special attention to the village

churches within his reach ; he will find not only curious

architectural features, but also valuable specimens of decora-

tion^ painted glass, tiles, wood-work, as well as monumental
remains, that will amply reward his research, i. l. p.

b Among minor decorations I might the altar-cloth at Winchcomb, which has

remark the painting in one of the monu- embroidery belonging, as far as I can

mental chapels in Tewkesbury cluirch, and judge, to the fifteenth or sixteenth century.



AN ACCOUNT OF COINS AND TREASURE FOUND
IN CUERDALE.

In May, 1840, some workmen were employed in Cuerdale,

near Preston, in carrying earth to replace the soil which had
been washed away from behind a wall formerly built to pro-

tect the banks of the river Ribble. In digging for this pm'-

pose, they discovered, at a distance of about forty yards from
the banks, a large mass of silver, consisting of ingots or liars

of various sizes, a few silver armlets tolerably entire, several frag-

ments, and a few ornaments, of various kinds, cut into pieces

of different dimensions and weights, amounting to upwards of

a thousand ounces, exclusive of about six or seven thousand
coins of various descriptions ; the whole had been inclosed in

a leaden chest, which was so decomposed that only small por-

tions of it could be secm'ed.

The coins have been so fully described, in papers published

in the Numismatic Chronicle, that they will not here be
alluded to further than is necessary to prove the probable

date of the ornaments, which it is the object of this communi-
cation to describe. The coins consisted of Anglo-Saxon
pennies, pieces of the second race of French kings, a few
oriental coins, and some which partially resemble both the
Saxon and the French series, which certainly do not belong to

any acknowledged dynasty of any country, but were probably
struck by some of those piratical northern chiefs who obtained
at different times a temporary authority both in England and
France. An attentive examination of all these leads to the

conclusion, that this mass of treasure was deposited about the
year 910, and the ornaments must be considered such as were
worn about the time of Alfred, or perhaps somewhat earlier,

for none of them appear to .have been actually in use at the
time of the deposit, but rather ornaments laid aside ready to

be broken up, and cut in pieces for the greater convenience of
traffic, or for facility in melting. It will be convenient to

arrange the treasure in classes, in order to give a clearer idea
of the various objects of which it was composed.
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The first to be noticed are ingots ; these are of very different

forms and dimensions, some are oblong, abont 3| inches long,

li wide, and | thick ; they have been cast in a monld, pro-

bably of metal, but perhaps of baked clay, as traces of cracks

appear on the nnder side of some of them, v^diicli are proofs

also that several ingots have been cast in the same mould

;

the surface of others shews that some of the moulds were

Jife

marked with a cross, fig. 1. These ingots are not adjusted to

any particular weight, those cast even in the same mould vary-

ing much in weight ; some weighing between 3900 and 4000

grains. For the ingots of smaller size also metal-moulds seem

- *>-=^JtA<i^

to have been used, fig. 2, but by far the greater number of these

have been cast in rude hollows formed in sand by the finger,

or perhaps a stick ; these vary in weight from upwards of

2000 grains to less than 100, and in size from 4^ inches

long to ^ an hich, figs. 3, 4, 5

linnps of silver dropt upon a

flat surface, and wcighingi'rom

about 12 to 70 grains, figs. G,

7, 8. In many instances,

There arc also some mere
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these ingots and drops have been ham-

mered on two sides, sometimes on fom*,

9, 10
;
perhaps, in some cases, asfigs

113

^ft

a preparation to forming them into ornaments, or articles for

use, sucli as armlets, rings, &c. ; but before this intention

was fully carried out, they have frequently been cut into

})ieces of various dhuensions and weights.

It would seem, at first sight, most probable that all the in-

gots and bars in this treasure were made previously to the

ornaments found with them, and that they formed part of the

materials of their manufacture. But the ins-ots marked with

a cross were doubtless made by a Christian people, such as

the uorthmen, by whom this emljlem of their newly embraced
religion was adopted on their coins ; while the ornaments, as

we shall shew, were most probably the work of pagans in the

east, and thence imported into Scandinavia. We must there-

fore consider that some of the ingots and bars were cast in

the place of manufacture, whence the ornaments originally

came, and that the remainder, i.e., those marked with a cross,

were made by the northmcn, when they melted down treasure

for the pm*pose of trathc.

Amongst the various manufactured objects entire or in

fragments, which were found in this collection, are several

armlets in various stages of preparation, from which a tolera-

bly correct idea may be formed of the processes by which they
were constructed.

Fig. 11 is a small arm- >^ -''«-.

let, probably not quite

finished, having been

merely haunucred into

form, the edges and . u
sides still rough and sliarp, and retaining traces of the ham-
mer ; it is also entirely without ornament. It is perfectly

flat, broad at the middle, becoming gradually narrower to-

wards the extremities, where it terminates in blunt round
ends. Armlets of this descri[)tion vary in breadth at the

VOL. IV. U
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lukldle from j of an inch to Ij, and perhaps more; it is

probable that they did not quite encircle the arm, the ends

being, when worn, at some distance from each other.

Sometimes the ends were elongated, and rounded into the

form of a thick wire, and twisted together into various forms,

as represented in some of the figures.

These armlets are generally ornamented, and it may be

observed that almost all the ornaments, upon the various

articles discovered in this find, are produced by punching with

tools of various forms. The patterns are numerous, but the

forms of the punches are very few, the variations being pro-

duced by combining the forms of more punches than one, or

by placing the same or differently formed punches at a greater

or less distance from each other, or by varying their direction.

Patterns, of the period and localities to which these ornaments

belong, are scarcely ever found finished by casting, or chasing
;

it would appear also that the use of solder, to unite the various

parts of objects, was either little known, or little practised ; for

the ends of these ornaments are tied together, and upon other

occasions, where union is necessary,

rivets are employed.

On fig. 12 the ornament consists of

straight lines, made by a punch resem-

bling a very blunt chisel.

On fig. 13 also the ornament consists of straight lines,

with holes interspersed, struck by a round pointed punch ; the

diagonal lines which are placed crossAvise are not formed by

the same punch as those which pass directly across the piece

;

these latter have upon one edge some projections which prove

their origin from a common punch, and their difference from

the lines which form the cross.

On fig. 14 the (;hisel-shaped punch, which has been used,

has had one side of the edge crenated, the other smooth, and,

the lines having been struck at some distance apart, a plain

line has been left between them.
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On tig. 15 tlic puucli has had a triaiigu-

hu- pohit, and, triangles conjoined at their

bases having been strnck side by side,

parallel rows of sunk lozenges have Ijeen

produced.

Fi"-. K) has been made by a siniilai-]\

shaped punch, but the parallel rows of triangles are not placed

base to base so as to form lozenges, but {u-e separated by a

narrow strip of metal ; the opposed angles of these sunk tri-

angles form parallel raised zigzags alternating with the narrow

lines.

Fig. 17 has

ceding, but, by
marks, a series

ornament, and

been separated

Fig. 18 has

as has also tii^;.

loDUer.

been formed in a manner similar to the pre-

a slight change in the position of the punch

of lozenges or a zigzag line is produced in the

the straight line between the patterns has

into two by the blow of a chisel-shaped punch,

been formed by a punch curved like a gouge,

19, but the punch has in this case been nuicli

Fig. 20 has a row of raised lozenges along each margin of

the annlet, formed by a series of blows by a triangular punch.

Fig. 21 is an annlet in the collection of Mv. Assheton,

upon whose property they were disinterred. The punch has
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had a small square end, and the ornament is formed by a
series of blows in transverse or oblique lines.

Fig. 22 has been ornamented by annular punches, the circles

being dispersed without much regard to order.

•23 24 25

In fig. 23 a similar punch, but of smaller size, has been

used, and the circles have been so disposed as to produce a

somewhat regularly arranged pattern.

In fig. 24 annular and heart-shaped punches have been used.

In fig. 25 the punch is only heart-shaped.

In fig. 2G the pattern is rather confused, but it seems to

have been formed by a })iuich having a small hole in the

ccnti'c of a rather broad angular area, tlic blows having been
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struck so near together that the pattern forms parallel sunk

lines, with irregular indented edges, and a row of raised cir-

cular spots along the middle.

In fig. 27 the punch has had four holes, which gives the

pattern the appearance of a series of ovals, with four raised

points in the centre of each.

In fig. 28 the punch is egg-shaped, with a dot in the centre

;

four of these have been struck close together, so as to form a

kind of (juatrefoil pattern inclosing four dots.

P

mm.

In fig. 29 the pattern has been formed by the use of three

punches, one like a blunt chisel, one small triangular, and one

triangular inclosing three circular holes ; these larger triangles

are placed point to point so as to leave between them plain

lozenge-shaped spaces.

In fig. 30 the only punch used is triangular, with one hole

in the centre.

In fig. 31 the punch is lozenge-shaped, with one large hole

in the centre.

In fig. 32 the pattern is formed by a triangular punch in-

closing three holes ; the line which separates the double series

of triangles is formed l)y repeated blows from a small square

l)lunt punch.
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In fig. 33 the piiiicli has been of an irregu-

lar crescent form ; the impressions have been
joined at the ends, producing rudely waved
lines, not very graceful.

In fig. 34 the pattern is rather elegant, pro-

-:^ -r:^-'c<:

34

diiced by very simple means ; along the centre runs a line

composed of triangles, inclosing three points arranged in

pairs, apex to apex, so as to form a series of hourglass-shaped

forms ; along the edges runs a line of small circles. The
end is very narrow and taper, and is ornamented by a row of

lozenges formed by the spaces left between the pointed ends

of the triangular punches.

In fig. 35 the punch is irregularly quatrefoil, with a hole in

the centre.

In fig. 36 the pattern is partly formed by triangular punches

inclosing three points, and by lines of net-work, the meshes of

which are lozenge-shaped, formed by well-arranged impressions

of small plain triangular punches.

In fig. 37 the pattern is formed by a double row of punches,

placed at some little distance from each other, the form of

Avhich it is ditficult to describe, but which will be readily

inulerstood by reference to the plate.

In fig. 38 the pattern is also formed by a double row of

punches, of peculiar form, somewhat conical, the apices placed
uiwards.
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111 fig. 39 the pattern is formed by two rows of punches, of

nearly similar shape to the preceding, but smalki-, and placed

at a distance one row below the other.

In fig. 40 the pattern is formed by a punch of similar shape

to the two former, placed in the angles of a zigzag ornament,

at each point of which is an annulet. A small border runs

along the edge of the armlet, formed by a series of contiguous

blows from a blunt-pointed punch.

Fig. 41 presents a rather complicated pat-
,.,r",-^

tern, formed by small stpiare, triangular, and (^^%>^v^^;,
circular punches, arranged with some refer- )C":-i^ ;^*^^^
ence to a punch of peculiar shape, but resem- ^-^^•-^ Mfe^''^.,

bling that noticed in the preceding.

Fig. 42 is a small portion of a narroAV arm-

let, stamped by a small sharpish chisel, with

an ornament somewhat resembling the Greek

meander.

The pattern upon fig. 43 is formed by
two punches, a circular and a semicircu-

lar one, so arranged as to form something

like a flower.

The pattern of fig. 44 is formed by

small blunt chisel-shaped punches, so

arranged as to have somewhat of the ap-

[)earance of foliage, disposed cross-wise,

and forming a lozenge-shaped patt-ern.

All the patterns hitherto described have been upon armlets,

perfectly flat, and hammered into shape from the rough ingot,

some broader and longer than others, but all having the same
general form, large in the middle, gradually tapering towards

the extremities, where they terminate rather abru})tly, without

any fastening ; or they are hammered out into wire-like ends,

which are twisted into knots of various forms, as may be seen

in the figm-es.

There are some armlets where more labour has been be-

stowed, and a more elegant and delicate ornament has been

the result. In these the metal has been hammered much

mti^
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thinner, and the whole length of the armlet has beeii made

concave towards the arm, convex of course to the outside ;
the

ends of these terminate in thick wires twisted or hooked

together.

In fig. 45 the pattern is formed by a triangular punch, in-

closing four pellets ; by a chisel-like punch forming a double

or treble continuous line between the rows of triangular

punches ; and, in some places, a row of lozenges, formed by

a double row of small triangular punches, is introduced to fill

up a vacant space.

In fig. 46 the pattern, upon the small

piece which alone remains, is so irregularly

formed that it is difficult to describe the

mode in which it is produced. It appear^

that along the middle is a row of lozenges '

formed by triangular punches ; on each side lo

is a row of peculiar formed pimches, within which the sharp

point of a chisel has been used, to give a kind of richness to

the pattern by breaking up the surface by a series of angular

diggings, and, along the edge of the armlet, a row of quad-

rangular punches inclosing a pellet.

In fiff. 47 the pattern is far more _ .--.,^««l

elegant than ni any oi the others, is

nuicli more elaborate, in much deeper

relief, and has the appearance at first

sight of having been produced by sonic

very difierent means ; upon examina- -•—_-—...,-

tion, however, it will be perceived, •*'

that the effect is produced only by a more skilful and labo-

rious use of instruments of similar description. Along the

middle is a row of lozenges formed by a triangular punch,

along the edges a row of half lozenges, formed by the same

punch ; between them is a broad ])attern consisting of a zig-

zag ornament, each point terminating in three pellets. This

is formed by a punch similar to that used in fig. 37, placed in
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the same manner, but with more regularity, and struck much

deeper into the metal ; an annular punch is then used, which

by three blows upon tlie broad space between the bases of the

peculiar ornament, produces the three pellets at each point of

the zigzag, forming altogether a pattern of very great elegance.

There are also in this Cucrdale treasm-e several other armlets

differing much in form from the preceding; they generally

terminate in thick wires twisted together, but like the preced-

ing seem to be entirely formed by the hammer, and orna-

mented, if ornamented, by punches.

Fig. 48 has a quadrangular section, thickest in the middle,

tapering towards the ends, one angle being towards the arm,

which appears to have been an inconvenient arrangement for

the wearer.

Fig. 49 is perfectly similar to the preceding, except that it

is smaller, and that the form of the fastening is somewdiat

different. Neither of those have anv ornament.

Fig. 50 is also a quadrangular, but one of the flat sides is

turned towards the arm ; it has not on that side any orna-

VOL. IV. R
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ment, but the three other sides have each a row of lozenges
formed by a triangular punch.

Fig. 51 is part of an armlet, which has also been quadran-

gular, but has been spirally twisted; the wirelike end has

been cut off.

Fig. 52 is also part of an armlet, apparently unfinished; it

is ornamented with a series of spiral grooves, produced by the

hammer, so as to give it the appearance of having been

twisted.

53

Fig. 53 is circular, thick in the middle, tapering towards

the ends, where it is twisted in a rather unusual manner.

This appears to have been entii-ely formed by a hammer.

Fig. 54 is also circular, fastened in the more usual manner.
Upon it is strung a ring formed on the same principle as the

armlets, quite flat, tapering to a point at the ends, which are

tied together. This practice of fastening rings upon armlets

seems to have been very common, several instances of it

having occurred in Denmark. One found at Vaalse in the

island of Falster, in 1835, had ten rings suspended from it.
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Fig. 55 appears to be part of an armlet, hammered round,

but unfinished ; it was perhaps

intended to have tenninated in a

hook, thin at the l)cn{l, inereasinij;

towards the end which is abrupt

;

Hke those which usually occur

upon the gold torques, as that ,_
engraved in the Archaeological a

Journal, vol. ii. p. 371).

Fig. 56 is circular, perhaps unfinished, the ends appear to

have been intended to terminate in heads of serpents or

di'agons : the marks hammered at the sides being probably

meant for some representation of teeth. It cannot be said

that these terminations are much like heads of any animal,

but they are perhaps less unlike dragons' heads than any thing

else ; and may therefore be considered as such. If however
such has been the intention, it must be remarked that though

dragon-like ornaments appear in relief upon some objects, such

as will be described in a futm'e page, yet such a termination

to an armlet of the tenth century is extremely rare, if not

unique. It is very probable that this piece may have been

formed by the same people who made the ornaments fig. 91,

as the animal form is common to both, and the workmanship
about the teeth is similar to that of the fio;ure referred to.

Fig. 57 is an armlet of a totally different construction ; it

consists of two pieces of silver, hammered nearly round, thick

in the middle, tapering towards the ends, which arc twisted

together into a knot.
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Fig. 58 is somewhat similar but more elegant and complex;

it consists of six wires hammered round, and tapering towards

the ends, two of these have been twisted together forming

three cords, and these cords again are twisted together

into a rope forming the armlet ; when found it was attached

to another of similar form, but just so much smaller as to allow

of its lying within ; the ends of both were hammered into a

four-sided tapering termination, which was fastened by a hook

and eye as here represented in fig. 59.

In Mr. Assheton's collection are other armlets formed of

only a single rope, the threads of which are of much larger

diameter, terminating in the same manner and fastened by a

hook and eye; as these vary from the preceding only "in size,

it has not been deemed necessary to give a figm-e of them.

Fig. GO is the end of a

similarly constructed armlet, |
but the ends of the four wires

of which it has been con-
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structed have been welded together and hammered to a fine

point that it miglit be easily tied to the other end of the

armlet after the usual manner.

Fig. 61 is only a fragment; and of what kind of object

might have been unknown, but from

the discovery of some entire orna-

ments which may have been used

either as armlets, or, by the addition

of a tongue, as fibulae. One of these, "

of bronze, was discovered near Catarinaholt, and is published in

Annaler for Nordisk Oldkyndighed, 1830, 1837. tab. vii. fig. 2.

It is a twisted circle terminating in two knobs formed very

nearly like the one here figured, and ornamented with circular

punches. This however has not any ornament upon the knob,

but upon the remains of the circle has a row of lozenges, with

a pellet between the external angles.

62

The next objects to be noticed are fihidcs : one of consider-

able interest is very large, fig. G.2, formed in a manner simi-

lar to that of the armlets ; it is octagonal, tapering from the

middle towards the ends ; all the angles, except the two inte-

rior, are ornamented by a row of small triangular ])unches

along each side, the whole length of the ornament. The ring
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of the tongue is ornamented by a series of round globules ar-

ranged in lines, crossing each other at right angles.

*iW^

(53

Fig. 63 is part of the ring of a tongue similar to that repre-

sented in the preceding figure : it shews more explicitly the

mode in which the pattern has been formed. It is in the

collection of Mr. Assheton.

Fig. 64 is a portion of a fibula resembling one which was
found in a bog near Ballymoney, in the county of Antrim, and
now preserved in the public collection in Dublin. The orna-

ment is formed by stamped lines diagonally intersecting, and
the squares they enclose are made round by a circular punch.

The Irish fibula is figm-ed in the Archaeologia, vol. xvii.

p. 323.

^-ofJiia^S^a-

Fig. 65 is a portion of a fibula, similar to fig. 61, also octan-

gular, but only the three external sides have been ornamented

with a row of lozenges formed by a double row of impressions

from a triangular punch.

Fig. 66 is a fragment cut ofi* from some object the exact

form of which cannot be ascertained or illustrated from any
otlier specimen in this or similar discoveries. It is orna-

mented by punches similar to those which have been noticed

upon the armlets and fibula.

The next objects are nn(^s, also found amongst these trea-

sures.
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67 69

Fig. G7 is merely a piece of metal hammered flat, thinner

and narrower at the ends, and formed into a circle ; the ends

lapping over, bnt without any fastening. It is entirely with-

out ornament. In some specimens the metal is hammered
and l)ent into the form of a ring, in the same manner as the

flat one here figured.

Figs. G8, G9. These are two rings formed exactly in the

same manner as the armlets, figs. 15, 21, and ornamented by
the same means.

Fig. 70 has been hammered into a small four-sided bar,

then twisted, and ultimately formed into a ring, the ends
of which meet but have not been united.

Fig. 71. Two wires have been hammered into a roundish
form, tapering towards the ends, which have been tied toge-

ther. Each wire has been ornamented by transverse blows
of a blunt chisel, and has the appearance of being also twisted;

these two have been entwined together to form one ring, in a
manner somewhat similar to the armlet, fig. 57.

Fig. 72 is a portion of a ring formed of two small wires

twisted together.

Fig. 73 is a portion of a ring formed of three wires twisted
together, each wire having been indented

transversely, so that, when the three are

twisted together, each has the appearance ^
of having been previously twisted ; and the

whole together exactly resembles a common rope.
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74

Eig. 74 is a portion of a ring formed of two cords like the

preceding, soldered longitudinally together.

Fig. 75 is a piece of ribbed wire, such as those of which the

preceding have been formed.

Fig. 76 is perhaps a portion of a ring formed to resemble a

string of very small beads.

It may be as well to notice in this place the wires of vari-

ous dimensions which have been used in the formation of dif-

ferent objects in this find. The larger wires almost univer-

sally bear the marks of the hammer by which they have been
rounded, but the smaller ones cannot have been formed by this

process ; they must have been formed by drawing in some man-
ner not very different from that in use at the present day.

The following figures exhibit various dimensions of drawn
wire which occur in this mass of treasure.

77 79

Fig. 77 appears to have been part of an armlet.

Fig. 78 is a specimen of fine wire, tied into a knot with

some care and trouble, but whether with any especial motive,

it is not easy to pronounce.

Fig. 79 is a portion of some ornament the nature of which

cannot be exactly ascertained ; it appears to have originally

consisted of three loops, the six ends of which have been

welded together ; but the termination has been cut, and its

form can scarcely be conjectured.

The people of these times appear to have been exceedingly

ingenious in the construction of chains, of which there are,

in this find, some very elegant specimens, and which next

claim notice.

Fig. 80 is a fragment in the collection of Mr. Assheton

;

it consists of a series of rings, compressed together in the
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middle, and bent so tliat the two loops tlms formed are

l)roiiglit close to each other ; the whole then forms two loops

])resenting openings in opposite directions, through each of

which two other loops are passed, forming a kind of double

chain one interlinked with the other, each link being imme-

diately dependent upon the next link but one to itself.

Fig. 81 is in the collection of Mr. Assheton ; it ^^
is composed of small wires, and is constructed in a '

^'

manner similar to the preceding.

&(0^'"SS-

c

83

Fig. 82 is part of a chain rather rudely formed of wire,

apparently prepared for the piu'pose of suspending some

ornament.

Fig. 83 is also in the collection of Mr. Assheton, it appears

to have been composed of links of a form similar to those of

the preceding chains, but differently put together, so that

when completed the chain is correctly four-sided and

liollow\

Fig. 84 is probably a portion of an armlet, in the collec-

tion of Mr. Assheton, and ^?^^^'"^^.,-^^^_^

may be included amongst / i|§j^^^^^5^:-' ''g

the chains ; it is com- I iPr
^^^^^*^'^'^~^^ -^

posed of fine wire knitted ^2^^^')i^.x ^
precisely in the same man- h4

ner as a modern stocking ; it is hollow, so that a large pencil

may be easily passed wathin it ; one end is inserted into a Hat

piece of silver, bent, the sides rivetted together, to contain

the silver ring by which the two ends were united to fix it

upon the arm.

Miscellaneous objects.

Fig. 85 is a small object some-

what like a hammer in shape, it is

furnished with a ring for suspen-

sion. When it w-as first discovered,

not attached to any other object, it

appeared not improbable that it

VOL. IV. s
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might Lave been used as a button or fastening of some sort

;

but, amongst a number of objects of similar age and character
discovered in Denmark, three or four of hke form, plain or
ornamented with triangular punches, occurred, one of which
was suspended, with some plain round wires, to a small
ring; the whole having the appearance of an ornament of
dress. It is very probable that it may have had some sym-
bolical meaning.

Fig. 86 has now the appearance of a hook ; it has been
hannnered into its present form, but
whether it was formed into a hook
originally, or was afterwards acciden-

tally bent into that form, may be ^g

doubted. It may have been originally suspended from a
ring, like the Danish ornament just mentioned; or perhaps,

more probably, it was the tongue of a fibula.

Fig. 87. There are two objects of this form ; both are

entire, no piece having been cut off, as is the case with by far

the greater number of objects of which this find was composed.

They are formed entirely by the hammer, very rudely, and

are apparently unfinished. For what they were intended is a

matter of uncertainty, as no finished ornament of similar form

has been discovered.

I propose to notice in a future number the objects forming

the next class of ornaments, which are of a very different

character from those which have already been described,

both in their style of workmanship and in the nature of the

devices with which they are decorated.

EDWARD HAWKINS.



ST. MARY'S CHURCH, NUN-MONKTON,

YORKSHHIE.

^^j«(«*Wtfi

THE WEST FRONT

The nunnery of Monketon, or Nim-Monkton, of the Bene-

dictine order, was founded in the reign of King Stephen, by

William de Arches and Ivetta his wife, whose daughter Mjitikla

appears to have been a nun there. The possessions which

formed the endowment were confirmed by Henry IMurdoc,

archbishop of York, whose cliarter is printed in the Monas-

ticon.

The visitation of Thomas de Dalby, archdeacon of Richmond,

April 30th, 1397, when Margaret Fairfax was prioress, is also

there printed, and does not redound to the credit either of the
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nuns or their prioress at that period. They were accused of
wearing divers furs, "even grej furs," silk go\nis', silk

veils, rings on their tingers, (Src, and neglecting their proper
costume, the cloak and hood, even in their chapel, and of
holding too familiar intercoiurse with John Monkton, alias

Alanson, and others ; the prioress especially was accused of

having acted as biu-sar ; of selling a large quantity of timber;

of having too easily restored nims who had lapsed into

sin : of allowing them to receive presents fn>m their friends,

towards their maintenance : and of having frequently invited

John Monkton to feasts in her own chamber, there playing

at "tables' with him, and being served by him with

drink ; by which practices the house was much scandalized.

They were strictly forbidden by the injunctions issued on
the >^th of July following, to hold any intercourse with the

said John Monkton and others enumerated, except in the

presence of two senior nuns of good repute ; or to allow

clerks to frequent the priory without good cause, or to con-

tinue any of the other practices complained of.

By a survey of the possessions of the prior)', 29 Henr>' Vlll.,

it appears that the annual rental amounted to £132. 15s.,

equivalent to at least iloOO a yeaj* of our money. At
the Dissolution the property was granted to Lord Latymer,

(Sir John Neville^.)

It seems probable that the church now standing was

the chapel of the nimnery, which may partly account for its

very singular arrangement. From the style of the architec-

tim? there can be no hesitation in assisrnin^ the end of the

twelfth century as the period of its erection.

Tliere does not appear to be any ground for siqiposing that

there was a more ancient structiu-e which was removed to make
room for the present one. On the contrary, it is far more
prol)able that the other buildings of the priorv- would be erected

before the chapel : the eastern part, now destroyed, may have

been built soon after the fomidation, or about the middle

of the twelfth centiuy : but the editice pn^gressed slowly,

changing its character according to the style in use when each

part was erected : thus, the work having been half a centiuy

in hand, the later portions became pure Early English.

The chiurch a^ if stands at present i> n sm.-ill but very

* " Aliqoibus jupis. AQgli«:ic. v';«««?i." * iloaasucou. voL iv. {^i. U^J— I9u.
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l)cantiful Pearly l^]nglisli stnu'ture, of great iiitcivst to the

arc'lutologist from tlic circumstance that it is probably uiu(|uc

both ill design and in detail. Tt consists of the \vcstern

part and tower only of the original strueture, the eastern ])art

having been long destroyed, })roI)aI)ly at the ])eriod of the

Reformation.

The west front is of very singular de-

sign, and particularly elegant. It is re-

markable for the curious and very inge-

nious combination of a tower and high

pitched roof in one design. If the

tower w^ere removed the front would ])re-

scnt a gable with a pitch of sixty de-

gre(>s, thus forming an e(juiliiteral tri-

angle on the side walls. On the ])oint

of this gable is j)laced the i)arapet of

tlie tower, the west side of the tower

itself forming part of the gable, and the

other three sides being included in tlie
consu^^cuonofwestF-ont.

church.

IMPOST OF THE WEST DOORWAY

The west doorway is placed in a shallow porch with a tri-

angular canopy ; it has a round arch and is deeply recessed,
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Section or Profile of the Arch-mouldings of the West Doorway.

with Early English shafts in the jambs and a rich suite of

mouldings to the arch, partaking in a slight degree of the

Norman character, but so much more of the Early English

that it may be considered as belonging to that style, or to the

latest portion of the period of transition : it is not, as might be

supposed from its form, a Norman doorway preserved and

built into Early English

work. Under the drip-

stone or hoodmould of

the canopy is the pecu-

liar ornament which has

been called the nutmeg ornament, from its resemblance to half

a nutmeg projecting from the hollow moulding. This orna-

ment is a common featm-c in Early English work in the north
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of England, but is not at all usual in the south. Over the

doorway, and filling up the pediment of the ])orch, is a small

trefoil-headed niche. Above the porch are three fine lancet

windows, the central one, the highest, running up quite into

the tower.

Above this in that part of the tower which rises above the

gable is a square-headed trefoil window. On each angle of

the front are flat buttresses, and on these and between these

and the doorway are round-headed niches ; in the south-western

of these is a female figure, of which the head is lost. The
cornice of the parapet of the tower and of the north and south

sides of the church is supported by masks.

The windows on the north and south

sides are plain lancets with bold drip-

stones. Between these are flat buttresses

spreading out laterally in the lower part.

At the west end of the south side is a

round-headed door, and there is a small

door at the eastern end of the same side :

in the same wall but eastward of the

present end, are the remains of a large

and highly enriched doorway of similar

character to the west door.

The jambs of the windows are orna-

mented with banded shafts, outside of

which is the tooth ornament. The capi-

tals of these shafts are singular, the

abacus being cut underneath into an in-

dented or serrated ornament. The bases

of the niche shafts are also cmious, the

round moulding overhanging the square

plinth.

It should be mentioned that the roof

has been lowered, but the original pitch

is ])lainly visible, as the weather moulds
still remain, and in the engraving it has

been restored to its original height.

Interior.—There are no aisles, the

roof having been carried over the whole,

as mentioned before, at a high pitch, and
consequently including the greater part

of the tower in the interior, Mhere it

Capital of window shafts.

Base of niche bta.i((.
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is supported on two massive square piers, with arches on the

three sides ; that on the east being extremely lofty, and

reaching above the centre lancet into the part above

enclosed for the reception of the bells. It is to be regretted

that the effect of the interior is very much destroyed by the

lowering of the roof, the introduction of a modern groined

plaster ceiling, and the stopping up of the upper part of the

eastern arch of the tower. In the view given these have been

removed.

Interior of the West End, shewing the Tower and part of the North Side.

The walls are massive, and in their thickness there is a

triforium passage, carried completely round the north, west,

and south sides ; it is entered by a staircase in the north-west

ano-le, and communicates Avith the belfry stair. At the east

end it is carried past the present cast wall (which is of late

date) to the outside, where the wall is broken off. Into this

passage the windows open, they arc plain lancets on the out-
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THREE BAYS OF THE IKTEEIOR OF EITHER s:EE.

side, and splayed within. The inner wall is divided by

vaulting shafts into wide and narrow bays, the wide ones

come opposite the windows, and are filled with the inner

window arches. These in the lower part are ornamented with

a khid of nail-head or indented moulding, and have banded

shafts, on the capitals of which rest the bases of the arches,

which are stilted. The labels terminate in heads and are

ornamented with the nail-head. Between the window open-

ings are the narrow bays. These are pierced in the lower

part with two narroAV pointed arches with banded shafts, and

between them a sunk trefoil panel with

roses on the cusps. Over these is another

opening, the interior head of which is a

scpiare-headed trefoil, and the exterior a

pointed trefoil, ornamented with roses,

which are carried down to the inner arcli in

an irrenrular manner. The vaulting; shafts

are alternately single and triple, and rise^«a'i'>fope"'''«'^«'°"j^f«"'^

VOL. IV. T
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from beautiful corbels sculptured in a great variety of designs
of foliage. The Avhole of the work is finely executed, and the
effect of the interior with this rich triforium arcade running
round is very singular but remarkably elegant. i. h. p.

PLAN ALONG THE TRIFORIDM.

GRODND PLAN OP WEST FRONT.



NOTICE OF SOME SUPPOSED EGYPTIAN REMAINS,

HITHERTO UNDESCRIBED, IN UPPER NUBIA.

Egypt proper ended at Sycne, now called Asouan, or the

first cataract of the Nile. It appears however that the kings

of Egypt held for ages the sway over the narrow skirting of

land which stretches above the first cataract. According to

Mr. Birch, there arc traces of this conquest as early as the

12th dynasty a. The remains of antiquity are very numerous

indeed throughout this district, mostly of a date varying from

the Ptolemies to the Roman emperors. There are however

exceptions, such as Beyt al Wallee, Derr, Seboua, Aboo-

Sembel, Samneh, Isle of Argo, and Gebel Barkal. These

ruins have been determined to belong to the era of Barne-

ses II., and other kings of the eighteenth dynasty.

At Gebel Barkal, or Napata, the remains are very extensive,

and were at one time supposed to represent the site of the

ancient ]\Ieroe. ]\Iajor Eelix and the present duke of North-

vunberland had, however, ascertained the connexion of Thoth-

mes IV., Amenophis III., and Barneses II., all kings of the

eighteenth dynasty, with this city, but until the late Prussian

expedition the date of no Egyptian monument further to the

south had been positively ascertained and communicated to

the public.

There are it is true some very interesting monuments of

the same style described by Cailliaud at Assiu', Me^aou at,

and Naga. The pyramids and extensive ruins at the former

place, combined with geographical calculation, leave no doubt
of its identity with the ancient Meroe. He has given very

minute and elegant representations of these buildings, but un-

fortunately was not aware of the value of the cartouches for

the purpose of fixing their period. In one of his notes he
states this circumstance with great regret. Professor Lep-
sius has supplied this deficiency, as he appears to have
examined carefully all the liieroglyphical inscriptions beyond
Gebel Barkal. He pronounces the ruins of Assur, Naga, and
Mefaourat to be all comparatively recent, not reaching beyond
the time of the Ptolemies. At Wady Kerbekan (Cailliaud's

Naga), they found a fine statue of one of the kings of the

» See his communication to the Royal Society of Literature on the 25th Jmic, 18-16.
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eighteenth dynasty, but it had probably been transported

there. At Wady-Houa-Taib, and Assur, there are many car-

touches bearing the names of Osirtesen I., Amenophis III.,

but evidently of a later period. The same may be said of

the other hieroglyphical inscriptions found there.

The most southern point where any antiquities were found

by either M. Cailliaud or Dr. Lepsius was Sobah, in lat. 15.

30', a heap of ruins about half a day's journey above Khar-
toum, on the eastern bank of the Blue river, once the capital

of the Christian kingdom of Aloa. The ruins there are of sun-

bm'nt bricks, and evidently Christian. Professor Lepsius how-
ever mentions a lion or ram, which is said to have been taken

from thence by Khurshid Pasha, and a granite statue of Osiris,

of a late style, which they saw at Kamorin, and which had
been found at Sobah. M. Cailliaud also mentions a sphinx,

which is probably the lion or ram spoken of by the Chevalier

Lepsius.

The island of Meroe was bounded by the Blue Nile, the

Atbara (the ancient Astaboras), and the Rahad, to the south

of Sennaar. It would therefore appear that the four last

mentioned ruins were contained in this district, and are the

most southerly ones described by any European traveller.

Cailliaud says, (vol. iii. p. 138. 8vo. ed.,) "that some
Arabs assured him that there were similar ruins at about two

days' journey to the south, on the road to Abyssinia;" he sup-

poses this to be the situation of Mandeyr. He also gives an-

other Arab account, according to which, one and a half day's

journey further to the south, are ruins of the same character

at a place called Kely. Burckhardt has also alluded to some
ruins at a place called Goss-Regiab, but he was not able to

examine them.

These places are all to the north of Sennaar, and appear to

be either on the ancient route from Naga to Axum, or the

one at right angles to it, that ran from Aboo-Ahraz on the

Blue Nile to Souakim on the Red sea.

Even Avitli the assistance of the Arabs, Cailliaud was not

enabled to bring the evidence of Egyptian civilization to the

latitude of Sennaar : I am in a position to state on equally

good evidence, that there are similar ruins very far south of

that city, and near the borders of Abyssinia. I do not wish

to be supposed to lay too much stress upon the value of the

information Ivhich I have received : it has however the ad-
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vantage of most verbal accounts in being altogether voluntary

and uncalled for, and as there must be some foundation for

the statement *", I have thought it my duty to offer this con-

tribution to the interesting subject of African antiquities.

The following is an extract from my jom'nal, 24th Dec, 1840.

" Visited the ruins of the temples of Ombos : they are very

fine. I had given a passage in my boat from Asouan to

Esne to a slave-merchant, named llamoud Abd-el-djouad,

resident at Asouan. He landed with me, and on seeing the

ruhis, assured me that he knew of some exactly similar in

appearance, but much finer, at a place called Badouha, twelve

days' journey beyond Sennaar, and six hom's (about twelve

miles) east of the Blue Xilc. He had frequently been to

Abyssinia by land."

This is pretty clear, and if confu'med would carry the Egyp-
tians close to the borders of Abyssinia. I am afraid we have

no evidence for carrying them further. The ruins of Axam
are doubtless of a much more recent period, belonging either

to the Greek or medieval period of Abyssinian history. Yun
Heeren hints otherwise, but he does not assign any tangible

grounds for his opinions.

JAMES TALBOT.

^ The mere fact of worked stone-work being found in such a latitude is sutficient to

excite our curiosity.
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Among indii'ect evidences of the state of English society in

the middle ages, few are more valuable than those manuscript

treatises prescribing forms for the preparation of deeds and the

composition of letters, which are preserved in our public

libraries. They cast the same light upon the nature of epis-

tolary intercourse at various periods that the Registrum

Brevium sheds upon the formulae of legal processes during

early times ; and, happily, many private letters, written

between the thu"teentli and fifteenth centuries, which have

descended to us, prove that these forms, however strange some

may appear, were, generally, well adapted to the social exi-

gencies of the periods at which they were compiled.

These treatises on dictation are frequently confined to an

enumeration of the ceremonial phrases for commencing and

ending letters to persons of various ranks ; but in numerous

cases the authors have gone more deeply into the subject, and

supplied entire epistles, which, mutatis mutandis, might be at

once adopted and copied by the scribe of an earl or an esquire.

As may be readily imagined such compositions refer chiefly

to those petty cares and vexations of human existence which

are not peculiar to any age ; they include solicitations for pre-

ferment, for protection, for loans of money; these are their

chief features ; but as they were prepared for unlettered times,

when the most ordinary principles of composition were, un-

known to any but the clergy, the authors occasionally descended

to the humblest affairs of life, and prescribed the terms in

which a farmer should ask the loan of his neighbour's plough

or cart. It may be observed, however, that there are no

forms of amatory declaration provided, although an lago of

the thirteenth or fourteenth century is taught how to intimate

to her injured lord the supposed perjury of any contemporary

Desdemona.
I select from a manuscript which has recently fallen under

my notice, three forms presenting very characteristic features.

The first is an application by an imaginary earl of Gloucester
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to his vintner, for wine on credit. The noble wisely reminds
the tradesman that he had been often indel)ted to him, and
had always fully paid him at the appointed time ; therefore

he the more confidently relies on him in his present urgent

necessity, and earnestly begs he will let him have five tuns of

wine, viz., two of Gascony, and three of Anjou, each at the

price of twenty shillings, until Palm Sunday, assuring him that

the money will be duly ])aid at the day named, and begging

that he will so conduct himself in this matter that he may be

entitled to the earl's thanks.

Comes mandat creditori suo id mittat sibi vinum.

A. comes Glovernie dilecto sibi A. vinetario de C. salutem

et dilectionem. Quum quicquid vobis de vino creditorio

multociens debuimus, ad diem vestrum semper plenarie per-

solvimus, et nichil est in rcragio, audacius in hoc stanti nego-

cio confuginnis attencius rogantes quatinus v. dolea vini, s.

duo Gasconiensis et tria Andegaven^e, quodlibet ad pretium

XX. s. usque ad Pasca floridum nobis acomodetis. Scituri

quod denarios vestros ad diem nominatum omni occasione et

dilacione remota persolvemus : tantum ergo faciatis ut vobis

ad gratiarum teneamur acciones. Valete.

The form prescribed for the vintner's answer to this com-
munication, reciting the earl's request, and the fact that he

had always paid his bills, concludes, " at present I consent to

your entreaty, and accommodate you with five tuns, trusting

that at the day named you will pay me my debt, according to

your custom." But if the customer, on the other hand, was a

bad paymaster, the tradesman is advised, the recital being

preserved, to make this significant variation in the con-

cluding terms of his epistle ; "I trust you with the five tuns

demanded, particularly requesting that you will pay me the

old debt which is in arrear, together with this ncAv debt, at

the said day."

In the next example the same imaginary earl writes to his

woollen-draper in London -. premising that he scarcely deserves

credit, he bei>;s that he mav be trusted with twentv ells of

scarlet, as many oipers, or blue cloth, and an equal quantity

of another, at as low a price as possible, until Easter-close,

" without a pledge, if you please ;" but, as he seems to have

entertained a suspicion that the tradesman would like secu-
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rity, he prudently sends by the bearer ten gold rings and ten

silver cups, substantial gages of his intention to pay. The
conclusion of the epistle is curious ; the earl begs his woollen

-

draper " so to do that he may return unto him, as his friend

and creditor, thanks and honom* with his money." It was a

very common practice in the times in which this formula was
prepared, the reign of Henry the Third, to obtain goods on

deposits of jewellery or plate ; and when we recollect that the

king himself was more than once reduced to the same strait,

there is no room to suppose that the author of this " complete

letter writer" of the thirteenth century has in the least degree

attributed to his imaginary earl a procedure derogatory to his

position, or opposed to the manners of his age.

"B. Comes Glovernie dilecto sibi A. Pannario Lond. salu-

tem et dilectionis affectum, Quamvis merita nostra non exi-

gant (vel non processerunt) tamen de liberalitate vestra con-

fidimus (ad vos in hoc instanti negocio confugimus) rogans at-

tencius quatinus xx. ulnas de scarleta rubea et totidem de

perso et totidem de minueto ad rationabile forum vel precium

prout sustinere poteritis usque ad Clausum Pasca, absque pig-

nore si vobis placuerit, mihi acomodetis, vel super x. anulos

aureos et x. ciphos argenteos quos vobis transmittimus. Sci-

atis enim pro vero quod ad diem prefixum omni occasione

remota vobis bene persolvemus. Tantuni ergo faciatis ut vobis

tanquam familiari et creditori nostro grates et honores cum
denariis vestris referamus. Valete."

The following evasive letter suggests a very simple con-

dition of society ; for excepting in times when news travelled

slowly the excuse proposed would scarcely have been generally

apt. A fur-dealer is advised to reply to a friend who had asked

him to purchase furs that a sudden fire had destroyed all liis

means, and that he could find no one to trust him since.

" Dilecto amico &c. literas vestras nuper accepi in quibus

me petistis ut ego vos penulas et fururas perquirerem, quod
libenter fecissem, scd ignis nupcr superveniens totam pecuniam
meam redegit in cinerem. Unde vobis mittere non potui

quod non habui ; ncc creditores inveni qui aliquid mihi cre-

derent post incendium : dubitaverunt enim perdere totuni

quod mihi acomodarcnt. Precor igitur ne moleste feratis

quod petita vobis non misi, cum sciatis causam impedimenti.

Valete." t. h. t.
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HUMAN riCUIUD.

The following notices of coins recently found in Essex, and at present in

the cabinet of the lion. K. C. Neville, may assist in deciding the tribes by

whom the ine])igra})hical coins of Britain wt-re fabricated.

1. Ancient British coin.

Ob. plain, slightly indented in part.

R. rude imitation of a chariot, with a driver ; under the chariot is

a wounded man.

Electrum. 91. 1. grs. Found at Hadstock, in Essex.

Coins of this class, and in this metal, are not uncommon. Eight of the

same character are in the national cabinet. Ruding, pi. 1. fig. 1—6, gives

six of these coins, with a similar convex projection in front, but without any

indication of the places where they were discovered. One of the specimt'iis

in the British Museum was found at Heme in Surrey, another in Kent.

2. Ob. rude horse gradient to the right, above and below a O.

R. horse gradient to the left, ar. 1. 7. 6. grs. found at Chester-

ford.

This coin, which is of a peculiar class, resembles some of the small un-

certain coins reading eca, found in the island: they approach more nearly

to the Gaulish than to the British type.

3. A small rude coin : on one side is a bear (?) gradient to the left.

R. indistinct, M. 1. Found at Chesterlbrd.

4. [cYNOBELiN?] head of Jupiter Amnion, to the right.

R. CAM. Pegasus gradient to the right, m. Found at Hadstock.

This coin is much corroded, but Mr. Birch is of opinion that the object

on the reverse is a Pegasus, A very similar example is engraA ed in Aker-

man's " Ancient Coins," vol. ii. p. 192, PI. xxiv. 5. 1 1.

Sir "Walter C. Trevelyan, Bart., has forwarded to the Connnittee the

annexed li-t of Koman coins recently found in an urn, on Mr. Gordon's

estate, at Milvcrton, Somersetshire.

VOL. IV. U
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NO. OF COIN'S.

Julian -.__.. 3

Valentiiiiaii, tlie Younger - . . 2

Theodosius --_..()
Ma.ximus - - - . KJ

Yalentiniau, Elder . _ _ . 3

Valens ------ 7

Faustina ----- 7

Arcadius ------ 1

45

We are indebted to Mr. Jabez Allies for tlie following interesting ac-

count of discoveries recently made at Droitwich, which have supplied ample
evidence of a Roman settlement in that locality, supposed to have been the

British town Saltnce, in the country of the Uobuni.
" In pursuing my further researches relative to the Roman occupation

of various parts of Worcestershire, I was anxious to discover evidences

of such occupation at Droitwich, the Salince, or supposed Saltnce, of the

ancients. In addition to the Roman urn found there during the excavation

for the foundations of INIr. Ellins"s salt-works, the particulars of which I

communicated on a former occasion^, a fine Roman tessellated pavement has

since been discovered, about eight inches beneath the surface, in Bays
INIeadow, on the northern bank of the river Salwarp, close to the town of

Droitwich, and on the northern limb of the Stoke Prior branch of the Wol-
verhampton, Worcester, and Oxford railway, being near the spot where

that branch joins the main line.

" This branch, on entering Droitwich from Stoke Prior, passes at the back

of Mr. Ellins"s salt-works, and crossing the Worcester and Birmingham

turnpike road by means of a viaduct, runs along the ridge called "The
Vines," which lies below Doderhill church, and proceeds to a point a little

beyond Wood's salt-works, where it is divided into two parts; a little

further on, upon the northern limb of it, is the spot where the tessellated

pavement was found.

" A large portion of the pavement has been presented to the Museum of

the Worcestershire Natural History Society, by the gentlemen acting offi-

cially upon the line. The Rev. William Lea, of Droitwich, invited me to

the spot on the 3rd of April inst., where I had the satisfaction of examining

the pavement, and of witnessing its removal. It measured about three

yards long and two yards and a half broad, (but there may have been more

of it on each side of the cutting,) and it was curiously ornamented in com-

partments with various interlaced figures, formed of white, red, and blue

coloured stones or tesserae, a little larger than dice. The meadow was for-

merly a ploughed field, and the pavement lay at the bottom between two

plough lands, and the plough must for centuries have passed over tl)e pave-

'' Sec Aicliaological Jouiiiiil, vol. iv. j). 73.
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ment, within a few inches of it. The cement in which the pavement was set

is extremely fragile, and probably the constant action of moisture and

dionght which continued for so long a period in the hollow between the

two lands, materially tended to render it so. At a few yards distance, to-

wards the east, fragments of a similar pavement were dug up, of which

I have sent specimens for inspection. These were found much better

cemented together than the former, owing perhaps to their having been in

a drier situation, under one of the lands. The tesserae of one specimen

are much smaller than any of the rest. Whether the white and blue tes-

scriE are composed of natural stone or artificial, I cannot pretend to deter-

mine; the red ones evidently are bits of brick. If they are natural, the

white may be oolite, and the blue, probably, are lias. If artificial, the white

may have been made of either macerated oolite, or of a species of fuller's

earth called "walker's clay*^," which is found in some places in this

county ; but I am at a loss to guess of what material the blue may have

been made, unless it were macerated lias.

" There were red sand-stone foundations of a building at the spot, which

appeared to have been of considerable extent, but we did not discover any

Koman bricks. A small piece of the transparent talc (said to be the lapis

specularis of the Romans) was found amongst these remains, but whether,

as it has been conjectured, it was used in the windows of the building in

question in the same manner as we now use glass, I cannot pretend to

decide. I am informed that at a short distance from these foundations a

layer of human bones, in a state of crumbling decay, was discovered.

Various relics, such as iron spear-heads, a fibula, key, bronze pins, frag-

ments of tile scored with lines, and of pottery of various kinds, usually

found near sites of Roman occupation, including a portion of "Samian''

ware, ornamented in relief, were found near these remains'^. Amongst the

earthenware, may be noticed a fragment of one of those singular fiat

vessels, formed of whitish clay, with a broad recurved margin, and a

spout, frequently discovered with Roman remains'^ ; also red pottery orna-

mented with chevrons, circles, and dots of white clay, in relief. A portion

of a small vessel of red ware was found, resembling one preserved in the

Museum at "Worcester, which was found in one of the cists in the Roman
burial-ground at Kempsey, and is figured in my " Antiquities of Worcester-

shire^." Another specimen, in my possession, was found with Roman re-

mains during the formation of the Severn navigation lock, at Diglis, near

Worcester. An ornamental bronze pin, double-pointed, like the nock of

an arrow, and perforated at the other extremity, was foimd in the eaith

where the pavement lay*". A bronze pin was found amongst Roman relics,

'' " A walker, (22!talcf)Cr, Dutch,) a a stamp near the spout. Representations
fuller."— Hailey's Diet. of some found in London may be found in

^ A considerable number of these re- the Archa'ologia, vol. viii. pi. x., vol. xii.

mains, with specimens of the tessellated pi. li.

pavement, were kindly sent by the Rev. e Plate ii. fig. 20. p. 17.

SVilliam Lea, of Droitwicli, and Mr. Allies. ' This may possibly have been the acus
These vessels are usually marked with of some kind of fibula. The pin found at
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during the demolition of the Castle Hill at AVorcester, resembling this in its

bitid point, but the head, which is not iDerlbrated, is formed of stone, or

vitrified paste.

" A large number of Roman brass coins have been found all along the line

at Droitwich, some previously to, and others during the cuttings, parti-

cularly in " Bays Meadow," and in that part called " The Vines," which is

a high ridge, on the northern side of the river Salwarp, well exposed to the

sun, and very suitable for a vineyards: possibly it may have been so used

even by the Romans, or in later times by the brethren of the friary of St.

Augustine, in Wich,or Doderhill, or by the prior and convent of Worcester,

who possessed considerable property there ''.

" The Roman coins which have been found at Droitwich amount to a con-

siderable number. I have seen about fifty in the hands of different persons
;

and among them were brass coins of Hadrian, Gallienus, Claudius H.,

several of Carausius, and Constantius. I have also examined a collection

belonging to a gentleman, late of Droitwich, now resident at Worcester,

which includes coins of Maximian, Carausius, Constantius, Licinius, Con-

stantino, Crispus, Magnentius, Valens, and Gratian, and about sixteen

others which I cannot decipher. He states that most of them were from

time to time found at " The Vines," when that part was used as gardens.

And it may be remarked, that on the side of an elevation called " Pigeon

House Hill," by Longbridge, at tlie north end of Bromsgrove Lickey,

which is on or near the supposed line of the Upper Saltway from Droitwich

to Birmingham, seventeen Roman coins were found, now in the possession

of the same gentleman, and I have identified the following: Claudius II.,

Dioclesian, Maximian, Constantius, Constantino, and one on which may be

read, Constantinopolis.

" From all these facts we now have abundant evidence of Roman occu-

pation at Droitwich, which heretofore had been only matter of conjecture.

Dr. Nash remarks, in his account of Droitwich, ' This town was probably

known to the Romans. In the Map published by Mr. Bertram of Copen-

hagen, and prefixed to the ' Britannicarum gentium historian antiquse scrip-

tores,' it is noticed by the name of SaliiKe, though some imagine the Saline

of the ancients means Sandy, or Salndy, in Bedfordshire, or perhaps some

of the Lancashire or Cheshire Wiches'.'

" The question remains for investigation, whether the salt springs at Droit-

wich were known to, and worked by, the ancient Britons. Although we
have not as yet found any relics in proof that they were, yet it may be

Castle Hill is figured in Mr. Allies' Anti- Nash's notice of the above-mentioned
quitics, p. 84'. place, called " the Vines," in his History

s It is stated that formerly it had of Worcestershire, vol. i. p. 307. The
several terraces running along it one subject of the culture of the vine in Britain

above another. is discussed at length in the papers by
^ There are a great many fields and I'egge and Daines Barrington, Archas-

other places in Worcestershire called l)y ologia, vol. i. p. .'521
; vol. iii. p. 67.

the name of " vineyard," and it has been ' History of Worcestershire, vol. i. p.

supposed by some writers that the Romans 302.

planted vineyards in Britain. See Dr.
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safely concluded in the affirmative, as the upper and lower Salt-way ran

from Droitwich towards the extremities of the kingdom, and they are

generally admitted to have been British'^,

"At the south end of the tunnel of the Wolverhampton, Worcester, and
Oxford railway, at Rainbow Hill, close by Worcester, portions of lead and

wood, which apparently had formed a little reliquary or chest, were lately

found by the excavators in a mass of earth, which fell down into the ex-

cavation. This box is said to have lain about eight or ten feet deep in the

earth. It measured, taking the largest piece of lead as a guide, twelve

inches long, and seven inches broad ; it may, however, be questionable

whether the smaller plate of lead was an end piece or a plate at the top of

the box. Its length exactly corresponds with the breadth of the largest

piece. The box possibly may have been the depository of a heart. The lead is

perforated with an immense quantity of nails, by which it was attached to

the wooden box, the thickness of which was considerable. A few days

after the workmen had brought me the remains of the box, one of them
furnished me with a silver coin of Queen Mary, found, as he stated, in the

mass of earth which had fallen down with the box : there is, however, no

evidence that the box and the coin are of the same age."

Repeated enquiries have subsequently been made by Mr. Allies, but

without resvdt, in order to ascertain whether any coins or other valuable

objects had been found by the workmen in this little chest, and secretly

sold. It may deserve notice that the Saxon coins and ornaments discovered

in Cuerdale, as also the collection of coins of the Conqueror, found at Bea-
worth, Hants, had been deposited in small leaden cists. Several instances

might be cited of the interment of a human heart in such a receptacle, in

medieval times, and similar sepulchral deposits, of more remote antiquity,

have been found in England. A cubical leaden cist, measuring eighteen

inches square, was discovered in the parish of Donnington, Sussex, during

the formation of the canal between the river Arun and Portsmouth. Within
it was found enclosed a glass vessel, containing bones and ashes. Inter-

ments of an analogous character have been noticed in the north-western

parts of France.

PERIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

The brass matrix of the curious seal here repre-

sented \s in the possession of a lady at Darlington,

and is supposed to have been found near Pierse-

bridge, in the vicinity of that .town. It is a good

example of the custom M'hich long prevailed, of

adopting as devices on personal seals the instru-

ments of the owners' craft. In this particular in-

'' Sec Mr. Hatcher's Observations on
the Salt-ways, in his Conuncntary on
Richard of Cirencester, p. llCi, and the

Introduction to the Beauties of England,

p. Gl.
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stance a farrier displays a horse-shoe, liammer, and nails, the legend

being
" S' l^a^)u^ J¥larcscl)ar 0' i:cbccl)ie »' IBurcme."

i. e. " the seal of Ralph the farrier of the bishopric of Durham." We are

indebted to Mr. Hylton Longstaffe, of Darlington, for an impression and

drawing of this interesting object.

Among impressions of medieval seals which have been recently for-

warded to the Committee for inspection, may be noticed one of a brass seal

of the fifteenth century, found in the wall of Fordington church, Dorset-

shire, and now in the possession of H. J. Moule, Esq., of Corpus Christi Col-

lege, Cambridge. It is in the shape of a shield, and the devices on it are a

quatrefoil within a circle ; in chief, the letters i. n. l. i. An impression of

a brass seal of very rude character, but apparently also of the fifteenth cen-

tury, has been sent, with the preceding, by C. H. Manning, Esq., of the

same college; it is now in his possession, and was found, August, 1846, at

Diss in Norfolk. It represents St. John the Baptist, having on one side a

palm branch, on the other an Agnus Dei, on what appears to be intended for

a raised nimbus ; the legend being * ecck Sgnvs del Mr. Manning sup-

poses that the letters i. N. L. i. on Mr. Moule's seal may be cabalistic.

Mr. Robert Fitch, F.G.S., of Norwich, has forwarded an impression of a

massive gold seal recently found at Sprowston, near that city, and now in

his cabinet. Within an oval is a shield bearing two dolphins resjiecting

each other; in chief, three escallop shells. It may be referred to the seven-

teenth century.

Mr. T. W. King, Rouge Dragon, observes, with reference to this seal,

that he has found the coat sketched, without any name being annexed,

among a collection of Norfolk arms : the colours are or two dolphins &c.

sable; on a ch\e( ffuies three escallops argent.

The Rev. George H. Dashwood, of Stow Bardolph, has communicated

an impression from a circular brass matrix, found at Lynn, in Norfolk,

during the last year, and now in the possession of Mr. Valentine, of that

place. It exhibits a scutcheon of the arms of Fitzwalter, a fess between

two chevrons, on the fess an annulet. The scutcheon is surmounted by a

helm with lambrequins and the crest, a talbot's head ? with the following-

ing legend, ^^I'stllu : ll'nt: toa'tt : fi'tjtoniU'. Mr. Dashwood supposes this

to have been the seal of the last Sir Walter, lord Fitzwalter, a distinguished

leader in the wars of Henry V. He died about A.D. 1432, and the honours

and possessions passed into the Radcliffe family'.

Another interesting example of the use of an antique intaglio as a

secretmn, or privy seal"^, was submitted to the inspection of the Society, at

one of the monthly meetings, by the obliging permission of Mr. Allingham,

of Reigate. It is a gold signet ring, set with a cornelian, the device being

' Dufrdale's Bar., vol. i. p. 22L Bloiiic- tliis manner, Arcliscol. Journal, vol. iii.

field's Norfolk, vol. i. p. 9. edit. 180-5. p. 7<).

" See a notice of antique gems used in
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Mars gradiftis, enclosed by a rim of gold, inscribed with the letters ^ and

MO. (?) The workmansliip of the ring" appears to be of the fourteenth

century. Mr. AUinghain stated that it had been purchased by him from a

person who had found it in an old pasture, ploughed up not long since,

between the town of Reigate, and I.inkfield Street. The figure of Mars

upon an antique intaglio was regarded during the middle ages as gifted with

talismanic virtues, and it is mentioned both in the curious treatise " de

sculpturis lapidum," and the early printed book, entitled Techel, which

treats of the properties of precious stones and intaglios, called " pierres de

Israel," given by Mr. Wright in his curious notice of medieval antiquarian

excavations. It is affirmed that " la pierre de la pianette qui est appellee

Mars, fait victoire et delivre des causes adverses et contraires"."

A singular bronze matrix of the thirteenth century, was exhibited by

Mr. Joseph Burtt, of the chapter house, Westminster. It is the personal

seal of an ecclesiastic ; the matrix is formed like a heater-shaped shield,

inscribed thus around the verge,—^ s'alexandri de asteleya cl'ici. In

the field of the scutcheon appear the Virgin and infant Saviour, with an

ecclesiastic kneeling, and the words ave maria.

Mr. C. J. Palmer, local secretary for Yarmouth, has communicated a

notice of the discovery of a piscina, sedilia, and aumbries, in the soulh aisle of

the chancel of St. Nicholas' church, Great Yarmouth, which is now in course

of restoration, under the superintendence of Mr. Hakewill. These remains

had been partially bricked up, and covered w'ith repeated and very thick

coats of whitewash. Mr. Palmer observes that " the Rev. Henry Mackenzie,

minister of the parish, who takes great interest in the restoration of this

noble church, caused the brick-work to be removed, when a painting under

the fourth arch was discovered. By carefully removing the whitewash with

a penknife, all the stone-work of the sedilia w\is found to be coloured, and

it is probable that other paintings remain on these walls, but it is difficult to

remove the whitewash without injuring them." These remains are earlj- De-

corated. Mr. Palmer states also, that on removing " the alderman's gallery,"

in the south aisle of the same church, the remains of a tomb, with a piscina

on both sides, were discovered. It is recessed beneath an ogee arch, for-

merly richly crocketed, the mouldings still bearing traces of gilding and

colour. From the fact that a shield of arms, of which all that can be made

out is that it is a bend over a quartered coat, occurs within a quatrefoil

in the apex of the arch, it has been conjectured that this may be the tomb

of Sir Jolin Fastolfe, of Caister, knight, who Avas a great benefactor to the

church, and is known to have been interred within it. Mr. Palmer pro-

mises further notices of the ancient details of this interesting edifice.

The Viscount Downe has presented to the collection of the Institute rub-

bings of two brasses in Great Bookham church, Surrey ; his lordship com-

nuniicated at the same time the following notes relative to that edifice.

" Three brasses remain, two in the south aisle, one under a pew, to Robert

" Avclia'ologia, vol. xxx. j)]). lol, -i-H'.
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Sliiers, of tlie Inner Temple, 1GG8, of which, on account of the pew, a rub-

bing cannot be obtained.

" The other to Henry and Elizabeth Slyfield, with male and female figures,

and those of the six sons and four daughters, three shields, and the inscrip-

tion :

' T^ext Utii) fiurirt l^cnrs SMcIB, TEsq. anft lEli^abctf) I)ts toife, fcolbo toas tl}c tJaugI)tcr

of l^icliavti Bucfefollf, citizen of lionBon. ^Tfte sayD lijcnxx) toas of tl)c age of 56 pears, anU

Bcccascli ftlnno Bin 1598, ant) fjati issue bij ijis luife six sons anij four Uaugfjtcrs.'

" There are also twenty-eight lines on a brass plate against the wall, re-

counting the virtues of Edmund Slyfield, who died 1590, but no 'effigies.'

The Slyfield family lived at Slyfield place, at the northern extremity of the

parish, now a farm-house.

" Henry, who died as above mentioned in 1598, seems, according to INIan-

ning and Bray's History, to have been the last but one of the family who

possessed the manor and house of Slyfield. Edmund Slyfield (probably his

son) sold all the estates to Henry Breton, who sold them again to G. Shiers,

who died 1642.

" The third brass is in the chancel, a female figure, with this legend

:

'l^ic jacct TEli^alieil) nup. ux. cri)ome Sbfclo, ac quonDa ux. fficorgii ISretnes armig'i,

ffilic TEOtoarDi Segnt Sofjn milit. que obiit xxiiii" tik mcs. 'augusti %" JBni. JW". liii.

ixxiti".'

" On the east wall of the chancel is an inscription on stone, in excellent

preservation °

:

' HEC : DOMUS : ABBATE : FUERAT : CONSTRUCTA : lOHANNE : DE : RUTHERWYKA

:

UECUs : OB : sancti : nicholai : anno : milleno : triceno : bisq' : viceno : primo :

X/5c : EI : PARET : HINC : SEDEM : REQUIEI.'

" A similar inscription exists in Eghara church, in this county, on the

north wall of the chancel, in similar characters

:

HjEC DOMUS EFFICITUR BaPTIST/E LAUDE JoHANNIS,

Bis deca septenis trecentis mille sub annis

Christi: quem statuit Abbas ex corde Johannes

De Rutherwyka per terras dictus et ampnes.

" I copy this latter from Manning and Bray's History of Surrey P, as I have

no rubbing of it, and it is some years since I saw it. In the above-men-

tioned history it is stated as ' remarkable that neither the cliurch of Egham

nor that of Great Bookham are mentioned in the Leiger Book of Chertsey

amongst the good acts of this abbot, though the inscriptions imply that he

built the chancels at least, if not the whole of the churches, and works of

much less consequence are particularly specified.'

" Egham church has been, if I mistake not, rebuilt. In Great Bookham

church the chancel is apparently more recent than the nave, which has on

" A facsimile of tliis curious inscription, ArcluEologia, voL xiii. pi. 25. See also

coiuuieniorative of the buildinj^ of' the Manning and Bray, Hist, of Surrey, vol. ii.

chancel by .lohn de Rutherwyke, abbot of p. ()[)5.

Chertsey, A.D. ISll, has been given in the i' Vol. iii. p. 258.
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its south side massive square-edg-ed round arches on massive Norman pil-

lars, and pointed massive arches on the north. It is probable, therefore,

that the "domus" in the inscription only refers to the chancel.

" At the time of the Domesday Survey the manor of Bookham belonged to

Chertsey abbey; in Edward Vlth's time it was granted to William Lord

Howard, (son of Thomas, second duke of Norfolk,) created Lord Howard

of Effingham by Queen Mary."

With reference to Dr. Plumptre's notice of the ancient grave-stones

found in Bakewell church, Derbyshire, (Archfpological Journal, vol. iv.

p. 37,) Mr. Fradgley, of Uttoxeter, writes :
—

" I am induced to send draw-

ings of a few of similar character, discovered about twenty-five miles from

that place, in the adjoining county of Stafford. In the year 1842 I was

employed to superintend the taking down and rebuilding of the upper part

of the tower, and the whole of the wall of the south aisle of Ilanbury

church. The tower had been struck by lightning, and much shaken, about

ninety years before ; the aisle-wall had fallen into a dangerous state, owing

probably to the old but culpable practice of digging graves close to the

building, by which the foundations "were set at liberty. On removing this

wall the crosses shewn in the accompanying drawings were found ; not

reared vertically, and hid by the plastering and whitewash, but laid hori-

zontally in the wall, forming bond-stones to the rest of the work. The

church has evidently been built at different periods, but the wall in ques-

tion was late Perpendicular, with square-headed windows. These slabs

are in general in a good state of preservation, and one of them is curious

from the circumstance of its never having been finished by the masons, the

outlines of the pattern being merely strongly incised, and in a few instances

only cut away or relieved, as shewn in the last drawing. When the church

wall was rebuilt these crosses were placed against its inside, as panelling,

forming a back-ground to the stone font, which is Early English. The
old walls of the aisle were originally diapered in colours, but what with

age, plaster, and whitewash, the design was so obliterated as to prevent the

possibility of copying it."'

Mr. Fradgley supposes that the presence of these relics may be accounted

for by the fact that a nunnery once stood in the immediate vicinity of tlie

church. It is however obvious, from the character of the incised slabs,

which are here figured, that they cannot be attributed to an earlier date than

the latter half of the thirteenth century ; whereas the nunnery referied to

is said to have been founded in the seventh century, by Ethelred, king of

Mercia, and was destroyed two centuries later by the Danes, and not sub-

sequently rebuilt. (See woodcuts, next page.)

Dr. Bromet submitted to the Committee the following communication
from the Rev. John Stacye, vicar of Woiksop :

" In reply to your communication of May QOth, I beg to state that I am
sorry to say that during the repairs of our church very little of archieolo-

gical interest has been discovered. This, I confess, has turned out much to

my disappointment, as I had hoped that upon the removal of the pewing, &c.

VOL. IV. X
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something of the kind worthy of notice miglit have been discovered. I

may, however, perhajis, mention one or two trifling things which have come

to light. In opening the ground near the foundation of the northern tower

pier, in order to put in concrete, the fragments of several figures were

found. They appear to have formed part of a group, as I should conceive

of the salutation, the head of the Virgin being met with, and the figure of

an angel. The latter nearly perfect, with the exception of the head and

arms, the drapery in a very fine and beautiful style, apparently of the

Decorated period. These fragments retain some portions of red paint

upon them. I also observed the other day in pulling down the wall of the

south aisle, a portion of an incised coffin lid, which had been built in. It

represented a cross, on the sides of the shaft of which were represented a

sword and dagger. With these exceptions I have not observed any thing

worthy of notice (though I have been on the look out for such objects)

with which I was not acquainted before, and which were not obvious, but

should any thing in this line be further discovered I shall be most happy to

communicate it to you.*'

A plaster cast of the diminutive monumental figure of a knight, in the

church of Mappowder, CO. Dorset, has been presented to the museum of the

Institute by the Rev. Charles W. Bingham, of Bingham's Meleombe. Mr.

Bingham forwarded with it the following remarks :

—

" I need not accompany it with any details, as allusion has been so lately

made to it in an able paper in a recent number of the Journal (vol. iii.

pp. 234—239) on a similar effigy in the church of Horsted Keynes, in the

county of Sussex.

" I cannot, however, forbear from mentioning that I consider myself, archse-

ologically speaking, to have been peculiarly fortunate in having been per-

mitted to aid in the restoration and preservation of both these very interest-

ing remains of antiquity.

"When appointed for a short period, in the year 1838, to the curacy of

Horsted Keynes, I found the little knight there in a sad state of neglect

and peril. He was thrown aside amongst a variety of lumber under the tower

of the church, and perhaps would have sustained still more damage than he

had but for the abundant coats of whitewash which he had received. I

instantly freed him from his prison, and, after carefully cleaning, caused

him to be fixed in the niche in the chancel, which I am glad to find the

author of the paper in the Journal agrees with myself in supposing to have
been his original position. Reqtiiescat in j^ace. I would just remark, in

passing, that there were evident traces of ancient colour on some parts of

his armour, which the author of the paper seems to have been unable fully

to make out.

"On my attention being called to the existence of this other little effigy,

in Mappowder church, I immediately paid him a visit, and found him, still

apparently in his original niche indeed, but much mutilated, the head being

severed from the body, and a portion of tlic mattras broken away. Through
the kindness of the rector, the Rev. J. B. Allen, I have been permitted to
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have him also repaired, cleaned, and restored : during which operation the

cast I now forward was made, and is of course perfectly accurate. On this

effigy also there were a few traces of ancient colour. Whilst I am writing,

I would venture to draw your attention to the seal, which I had hoped to

have had an opportunity of again exhibiting to the Institute next week, and
which is engraved in the title-page of the Institute's Winchester book.

There can be no doubt that it is the seal of Wykeham, as archdeacon of

Lincoln, though the artist has scarcely made it so clear as it even yet re-

mains. I remember, however, when it was more perfect. My reason for

stating this, is, because it contradicts ' the Report of Robert Glover,

Somerset Herald,' quoted in Lowth's Life, p. 10 (note), who asserts, that

' Before he was Bishoppe, when as yet he was archdeacon of Lincolne, he

sealed but with one cheveron in his armes between three roses : but after,

when he was advanced to the bishoppi'icke, he sealed with two cheverons

between three roses.' The latter part of the inscription of the seal, bear-

ing the double chevron, is evidently incolnien."

We are indebted to Mr. W. Bernhard Smith for the sketch of a crucifix

existing in a cavern in Derbyshire, probably the dwelling of an anchorite,

or a place of pilgrimage, and one of the very few objects of the kind which

have escaped the zeal of iconoclasts. Mr. Smith gives the following ac-

count of this interesting relic, wiiich is not easy of access, and appears to

have been unnoticed. " The crucifix, which is about four feet high, is sculp-

tured in bold relief in the red- grit rock composing a small cave in the side

of a hill called Cardiff Tor, near Rowsley, a little miserable village, not far

Crucifix, Cardiff Tor, Derbyshire.

from Haddon Hall. It is in a recess on the right side of the cave as you

enter it, and close to it is a rude niche, perhaps to hold a lamp. The fea-
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tares of the effigy are defaced, and botli the legs have been broken below
the knees; otherwise it is in good preservation." The cross, as shewn in

the annexed representation, is of the fashion heraldically termed rcifjuU,

which is not of common occurrence. Another example exists in the church
of Bredon, Gloucestershire, of which a representation has been given in a

former volume of this Journal i.

In the course of some alterations made by the bishop of Oxford in the

beginning of the present year, in front of the gateway of the episcopal

palace at Cuddesden, the workmen, while digging for making a new car-

riage-way, discovered several human skeletons at the depth of between two
and three feet from the surface. On further examination it was found that

the skeletons were arranged in a circle, the heads outwards, lying on their

faces, and with their legs crossed. They were in a high state of preservation.

Near them were found several highly curious and interesting objects, but

which appear to belong to different periods. Among them were two sword
blades, but in such a state of decay as to offer no distinctive charac-

GLASS VASES.

ter. The other articles (which are here represented) were :

—

two small

glass vases ; they are of a very pale blue transparent glass, the surface of

which has become iridescent from decomposition, and this in the larger

one gives it a streaky appearance. The larger vase is 3 inches deep by

5| in diameter, and is ornamented on the sides with three waved lines

touching at the projections; underneath is a figure much resembling

the cusping of a circular window. The other vase is 4| in. in diameter.

The pattern on both is produced by thick threads of glass applied to the

surface while melted. A vessel of bronze, the lower part of which appears

1 Archaeol. Journal, vol. iv. p. 91. This
type of the cross does not appear to have

been particularized by M. Didron, in his

Iconographie Chretienne.
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to have been intended to fit into a trivet or

stand over the fire ; it is in excellent preser-

vation, and is as sharp and perfect as when

new, except that it has had a crack in the

rim and a small piece of copper neatly rivetted

on it. Its depth outside is 9 in., inside 8|,

diameter, top 8^ outside, 7l5 inside, bottom

outside 5 inches. This vessel bears resem-

blance in form to the situla, or holy-water

stoup, such as was used in churches during

the fourteenth or fifteenth century.—A piece

of ornamental bronze set with carbuncles, or

rubies, and which had been gilt, but is in too

imperfect a state to determine what its use

had been. With these was also found a seal-

ring, which appears to be of later date than

the rest. It is of brass ; the impress is an ob-

long octagon, the device is the word Pa.T

Avith a crown above, and a heart and palm-

branches below. The whole of these are care-

fully preserved by his lordship at the palace,

where, by his kind permission, the drawings

were made from which the annexed repre-

sentations have been executed.

It is a question of interest, to what period

the curious glass vases found at Cuddcsden

may properly be assigned. Some persons

i ill I S V'll
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have been inclined to consider them medieval, possibly of as late a date

as the fourteenth century. The position, however, of the skeletons, laid in-

discriminately, appears to indicate a much earlier age, and vases of similar

form, resembling these likewise in the mode by which they are ornamented,

have repeatedly been found with interments assigned to the Anglo-Roman, or

early Saxon period. It may deserve notice that in these instances iron wea-

pons, ornaments set with garnets, and a pair of glass vases have mostly been

found, not invariably of the same shape or fashion,with occasionally the remains

of vessels of bronze, having handles, dissimilar indeed in form to the sitida

found at Cuddesden, but apparently, like that, destined for some domestic

purpose. The pair of globular glass vases, found in one of the tumuli, called

Dane's Banks, on Chartham downs, near Canterbury, may especially be

noticed ; in another tumulus in Kent another pair was found, of the same

form, but without superficial ornament ; and two glass vases were likewise

disinterred in a tumulus in Derbyshire. All these examples, judging by the

objects found with them, appear to be of the same periods In a tumulus

near Salisbury a pair of glass vases were found, with an iron sword and

other weapons, and ornaments of the same character as those found with

the interments above mentioned*. A globular vessel of glass, ornamented

externally with letters in relief, was also found in the parish of Mildenhall, in

Sulfolk'. Curious glass vessels, apparently drinking cups, have also been

occasionally discovered, ornamented like the Cuddesden vases, with threads

of glass attached to their surface, when in a molten state, forming spiral,

wavy, and zig-zag lines in relief, or converging towards the centre of the

bottom of the vase. Such a vessel, shaped like a bell, was discovered in

Minster church-yard, in the Isle of Thanet, placed on the skull of a skeleton,

the mouth downwards ; another of very singular form, was found in a similar

position, at Castle Eden, Durham, and a third, of conical shape, ornamented

with spiral and wavy lines in relief, was found with human remains and

weapons at Denton, Buckinghamshire". A careful comparison of these

facts appears to justify the conjecture that the vessels here represented may
be attributed to the Saxon period, and be assigned to as early a date, possibly,

as the fifth or sixth century, whilst to subsequent occupants of the spot are

to be attributed relics of a later age, such as the ring, which is probably of

the fifteenth century.

It may be in the recollection of our readers, and deserves to be again

noted in reference to this discovery at Cuddesden, that the Roman villa at

Wheatley, opened under the direction of the present Dean of Westminster

and Dr-. Bromet^, in the autumn of 1845, is situated about half a mile from

the palace : the village of HoltonV, where other Roman remains have been

found, is not more than two miles distant. The Roman road described by

Professor Hussey^ passes within about the same distance.

' See Douglas' Nenia, pi. v., xvi., xvii. * Archaeol. Journal, vol. ii. p. 350.

Archaeol., vol. iii. p. 274. ' Ibid., vol. iii. p. 125 ; vol. iv. p. 1 \.

' lloare's Auiicnt Wilts, vol. ii. p. 26. » See his Essay on the Roman road in
' Archa?oloii;ia, vol. XXV. p. (jlO. the neighbourhood of Oxford, read before
" Douglas' Nenia, pi. xvii. ]). 71. Arclue- the Ashmolcan Society.

ologia, vol. XV. pi. 37 ; and vol. x. pi. 18.
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Notice of the Pkoceedings at the Monthly Meetings of the

Akch^ological Institute.

Various papers of considerable interest have been read at the Monthly

Meetings held during the present season. At the last Meeting, on Fri-

day, June 4th, a wish was very generally expressed that a detailed report

of these communications and the remarks they elicited should be given

in the Journal. Owing, however, to the difficulty of obtaining accurate

notes of the proceedings at the earlier Meetings, and more especially of the

conversations, and also to the press of other matter, it has been found im-

possible, at present, to publish more than a general account of the papers

read at two of the Meetings. In a future number it is proposed to print

an abstract of the proceedings on the other occasions.

On Friday, March 5th, the Marquis of Northampton in the chair.

Professor Willis communicated his investigations on the " Conventual

buildings attached to the cathedral at Canterbury." He had given he said

to the cathedral on a former occasion an entu-ely separate examination, and

he now proposed to extend his researches to the remains of the Benedictine

monastery and its architectural history. The remains of the buildings were

very numerous, but so involved and concealed for the most part in the

gardens and private apartments of the, canons, that they were not fully

known and appreciated. He desired to acknowledge the kind and ample

facilities that had been afforded him, and by which he had been enabled to

make the survey which he now exhibited to the meeting. The ancient

arrangements of the monastery are curiously elucidated by the drawing

which is attached to the Psalter of Eadwin, now preserved in Trinity college,

Cambridge. This drawing, or plan, was engraved (not very perfectly) in

the second volume of the Vetusta Monumenta, and was there conjectured to

be meant for the monastery in question. It should be observed that no

inscription remains on the drawing, to shew for what place it was intended.

However, if any doubt could exist upon this point, the comparison of

Eadwiu's drawing (of which an enlarged copy was exhibited to the meeting)

with his (the Professor's) survey of the existing remains, must remove all

difficulty. The survey was purposely laid down upon the same scale as

Eadwin's, and due allowance being made for the peculiarly conventional

mode according to which the ancient drawing was framed, it would be

shewn that the correspondence between the two was complete, even to the

proportional magnitudes in most cases. In fact, wherever Eadwin indicates

a building, Norman remains of a building are still to be found, or a good

reason to be shewn why a later building supplies its place. As Eadwin

has written upon most of the buildings their names, we are thus en-

abled to appropriate securely each of the existing remains to their original

purpose, and can thus investigate the arrangements of the monastery and

interpret its history with peculiar facility. The Professor in the next place

proceeded to follow out the investigation by taking each building of the

monastery in turn. Here, in llie monk's drawing, is the church of tlio
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monastery;—here the outer walls and principal entrances;—here the

chapter-house, cloisters, refectory, dormitory, necessarinm, kitchen, brew-

house, bake-house, granary and infirmary;—here the prior's house, the

apartments of the guests, the hall or refectory for guests, the cemetery and

the castellum aquae,—by far the most curious part of the whole drawing,

because it informs us of the ingenious and admirable contrivances of the

monks for the thorough supply of the whole monastery with water. The

Norman gateway, the principal entrance to the monastery—represented in

the drawing of the monk—still remains : and he did not know a more

beautiful example, though somewhat altered in the upper story and dis-

figured by minor additions. The outer gate of the cemetery no longer exists.

The cloisters in the drawing are Norman, though now Perpendicular, and

with some traces of their Norman origin. The dormitory running from the

cloisters was 145 feet by 80; and the Norman piers and vaults of the sub-

structions, w-ith some of the Norman windows above, still remain. In a

private garden belonging to one of the canons is a Norman cloister, very

little known, but a beautifully simple piece of architecture, more like an

Italian church or one of Wren's or Inigo Jones's constructions,—and a

curious example of the slight separation between the Romanesque and the

style from which it w^as immediately derived. The necessarium (now the

site of the houses of the minor canons) was 130 feet long, with fifty or more

stone seats on each side, and a drain under each of the aisles. The place

was most ingeniously drained and ventilated; for the monks were in advance

of the rest of the world not only in learning, but in the conveniences and com-

forts of domestic life. Of the refectory, only two sides are at present stand-

ing ; but traces exist of a fine octagon kitchen, of a brewhouse, bakehouse,

granary and infirmary. The infirmary was a building complete in itself;

having its own chapel, hall, refectory and necessarium. This was generally

the case ; and he would remark also in passing, that the whole establishment

of the sick at Ely has been called the early church of the cathedral,—when,

in truth, it was nothing more than the infirmary of the sick. Of the prior's

house at Canterbury nearly every portion has been swept away except a

cloister under the prior's chapel. This house was most ingeniously con-

trived to give the prior ready access and supervision over the principal parts

of the monastery. Of the chambers of the guests various remains are found

in difi'erent parts, as a Norman staircase and great hall near the entrance

gateway, the cloister or locutory in another part, and a great hall near the

east end of the church, for the more noble guests, which is now entire and

converted into a residence for one of the canons. He would now examine
the distribution of the water ; and .would first direct attention to the number
of straggling lines running about the drawing of the monk ; some green,

some red, and some yellow. These were water-courses ; for the drawing

would appear to have been made to shew not so much the elevations of the

monastery, as the machinery used for the distribution of the water. The
canons of the cathedral are still supplied by wooden pipes from the reser-

voir in use when the drawing was made. This reservoir was about a mile

vor. IV. Y
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out of the town ; and tlie original water-course led from it to a circular

building at the end of the beautiful Norman cloister to which he had already

refeired. This circular building has hitherto been called the baptistery,

but it really is nothing more than the castellum aquse of the drawing ; and
on a minute examination he discovered, on clearing the rubble out, the

hollow 2)illar in the centre (represented in the drawing) by which its cis-

tern was supplied with water. He then proceeded to shew how the water
was led from this central cistern to the monks' lavatory in the great cloister,

to the kitchens and other offices, to the brew-house, bake-house^ infirmary,

necessaria. See. and concluded with a general review of the principles of

arrangement of the entire establishment.

Friday, May 7th, tlie Very Rev. the Dean of Hereford in the chair.

Mr. Turner made some remarks on the subject of seals. He said it

naturally resolved itself into three simple divisions : the origin and antiquity

of seals—the materials of which they were formed, as regards both matrix

and impression—and their shape. As respects the antiquity of seals, he

referred briefly to the use of them among the Babylonians, Egyptians and

Eomans ; but thought that the origin of the pensile seal—the most important

of the various shapes which this instrument has assumed in Europe—was to

be recognised in the declining days of Roman power under the Byzantine

emperors. The fashion passed from Constantinople to France ; where

pendant seals were employed by the kings of the first race. The use of the

large seal, then termed the " authenticum," was even at that early period

accompanied by that of a smaller called the " secretum." The "authen-

ticum" and " secretum" of the Frankish sovereigns were the primitive types

of the Great Seal and Privy Seal introduced into England after the Conquest,

It seemed possible that seals might have been occasionally employed in

Saxon times, as that people must have been cognizant of their use in France
;

but it could not be asserted, on the authority of one or two supjiosed in-

stances, that the practice was at all general. The Saxon charters to which

were pendant the broad seals of Saxon kings mentioned in some of the

letters of the Commissioners of Henry YHI. for the suppression of the

religious houses, were probably monkish fabrications. Pendant seals, or

" bullaj" as they were originally named, were of metal—gold, silver, or lead
;

they were struck from dies in the same manner as coins, and in the earliest

periods had no reverses. Thus in their nature they Avere more analogous to

coins or medals than to seals in the present acceptation of the term. The
use of metal bullrc for the authentication of very solemn and important

documents ^^revailcd among secular princes from the times of the successors

of Constantine to the days of our Henry VHI. Two remarkable .examples

of golden bulla; were still preserved in the chapter-house at Westminster:

one of the thirteenth century, pendant to the Dower Charter of Eleanor of

Castile, consort of Edward I.; the other, Avhich has been attributed to

Benvenuto Cellini, is attached to the treaty of peace between Henry VHI.
and Francis I. of France. The antiquity of papal bullse, Mr. Turner

observed, had been much disputed by antiquaries ; their use, he believed.
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continued to tlie present time, and may probably be referred to as early a

period as the tenth century. Tlie doges ofVenice continued to use pendant

metal bulhe until the suppression of that republic. The inconvenience at-

tending the production of metal impressions must have naturally suggested

the application of the die to a more plastic material ;—bence the employ-

ment of wax. In this country, after the Conquest, the matrices of seals were

of metal,—silver, brass, or lead: the latter, from the facility of working it,

was most commonly used in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and more

especially by individuals of the middle class. The wax employed was of

various colours and varied composition. In tbe earliest impressions of

English seals it is generally, though not invariably, white ;
and from some

defect in its preparation, is usually found in a very friable and decayed state.

Red and green then became the prevailing colours; and in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries white was again generally used, particularly for

the Great Seal and the seals of the several courts of law. Mr. Turner then

referred to numerous remarkable instances of the use, during the middle

ages, of antique intaglios as seals, particularly as secreta or privy seals.

They Avere generally surrounded by medieval legends, which were often

grotesquely inapplicable to the subject of the gems. As regarded the shape

of medieval seals, Mr. Turner remarked that the principal forms were

circular or an acute oval shape (vesica piscis) : ecclesiastical seals were

generally, though not always, of the latter form. There were, of course,

numerous variations from these shapes ; but it would not be worth while to

enumerate them. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries seals were, for the

most part, oval in outline. In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries circular

forms were generally used. Viewing seals as applied to documents, it was

to be observed that it is perhaps from the early part of the thirteenth

century that we must date the practice of impressing the seal upon the

document itself instead of suspending it therefrom by silken threads or a

slip of parchment. Strictly speaking the pendant seal belonged to docu-

ments intended to convey general notifications, to letters unclosed or patent;

yet many anomalies are to be noticed in its use. Documents of a private

nature were folded, and the seal so impressed on the tblds that the contents

could not be attained without breaking the impression; and it might be

remarked that a curious practice grew up during the fifteenth century of

surrounding seals so impressed by a twisted band of straw, doubtless with

a view to their better preservation. This fashion, very pi"evalent during

the time of Henry V., continued until the sixteenth century. After some

general observations on the various devices which occur on seals before the

introduction of heraldry, and pn the artistic features of English medieval

seals, Mr. Turner concluded by remarking that the most characteristic

distinction between English and foreign seals subsequent to the use of

heraldic insignia was that the former were more architectural in their

details, the latter more remarkable for extravagance of heraldic design.

The Rev. Joseph Hunter observed, that in old seals two kinds of white

wax were used : one of a finer kind was wax mixed with fiour, and of
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which few specimens in a perfect state were preserved. It was worth

the attention of chemists, why green and red seals were better preserved

than white.

Mr. Nichols observed, that no reason had yet been discovered for the use

of certain colours in certain seals. The Great Seal was always of white

wax—the Seal of the King's Bench of green.

Mr. Turner remai-ked that the best-preserved collection of seals from the

time of John was in Oriel college, Oxford—that the Vintner's Company, in

London, possessed many admirable examples of seals of the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries—and that the only seal known of the Empress Matilda

was preserved in the office of the Duchy of Lancaster. The seal in the

chapter-house attributed to Benvenuto Cellini was in high relief and under-

cut. It deserved to be deposited in the British Museum.
Mr. Hawkins, of the British Museum, exhibited a silver seal of James IV,

of Scotland, set on a modern handle, with the date 1510 upon it. Mr. Haw-
kins observed, that he had failed in finding any impression of this seal—and

careful search had been made for it both in Edinburgh and London.

The duke of Northumberland exhibited an ancient gold ring, set with

a gem apparently of the tliirteenth, or fourteenth century, found at Prudhoe

castle.

Lord Holmesdale exhibited a large metal dish of Roman work, cast and

then finished on the lathe ; and a most beautiful gold fibula of the ninth or

tenth century, found in the Isle of Thanet in 1841. It was set witli pieces

of coloured glass, tastefully arranged.

The dean of Westminster observed, that the front of the first altar of

Westminster abbey had been deposited above the presses containing the

wax figures. This altar was, in all probability, removed when the tomb

and oratory of Henry V. were erected. It was about 12 feet long by 4 feet

high—and admirably executed. There was a single figure of St. Peter,,

extremely beautiful. He was happy to add, that he had induced the

Chapter to take it down and protect it with plate glass. It would soon be

on view, the best time to see it would be by a two o'clock sun ; and he

would advise any member who came to see it to bring a powerful magnifying

glass with him : it would bear the most minute examination. Mr. Eastiake

was preparing an account of it.

Letters were read from the Rev. Charles Bingham, respecting a diminu-

tive cross-legged effigy in Mappowder church, Dorset, and accompanying a

cast of it in plaster, presented by him to the Museum of the Institute; also

from Mr. Jabez Allies, on Rouaan remains discovered at Droitwich, the sup-

posed Salinoc of the ancients.
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An Inquiry into the Difference of Style observaisle in ancient

Glass Paintings, especially in England; avitii Hints on Glass

Painting. By an Amateur. " Proba est Materia, si prubum adhibeas

arlificem." Erasmi Adagia. 2 vols. Oxford, Parker.

We cannot rise from the })erusal of these volumes without having- arrived

at the conclusion, that the treatment of a subject apjiai'ently limited in its

nature may possibly afford scope for the developement of wide and compre-

hensive views ; and also that such views are by no means inconsistent with

the closest and minutest examination of details. Although the writer has

not wandered for the space of a single paragraph from the subject he has

taken in hand, we are much mistaken if his work will not exercise an im-

portant influence not only on the art and study of glass painting, but also

on other arts more or less immediately connected with it ; and it will prove

especially valuable at a time when it seems the most difficult to steer between

two opposite evils ; a slavish obedience to conventionalism and formality on

the one hand, and a reckless disregard of all authority and experience on

the other.

From the very great condensation of matter, it is impossible to give an

abstract of the contents of this work ; nor indeed is it desirable. We feel

that we shall not be consulting the true interests of art by facilitating the

intrusion of tliat too numerous class who are content

" To catch the eel of science by the tail."

But by giving some idea of its order and arrangement, we may perhaps

encourage the reader to study it with the attention it demands.

The Introduction treats briefly of the manufacture and method of work-

ing glass ; the materials used by the glass painter ; and the different systems

of glass painting, viz., the Mosaic, the Enamel, and the Mosaic Enamel.

The former of these prevailed to the middle of the sixteenth century ; thus

comprehending all the ancient glass found in our churches. A painting

in this method consists of pieces of glass each of whicli is of one colour,

which pervades the whole substance of the material in pot-metal glass, or

forms a coat upon the surface in the ruby and occasionally some other

colours ; but may be varied by the application of the yellow stain, or the

scraping away of part of the coating, and is shaded and pencilled with

enamel brown ; the only kind of enamel used in Mosaic paintings. The
two latter kinds, in which enamel colours are laid on with the brush, and

burnt in, were in use from the, middle of the sixteenth century, up to the

present attempt at reviving tlie art. On the comparative merits of these

systems the author remarks,

" The Mosaic system of glass painting, as now practised, may, I think, be

considered a revival of the system which prevailed throughout the middle

ages, and until the middle of the sixteenth century. The glass employed

during this period is similar to the modern in its general character, but

materially diflers from it both in texture and colour. These differences are
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the more perceptible in proportion to the antiquity of the glass. It seems to

liave been always painted, burnt, and leaded together, nearly as at present.

" The ^Mosaic system of glass painting is admirably adapted to the nature

of the material. It is however unsuited for mere picturesque effect, owing

to the nature of its colouring, which being produced by broad pieces of

glass whose tints can scarcely be varied either in the lights or shadows,

(the latter being represented by means of the enamel brown,) imparts to

works executed in this style the Hat and hard, though brilliant character of

an ancient oil painting.

" The revival of art in the sixteenth century, and the extraordinary efforts

then achieved in oil painting, by which the hard and dry illumination of the

middle ages was transformed into a beautiful picture, glowing with the

varied tints of nature, and expressing to the eye, by a nice gradation of

colouring, the relative position of near and distant objects, seem to have

excited the ambition of the glass painters. Not content with carrying

Mosaic glass painting to the highest pitch of perfection it has hitherto

attained, and with borrowing the excellent drawing and composition of the

oil and fresco painters, they strove to render their own art more completely

an imitation of nature, and to produce in a transparent material the atmos-

pheric and picturesque effects so successfully exhibited by the reflective

surfaces of oil and fresco paintings. The facility of applying colour to

glass with the brush, at the pleasure of the artist, afforded by the discovery

of the various enamel colours, about the middle of the sixteenth century,

soon led to their extensive employment. It was not however until the

eighteenth century that they entirely superseded the use of coloured

glasses in large works.

" The introduction of enamels, though it certainly occasioned a great

extension in the scale of colour in glass painting, was not without its dis-

advantages. The paintings lost in transparency what they gained in variety

of tint : and in proportion as their picturesque qualities were inci-eased by

the substitution of enamel colouring for coloured glass, their depth of colour

sensibly diminished.

" The practical application of enamel colours to glass, seems always to

have been conducted nearly as at present. Some of the earlier examples

of Enamel painting are, however, superior in transparency to the modern.

This is particularly the case with Swiss glass paintings of the seventeenth,

and close of the sixteenth century ; in which enamel colours are constantly

to be met with, firmly adhering to the glass in lumps of one-sixteenth of an

inch in thickness, and so well fluxed in burning as to be nearly, if not quite,

as transparent as pot-metal glass. I am not aware that these enamels have

ever been successfully imitated, but modern chemical discoveries have been

of late productive of enamel colours of very superior quality, both in tint

and transparency, to those in general use during the last century, and

former part of the present." Part i. p. 6.

The observations which follow, relative to the tests from which the age

of a glass painting is to be inferred, are worthy of attention.

" In few branches of antiquarian research will a knowledge of minute
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details, and the consideration of internal evidence, be found more important

than in this. It is seldom that the age of a glass painting is determined by

the direct testimony of a date affixed to it, or of written documents ; nor

can a safe conclusion always be drawn from the situation which it occupies.

It might at first be supposed that the glass would not be older than the

window in which it is found, especially when the principal divisions of the

picture or pattern coincide with the apertures of the window ; but the

inference from this circumstance cannot be relied upon, since instances are

known in which windows have been constructed for the reception of glass

older than themselves. It is therefore only from the internal evidence

afforded by the work itself, that the date of a glass painting can in general

be ascertained ; and this evidence is not, as in a Gothic building, presented

by a few prominent features, the contour of a moulding for instance, or the

form of a window, but by a variety of minute particulars, no one of which

is perhaps adequate of itself to decide the question.

" Some of these tests are peculiar to glass paintings, such as those afforded

by the nature and texture of the material, its colour, and the mode of paint-

ing it. Some, again, it has in common with other objects ; such as the

character of the drawing, the form of the letters, the architectural details,

the costume of the figures, the heraldic decorations, &c. All these features

are not equally trustworthy ; those derived from the general practice of the

day, as regards the manufacture of the glass, and mode of painting it, are

more to be relied on than those afforded by the nature of the particular

subjects represented.

" Each period of medieval glass painting has its distinctive style of exe-

cution, but artists were at all tunes prone to copy the designs of their

predecessors. This may serve to account for the occasional representation

in a glass painting, of the armour, costume, and architectural features of a

period anterior to that of the work itself.

" I shall now endeavour to shew more particularly the value of certain

tests of date.

" Mere general arrangement affords scarcely any criterion of date. The
"vieddllion windoiv'' is perhaps confined to the Early English period; and
designs extending themselves into more than one lower light of a window,
can hardly be said to be earlier than the Decorated. But with these

exceptions, almost every late arrangement is to be found more or less

developed in the earlier styles.

" The general appearance or effect of a glass painting is a feature deserving

the utmost attention ; but taken alone, it affords only a sure proof that the

work belongs to some general period, without conveying a more definite

idea of its date. The general effect of a glass painting depends indeed

almost entirely on the quality and texture of the glass employed in it.

Hence it varies according to the progressive changes in the manufacture of

that material. These, as might be expected, were so slow and gradual as

to be hardly perceptible ; and glass, apparently of the same quality, was
therefore employed during long periods of time. Owing to this circum-
stance, it becomes impossible to pronounce with certainty whether, for
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instance, an early glass painting, judging only from its general effect, is of

the Early English, or early part of the Decorated period ; whether another

is late Decorated, or early Perpendicular ; or whether to a third should be

assigned a less general date than the space of time between the beginning

of the fifteenth century, and the end of the reign of Henry the Sixth, kc.

" The execution of a glass painting according to any particular mode, the

first invention of which is capable of being ascertained, raises a conclusive

inference that the work cannot be earlier than a certain time ; but seldom

affords any other criterion of its date. So the representation in a glass

painting of different ornaments, costumes, armour, and architectural details

;

the symbols of the alliance of families, or of individuals holding particular

offices, serve in like manner to limit the antiquity of the work ; without,

however, at least in the generality of cases, setting any precise bounds to

its lateness. Thus for instance, the existence of the yelloiv stain in a glass

painting, is a proof that it is not earlier than the fourteenth century. In

like manner, a glass painting which exhibits stippled shading, or ruby glass

having some of its coloured surface purposely abraded, may be pronounced

not to be earlier than the fifteenth. Again, the use of enamel colours marks

a glass painting as having been executed after the middle of the sixteenth

century, while the trifling circumstance that the glass has been originally

cut with a diamond, will denote that another Avork is not earlier than the

seventeenth century. The represen-

tation in a glass 2:)ainting of Decorated

windows Avith flowing tracery, is an

evidence that the picture was not

painted until after the introduction

of this feature in architecture. And
the appearance of a shield bearing

the private arms of a bishop impaled

with those of his see, will in general

raise a presumption that the work

was executed during his prelacy."

From the veiy valuable information

contained in the notes to the Intro-

duction we give the following- extracts.

" The accomjianying diagram repre-

sents full-sized sections of jueces of

ancient rubj^ selected quite at ran-

dom, and arranged in centuries, but

not according to their order of time

in each century. The dark lines at

the upper part of each sheet are in-

tended to shew the depth of its colour-

ing matter. Tlie various sheets will be

found to agree in tliickness with the or-

dinary white and coloured glass of the

corresponding periods.'' Part i. p. 22.

COMPARATIVE VIEW OF THE THICK-

NESS OF COLOUR ON EDBY GLASS.

Tweiaia rmd

tliiiLL-tnUi

"FourteentJi

century

Fiftoenth and

Bixteeoth

Niueletnth

crnLury.
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" The leads used until the middle of the seventeenth century, are nearly

of one uniform width, and are much narrower in the leaf than the

common modern leads. That this was the case, can be proved not only

by the existence of the original leads themselves, but more satisfac-

torily perhaps by the black lines drawn upon the glass, with which the

glass painters were accustomed sometimes to produce the effect of leads,

without unnecessarily cutting the glass. Many instances of this practice

may be seen in plate 19.

" Fig. 1 . in the annexed cut represents

an ancient lead of the usual width; fig. 2,

its profile ; fig. 3. the profile of a German

lead of the early part of the fourteenth cen-

tury ; fig. 4. a piece of modern fret lead

of the ordinaiy width, and which is now

considered as being very narroiv ; and figure , .

5. its profile. It appears, on comparing ^or/Z.^^ 2 T" ^
the sections of these leads, that the ancient /caj ^^ **
lead (No. 1.) contains as much material ^m^

as the modern lead, and is therefore not I^ ^

weaker than it ; thougli it presents a nar- '^P

rower surface to the eye. The German ""'T^^^T^t^^Tn^^r
lead is considerably stronger than the modern.

Theophilus [Post Appendix A, chap. 25,] describes the making of

the leads, which were then simply cast in a mould. Some leads

of the fifteenth century, which I have examined, appear as if they

had been first cast, and afterwards planed or cut to shape. The

modern leads are cast roughly, and compressed between two rollers,

to the proper dimension. This process makes them more rigid than

the old leads. It is the practice of modern glaziers to surround each

ylazing panel w ith a ' hroad lead,'—i. e. a lead three-quarters of an

inch, or an inch, broad in the leaf,—to strengthen the work." Part i.

p. 27.

It may be noticed that the plan adopted of presenting a narrow face or

front to the eye, while a considerable mass of material is preserved, w'holly

accords with the principles of comjiosition which characterize Gothic archi-

tecture.

The first chapter, which comprises more than half the bulk of the work,

is devoted to the discrimination of the styles which have prevailed, from the

first known introduction of glass painting into windows, to the present day.

Their changes of character, during the medieval period, appear to have

followed pretty closely upon those which mark the corresponding styles of

architecture. Accordingly our author adopts Rickman's nomenclature, and

classifies the styles of glass painting, as, the Early English, which extends

from the date of the earliest specimens extant, to tlie year 1280; the

Decorated, which prevailed from 1280 to 1380; the Perpendicular, from

1380 to 1530.

VOL. IV. Z
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The small number of glass paintings that can be traced to a Norman
period, and their general resemblance to those which belong clearly to the

Early English period, have induced the author to classify these two together

without any line of demarcation.

EAELX ENGLISH STYLE, St. Nicholas Church, Wiltoa, Wilts.

And inasmuch as the art of glass painting did not decline together with

that of Gothic architecture, but on the contrary attained in many respects

a higher degree of perfection, at a time when architectural works shewed

considerable debasement, he adds the Cinque Cento style, from 1500 to

1550.

We may notice that this style flourished for more than a quarter of a

century contemporaneously with the Perpendicular. This may partly be ac-

counted for by the unequal progress of the classical revival in England and

on the continent.

In anticipation of a new style that shall prove worthy of the increased

attention now given to the adornment of religious edifices, he classifies all

the glass painting between the Cinque Cento and the present period, under

the general head of the Intermediate style ; which, though characterized by

a falling off" from the true principles of the art, still exhibits, especially

during its early portion, some very beautiful specimens.
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Tlio niinutoriess and uniform method in wliicli these styles are several!}-

descrihed, cannot but be servieeuhle to the student. After such general

observations as may tend to convey a fair idea of each style, the foUowii.g

points undergo a careful examination : the texture and colour of the glass

;

mode of execution; figures; foliage; borders; patterns; pictures; canopies;

tracery; heraldry; letters; mechanical construction.

PERPENDICULAR STYLE, WODIIANSTEENE CHURCH, SURREY

All this chapter requires attentive perusal, which will be assisted by the

illustrations, which, with their descriptions, entirely occupy the second

part.

" They are all copied from genuine examples, and are arranged in two

classes ; the first consists of designs on a reduced scale, some coloured, some

executed merely in outline, and which form of themselves a tolerably con-

nected series of glass paintings from the thirteenth to the seventeenth
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century. The second class is composed of engraving's of the full size of the

oriij-ina] examples : these range over as wide a period as the suhjects of the

first class, and, like them, are executed some in colours, some in outline

only. By this means I hope to familiarize the reader's eye with the hand-

ling, as well as the general effect of ancient glass paintings." Preface, p. vi.

They have this recommendation ; that they are copied precisely as they

are seen, with no attempt at restoration, except it be the substitution of

white glass or a blank for repairs in heterogeneous coloured glass. And

in most of them not merely the design, but the mechanical construction and

arrangement of the leads, are carefully given. "VVe may be allowed to state

that we have been favoured with the sight of most of the original drawings,

in which accuracy is so far studied, that the spots and stains caused by

time, the corrosion or oxydation of materials, Sec, are carefully delineated.

These are omitted in the engravings, as tending to confuse the designs, but

they may be adverted to as not beneath the notice of the practical student

;

since they may assist him in examining the texture and composition of the

material, on which, as is abundantly proved in the Avork before us, mainly

depends the effect of a glass painting. The specimens we are enabled to

give will shew that justice has been done to these remarkable drawings by

the skill of Messrs. De la Motte and Heaviside, the artists engaged to

execute them upon wood,

It is needless to say that additional instruction will be gained by referring

to actual examples. Many of our cathedrals and large churches are rich in

painted glass still remaining in situ, and not much damaged by later repairs.

Of these, York, Canterbury, Gloucester, Wells, Tewkesbury, Great Mal-

vern, Fairford church, Merton and New College chapels, Oxford, King's

chapel, Cambridge, and many others, are well known. The admirably

arranged glass in the apse of Lichfield cathedral, though originally belonging

to a Flemish church, may be studied as an excellent specimen of the Cinque

Cento style. Of smaller churches, Lowick in Northamptonshire, Char-

tham in Kent, Norbury in Derbyshire, many of the parish churches in

York, &c., may be named among those which exhibit extensive remains.

In some districts, almost every parish church that has not been" too much
restored, contains some valuable relics; though the practice of collecting all

the painted glass in a church for the sake of exhibiting an incongruous

piece of patch-work in the east window (a practice properly denounced by
our author) has destroyed the interest and value of a very considerable

quantity.

It will be noticed, that although the specimens engraved, and still more
those referred to in the text, take a sufficient range to prevent the work
from having any thing of a partial or local character, still some districts,

Kent especially, furnish a large proportion of the examples. Something of

course must be allowed for the author's facilities in making his selection

from one part of England rather than another, but we think we may fairly

infer, that those districts which appear to assume a prominent place, are, in

fact, the most rich in specimens ; and their examination would amply repay
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the studfiit. And as many causes (»f local peculiaiities in architecture, lor

instance a diHerence of material, do not apply to the case of painted glass,

a very limited survey may enable us to form general rules in this branch

more safely than in many others.

PATTERN WINDOW. PERPE NDICOLAR STYLE, SNODLAND CHDKCH, KENT.

The second chapter contains ncute and valuable observations on the

employment of painted glass as a means of decoration ; on the true prin-

ciples of glass painting, and on the selection of a style. The following

extracts require no comment ; their force will be obvious to any one whose

feelings of propriety, both as regards art and the higher purposes to which

art is applied, are not obscured by party spirit.

" The only instances in which even the richest and most splendid painted

window can be inapplicable, are those in which it would darken the building

too much ; or, where the walls of the edifice are adorned with paintings.

The grounds of the first objection are too obvious to require comment:

with regard to the last, it should be remarked, that an equally advantageous

display of rich glass paintings and nun-al paintings in the same building is

impossible. A mural painting, however gorgeous, cannot vie with a glass
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painting in brilliancy, but must materially suffer by the contrast. The

colours of a translucent painting will always overpower those of a picture

which only reflects light. If therefore full eff'ect is to be ensured to the

mural painting, the means of a disadvantageous comparison should be

removed, by rendering the paintings in the windows as little obtrusive as

possible, both in design and colour. They should in fact be reduced to

mere patterns, principally composed of white glass ; even yellow should

be sparingly introduced into them, and no other colours admitted more

positive than pinks, and purples, &c. Thus the full power of painted glass

cannot be developed consistently with the effective display of mural paint-

ings ; but inasmuch as the latter kind of decoration seldom extensively

exists in a church, a painted window, however rich, is hardly ever out of

place there, and it can be introduced when grandeur in the structure, and

architectural beauty of any kind, are quite impossible.

" The first requisite in a painted window for a church is, of course, that it

should be appropriate ; that is to say, that it should be of a character

suitable to a church, and not to a dwelling-house, or secular building.

A good pattern window is no doubt always preferable to a bad picture

window, and in large buildings an intermixture of both pattern and picture

windows is generally desirable, but I think as a general rule that patterns

should not be used to the total exclusion of pictures, unless this is rendered

expedient by economy, or such other circumstances as have already been

adverted to.

" I do not suppose that there can be any prejudice at the present day

against the representation in churches of Scriptural subjects, or the portraits

of saints. The established and recognised use of altar-pieces is of itself a

sanction for the introduction of pictures into windows ; and to portraits

of saints there seems to be as little objection. They are merely the repre-

sentations of persons distinguished in Church history, who by their virtues,-

or services to religion, have earned a title to respect. No one can suppose

that either portraits of saints or other Scriptural subjects are introduced into

a church with any other view than for the purpose of ornament, or possibly

of example and instruction." Part i. p. 227-8.

The study and knowledge of symbolism is so far necessary to the glass

painter and architect, that it serves to guard him from absurdities, into which

he will inevitably fall, if he attempts to imitate many ancient ornaments,

without comprehending their meaning. But if an undue importance be

attached to it, the unavoidable result will be a lowering of the standard of

art ; the symbolist, the conventionalist, the ritualist, will take precedence of

the true artist, and architect. The information acquired by the former may

be neither useless nor unnecessary; but it must not be made to supersede

the higher attainments which alone can ensure perfection.

In the section which treats on the true principles of glass painting, the

materials and mechanical construction of the picture are adverted to as

influencing its composition.

" The chief excellence of a glass painting is its translucency. A glass
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painting, by possessing the power of tiansmitling light in a fixv greater

degree than any other species of painting, is able to display effects of

light and colour with a brilliancy and vividness quite unapproachable by

any other means.
" On the other hand, this same diaphonous quality is the source of certain

defects, such as the limited scale of colour, and of transparent shadow,

observable in a glass painting, of which its inherent flatness is a necessary

result.

" These peculiarities will be found to restrict the successful application

of glass painting to a particular class of subjects.

" Another peculiarity of a glass painting, which has the same tendency,

is its mechanical construction. Lead-work and saddle-bars, or some other

mechanical contrivance, have been shewn to be essentially necessary for the

support of the glass, and to enable the painting to discharge one of its most

useful functions, the exclusion of the weather. But the metal-work, on

account of its opacity, cannot be concealed; and in whatever manner it

may be arranged, it causes the picture to be traversed by a number of

black lines.

" These remarkable features of a glass painting then render it unfit for

the representation of certain subjects. Such as essentially demand a pic-

turesque treatment, are better suited to an oil or water-colour painting than

to a glass painting, the pictorial resources of which are more limited. A
glass painting is incapable of those nice gradations of colour, and of light

and shade, which are indispensable for close imitations of nature, and for

producing the full eff"ect of atmosphere and distance. And even if this

defect could be overcome, the lead or other metal-work Avould infallibly

ruin the picture. For these reasons it would be improper to select a land-

scape, for instance, as the principal subject of a glass painting. A subject

of this description, though it might form a valuable auxihary as a back-

ground to a design, would, if executed by itself, only betray the defective-

ness of the art in its flatness and want of atmosphere. The same objection

equally applies to long perspective views of interiors, and the like. To these

may be added groups of figures, or even single figures requiring a great dis-

play of foreshortening ; and compositions which do not simply consist of

figures confined to the foreground, but comprise distant groups carried far

into the background of the picture.

" The subjects which appear best suited to glass paintings are those which,

when executed, are of themselves pleasing objects, and are favourable to a

display of the translucent qualities of glass. Of this kind are ornamental

patterns ; and a variety of other designs capable of being properly repre-

sented in a simple, hard, and somewhat flat manner; by broad masses of

stiff" colouring, hard outlines, and vivid contrasts of light and shade. A
group sculptured in bas-relief would, for example, afford an excellent model

for a glass painter, on account of its want of apparent depth, and the means

taken to counteract as far as possible this cause of indistinctness,—the sim-

plicity of the composition namely, and the sharp lights, and broad shadows

VOL. IV. A a
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of the figures. Its landscape background might indeed be ahnost directly

copied in a glass painting*." Part i. pp. 239-241.

We may add some considerations independent of the nature of the

material.

In a picture a certain concenti"ation both of subject and effect is neces-

sary. The eye should at once be caught and fixed on some particular

objects ; it should be satisfied, without any reference to the shape of the

picture, or anything beyond it ; and this effect requires at least the possi-

bility of a somewhat rapid gradation of shade and colour. Considerable

masses of dark shadow, or of uniform or slightly varied tint, devoid of posi-

tive colour, are necessary ; a near approximation to nature in tone and

general effect is desirable ; the different qualities of objects represented,

solidity, opacity, transparency, brilliancy, the aerial effect of distance, must

all be carefully consulted ; a failure in any one of them is a positive blemish

to the picture, and they must exist together with (perhaps we may say they

cannot be attained without) the principle of concentration we have adverted

to. In a fresco the object is often altogether different ; a large uncertain

space of wall has to be covered ; its boundary is not an element of impor-

tance, but its extent is such as much to modify the principle of concentra-

tion. A diffusion of effect, that shall prevent the eye from being suddenly

attracted to one particular point, is rather to be studied. Although the

design may from its nature require sorne particular figure and group to be

brought out more prominently than others, this should not be done so much

by the strong effects of light and colour resorted to in a picture, as by the

grandeur conveyed in the outline itself; the choice should be made rather

by the mind than the eye. In a glass painting another element is intro-

duced, the shape of the window itself, a characteristic architectural feature

which must neither be disguised nor rendered subordinate. Hence, although

the mullions of the lower lights need not be suffered to interfere with the •

subject of the painting, if a large design is chosen, still the whole picture

must not be treated in such a manner as to draw the eye from the extreme

parts, which are bounded by the architectural lines of the window, to any

central point, in too decided a manner. On this account, no less than from

the nature of the material, large masses of deep and opaque shadow are to

be avoided ; a diffusion of effect, both as to Hght and colour, is desirable.

The principles of composition, therefore, in the very earliest composi-

tions, are perfectly correct, though the standard of art may have been con-

siderably raised at a later period.

In Plate 3, part of an Early English window, the effect is continued, by

* "The raising of Lazarus, l)y Sebastian 1840, pp. 13, 14. Tliis Appendix contains

del Pionibo in the National Gallery, would a number of suggestions most valuable to

form, with a little modification, a good the glass painter, and is worthy of an

design for a glass painting: as would also attentive perusal. Had I fortunately met
Raphael's Cartoons. My attention has with this work before I commenced the

been directed to these last works by the present section, it would have saved me
Aiipeiidix, No. 2, to the fiftli Report of some time and trouble."

the Commissioners of Fine Arts, Loud.
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pieces of positive colour in the

canopy, and white glass round the

trefoil arch and border, to the veiy

edge of the picture ; the face itself

of the figure being the most modi-

fied tint in the whole. The rich

border in Plate 6, the borders, and

more especially the canopies both

in the Decorated and Perpendicular

styles, answer the same purpose of

preventing the eye from being too

decidedly drawn from the outline

of the window to the central parts
;

and in the more artistically de-

signed and highly finished pic-

tures of the Cinque Cento style the

same principle is recognised as

in the composition represented in

Plate 22, a window hi Audi ca-

thedral in France. It is obvious

that as high a style of art may be

developed in glass painting as

in either of the other branches,

though a difference of method may

be required both in composition

and execution. In departing from

the Mosaic method, we should pro-

bably soon lose the best and most

distinctive characteristics of glass

painting ; but by taking it up at

that point at which it attained most

of the excellences of oil and fresco

painting, in roundness of shadow,

and harmony and fulness of colour,

while it sacrificed little or none of

its own qualities, viz., of trans-

parency and brilliancy, we should

avail otirselves of every existing

beauty, and not improbably strike

out a path of improvement. Such

are evidently the views of our au-

thor.

" It is evident that the first step

towards elevating glass painting

to the rank it once held amongst
the arts, is to estimate its produc-

THE CINQUE CENTO STTLE Auch Cathedral, France
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tions by those sound rules of criticism which are alike applicable to all

Avorks of art, and not by the sole standard of antiquarian conformity. But

I fear that this principle cannot be carried into effect whilst glass painting

is confined to mei'e imitations.

" In estimating the merit of an imitative work two points are really pre-

sented for consideration ; its quality as a work of art, and its conformity

with the conventionalities of style. But inasmuch as a knowledge of the

conventionalities of style is more commonly possessed than a knowledge of

the principles of art, because the former is incomparably easier of acquire-

ment than the latter ; amateurs, who exert a very powerful influence on the

state and condition of glass painting, are apt in their criticisms to fall into

the error of regarding a conformity with style, not as an accessory to the glass

painting, but as constituting the sole end and essential object of the work.

Hence a copy, or mere com2:)ilation, scarcely rising in merit above a copy of

some ancient glass, or other painting, is so often preferred to a design,

which attempts, however artistically, to carry out an ancient style in sjiirit,

rather than in conventionality only : because the mere copy will naturally

exhibit a closer and more literal compliance with the petty details of style

than the latter more intrinsically meritorious work; a course which cannot

fail to retard materially the real advancement of glass painting as an art,

and the full developement of its powers.

" Being clearly of opinion that the art of glass painting has not hitherto

attained that perfection of which it is susceptible,—for the peculiar circum-

stances of the sixteenth century caused its decline before it arrived at com-

plete developement,—I trust I may be excused if I go counter to the gene-

rally received opinions of the age, in advocating, as the surest means of

effecting the true advancement of the art, the total relinquishment of all

copies or imitations of ancient glass whatsoever, whether perfect or imper-

fect in themselves ; and the substitution of a new and original style of glass •

painting, founded on the most perfect practice of the Mosaic system, and

sufficiently comprehensive to include within itself designs of the most varied

character ; some for instance bearing a resemblance to Early English glass

paintings, some to Decorated glass paintings, and so forth, without how-

ever ceasing to belong to the nineteenth centmy, or degenerating into imi-

tations." Part i. p. 283.

Without doubt the position taken by the writer, strong and tenable as it

is, will be vehemently assailed. It will probably be pronounced incongruous

to combine the characteristics of different centuries; and so it would be, if

our object were to produce a work which shall be mistaken for one of a

certain period, say for instance the fourteenth century. But if our 'object

be to arrive at the highest degree of perfection, we are far more likely to

attain it by combining such excellencies as we find, wherever they exist,

provided they are not absolutely incompatible with each other, than by

tying ourselves down to the copy of originals which in any point exhibit

some positive imperfection. If figures of a graceful design and artistic

execution but rarely occur in English Decorated windows, it is not because
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such would be unsuitable, but because perspective drawing had not reached

that advanced state which sculpture had. The sculptured figures in the

Easter sepulchre at Hawton in Nottinghamshire, and the west front of

Wells cathedral, with many other instances, shew that graceful design,

both in the representation of the human figure and grouping, was not

undervalued. The easy and natural character of foliage in the Decorated

style, in which perspective drawing is not required, affords also an argu-

ment that we owe many stiff and formal designs to inability rather than to

choice.

The 28th plate entitled French glass, dated about the middle of the

thirteenth century, exhibits a degree of grace and beauty that we do not

commonly meet with. But in English Decorated work a figure of great

beauty is occasionally met with ; in a tracery light in the east window of

Acton church near Stafford is a remarkably elegant kneeling female figure,

probably of about the third quarter of the fourteenth century. There can
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therefore be no real incongruity between Decorated architecture, and the

refined drawing, grouping, and execution of the Cinque Cento period. The

mere style of architectural ornament used in the painting is altogether a

subordinate matter, and may be varied so as to harmonize with any descrip-

tion of edifice.

But even in the arrangement of its architectural features the Cinque Cento

painted window has an advantage over the Perpendicular. In figure and

canopy windows in the latter style there is often a mere repetition of the same

arrangement ; repetition without unity of design. One canopy seems to

rest upon the pinnacles of another, if the light is tall enough to admit two

or more ranges of figui'es, and the same is repeated through the whole

breadth of the window. In the Cinque Cento style one grand architectural

design pervades the whole, forming an appropriate frame-work to each

subject, and while it keeps them sufficiently distinct, ranges them in a

manner into one composition. If we would adopt Gothic, instead of

classical details, the Easter sepulchre to which we have alluded, and other

monumental compositions, will aflTord excellent suggestions.

Perhaps we ought not to anticipate any objection so frivolous as that the

preference of late to early models has a tendency to introduce a style of

pagan, rather than Christian art. Yet the earnestness with which the dis-

tinction is often dwelt upon, may justify a few remarks on the subject.

It seems evident, that unless we can learn to judge of styles, whether of

architecture or of decoration, solely by their own merits, and without the

influence of any superstitious prejudice, we shall never succeed in a true

revival of art. An ancient example (it is true) will always possess in itself

an intrinsic value and interest ; and if it be a work of Christian art, it has

an additional and still higher claim upon our respect ; but the mere exist-

ence of such monuments, irrespective of their excellence, is no valid reason

for the adoption of the style to which they belong. If indeed we had any
'

style coeval with the first introduction, or with the general establishment, of

Christianity, and if such style were continued without much change or inter-

ruption, for many centuries, no doubt it would have a very strong claim ; we
should scarcely perhaps be justified in seeking any other for religious

purposes ; but we have reason to believe that the first ecclesiastical edifices

were far more analogous to so-called pagan, than to so-called Christian

structures ; and continued so during the earliest and perhaps the purest

ages of the Church ; and also that the Christian styles sprang imperceptibly

from the pagan, constantly adopting some new, or rejecting some old

feature, and not altogether casting away even the most important ones,

however much they may have been changed in their proportions or destina-

tions ; as for instance the column with its base, shaft, capital and abacus.

Nor again did the revival of classical art betoken any lapse into pagan
superstition ; an arrangement of churches was preserved equally suitable to

Christian forms of worship. The Grecian temple did not take place of

the Gothic cathedral; indeed a building of altogether a new genus was

.
struck out, combining the severe simplicity of classical architecture with
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the picturesque and complicated grandeur of the Gothic. We have no

more right to pronounce this a pagan building, than that of the preceding

age ; we may, upon candidly criticising the architectural merits of the two

structures, form an opinion whether it is an improvement or a falling off;

we may, in the exercise of an unprejudiced judgment, adopt the one and

reject the other ; or perhaps come to the conclusion that there may be yet

some undiscovered style superior to both ; but till we have divested our-

selves of all prejudice, and determined to appreciate real excellence wherever

it may meet us, we may be very sure we shall not find it.

A strong argument why we should adopt the later styles, or form a new

one upon their basis, is founded upon the very great difference between the

material used in early glass paintings, and that which we can now command.

This of itself is a sufficient obstacle to the adoption of the Early English,

or early Decorated style, whatever may be the character of the window.

Modern imitations of these, however well designed or executed, almost

invariably have a thin and papery effect.

The Appendix contains a translation of such passages from the remarkable

work of Theophilus, as relate to the manufacture of glass or the construc-

tion of glass paintings. It is supposed to have been written in the tenth or

earlier half of the following century ^ This, besides the interest neces-

sarily attached to such a document, may furnish useful practical hints to

the imitator of ancient works. Some documents relative to the expense of

medieval windows ; an account of the early glass which existed in Canter-

bury cathedral about the beginning of the last century, and some passages

from Piers Ploughman's Vision and Creed, bearing on the subject of painted

windows, will also be read with interest. Frequent references are made
throughout to the works of several learned continental archseologists, which

are very insufficiently known in this country, and merit the warmest com-

mendation for the care and profound research with which they have been

brought forth, as also for the beautiful character of their illustrations.

Amongst these the History of the Art of Glass Painting, by Count de

Lasteyrie, now in course of publication, and the magnificent work on the

windows of the cathedral of Bourges, noticed in a previous volume of the

Archaeological Journal, may be especially mentioned.

We have far exceeded the length of an ordinary notice, from a sense of

the importance of the work now before us. It abounds in curious matter,

which is well selected and well arranged ; it evinces a thorough acquaint-

ance with the subject which it treats ; a spirit of close and accurate research,

• " Theophili, qui et Rugerus, presby- by the Count de I'Escalopier, with a French
teri et nionachi, diversaruni Artiuni Sche- version and notes, Paris, 1843 ; and tlie

dula." This important work was first edition recently given by Mr. Hendrie,
publislied by Lessing, at Brunswick, 1781, with an English translation and notes,

from a MS. at Wolfenbuttel, and a por- from the most correct and voluminous
tion, from a MS. at Trinity college, Cam- MS. yet discovered, preserved amongst the
bridge, was printed in the same year by llarleian MSS., is strongly commended to

Raspe, with his " Critical Essay on Oil the notice of our readers.

Painting." It has been again published
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accompanied with a clear and sound judgment. No assertion is made that

is not proved. No invariable rules are laid down that are liable to be over-

whelmed by the infinite number of their exceptions ; every suggestion is

made upon good grounds ; every conclusion drawn from adequate premises.

That it will, sooner or later, have its due effect on art in general, and tend

to raise the standard of one particular branch of it to that level at which it

ought to be fixed, may most confidently be predicted.

THE CINQUE CENTO STYLE, in tlie possession of C. Winston, Esq,
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AN ACCOUNT OF COINS AND TREASURE FOUND
IN CUERDALE.—(rby/////m/.)

The objects forming the next class of ornauieiits wliicli

recjuire notice are of a very different character from those

which have ah-eacly been described, both in the style of work-
manship and in the natnre of the devices with which they are

decorated.

This find does not afford any specimen of an attempt at

producing a round figure, nor any attempt at scidpture ; but
there are a few fragments which shew that the makers of

them were not withheld by any superstitious repugnance from
producing imitations, rude, indeed very rude, of animal forms.

Fig. L?S is a fragment, of what it is difhcult even to conjec-

ture ; it appears to have been produced entirely by hammer
and punches. In the middle is a depressed circle, containing

two concentric circles of globules, within which has been
inserted probably a button or knob similar to iig. .^9. The
figures at the sides are evidently intended for dragons; the

VOL. IV. c c
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surface is quite flat and smooth ; tlie teeth, hmbs, &c., are all

])roduccd by repeated blows of a small punch ; not by casting

or by chasing. Of knobs similar to number 89 there are

several specimens of different sizes.

Fig. 90 is entire, and ap-

pears to have been the orna

ment at the end of a stra]

Avhich has been inserted into a

slit, and fastened by two rivets

The principal ornament is composed of a sort of cross ^vitli a

square in the centre, and a triangle at the end of each limb

;

in each angle is a dragon. The whole of this ornament

appears to have been produced by the hammer and punch,

not by the graver.

Fig. 91 is a small fragment similarly manufactured, and

ornamented with portions of a snake or dragon.

Eigg. 92 93 are smah fragments, the ornaments of which

are similarly produced, and are here engraved as specimens

of the kind of patterns which are occasionally constructed by

instruments very rude and apparently hiadequate to the

purpose.

Fig. 94 is a very singular and in-

teresting object, the application of

which cannot be correctly ascer-

tained; it consists of a plate of

silver, with a raised border com-

posed of a row of small beads be-

fC^tween two straight lines ; within

this border has been fitted another

plate of silver, worked into a very

intricate pattern of lines intersect-

ing and intertwining with each '-'^

other, amongst which appear heads of serpents, and perhaps a

lion. Knobs with cord-like wire round their bases serve at

once for ornaments and rivets. The spaces between the lines

are perforated.
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^^

Fig. 95 is only a fragment of what must
originally have been a very rich ornament

;

it consists of a plate of silver, the under

side of which has two broad grooves, into

which probably some other object has been

fitted. The upper side is decorated with

circular knobs, of various sizes, encircled by one, two, or three

wires, indented transversely so as to give the appearance of a

row of beads, or, diagonally, to look like cord. Similar wires

are also used across or along the object, to give richness to

the pattern.

Fig. 90 is a small specimen of a similar descrip-

tion of workmanship; a wire transversely marked
to imitate a twist, has been soldered alono- the edoe

of the object, round the small pellets com})osing

the rosette, and round the circle, in the centre of

which was probably a button hke fig. 89.

Fig. 97 is a fragment of some object of the form of which

C

97

we are ignorant ; the decoration at the end was probably in-

tended to represent a di-agon's head. The terminating cii-cle

has on the one side a sunk round hole, into which probably
a corresponding projection has fitted and formed a sort of
iiinge; the other side of this circular portion is slightly

onmmentcd.
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Fig. 98 is a fragment the object of

which cannot now be ascertained ; when
entire it has had a border formed of a

corded pattern between two broad lines,

and was decorated by a sort of fringe,

composed of corded loops crossing each

other, and supporting what appear to be f
sheep's heads, the large head at the ex- fl'

tremity being perhaps intended for that

of a bull.

Fig. 99 is a four-sided ornament, which has been originally

fastened upon something else, possibly a leathern strap, for

at the four corners are still remaining four rivets, and at one

end are the remains of a thin fillet of silver, still fastened by
another rivet. This object is singularly decorated with four

lions, placed tail to tail, their heads forming rather large pro-

jections at the corners. At each end, between the lions' heads,

is a bull's head. This ornament has so strong a resemblance

to the decorations which arc found upon the capitals of some

columns of the very earliest period of Christian architecture in

this country, that it would be ditficult to suppose that it was

not the workmanship of the same people. Tt has been cast,

carved with a graving tool, and gilt. Much the same observa-

tion applies to fig. 100, which is a fibula, the tongue of which

has been lost ; or, perhaps only a loop
;

(see Annaler for

Nordisk Ohlkindighed, 1844-5, tab. ii. fig. 4.) it is decorated

with four birds feeding. It appears to have been cast, and

rudely finished by a graving tool and the corner of a sharp

punch; it has been gilt.

From the description which has been given of the various

objects discovered at Cuerdale, it appears that there are some

remarkable dific'rences in the mode in which they have been

constructed, l^y far the greater part have been formed by

the hammer only, and ornamented by means of pimches of

very sim[)le form, the pjitterns having been produced by repe-
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titions of the same punch, or by combinations of two or

more ; the connections of the two ends of the armlets or rings

have also been effected solely by the hammer ; no attempt has

been made to produce any resemblance to any form of organic

life, unless the supposed attempt at a dragon's head in fig. 50

be produced as an exception. The same absence of any other

instruments than the hammer and the punch appears in almost

all the objects belonging to the same period which have been

discovered in this and other countries, and the cause of this

mode of operation would form an interesting subject of inves-

tigation. It appears as if the result obtained by the hammer
might probably have been accomplished with greater ease and

more elegance by other means ; and it might therefore be sup-

posedthatthe people bywhom these ornamentswere constructed

were generally unacquainted with any other mode of produc-

ing the effect required. And again, the absence of all resem-

blance to any created being might be supposed to arise from

the incompetence of the artists, or it may have been occa-

sioned by some religious or superstitious objection to such

representations. This leads to an examination of the question

where and by what people these objects were manufactured.

The coins found with them were, with the exception of 27

pieces, either English, French, or, as we believe, struck by
the sea kings of the north ; at first sight therefore the pre-

sumption would be that amongst these three classes the

manufacturers must be looked for ; but as the 27 coins

excepted are oriental, it is not impossible that these objects

may have been fabricated in the east. Now it must be

observed that none of the ornaments appear to have been

in a state fit for wear ; all have been crushed together for

convenience of packing, or have been cut to pieces ; they do

not therefore appear to have been the personal ornaments

then actually in use by the persons wdio were owners of the

property at the time the deposit was made ; and it is not un-

reasonable to suppose that they may have come into the pos-

session of the then proprietors by the same channel and from

the same source as the 27 coins ; in short, they may have been

oriental ornaments.

This leads to the enquiry as to the discoveries which have

occurred elsewhere of ornaments of similar fabric. The most

inq)ortant of these finds was that of Vaalse in the island of

Falster, in the year 1835, of which an account has been given
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in the Annaler for Nordisk Oldkindiglied for 1842-3. This

find consisted of classes of objects clearly resembling those

found in Cuerdale, viz., coins of Germany, England, &c., and

a considerable nmiiber of oriental ; the bullion also was of a

similar description, bars, armlets, and ornaments, formed by
the hammer and ornamented by the punch, similiar to tig. 1

and fig. 70 ; objects with northern ornaments as in figg. 88 to

95, and others of manufacture similar to figg. 97, &c.

The evidence in favour of any particular source whence the

peculiar objects under consideration may have been derived, is

exactly the same in the two finds of Cuerdale and Vaalse.

At Catharinenhof, not far from Riga, were discovered

some bronze ornaments so similar in construction and orna-

ment as to leave no doubt of their having the same origin as

these of Cuerdale, but with them there were not any other

objects to indicate from whence they came.

At Halton-Moor a very fine silver armlet of the same de-

scription of work was discovered, together with coins of Ca-

nute, and very rude pieces, apparently German.
About two or three years since some entire armlets of

twisted silver, like fig. 57—60, with fragments of several others

cut into pieces, and also some rough ingots, were found about

two miles from Christiana in Sweden, and with them some
oriental coins.

In public and private collections in the north of Europe
several ornaments of this description are preserved, but un-

fortunately no accm\ate statement exists of the peculiar cir-

cumstances under which they were found, nor of the precise

spot where they were disinterred ; but enough of information

respecting them has been handed down to enable the enquirer

to ascertain with sutficient accuracy, the districts from whence
these objects have been derived.

It appears to be clear that such treasures are discovered

generally near the sea coast, in places accessible to and
frequented by the maritime chieftains of the north ; that they

arc very rarely discovered in the interior of any of our
northern countries ; that where they have been found, Cufic

or oriental coins have been found likewise, and that they

have not been found in districts where Cufic coins also have

not been found. The evidence then is strong in favour of the

oriental origin of these objects, and viewed as such, they,

with the coins which arc usually found in the same districts,
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afford an interesting illustration of the commerce of the north

during a period of which jierhaps the commencement of the

tenth century was the most active epoch. Sucli deposits,

it has been seen, have been found in the north of England,

more freciuently in Denmark, on the southern coast of

Sweden, on the islands of Valster, Bornholm, Oland, and still

more frequently in Gothland, which appears to have been the

chief station for carrying on the intercourse between the east

and the north. It is ])robable that the traders from the dis-

tricts around the Caspian sea worked their way up the Volga

to Novogorod, and then across to Riga, where they were met

by the maritime chieftains of the north, who, ])artly warriors,

partly merchants, formed their chief depot in Gothland, from

whence they carried the produce of their arms and their trade

to those various parts of Europe to which their predatory or

commercial disposition led them. It is along the coast that

we might most reasonably expect the discovery of these

objects, and there it is exactly that they arc found, and in

such proportions also as might be expected if Gothland were

the great depot from which Europe was supplied with the

produce of the east; in proportion to the distance from

Gothland, these discoveries become less frequent, and where

there is no reason to believe that the northern seamen had

any communication, these articles are not found at all.

The absence of any representation of created beings is a

further argument in favour of the eastern origin of these

ornaments ; the oriental coins generally found with them, or in

the same neighbourhood, were struck by the followers of ^lo-

hammed, who rejected with abhorrence any such representa-

tions. On the contnuy, the taste of the Saxons and northern

nations, founded and formed in a great degree upon a Greek

and Roman origin, led them to adopt animal forms, bar-

barous and grotesque indeed, in almost all their decorations.

There are, however, archaeologists of distinguished reputa-

tion who do not take the same view of the subject as is here

represented, and are of opinion that the ornaments were of

northern manufacture, and that they may as probably have

been deposited on their way towards the east as from it ; if

such however had been the case, it would be reasonable to

expect that such things would be found not unfrequently in

the interior of those northern countries where they are

supposed to have been made, and also in countries Avith
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wliicli the nortliero seamen had little or no intercourse, and
also with which no oriental intercourse can be traced. Such
however is not the case, and it is scarcely consistent with

sound reasoning upon all the facts of the case, as far as they

are at present known to us, to assign any but an oriental

origin to those objects. There is one branch of evidence

Avanting, necessary perhaps to entire conviction, which is the

actual discovery of such objects in the east, or in those parts

of Russia along which the oriental traders took their way
when proceeding to meet the northern traders in Gothland.

This evidence, it is expected that a better knowledge of

Russian archaeology may produce, and it is with much hope
and expectation that we look forward to the results of those

examinations of Russian collections and investigations of

Russian antiquities which will shortly be conducted upon
the spot by JNIr. Worsaae, who has contributed so much
to our knowledge of primeval remains by his admirable

little work on the olden time of Denmark, and by whose
experience and suggestions I have been greatly aided in

forming the views set forth in this paper.

The next class of objects, such as ligg. 88 et sqq., are of a

totally different description and character ; they were probably

hammered into shape, and the decorations appear to have

been made by punches ; not however by repeated blows of

the same punch producing a pattern by a methodical arrange-

ment of the same forms, but by using a punch instead of a

graver to produce unvaried ornaments resembling in some
degree animal or vegetable productions, or forms which

probably admitted of some symbolical interpretation. In fig.

90 may be seen four repetitions of some animal in the angles

of a cross having triangular terminations to each limb,; if

these forms are compared with the ornaments which decorate

a beautiful gold and enamel ring or crown, bearing the name
of Ethelwulf Rex, and now preserved in the British Museum,
no doubt whatever will be entertained that the two articles

were produced by a people who were actuated by the same
motive, and directed by the same taste. Amongst the pieces

found in the Island Falster, tab. ii. f. 8, is a circular object

decorated with a trefoil ornament entirely resembling another

of the forms which appears upon this ring of Ethelwulf. In

fig. 90, and other similar fragments, will be observed forms

wliich we immediately recognise as resembling those on the
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ancient pillars and crosses which abound in various northern

countries. All nations in the earliest stages of their existence

seem to have delighted in decorating their persons with

natural objects or imitations of them, and to have indulged

themselves in making images of animals and human beings,

either for ornament or worship
;
probabl}^ objects originally

intended only for ornament degenerated into objects of

superstitious worship. Such was probably the position of

the northern nations when their intercourse with the Romans

commenced ; after that period they imitated the forms of their

more cultivated visitors, and their coins and other works of

art bear evident marks of the influence of Greece and Rome.

Such influence was indeed feeble and ineffective, still however

it existed, and as the religion they professed did not in their

estimation prohibit the representation of human or animal

forms, they employed them in decoration, as nature had

prompted, and Rome had instructed them. The ornaments

therefore immediately under notice, may safely be considered

as the productions of those northern districts in which they

are generally found.

The remaining class of ornaments to be examined varies re-

markably in workmanship from those which have been already

described. In those there has been reason to believe that the

rude instruments of the hammer and punch alone were used

;

but upon these there are evidences of much more advanced

modes of operation. There are wires of various dimensions,

the thicker cvideritly formed by the hammer, and belonging

to the class which has already been considered oriental ; but

the \vires of smaller diameter, scarcely larger than a hair,

must have been di'awn through a gauge, very much in the

manner in which such things are manufactured in the present

day. It is not only in the wire itself that evidence is per-

ceptible of a more ingenious process of manufacture, but in

the mode of applying it, in the production of several useful

and elegant ornaments ; by making transverse bars across the

wire, as in figg. 71 and 75, previous to twisting two of them
together, the -whole when completed has the appearance of a

cord of many threads. The chain, fig. 80, is very elegant

in form, and rather intricate in arrangement ; the small frag-

ment, fig. 81, which is a portion of a quadrangular tube, is

perhaps more elegant, and displays more ingenuity. The
armlet, fig. 81, is perhaps still more so, the wire itself is

VOL. IV. D d
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finer and more delicate, tlie mode of operating also different

;

that (80) must have been made by inserting the separate links

into each other, and then uniting the ends by soldering ; in this

(84) the article is produced from one continuous wire knitted

precisely as a modern stocking is made, as will be perceived

by examining accurately the forms of the stitches both on the

inside and the outside.

In the description of some of the objects the use of solder

was mentioned, and it will be seen by examination of the

fragments such as figg. 95, 96, that such a means must
have been adopted in their formation ; upon a thin plate of

silver, a small stud is soldered down, round it is soldered a

thinnish wire, the upper side of which is marked with transverse

lines, which give it a twisted appearance, and similar wires

are fastened in a similar manner forming curves and spirals,

and producing patterns of considerable elegance; and it is

somewhat remarkable that silver ornaments, constructed in a

manner perfectly similar, are at this day manufactured on the

coast of Lycia and in the Greek islands ; it is not therefore im-

possible but that this portion of the Cuerdale find may have

derived its origin from the east
;
yet on the other hand the

pattern upon fig. 94 so much resembles the intricate patterns

upon very early crosses and architectural remains, that it is

difficult to assign to it any other than a northern origin ; but

the round knobs surrounded by ribbed wire connect it with

figg. 95, 96, and claim for both a common origin.

It has been already observed that hardly any of the various

ornaments comprised in this find are in a condition to have

been worn, but they have been crushed together for the con-

venience of package, or, like the ingots and bars, have been

cut into pieces to facilitate the adjustment in the scales of a

required weight. This find seems to afford a rational expla-

nation of the mode by which in those days trade and com-

merce were conducted : it Avould seem that for ordinary trans-

actions, money, actual coins, struck with some device, adjusted

to a correct weight, well known and easily recognisable by

all persons, were commonly used ; that in transactions of

larger amount, silver, in whatever form, was used, not as

money, but as an article of barter ; any rude ingot, or bar, or

ornament being thrown into the scale, the party being pro-

vided with a number of pieces cut off at random, of various

sizes, in order to adjust the weight to the value required.
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Various kinds of personal ornaments, such as armlets, fibulae,

rings, &c., have been called ring-money, and it has been

maintained that such objects Avere formed for the purpose of

circulating as money, that they were adjusted to a regulated

weight, and that their value was universally recognised as

soon as they were looked at. AVe believe the whole of this

notion to be erroneous ; that all these ornaments and lumps

of metal were negotiated always by weight and never by tale,

and that it was for the purpose of facilitating mercantile

transactions so conducted that these objects were ready cut

up into pieces of such various dimensions, as we find them in

this mass of Cuerdale treasure. It is not impossible but that

this division into small pieces may have had a double object,

viz., the convenience of traffic, as has been already mentioned,

and the preparation for coining money. It has already been

stated as highly probable that a large portion of the coins

discovered at Cuerdale were struck by the northern sea-kings,

and it is remarkable that when the whole mass of silver Avas

looked at in the state in which it was disinterred, it had the

strongest possible resemblance to the stock of a maker of

money in the east at the present day, where the process is to

run the silver into holes of various sizes made in a box of

sand, or on the ground, according to the quantity of bullion

the coiner has got to melt at any particular moment. These
ingots are cut into small pieces, adjusted to weight, then

melted into globules, flattened and struck with the proper

type for circulation. Though this similarity of appearance

exists, it is not probable that such was the object with the

depositors of the Cuerdale treasure, as no implements of any
kind for the purposes of coining were found.

EDWARD HAWKINS.



A FEW REMARKS UPON THE ANTIQUITIES OE
SILVER EOUND AT CUERDALE.

On some of the rings and other silver ornaments found at

Cuerdale, there appears a triangular pattern with three or four

points (of. figg. 32, 33, 45, &c.) totahy different from the

designs on Celtic, Roman, or Saxon remains, and which

never seems to occur on any objects found in the interior or

southern parts of Europe. To the instances which Mr. Haw-
kins has already cited of similar patterns on silver objects

found in Denmark and in Finland, I can only add that I have

seen precisely similar objects, with the same pattern, in

Ireland, Prussia, and Sweden ; and that in the interior of

Russia, in tumuli in the neighbourhood of Moscow, the

same pattern has been found on rings and other orna-

ments, of which drawings are to be seen in Copenhagen. In

nearly every instance these ornaments have been found along

with oriental or Cufic coins, which, as Mr. Hawkins has

shewn, also was the case at Cuerdale. This affords a strong

argument in favour of the opinion that they are of eastern

origin, and were brought to the north in the same way as the

oriental coins.

The discovery of so many coins of this class in Russia, from

the Caspian and the Black Sea up to the shores of the Baltic,

sufficiently proves that from the eighth until the eleventh or

twelfth century, there existed a very lively intercom^se by trade

between the east and the northern parts of Europe. Leopold

von Ledebur has published a map marking most of the places

where discoveries of oriental coins and silver ornaments have

been made^. Erahn has given an account of the discoveries

in Russia, and Ilildebrand lately published an important de-

scription of tlic Anglo-Saxon coins in the Royal Swedish

Cabhiet of coins, (Stockholm, I84G, 4to.) It contains a

resumee of simihir discoveries in Sweden. In the Swedish

cabinet there are at present more tlinn 1,000 different species

of oriental coins, found in Sweden ; and, besides numerous

varieties from about seventy places, mostly situated in the

a In liis little book, " Ueber die in den kenen Zcugnisse eines Fiandels-Verkehrs

Baltiscben Landern in die Erde gesun- mit dem Orient," &c. Berlin, 1820. 8vo.
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eastern and northern provinces of the cahfat, there are coins

of eighteen dynasties, among which are some of the African

and Spanish califs, but they are exceedingly scarce. The
coins of the Samarinds form the five-sixth part of the whole.

A Swedish numismatist, Mv. Tornberg, wlio is about to give

an account of these coins, has been enabled through the

numismatic differences which the coins present, to shew that

they have been brought from the east to the north through

two distinct channels. One class seems to have been brought

from the Transoxana of the Bulghars (coins of which dynasty

are not uncommon in the Swedish finds) to Russia; then

down the river to the Baltic. Another class came from Kho-
rasan, across Armenia to the Black Sea, when the Khazars

and other people received them, and brought them fm"ther up
through Russia to the Baltic^.

It was undoubtedly for carrying on this trade that in the

old time so many Norsemen frequented the town of Novogo-

rod in Russia : it is even said that the town was built by the

Norsemen. On the island of Gothland, where sometimes

several thousand Cufic coins have been found in one place,

and where these coins are most frequently discovered, was
another great, and perhaps the greatest, place of trade for

northern Europe, Wisby, which afterwards, with Novogorod,

formed a considerable part of the Hanse confederation. The
numerous Anglo-Saxon, German, and Hungarian coins of the

tenth and eleventh centuries, which have been found in Goth-

land, shew however that this trade was greatest as long as the

connection with the east continued. In the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries Russia began to be disturbed by internal wars

and invasions of Moguls, &c., which broke up the connection

between the east and the north. The way in which the trade

was carried on was after that time by the Black Sea, from the

Krimea to Venice and Genoa ; the wares no longer went to

the north, whence the Norse merchants so long had brought

them to England and Ireland.

It is exceedingly remarkable that we have accounts in the

works of very old Arabian authors relating to the trade be-

tween the north and the east. These writers, who themselves

visited the shores of the Baltic, describe the manners of the

pagans hving there. They mention trading places in the

north, as Slesvig in Denmark, Avhich from other sources also

b Cf. Hildebraiul, 1. c. p. ix.
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is known to have carried on a great trade with Russia. Most
of these highly interesting and important accounts have been

translated from the original Arabian by Professor Rasmussen
of Copenhagen, in his valuable treatise De Orientis Commercio
cum Russia et Scandinavia medio sevo, (Hafniae, 1825, 4to.)

He has also here collected all the numerous accounts in our

Icelandic sagas and our northern chronicles relating to the

visits of the Norsemen to Russia, and their commercial

relations there.

Hildebrand in describing the Cufic or oriental coins found

in Sweden, says (p. xi.) " that along with them are generally

found silver ornaments, large rings for the neck, or the head,

of wires twisted together, smaller rings for the arm, partly of

wires twisted together, partly made of a single thin piece of

silver, the ends of which form a beautiful knot ; bracelets, some-

times with patterns, which are made with a punch, ingots, both

complete and broken, lumps of silver, mostly hammered and
rolled together for convenience of transport, and in order that

they might be used as money." This description would
exactly apply to the silver ornaments found at Cuerdale.
" There can be no doubt," continues Hildebrand, " that those

ornaments, ingots, and lumps of silver have accompanied
the coins from rich Asia, where they could much more easily

obtain silver than in the northern parts of Europe, even if we
suppose that the little silver which is to be found in the mines
in the Scandinavian mountains was known and used at the

time in question. This view is confirmed by the circumstance

that similar ornaments are still used in some parts of Asia."

As those ornaments are not found in the west of Europe,

except along with Cufic coins, and not at all in the interior or

southern parts of Em'ope, and as similar silver objects are said

by Fnihn to have been found in Russia with the same coins,

1 regard it as without doubt that Mr. Hawkins has been per-

fectly right in giving an oriental origin to at least a great part

of the silver ornaments found at Cuerdale, a view which Hd-
debrand also adopts*". It is very natural to suppose that some
of them would be smelted and made into other shapes after

they had been brought to the British islands by Norse mer-
chants or vikings. But the original oriental types seem to

have been very much retained. It is worth observing, that

they were found along with coins of Norse sea-kings and earls.

••'

1. c. p. xviii.
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I cannot conclude these few remarks without expressing

the hope that British antiquaries will at a future time take

great care to ascertain the localities where Cufic coins and

silver ornaments have been found in England and Ireland. By
such facts we should be enabled to give a still clearer and

more detailed account of the remarkable trade between the

east and the north of Europe which existed at so early a

period, and of the influence which this connection with the

Levant had upon the civilization of the north of Europe.

J. J. A. WORSAAE, OF COPENHAGEN.

ON THE CITY OE ANDERIDA, OR ANDRE-
DESCEASTER.

Among the numerous questions which have long exercised

the ingenuity of antiquaries, one is the site of the ancient city

of Anderida, or Andredesceaster, respecting which it is pro-

posed to add another to the many discussions the subject has

already experienced. There is, there can be, no expectation

of discovering new sources of information, or of throwing

absolutely new light upon the matter. All we can hope to

accomplish must be to collect the substance of the notices in

our old annalists ; to make some observations upon the account

so obtained ; and to conclude with a consideration of the pro-

babilities with regard to those places where the lost Romano-
British city is, by then' respective advocates, supposed to have

stood.

The Saxon Chronicle", and several others of different periods,

allude to the fate of Anderida, but merely announcing its

utter destruction, they are too concise to serve the present

enquiry -j
therefore, neglecting them, we will produce the

copious statement of Henry of Huntingdon. " The kingdom
of Sussex begins, which Ella maintained long and most ably

;

but auxiliaries had joined him from his own country, &c.—
Relying therefore upon (his) large forces he besieged Andre-

decester, a very strong city. The Britons then collected as

thick as bees, and beat the besiegers in the day by ambushes,

Gibson's edition, p. 15.
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and in the night by assaults. There was no day, there was no

night, wherein unfavourable and fresh messengers would not

exasperate the minds of the Saxons ; but thereby rendered

the more ardent, they would beset the city with continual

assaults. Always, however, as they assailed, the Britons

would press them behind with archers, and with darts thrown

with thongs ; therefore quitting the walls, the pagans would
direct their arms and steps against them. Then the Britons,

excelling them in fleetness, would run into the woods; and

again come upon them from behind when they moved toward

the walls. By this artifice the Saxons were long annoyed, and

an immense slaughter of them was made, until they divided

the army into two parts, so that, while one part should attack

the walls, they might have behind a line of warriors arrayed

against the charges of the Biitons. But then the citizens,

worn down by daily want of food, when they could no longer

sustain the weight of the assailants, were all devom^d by the

edge of the sword, with the women and little ones, so that not

even a single one escaped. And because they had suffered

such losses there (the Saxons) so (utterly) destroyed the city,

that it was never afterwards rebuilt. Only the site, as of a

very noble city, is pointed out desolate to those who may
pass by ^."

Such are the words of Henry of Huntingdon, who wrote in

the twelfth century. He does not give the precise date of the

event, but places it between the fortieth and the forty-seventh

years of the coming of the Saxons to England, " adventus

Angloruni;" that is, between A.D. 489 and 496. The Saxon

Chronicle names the year 490 ; other authors slightly differing

years. Now upon the above detailed description it must be

^ Regnum Sudsexe incipit, quod Ella dentibusque ad moenia rursum a tergo

diu et potentissime tenuit. Venerant au- aderant. Hac arte Saxones diu fatigati

tern ei auxiliares a patria sua, &c. Fretus sunt, et innumera strages eorum fiebat,

igitur copiis ingentibus obsedit Andrede- donee in duas partes exercitum diviserunt,

cester, urbeni munitissimam. Congregati ut dum una pars urbem expugnaret, esset

sunt igitur Britatini quasi apes, et die eis a tergo contra Brittonum excursus

expugnabant obsidentes insidiis, et nocte bellatorum acies ordinata. Tunc vero

incursibus. Nullus dies erat, nulla nox cives diuturna fame contriti, cum jam
erat, quibus sinistri et recentes nuntii pondus infestantium perferre nequirent,

Saxonum animas non acerbarent; iude omnes ore gladii devorati sunt, X;um niuli-

tamen ardentiorcs effecti, continuis insul- eribus et parvulis, ita quod nee unus solus

tibus urbem infestabant. Semjjer vero evasit. Va (juia tot ihi danina toleraverant

dum assilirent instabant eis Brittones a extranei, ita urbem destruxerunt, quod nun-
tergo cum viris sagittariis et amentatis quampostea reasdificataest. Locus tantum
telorum missilibus. Dimissis igitur moe- quasi nobilissinise urbis transeuntibus os-

nibus, gressus et arma dirigebant in eos tenditur desolatus.—Savile's Rer. Angl.

I'agani. Tunc Brittones eis celeritate Script, post Bed. Frankfort, 1601, p. 312.

pr;tstantiores silvas cursu jjctcbant : ten-
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remarked, that not a single particular is mentioned affording

the smallest clue to the situation of Andredecester, except that

the city nuist have been very closely surrounded by a forest,

which we may safely assume to be the great forest of Ande-

rida or Andredcsweald ; and it is generally admitted to have

stood westward froui the straits of Dover : ])ut beyond this we

know absolutely nothing. Our business therefore must be to

examine what assistance the character of Andredescester itself,

as learned from the account of it just quoted, wdll afford in

determining its probable position.

The name then indicates that this was, or had been, a

Roman settlement, the termination " cester," Latin, castrum,

a camp, always implying such a fact. And if it w^as a per-

manent Roman station, we may be certain that it possessed

marks of Roman occupation, in the existence there of walls

constructed with stone and lime. We should also advert to

Henry of Huntingdon's observation, that Andredecester was
" a very strong city—urbem nuuiitissimam ;" which indeed

was evinced by the obstinate resistance of the inhabitants op-

posed to their Saxon invaders. And lastly, that the city was

extensive appears an inference equally clear from the statement

of the numbers which collected for its defence, as well as for

the attack. Therefore, though positive information fails us, we
perceive there is reason to believe, that Andredescester was a

large and well fortified Roman city ; consequently, that the

spot where it stood is quite as likely to contain at the present

day some signs of Roman domination, as any of those numerous

places in this kingdom, Avherein undisputed traces remain of

Roman ascendancy.

Our next attempt shall be to enquire how far the situation

of any of the localities, to which the site of Anderida is con-

jecturally assigned, will answer to Henry of Huntingdon's

description ; and especially what vestiges of Roman build-

ings we can find there. These localities amount to eight

;

namely, Newenden in Kent, Arundel, East Bourne, Chi-

chester, Hastings, Newhaven, Pevensey, and Seaford, in

Sussex. Upon all these places it will be necessary to make
some remarks.

1. Camden, it is understood, was the first to pronounce an

opinion in favour of Newenden ; and his authority upon such

questions is justly great. Still his expressions declare only

VOL. IV. EC
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what is his opinion, as he adduces not a tittle of evidence for

his assertion *", that the monastery, erected in Newenden by
Sir Thomas Alberger, (or Fitz-Aucher, according to Dugdale's

Monasticon,) temp. Edward I., actually was at or near the site

of Andredesceaster. With the entire of the small parish of

Newenden, I have been in former days most intimately ac-

quainted : but nowhere, I contidently affirm, is there a single

mark of early occupancy, such as we may suppose would be

left by a city, like what we are assured Andredecester was.

Some inequalities on the surface of the soil may tend to prove

that buildings formerly stood there ; but I am aware of none,

with an exception speedily to be considered, which could, from

their situation, be any other than dwellings. The parish of

Newenden lies upon the extremity of a long ridge or tongue

of land, extending eastward from Sandhurst on the Avest,

having the marshes or level meadows along the river Rother

to the south, and on the north a narrow valley through which

flows a small stream, meeting the Rother at some distance

eastward ; in which last direction the junction of the two
valleys produces a wide expanse of marsh-land. In the north-

east corner of the utmost point of the upland, is a spot still

bearing the name of " The Castle," or " Castle Toll," com-

prising a high mound, with vestiges of a moat ; of which spot

the following is the description in Harris's History of Kent,

p. 21 5. " Castle Toll ; this is a raised piece of land, contain-

ing, I guess, about eighteen or twenty acres of land ; on the

east side it hath the remains of a deep ditch and bank, which

seems to have gone quite round it. Near this Toll towards

the north north-east lies a piece of ground raised much higher

than the Toll is ; this was encompassed with a double ditch,

the tracks of which are stih to be seen in some places ; and

within the line is, I believe, about five or six acres of land

;

on the south and north sides of the uppermost vallum, very

eminent still." (sic.) " AVhen Dr. Plot visited this place in

the year 1G93, he saith in some manuscript papers of his,

which I have the favour to peruse, that they were then very

lofty, and he was informed by an ancient and sober country-

man, who had often ploughed upon this hill, that both the

mounts or tumuli, and the valla, were then at least four foot

•= Gibson's edition, j). 2 18.
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lower than when he first knew the place : and therefore no
wonder if I found tlicni inuch loicer yet, when I visited this

phice. And the plough and the usual deterrations will in time

reduce them to a level." This has been partially effected,

and much of what is described above is utterly obliterated,

changes having been produced even while I frequented the

locality ; though sufficient still exists to shew that a fortified

place once covered the ground. Now Avhy, it may be asked,

should not Andredesceaster have stood here, as Dr. Harris

argues that it did? The vicinity might indeed have suited for

the peculiar system of warfare, which the Britons are stated

to have adopted ; although the adjoining upland seems likely

to have been less densely wooded, than were the surrounding

districts. But the overwhelming difficulty is, that not a

])article of Roman masonry is to be found here. When the

ram})arts, which are now completely levelled, were still dis-

tinguishable, as just noticed, about the end of the seventeenth

century, they are so mentioned as positively to imply mere
earthworks ; and the total absence of every thing betokening

stone and lime walls was always remarked by myself and
others in om* numerous visits to the spot. If then this forti-

fication was constructed with sods merely, it may be pre-

sumed that no one will contend for its Roman original ; and
if not Roman, it will not answer to the character of the city

we are seeking. Another objection might be found in the

situation ; which, allowing for every possible alteration in the

face of the country, would, formerly even more than now,
vastly have resembled that at the bottom of a sack, or of a

rat trap : a most unlikely position, it must be acknowledged,

for a permanent Roman station.

Those marks of Roman inhabitation, which we fail to

discover at the " Castle Toll" of Newenden, are equally

Avanting, I venture to assert, tlu'oughout the entire remainder

of the parish. In and about the buildings of Losenham,
where Sir Thomas Alberger's priory stood, not a solitary

stone, likely to have belonged to that priory, coidd ever be
observed, often as I have looked around for such objects ; far

less do the premises contain a single portion of the greatly

more endm'ing masonry of the Romans. Indeed, though a
native and long a resident of that neighbourhood, I never

heard even a rumour of any evidence to prove that an indi-

vidual Roman, or any thing Roman, had })enetrated into that
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country, which must, in very early times, have been ahnost

one impervious forest''.

2. With regard to Arundel being the site of Andredecester,

I am not aware that any claim has been advanced beyond

that in a small pamphlet, published in 1843, without any

name, but written by Mr. James Puttock^ Argument this

tract cannot boast, unless we admit as such a far-fetched

attempt at deriving the names Anderida and Arundel from

the same roots in the British language. The author's ex-

pressions are
—" the name of this river," the Arun, " I derive,

&c.—I conclude," p. 17; "I confidently beheve," p. 18;

"my impression is," p. 19; "I should think," p. 20; not-

withstanding he " flatters himself he has solved the mystery"

relating to " the site of Anderida," pref. ; and concludes thus,

" in short, whoever seeks for Anderida at any other place than

Arundel will lose his labourV
In spite of this assertion, however, the generality perhaps of

enquirers will venture to differ from the writer. That a castle

existed at Arundel, as Mr. Puttock states, during the Saxon

period, is freely acknowledged ; for the Domesday description

of the place alludes to payments from the " castrum Harundel"

in the time of King Edward the Confessor ; and that a Roman
station of some kind might have stood there is probable,

Arundel lying very nearly in a direct line from the Bignor

villa to the sea. But actual proof of the existence of any

such station depends upon the fact of Roman walls, or re-

mains of them, being traceable in or around the present

castle of Arundel ; in the absence of which marks, and with-

out positive historical evidence, no claim to have been a Roman

^ Since these observations were com- church toward Sandhurst, lying south of

menced I have seen an article in the the turnpike road; but which, in rriy time,

Gentleman's Magazine for December, was always called Heronden or Harnden.

1844, p. 577, by my friend the Rev. Beale This farm however is in the parish of

Post, who takes the same view of tlie ques- Sandhurst, (my native place); and al-

tion as relating to Newenden, and finally though great part of the farm on the oppo-

draws the same conclusion with myself. site side of the road is in Newenden, for

Nevertheless I iiave persevered in my this I never recollect hearing any other

undertaking, because Mr. Post has noticed name than Lamberden.

only two places, Newenden and Pevensey, ^^ Anderida identified with Arundel, pp.

and because he has adopted a somewhat 20. London, H. Hughes, 15, St. Martin's-

different line of argument from mine. le-Grand, 1843.

Upon one particular Mr. Post has, I con- f As a friend justly observed after read-

ceive, fallen into a mistake. He alludes ing the pamphlet, the identification rests

to a farm in the parish of Newenden, upon similar grounds with Fluellin's re-

bearing a name with, in his opinion, a semblance between Macedon and Mon-
resemblance to that of Anderida, namely, mouth

—

as there given, Arndred. Hereby he must, " There is salmons in both."

I imagine, mean a farm a mile from the Shakspeare's Henry V.
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city can be admissible. And even allowing a Roman station

to have been placed at Arundel, it by no means follows, tluit

it was Anderida ; on the contrary, the nature of the locality

seems but ill adapted for the sort of warfare by which Henry
of Huntingdon tells us the siege and defence were carried on

;

and most especially the condition of Arundel, when that

chronicler wrote, will not agree with his description, because,

instead of " lying desolate," it was, and, it is on record, had
been for centuries before, in constant occupation. Upon this

particular however farther remarks will be made hereafter,

applying to Arundel ecpially with other places. It may be

added, that no statement of the possession here of any Roman
masonry or ruins is advanced in "The Antiquities of Arundel^;"

in which work it is expressly observed, p. 2, " the first time

we meet with it is in King Alfred's will, 877, in wdiich he

gives it to Athelm, his brother's son."

3. The notion of East Bourne having been the site of

Andredesceaster is grounded solely, I believe, upon the circum-

stance, that, A.D. 1712, the vestiges of Roman building were
discovered between the church and the sea''. Upon this

foundation Dr. Tabor' raised the hypothesis, that Anderida
must have stood here. But granting these remains to have

been, which appears certain, those of a Roman villa, this,

I contend, will by no means prove that a lanje fortified

Roman town occupied the immediate vicinity. On the con-

trary, judging from the usual custom in such cases, the

stronger probability seems to be, that the villa would be erected

at some little distance at the least, for a quiet retreat from
the commotion of the military city. Be this however as it

may, beyond these traces of a villa absolutely no Roman ruins

exist at East Bourne ; consequently the true and only safe

test in this enquiry fails here, as elsewhere, to throw any light

upon the position of the missing Andredecester.

4. Our next subject is Chichester. But as it is now
generally considered'' that the Roman appelhition of this city

was Regnum, this place may be dismissed without farther

observation.

5. Hastings requires scarcely more notice. The situation

being among abrupt hills, it seems that space would have

« 8vo. London, 1766. ^ Horsfield's Sussex, vol. i. p. 41, and
*> East Bourne, 1787, Appendix. Gentleman's Magazine, December, 1844,
> Philos. Transactions, vol. xxx. pp. p. 577.

549, 783.
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been utterly wanting for those evolutions between tlie besieg-

ing Saxons and the defending Britons at Andredesceaster,

which we are assured were actually practised. But the grand

difticulty is, that at Hastings there is neither ancient record

nor existing vestige of any of those extraordinary structures,

which the Romans invariably raised wherever they retained

lengthened possession of a country, and which often vie

almost with rock itself in durability. So far as my infor-

mation extends, the strongest advocacy of Hastings as the

site of Anderida is comprised in a suggestion of Somner', that

such might be the case from the addition of " Chester" to the

name. Somner's authority for that addition I know not

;

some no doubt he had, though he adduces none ; but cer-

tainly it was not the Saxon Chronicle, Avhere Hastings is

never styled " Ceaster ;" and, as already stated, evidence is

still to be produced that a Roman building of any description

ever stood on or near the spot.

6, 7. The cases of Newhaven and Seaford may be dis-

cussed together, their claims to the honour in question, as

reported in Horslield's Sussex, vol. i. pp. 51 to 54, resting

entirely upon manuscript observations by Mr. Elliott, Mr.

Hayley, and Mr. Charles Verral. In these observations,

however, I find merely conjectural supposition beyond the

statements that Roman camps are yet visible in the neigh-

bourhood of those two places, and that " an extensive Roman
cemetery has been discovered on the farm of Sutton" adjoin-

ing Seaford"". But camps, surrounded by earthworks, like

those just alluded to", are totally distinct things from cities

encircled by stone walls ; and it will hardly be denied, that

the latter must have been the condition of Andredesceaster,

Respecting the Roman remains, I repeat what has been said

with regard to East Bourne ; that the utmost such remains

can demonstrate is, that some Roman settlement existed at

no great distance, not, in the absence of other proof, that

such settlement was a considerable city like Anderida. At
both Newhaven and Seaford, as well as at every other spot,

omitting Chichester, hitherto noticed in this discussion, there

is wanting the conclusive testimony supplied by masonry of

indisputable, or even probable, Roman origin, such as that

' Roman Ports and Forts in Kent, p. inspected : that at Newhaven I have seen,

105. and deem tlie fact very doubtful whether
" Ut supra, p. 52. it really is Roman.
" The camp near Seaford I have never
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Avonderful people were accustomed to construct for the defence

of their permanent stations.

8. AVe have now, lastly, to examine the title of Pevensey

to the honour in question. And here we discover clear

evidence of a Roman settlement, and that of no mean impor-

tance. It is well known, that the Romans deemed an essential

ingredient in the composition of really good mortar to be

pounded [)ottery, or tiles ; which is specially mentioned by
one of their authors, Vitruvius, in his book upon architecture".

This admixture necessarily imparted a very })erceptil)le red

tint to the mortar ; and inasmuch as no other people are

recorded, or even conjectured, at any period, to have adopted

the same system, wherever this red mortar is observed, it

may be regarded a sure proof of the workmanship being

Roman ; althou2:h the absence of that colour in the mortar is

not conclusive to the contrary, because sometimes the pounded
pottery is wanting in erections, undoubtedly, I believe, of

Roman construction. At Pevensey however this red mortar is

most conspicuous throughout the entire original portion of the

walls, namely, those enclosing the great court ; wherefore we
may safely pronounce this indisputably a Roman fortress.

The present appearance of the exterior range of walls and
towers, which are yet perfect, evinces the former strength of

those defences, especially against such uncivilized assailants

as the ancient Britons or Saxons. And the interior area,

comprising altogether nearly ten acresp, would suffice to contain

such an amount of population, as we may imagine, from the

old Chronicler's description, had congregated within Andre-
decester just previous to its final overthrow. That Henry
of Huntingdon in saying, as above, that " the Britons col-

lected as thick as bees," did not mean that the whole number
assembled within the walls of the city, is clear from his account

immediately followhig of the assaults and stratagems enacted

by those without, and which could not have proved .so suc-

cessful as they did unless very strongly supported.

" Si autem fluviaticpe aut marinae duae liis paper on Portcliester Castle, p. 22, in

arenae in unam calcis coiijiciantur : ita the Proceedin<;:s of the Arcliaeological

enim erit jiista ratio mixtionis tempera- Institute at Winchester, 1845 : " If the
turip. Etiani ill fluviatica aut marina si quis cement he made of river or sea sand, the
testam tusam et succrctam ex tertia parte proportions should be two j)arts of sand
adjecerit, etfKiet materi;B temporaturam and one of lime ; and if to this there shall

ad usum meliorem.—Vitruvius Pollio de be thrown in for the third part broken
Architectura, lib. ii. c. 5. and sifted tiles, it will greatly ameliorate
The following is the meaning of Vitru- the qu ility of the cement."

vius, as rendered by Mr. Ilartshornc, in p Chronicles of Pevensey, p. II.
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That the walls of Pevensey existed, and in a ruined con-

dition, at the landing of the duke of Normandy, seems suffi-

ciently certain from the evidence now to be adduced. It

is indeed stated by Mr. Lethieullier in his " Description of

the Tapestry remaining in the Cathedral of Bayeux," that

" Harold, who had been crowned king, was not ignorant

that the duke would infallibly come with an army to support

his right to the throne ; and i\\QYQiove fortified Peve7ise^," &c. •

The authority for this assertion I know not, but admitting it

to be indefeasible, it cannot signify that Harold then erected

the whole of the now standing walls, because, in the first

place, he had no time for a work of such magnitude and

admirable construction, as we behold it to be ; and secondly,

as already shewn, internal proof still survives that the ma-
sonry is Roman. So again, though a Chronicle of Battle

Abbey 'i informs us, that the duke of Normandy landed "near

the castle called Pevenesel''," this expression, considering what
ground we have for beheving the anterior origin of the for-

tress, can only imply, as it would seem, that the " castrum

Pevenesel" was in being when William landed there. But,

beyond this negative reasoning, the walls even now shew
marks of repairs and additions belonging to what, with regard

to architecture, is styled the Norman period. One of the

towers has been heightened", where the distinction between

the Roman and the later mortar is clearly visible, beside

that the upper portion exhibits a window with a semicircular,

head, or of Norman shape. There are also several places

where the walls have been patched, one in particular, ap-

parently an extensive injury, where the new work is " her-

ring-bone ;" but in all these cases the composition of the

mortar manifestly indicates a date subsequent to the original

erection, and my observations tend to the conclusion that a

majority, if not all, of these repairs, are coeval with the ad-

dition to the tower just referred to. Whether they were

effected by Harold, or by his rival William, is immaterial

:

the difference of time could be very trifling; and at the

period in question the intercourse between England and

i From A.D. lOCG to 1176, compiled citu, divinocomitante favore,navigationem

by an unknown monk of that establish- aggressus, prospere tandem prope cas-

nient, and recently printed by the Anglia truni Pevenesel dictum applicuit.—Chro-

C.liristiana Society, from a manuscript in nicon Monasterii de Bello.

the British Museum. ' Chronicles of l\veHsey, p. 43.

' 1066. Dux ergo cum incrcdibili excr-
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Normaiidy was so frequent, that a great siiuilarity with regard

to architecture would be likely to prevail in both countries,

more especially in the parts most contiguous to each other.

There is farther evidence that the walls of Pevcnsey were in

ruins at the Norman invasion, in the facts that there is no

record of Pevensey castle as a defensible fortress at the time,

nor of any opposition offered to the invading army from

thence, though it is expressly declared to have disembarked

on the neighbouring shore.

Against the notion now contended for, that Pevensey re-

presents Andredesceaster, there are two objections, which we
must endeavour to obviate. And first with regard to the

modern name ; which certainly bears no resemblance to that

which we would appropriate to the vicinity. Wheresoever

the ancient city stood, it is clear, that both name and remem-
brance arc most completely lost. Nor need this circum-

stance greatly surprise us, when we recollect the utter and

long-continued desolation which is stated to have over-

whelmed the place. Our supposition, that the old walls now
called Pevensey are those which encu'cled Andredesceaster, is

by no means contradicted by the fact it involves, that when,

in process of time, the adjoininc/ valuable, though possibly

quite deserted, land was taken possession of, as undoubtedly

it would be, the new occupant must have imposed a new ap-

pellation, even though all memory of the old one might not

have vanished. And that such was really the case seems the

meaning of Henry of Huntingdon's expression, " locus tamen
odcnditiir desolatus ; tlie site in ijointed oat desolate :" as if

the situation of the ruined city was known and noticed, long

after the present town of Pevensey is recorded to have existed

under that title. The name Pevensey is considered, perhaps

correctly, to be of Saxon origin, and if so, it must have been

attributed after the destruction of Anderida ; in confirmation

of which idea it may be mentioned, that the earliest occur-

rence of the name, which I have been able to discover, is in

the Saxon Chronicle at the- year 1046'; only twenty years,

be it observed, before the arrival of the Normans. It is

however the opinion of Archbishop Usher, as quoted by

Sonnier", that Pevensey is the " Caer Pensavelcoit" of the

t Gibson's eililion, p. KiO. " Romiu Ports ami Forts, &t'., p. 101-.

VOL. IV. 1 t
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Britons ; a>nd Mr. M. A. Lower'' alludes to the name being

used in A.D. 792, and 1042.

The second difficulty in the question arises from the

present denuded condition of the adjacent country, whereas

Andredecester must have been closely surrounded by wood.

But though Pevensey Level now consists solely of rich grazing

land, why might it not, nearly twelve centuries ago, have

been a wide swampy forest ? The like alteration, it is ad-

mitted, has happened with respect to the fen districts of

Cambridgeshire and the contiguous counties ; neither are we
absolutely without evidence, that the state of the low lands

in this division of the kingdom may also once have been

similar. The late Mr. E. J. Curties, M.P. for the county,

has related in the Gentleman's Magazine^, his noticing on the

sea shore upon the eastern side of the Level the stumps of

various kinds of trees now common in our woods, some of

them four or five feet high, with the roots yet firmly im-

bedded in the earth
;
plainly the remains of an ancient forest.

Whether the same may be the case in Pevensey Level I am
ignorant, but in some at least of the low lands eastward, on

the borders of the streams, it was recently, and I have no

doubt is now, not very unusual to disinter logs or timber

from beneath the surface of what is now bare grass.

Before concluding this portion of our discussion we may
notice Dr. Tabor's objection, in the papers already alluded

to, against Pevensey being Anderida, from the fact of so much

old wall yet existing there. His idea must be, that such large

and still perfect remains are inconsistent with the accounts

delivered to us of the utter destruction of the city. But

clearly this argument is inconclusive, because any entry within

the fortification, which enabled the besiegers to accomplish

the slaughter of the inhabitants, would sufficiently answer the

description of the Chronicles, without requiring all the walls to

be absolutely levelled with the ground ; which last feat indeed,

especially considering that the construction was Roman, would

be such a serious midertaking to the Saxon army, that we may
safely imagine they would rest contented with having obtained

possession of the city, without attempting farther injury to

the "too, too solid" walls. On this particular, it may have

been perceived already, I am completely at issue with Dr.

X Chvoniclos of Pevensey, pp. 10, 11. i llorsfield's Sussex, vol. i. p. 427.
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Tabor, and, far from dcciuing the extent of the ruins at

Pevensey a reason for seeking Andredesceaster elsewhere, I

regard that very circumstance as strongly in favour of the

identity of the two places. Moreover, I contend, that the

statement of the consequences of the demolition of the

Romano-British city by the Saxons, is actually aj)[)licable to

Pevensey, almost alone of all the spots which have been

named as the site of Anderida. The quotation given above

from Henry of Huntingdon, concludes, it will be remembered,

by saying, " The Saxons so utterly destroyed the city, that it

was never afterwards rebuilt. Only the site, as of a very

noble city, is pointed out desolate to those Avho may pass

by." If we use these words to test the condition, when they

were written, of the several places whose claims we have been

reviewing, we shall find the castle of Arundel mentioned in

Domesday Book as existing "in the time of King Edward"
the Confessor, and there can be no doubt of the situation

being occupied and inhabited from that time to this ; at

Hastings the castle was erected, if not by William I., at least

by an early Anglo-Norman sovereign, and a still earlier date

will probably be granted to the town. Seaford was a port,

maintaining intercourse wdth those of the Netherlands pre-

vious to the Norman invasion ^ Of the early state of East

Bourne and Newhaten, the only evidence I can ofter is, that

the church of the latter was indisputably Norman ; but the

want in those localities, already urged, of any vestiges of

Roman military masonry, is enough to exclude them from
the category : the same might be said of Newenden, but we
have also the testimony of Domesday Book, that the place

was then of such importance as to possess a valuable market,

although, if that was held where the present church and
village stand, it was at a considerable distance from the in-

trenchments, supposed to have been those of Andredesceaster,

which spot certainly is uninhabited to this day. However,
of all che situations, where, with reasonable proliability, we
might seek for the desolated British city, the Chronicler's

account seems best, if not solely, applicable to Pevensey. It

is admitted, as above, that the surviving ruins shew marks
of Norman repairs ; these liowever were comparatively slight

* M. Alford, Annal. Eccl. Aiigl. Sax., ton), ii. p. ."JOl ; and Acta Sanctorum, Mens.
Julii, p. (il2.
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works, the remains of the keep belonging to a far later period.

Tliere are also sufficient records of the castle being occupied
as a fortress, when it must necessarily have been the residence

of those to Avliom the custody of it was intrusted ; but it is

especially to be remarked, first, that the interior of the Roman
walls shews no signs of other buildings attached to or Avithin

them, with the exception of the now ruined keep ; and
secondly, that the town of Pevensey, properly so called,

though immediately adjoiniuf/, is entirely distinct from the

spot which we would assume to be Andredecester ; so that the

name Pevensey was bestowed, not on the ancient British city,

hut vpon a separate spot. Still farther it may be noticed, as

a possible corroboration of Henry of Huntingdon's statement,

that the earliest portion of Pevensey church, as now standing,

is in style Early English ; consequently, that it was not erected

till about the time of, if not subsequent to, that writer's death

;

and there is such a strong resemblance between some arch-

mouldings of the church, and others among the ruins of the

keep, that I should assign the construction of both buildings

to the same period.

Before concluding this dissertation I would adduce some
support to my views from authority. And first Somner, in

opposition to Camden's theory, decidedly inclines to Pevensey
as the probable site of Anderida ^, though he does not express a

positive opinion. Private information enables me to produce

also the observation upon this subject of one, whose reputa-

tion stands deservedly high in such matters. The late Henry
Pctrie, Esq., Keeper of the Records in the Tower, repeatedly

mentioned, that he could satisfactorily recognise every Roman
station, from Burgh castle on the confines of Norfolk and
Sutiblk round the coast southward and westward to Port-

chester in Hampshire, applying to each station both the

ancient and the modern name, it-ith only a sinyle exception in

each case ; the identity of Andredesceaster having never been

determined, nor any Roman appellation appropriated to the

indisputable Roman ruins existing at Pevensey. From these

considerations therefore the huprcssion upon Mr. Petrie's

mind was, that Pevensey is, and Pevensey alone can be, the

site of the long-lost Romano-British city.

This discussion has necessarily been lengthened by the

desire not to })ass unnoticed whatever bearing upon the ques-

* Roman Ports and I'orts in Kent, p. 105.
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tioii api)cared to require attention. In closing the remarks

oifered I do not presume to alter in my favour the okl Latin

sentence, and say, " Ed nostro tantas componcre Htes."

Whenever, as in this instance, the decision can only be

between different degrees of probabiHty, the opportunity

nnist ever subsist of reopening the debate. As the en([uiry

was commenced with no })reviously cherished theory or bias,

so the wish and endeavour througliout have been to examine
and to state every thing fairly and imj)artially on all sides

;

and if the result shall be deemed to have gathered any addi-

tional weight into the scale of truth, the writer's purpose will

1)0 fulfilled, and his labours amply recompensed. To one
particular of the above line of argument much importance is

confidently attributed ; which is, that no spot can possess any
good claim, independent of authentic records, to have been
a Roman city, unless exhibiting clear evidence of walls, or

vestiges of walls, such as the Romans would have erected for

its defence. Reasoning from this kind of testimony alone

has effected my own conviction ; otherwise I might have felt

most disposed to assert the credit of my native county of

Kent, supported as I should have been by the concurrent

opinion of one of our earliest and most celebrated anti-

quaries. ARTHUR HUSSEY.



ST. MARY'S CHURCH, IPFLEY, OXFORDSHIRE.

WEST DOOR

Some apology may appear necessary for introducing into

the Archaeological Jomiial, an account of a church so well

known as Iffley ; but as no satisfactory history or description

of it is accessible to the general reader, and it is acknow-

ledged to be one of the best examples of rich Norman work,

the following notes may, to some extent, supply the de-

ficiency.

This interesting church has been described as Saxon, and as

early Norman, and even Dr. Ingram, in his valuable Memo-
rials of Oxford, seems to entertain considerable doubt as to

the precise age of the structure. But a careful comparison

of it with other examples of which the history is more
accurately known, such as the work of William of Sens at

Canterbury, and of Bishop Alexander at Lincoln, leaves no
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doubt that Iffley church belongs to the latest period of the

Norman style, no ])ortion of it being, probably, earlier than

1160, and the whole finished within ten years of that time,

witli the exception of the eastern bay, which was added about

fifty years afterwards. The church, which was given to the

])riory of Kenilworth by the lady Juliana de St. Remi, in the

time of Henry II., is not mentioned in the recitation of the

charter of confirmation at the beginning of the reign of that

king, and it is most probable that the monks rebuilt the

edifice soon after it came into their possession, according to

the usual custom of those times*.

It !

1 g]
J

^M

The ground-plan is a simple oblong, (draA\ii out to rather a

disproportionate length by the addition of the eastern bay,)

with the tower in the centre. The west front is remarkably

fine and rich Norman work, and the deeply recessed central

doorway affords perhaps one of the best specimens in exist-

ence of this style. The dripstone is ornamented with some of

the signs of the zodiac, and with birds, winged lions, and a

cherul)im ; the two next orders are ornamented with beak-

heads, the inner arch with zigzags only''. The tall and narrow
blank arches on each side of this rich central doorway are

plain, the buttresses are also quite plain, and the strings are

not continued round them.

Over the central doorway are the remains of a large cir-

cular Norman \nndow (oculus), filled up with a debased Per-

pendicular one, which, it is apparent at first sight, should be

" The resemblance between the west
doorways of Iffley and Kenilworth
churches, has frequently been noticed, and
helps in some degree to confirm this opi-

nion. There is a good cngraviuti; of the
Kenilworth doorway in the Builder for

August, 1817, which may be compared
witli that of Iffley here given.

'' It w^as well shewn by Professor Willis

in his lecture on Norwich cathedral, that

whatever its origin may have been, the

zigzag ornament did not come into gene-
ral use until late in the Norman style.

The earlier parts of Norwich are without
it, but ill the later i)ortioiis it begins to

appear.
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removed, and the circular window restored ; nevertheless dining

the late restorations under the judicious care of Mr. Hussey, it

was not deemed expedient to attempt this, there being no
evidence to shew how the circular space was tilled up, although

many think that the window at Barfreston, so well restored by
Mr. Hussey, would have afforded an excellent model, or the

one at the west end of the Temple chm'ch, London, both of

which are of nearly the same age.

In the upper part of the west front are three small windows
enriched with zigzags, and coupled shafts, with a beaded orna-

ment twisting round them, and sculptured capitals to the two

shafts combined ; below these is a sort of small corbel-table of

plain blocks, the circular window having been placed in a

large recessed panel ; the upper part of the gable was rebuilt

about 1S20, chiefly at the expense and under the dii-ection of

the late Mr. Robert Bliss, then a resident in the parish, and the

ornaments were carefully restored from an old print, in a much
better manner than might have been expected at that period

:

it had been destroyed wdien the roof was lowered, and, though

the gable was rebuilt, the roof remained nearly flat for many
years, until at length that has also been restored by Mr. Hus-
sey to its original pitch.

IMPOST OF SOUTH DOORWAY.

Tlie south doorway is very rich and good Norman, the arch
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eiiricliecl with roses and other ornaments, both on the soffit

and on the face of the inner order ; the jam])s are ornamented

with Large sqnare flowers, and other scnlpture ; the shafts of

the second order are also enriched, one with the zigzag, the

other with the diamond pattern, both beaded". The outer

order is plain, the shafts not enriched. The capitals are all

richly sculptured, and on one of them occurs the Sagittarius or

mounted archer, which has been supposed to be a proof that

the work was erected in the time of King Stephen, but there

does not appear to be any good authority for this notion.

This doorway stands in a shallow projection, to give greater

depth to the arch ; it was formerly protected Ijy a porch.

The north doorway is also good Norman Avork, but much
plainer than the south, and presents no remarkable features.

The windows nearest the west

end on each side remain in their

original state, with round arches

enriched with the zigzag orna-

ment, and are good examples

of late Norman windows, which

are not very common, the origi-

nal windows of most of our Nor-

man chm'ches having been re-

placed in later styles, or altered

to suit the taste of a subsequent

age. All the other windows of

Iftley church have been either

rebuilt, or altered by the inser- -^

tion of later tracery, but the~^

arches of the Norman windows
remain ; the hoodmoulds round
the heads of these windows on

the exterior are continued horizontally as strings along the

face of the Avail.

The parapets of the nave are carried upon corbel-tables,

the corbels being generally plain square blocks, but in one part,

nearly over the south door, two of these blocks are carved into

the usual grotesque forms, and it appears as if the Avhole had
been intended to be carved, the work of carving being com-
monly executed after the blocks were placed.

Wiudow. youth Bide

' There are shafts exactly similar to these in the transition work of the cathedral of
Cliartres.
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The central tower is very massive, being the whole width of

Corbel table, Norib side Tovjer

the church, and square, but rises very shghtly above the ridge

of the roof: the upper part is enriched, the lower part plain ; the

Stjutb side of Tower Stiiu^ on rower.

buttresses are flat, the strings die against them, and are not car-

ried round, as is frequently the case. The windows of the bel-

fry vary considerably; some being worked, and others plain.

The parapet is late, but the corbel-table is original, and it

varies a good deal ; some of the small arcs are round, others are

straight sided, and some are foliated.

The tower-arches are very

rich, and many of the orna-

ments are of uncommon oc-

cmTcnce ; some of them re-

semble sun-flowers, others

pine-apples or fir-cones. Two
of the shafts in the jambs oi

each of the towxr-arches are

of black marble. The bases of the shafts are of late Norman
character. Under the tower is a flat boarded ceiling, which was

renewed in tlie late repairs, but the arrangement appears to

Moulding OlToWt
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BASE OF TOWER-ARCH.

.4^

have been always the same. On the north side of the tower is

a square stair-turret, ornamented in

the upper part with a sort of shafts,

and a pecuhar zigzag string, and
finished at the top by a sloping stone

roof dying into the face of the tower

below the corbel-table ; the original

entrance to the stair-turret was from

within the church, but a modern en-

trance has been made from the out-

side. In the thickness of the south

wall of the tower is the staircase to

the rood-loft, introduced in the fif-

teenth century, with two doorways,

one from the floor, the other to the

loft, both now blocked up ; this ap-

pears to have caused the removal of

a Norman -sWndow and the intro-

duction of a Perpendicidar one, to

suit the new arrangement, and the

opposite window was made uniform

with this. At the east end of the

nave, and joining on to the tower, are recesses in the wall now
plastered over, which were the places for two chantry-altars,

an arrangement which was very customary.

The first bay of the })resent, which was the whole of the

original, chancel, is, hke the rest of the Avork, rich Norman,
with a good groined vault, the ribs very boldly cut into zigzags.

Tup of Staircase Taii>3c.
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with a curious boss

of four heads in the

centre; on this vault

were remains of the

ancient pattern with

whidi it was painted,

and which ap})cared to

be of the same age

with the vault itself,

but this is now effec-

tually concealed by
another thick coat of

whitewash. The walls

of this part of the
1 Boss of Church Vault.

church have evidently

given way at some period, and caused a disturbance of the vault

-'—'
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docs not re])lace an earlier bay, or an ai)sc. It lias a good

Early English vault, with ribs and shafts, and strings, all of

which have very decided and good Early English mouldings :

the sedilia, piscina, and ambry, are also good specimens of

that style, and the windows are single lancets. The junction

of the old work with the new may be clearly traced Ijoth on

the exterior and in the interior. On the exterior it takes

place on each side, in the middle of a flat buttress, which

is made wider than usual on this account, with a joint

all the way up it. In the interior the vaulting shafts in the

angles of the Norman work caused some ditliculty in the

removal of the east wall, which has

been got over in an ingenious, yet rather

clumsy manner, the shafts being left

in their places, and the wall cut away'

behind them in an oblique direction, re-

ceding to meet the new work, as may be

observed on the plan : to cover this awk-

ward junction a small arch with the zig-

zag cut upon it is introduced, forming a

sort of tall panel of the intermediate space,

which is in fact the thickness of the ori-

ginal east wall. The buttresses at the

eastern angles, although flat and resem-

bling Norman, have very decided Early

English shafts recessed in the angles.

Over the east windoAv in the gable is a

small Norman window, or air-hole, with

the zigzag all round it ; this was probably

in the same situation in the original east

wafl, and was used up again in the new ButiresB at llie north-east anfele.

work.

The vault of this eastern bay appears to have had too great

a thrust for the strength of the waHs, and additional but-

tresses were added at the sides in the fifteenth century,

which sufficed for a considerable period, but latterly the east

wall was found to be thrust so much out of the upright as to

become dangerous, and tAvo massive buttresses have been

added at tlie east end which are more usefid than ornamental,

but seem likely to answer their purpose.

The large square font, with its detached shafts or legs, is

too AvcU known to require further description. The church

is entirely fitted up with open seats hi good taste, and has

been put into thorough repair. i. h. p.



ILLUSTRATIONS OF MEDIEVAL MANNERS AND COSTUME

FROM ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS.

JOUSTS OF PEACE, TOURNAMENTS, AND JUDICIAL COMBATS.

•• HOW A MAN SCHALLE BE ARMYD AT HIS ESE WHEN HE
SCHAL FIGHTE ON FOOTE."

The chivalrous diversions of our forefathers, devised with

admirable effect to sustain the ardour of military enterprise

dm'ing the times of peace, appear to have been controlled by
detailed and precise regulations. In an age when every man
of gentle descent was liable on the first occasion to be called

into active service in the field, it was most desu'able that the

sports of youth, and the brilliant passages of arms which

formed the greatest delight of riper years, should be ren-

dered subservient to the maintenance not less of the disci-

pline, than of the practice, of actual warfare.
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With a view to this object, doubtless, were the formal

instructions prescribed, which directed with minute precision

the entire ceremonial of the tourney, or the battle within lists.

The period when defined rules for observances on such occa-

sions were first enacted, has not been ascertained, and none

of those which have been preserved are more ancient than

the fifteenth century. The documents now submitted to the

readers of the Journal, are of that period.

The curious ordinance, relating to those favourite diversions

of former days, termed " Justis of pees," hasliludia j^acijica^

or joules a plaiscmee, as distinguished from the deadly con-

flicts, called by Froissart, joustes mortelles et a champ, has

more than once been brought before the notice of archaeolo-

gists. The rare or costly publications, however, in which

these and other remarkable illustrations of ancient manners,

of the warlike practices, and military costume of our fore-

fathers, have been given, are not accessible to all readers. A
transcript, of earlier date than the MS. from which copies of

these documents have been supplied, has most liberally been

placed at our disposal by the courtesy of the Lord Hastings,

and it is scarcely requisite to ofier any apology for again

bringing forward evidences of this authentic and interesting

natm'e, in order to give pubhcity to a text more ancient than

that heretofore known.

The valuable volume of collections, now preserved at

Melton Constable, from which the following extracts have

been derived, is in no slight degree curious, as presenting an

assemblage of the popidar subjects which composed the hand-

book of the English gentleman, in the reign of Henry VI.

With ordinances of chivalry are found therein numerous
entries on matters of domestic economy, tables of weights

and measures, a ready reckoner and perpetual almanac, re-

lations of the ceremonial observed at the coronation of Henry
VI., the version of the iVi't of War by A^egetius, (written by
order of Sir Thomas of Berkeley, and completed in 1408,) a

poem upon Alexander the Great, the Epistle of the Goddess
Othea to Hector, (both translated from the Ereuch,) and other

curious treatises. Escutcheons of the bearing of Astley,

quartering that of Harcourt, with a label of three files,

ermines, (?) appear repeatedly on the pages of the MS., and
the following coat occurs on one leaf : sable, two lions rampant
confrontes, or. Upon the stamped binding, of the earlier
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part of the seventeenth century, appears the motto, icii dien,

with a circle of rays surroiuiding a central compartment, now
vacant, in which was displayed, probably, the triple plume of

the Prince of Wales. This device would give rise to a con-

jecture that this precious volume had passed into the posses-

sion of the gallant Prince Henry, son of James I.*^ At some
future occasion we hope to offer to our readers a more de-

tailed description of this curious MS., and of the interesting

limnings which illustrate its contents.

The volume commences with instructions regarding equip-

ment for the jousts of peace, illustrated by a large and very

curious illumination, representing two knights in the presence

of a princess of Prance, running at the barriers, and in the

act of shivering their strong lances, tipped with three pointed

coronals. One of them bears the cross of St. George upon
his shield, and his crest is very singular, three damsels en-

closed in a basket. The other knight bears a plain blue

shield, and his crest is a harpy, ducally crowned and gorged.

The following document was given by the late Mr. Douce, in

the Archa^ologia, from a volume which once belonged to Sir

John Paston, in the reign of EdAvard IV., now preserved

amongst the Lansdowne MSS. in the British Museum^.

^ Abilment for the Justus of the pees.

^ A helme welle stuffyd, with a Crest of hys de-vijs.

A peyre of platus, and xxx Gyders.

A hausceinenf^ for the Bode, with slevis.

A botton, with a tresse in the platis.

A schelde coverid, with his devijs.

A Rerebrace '^, with a rolle of ledyr well stuffid.

A Maynfere, withe a ring.

A rerebrasce, a moton.

A vambrase, and a gaynpayne and ij brickettus.

And ij dosyn tressis, and vj vamplatus.

And xij Grapers*^, and xij Cornallis, and xl Speris.

And a Armerer with a liamor and pynsons.

* Upon the fly-leaf are scribbled the vol. xvii. p. 291. It is also copiexl by Sir
following memorials, possibly of ancient Samuel Meyrick, in his Critical Enquiry,
possessors of the book. Thomas fytz- vol. ii. p. 188. (p. 1,51'. edit. 1834.)
hugh port azur, a fesse inter 3 bucketes "^ Ilaustement, Lansd. MS. Compare
sable, hooped or.—Bryan Tunstalle—Tho- " Ifaiilse, the underlaying of a shooe."
mas Tunstalle—Dieu Garde page. And Cotgrave.
the distich, i Rerebrake, Lansd. MS.

Qui a aultrui fait cc quil ne doit " xii. Grapers, explained by Sir Samuel
Ce lui aduieiit (juil no vouldroit. R. P. Meyrick as denoting holders for the gripe.
'' Lansd. MS. No. 285. f. 10. Arclueol. See note q i»fia.
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And iiaylys, with a byckorne^

^ A Goode Cowrscer, and row schodeP^, with a softe bytte.

And a gret halter for the rayne of the brydylle.

A Sadylle welle stuffud.

And a peyre of Jambus.

And iij dowbylle Gyrthis, with dowbille bokollus.

And a dowbille sengulle, with dowbille bokullus.

And a rayne of ledir hungre*^ teyyd from the horse hede un-to the

gyrthys, be-twen the forther bowse of the horsce, for renassyng.

A Rennyng' paytrelle.

A Cropere of leder hongre.

A Trappar for the Courser.

And ij servantis on horsebake, welle be-sayne.

And vj servantis on fote, alle in a sute.

It is not my intention to offer here any remarks upon the

curious subject of justs, tlieir introduction, probably from

France, or other details in connection with these chivalrous

exhibitions, which have been ably illustrated by the late Mr.

Douce, Sir Samuel Meyrick, and other writers.

At the period when these instructions w^re compiled, in

the earlier part of the fifteenth century, armom* of mail had

become almost entirely superseded by plate, a change which

had commenced as early as the reign of Edward III. At that

period the legs and arms were first protected by rerebraces

and vambraces, cuisses and greaves ; to w^hicli the globular

breast-plate, or plcoiiron, was soon added, and this, with the

"rere-doss," or back-plate, formed the "pair of plates

large," as designated by Chaucer. The pair of plates, by

which the use of an habergeon w^as rendered unnecessary, is

mentioned as early as 1330, amongst the armour of Roger,

earl of March, taken in Nottingham castle''. It is very doubt-

f Biscornuta or iwcorwe, was a weapon obscure: Mr. Douce supposed "bouse"
having a head formed with a beak, or horn, to be a boss on the horse's gear, and Sir

in eitiier direction, as shewn in the figure S. Meyrick explains " renasshyng " as

of Bishop Wivill's champion, on the sepul- " curbing or acting as a martingale." The
chral brass of that prelate at Salisbury. word may possibly be read " revassyng."

(Carter's Sculpture and Painting, pi. 97.) ' Here a second hand has interpolated

Byckorne here denotes an armourer's tool the word "for."

for riveting, a beak-iron. " A hamer; j.
^ " Un peire de plates couvertz d'lui

bequerne, j. payr of pynsons."—Inventory drap d'or; une peire des plates covertz de

of goods delivered from the Tower, 33 rouge samyt ; vj. corsetz de feer," &c.

—

Hen. VI. Archaeol., vol. xvi. p. 126. Invent, of Exch., vol. iii. p. 1()5. The
"Small bickernes" are named amongst petition also of James Douglas to be

armourers' tools in the Survey of the allow-ed to procure armour from Loudon
Tower of London, 1660. for a wagur of battle, A.D. 1367, mentions

K Rough shod: "new shodd," Lansd. " unum par de platis, j. haubergeonem,"

MS. &c.—Rymer, t. vi. 41 Edw. III.

•> Leather of Hungary. This passage is

VOL. IV. H h
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fill what were the " gyders," of which thirty were required for

the jouster's equipment. Mr. Douce offers no explanation,

and Sir Samuel Meyrick supposes them to have been iden-

tical with " vuiders, straps to draw together the open parts."

Vuiders, however, appear to have been either gussets of mail,

or overlapping plates, serving to fill up the spaces, or viiides,

either at the elbow, or the knee-joints. They are thus men-

tioned in the curious romance of Clariodes, where the knights

are described as putting on, " after their desire, sabatyns,

greves, cusses with voyders :" and again, in the following

lines,

" And on his arms, rynged not to wyde,

There were voyders fretted in the mayle,

With cordes rounde, and of fresh entayle^"

Johan Hill, armourer to Henry IV., in his treatise, included

in the valuable illustrations of ancient state and chivalry, for

which we are indebted to the editorial care of Mr. Black,

says, " first behoveth sabatouns, greevis and cloose qwysseux,

with voydours of plate or of mayle," &c. ;
" a paire of vaunt-

brace cloos, with voydours of mayle y fretted™." In the in-

ventory of articles delivered out of the Tower, dated 33 Hen.

IV. (1454-5), are enumerated habergeons of Meleyn, probably

Milanese, of which three had been " broken to make slewysof

Woyders and ye's"."

The jouster wore under his plates a " hauscement," or

doublet with sleeves, serving, like stays, to support the body..

To the plates were affixed a button and clasp, termed by

Johan Hill, a forlocke, to which the helm was fastened, so that

a blow would not easily dislodge it from his head. The shield

was perhaps considered a sufficient defence for the left arm,

and accordingly complete armour appears to have been pro-

vided for the right arm alone. There is, indeed, much obscu-

rity in the item, " a Rerebrace, with a rolle of ledyr well

stuffid," which, as Sir Samuel Meyrick remarks, the reading of

the Lansd. MS. being rerebrake, " seems to refer to a part of

the horse-furniture, and probably to a guard fixed on the

crupper, to break the fall of the rider when thrust out of his

saddle"." If, however, the " rerebrace," first mentioned in

' See extract quoted by Sir Walter by Benjamin Barnard, Esq. 1840, p. 5.

Scott, notes to Sir Tristrem, fytte 1. " Arch.-Kol , vol. xvi. p. 125.
"• Illustrations of ancient State, &c. from •> Critical Enquiry, vol. ii. p. 155, edit.

MSS. preserved in the Ashmolean Mu- 1834. Sir Sanmol has conjectured (ibid.,

seam
J presented to the Roxburghe Club p. 137) that the round ball, first seen on
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the foregoing eniinieratioii, slioiild be considered as armour

for the upper joint of the left arm, in this instance provided

witli a leathern pad or torse, possibly, for the more convenient

snpport of the shield, a cpiestion may occiu- in regard to the

nature of the object, designated in the ensuing item, as " a

Maynfere withe a ring." Mr. Douce gives the following

interpretation, adopted likewise by Sir Samuel,
—

" armour

for the horse's neck." I have sought in vain for any mention

of the word in the old dictionaries : it occurs in the curious

recital by the chronicler. Hall, of the array for a tournament

at Oxford, 1 Henry IV. " Some," he says, " had the main-

ferres, the close gantlettes, the guissettes, the flancardes,

droped and gutted with red, and other had them spekcled

with grene." The terms used by Hall, are, for the most

part, those used in his own times, and with which he was

most familiar.

May not the " maynfere" provided for the juster have

been a fingered gauntlet, or mai/i dc fer, for the bridle arm,

furnished with a ring, through which, possibly, the " gret

halter for the rayne of the brydylle" might be passed^ ? To

this item thus explained naturally succeed defences for the

right arm, which was more exposed, and required the pro-

tection of a rerebrace, with the singular kind of small shoulder

shield, termed, according to Sir Samuel, the moton, serving to

protect the arm-pit, and a vambrace.

In this cm-ious enumeration of requisites for the complete

equipment of the jouster several other obscure and curious

terms occur, for a more full explanation of which I must refer

those who are interested in the details of military costume to

the learned authorities already cited.

The ordinances for the proclamation of a joust, and the eti-

quette and customs to be observed, then follow.

^ To crie a Justus of Pees.

^ Wp herrowdys of Arniis, beryng scheldis of dcvijs, here we yeve in

the great seal of Edward IV. and frequently and Decorations.

to be noticed in designs of the times of p " ^1/(/mo (///erro, an iron gauntlet." Flo-

Ilenry VII. and Henry VIII., such as tlie rio, Ital. Diet. In Latin, nianica ferrea.

tournament roll of 2 Ilen. VIIL, may be " Mainefaires, rusoct, white," are enume-
the rerebrake, destined to assist the kniglit rated with pass-guards, vamplates, white

in recovering his seat. It often has the short gauntlets, and body armour, in the

form of a large globular bell, or grelot, Survey of the Tower, 16(j0. The term does

api)arently ill suited for such a purpose. not occur in the descriptions of /(o/-A-e armour
See the representation of a liencliman in the same document.—Grit. Enqu., vol.

leading a horse, from the roll above-men- iii. p. 107.

tioned, in Mr. Shaw's beautiful Dresses
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knowlache uii-to alle Gentille men of name and of armus, That ther ben vj

Gentilmen of name and of armus, that for the gret desire and worschippe

that the sayde. vj. Gentilmen hath taken up-pon them to be the .iij. day of

May nex comyng', be-fore the hy and myghtty redowttyd ladys and Gen-

tylle wymmen, in thys hey and most honorabulle Court. And in thayre

presens the sayde .vj. Gentihnen there to a-pere at .ix. of the belle, be-fore

noone, and to Juste a-yens alle comers with-oute, on the sayd day, un-to

\j, of the belle at after noon.

And then, be the a-vise of the sayde ladys and Gentille wymmen, to yeue

un-to the best Juster with-oute A Diamunde of .xl. li.

And un-to the nexte the best Juster a rube of .xx. li.

And un-to the thyrde welle Juster a sauffer of .x. li. And on the sayde

day, there beyng ofFecers of armis schuyng thayre mesure of thayre speris

garnyst, That ys, Cornalle, wamplate, and grapers i, alle of a syse, that they

schalle Juste with, and that the sayde Comers may take the lengthe of the

sayde speris, with the a-vise of the sayde offecers of armys, that schalle be

in-defferant un-to alle parteys on the sayde day,

^ The comyng in-to the felde.

^ The .vj . Gentilmen most com in-to the felde vn-helmyd , and theyre

helmus borne be-fore tham, and thayre servantis on horsbake, beryng

eyther of tham a spere garniste, that is the sayde .vj. speris, the wheche the

sayde servantis schalle ride be-fore them in-to the felde. And as the sayde

.vj. Gentilmen ben com be-fore the ladyys^and Gentilwimmen, Then schalle

be sent an harawde of armus up un-to the ladys and Gentille wimmen,

sayyng in this wise. Hey and rayghtti, redowtyd and ryghte worschypfuUe

ladys and Gentylwymmen, these .vj. Gentille men ben come in-to yowre

presens, and recommaundit ham alle un-to yowr goode grace, in as lowli

wyse as they can, be-sechyng yow for to gyffe un-to .iij., the best Justei-s

with-owte, a Diamownd, and a Rube, and a sauffer, un-to them that ye

thenk best can deserve hit.

^ Thenne this message is doon : then the .vj. Gentille men goythe un-to

the tellws^ and do on theyr helmus. And when the hariawdis cri, a lostelle,

a lostelle, then schalle alle the ,vj. Gentille men with-in un-helme them be-

fore the sayde ladyys, and make theyre a-beisans, and go hom un-to ther

loggyngus, and chaunge them.

^ Now be com the Gentylle men withe-oute in-to the presens

of the ladyys.

^ Then comyth forthe a lady, be the a-vise of alle the ladijs and Gentille

wymmen, and yevis the Dyamund un-to the beste Juster with-oute, sayyng

in this wise, sei-e, these ladijs and Gentille wymmen thank yow for yowre

1 " Rampicone, a graper, or a claspe of consisted chiefly of a sloping roof, in old

iron."—W. Thomas, Ital. Grammar, 1348. rrencli, teil, or tauUsse, the sides being

" Unhernsyd.—Lansd. MS. closed by curtains or blinds. It seems
s "Tilt-house?" Douce, and Meyrick. to have served the same purpose as the

Trobably a kind of shed or stall, for the "chayer" in Johan Hill's curious treatise,

convenience of the combatants, such as is to which the combatant retired, to " cover

seen in the vifoodcut here given : it may hym and his counsaille whanne he is corn-

have been so called from its having men into the feelde."
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dysport and yowre gret labur, that ye have this day in thayre prcsens ; and

the sayde ladijs and Gentylle wymmen sayyn that ye have beste Just this

da}' ; therefore the sayde ladys and Gentj'Ue wymmen gyff yow this Dia-

niunde, and sende yow myche worschyp and joye of yowre lady Thus
schalle be doon with the Rube and the Sauffer, un-to the other .ij. ncx the

bestJusters: this don.

^ Then schalle the harraude of armus stonde up alle on hey, and schalle

sey withe a hey voyce, Johne hathe welle Justyd, Rycharde hathe Justyd

better, and Thomas hathe Justyd best of alle.

^ Then schalle he, that the Diamonde ys gyf un-to, he schalle take a

lady by the honde, and be-gynnythe the daunce : and when the ladijs hathe

dauncyd as longe as hem lykythe, then spicys and wyne and drynke. And
than a-voyde.

The just, thus held in the presence of courtly dames,

appears to have been the least perilous of the chivalrous

s|)orts of this nature, in which our forefathers took so great

delight; although, doul)tless, many, like Syr Perceval, were
victims of the untoward accidents in such rude encounter.

The skill of the combatant mainly consisted in keeping his

saddle, in spite of the rude shock to which he was exposed

from the heavy spear of his opponent ; the danger was, indeed,

diminished by the substitution of a coronel, or, as Hall the

chronicler terms it, a cronet, in place of a sharp point \ This

however, formed with several blunt points, and resembling in

some degree a little crow^i, whence the name is supposed to

have been derived, must have fallen with a force diflicidt to be
resisted, even with the greatest assistance afforded to the

jouster by a saddle formed expressly for the purpose with

immoderately high argons, and projections on either side of

the thigh. Every precaution was moreover taken by strict

rules against all unfair advantages on these occasions, such

as the Ordinance enacted by the constable of England, John,

earl of Worcester, by command of Edward IV., a document
full of curious information in regard to the subject under con-

sideration".

' One of the earliest and most interest- joust, in Ashmolean MS. 7C4, engraved
ing ilhistrations of the use of tlie coronel in the Illustrations of State and Chivalry,

is supplied by the beautiful sculptured before cited, aiul incorrectly in Dallaway's
casket of ivory, in the possession of Seth Heraldry in England, p. 77. It appears
W. Stevenson, Esq., E.S.A., of Norwich, also in the drawings in Rous's Roll of the

exhibited, by his kind permission, at the Achievements of Richard Beauchanip,
late annual meeting of the Institute. It is Cott. MS. Julius, E. IV. Strutt's Horda,
seen also on a curious ivory casket at vol. ii. pi. xi., xxxvi. See also the Jousters

Goodrich Court, given in Skelton's Illus- in the Triumph of Maximilian, plates 45

—

trations, vol. i. pi. xi. The coronel is well IS.

shewn in the illumination, representing a " Slrutt has given this in the Horda,
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In a later part of the valuable MS. for which we are in-

debted to Lord Hastings, another docimient is found, of the

same nature as that which has been submitted to our readers,

and not less deserving of attention. This likewise has been

repeatedly printed'', but the transcript preserved in the Astley

book is more ancient than the copy in a MS. in the British

Museum, communicated to the Archseologia by Mr. Douce

;

well known, as having supplied to Sir Samuel Meyi'ick the

text of a most instructive and interesting treatise regarding

military costume, which has afforded valuable aid to anti-

quaries throughout Europe in this obscure subject of re-

searcli^.

How a man schalle be armyd at his ese, when he schal fighte on foote.

He schal have noo schurte up-on him, but a dowbelet of Fustean lynycl

with satene, cutte fuUe of hooUs : the dowbelet muste be strongeli bounden

there the poyntis muste be sette aboute the greet of the arrae, and the

b(e)ste before and behynde ; and the gussetis of mayle muste be sowid un-

to the dowbelet in the bought of the arme, and undir the arme : the armynge

poyntis muste be made of fyne twyne, suche as men make stryngis for

crossebowes, and they muste be trussid smalle, and poyntid as poyntis.

Also they muste be wexid with cordeweneris coode^, and than they wolle

neythir recche" nor breke. Also a payre hosyne of stamyn sengille, and a

peyre of shorte bulwerkis of thynne blanket, to put aboute his kneys, for

chawfynge of his lighernes''. Also a payre of shone of thikke cordewene,

and they muste be frette with smal whipcorde, thre knottis up-on a corde
;

and thre coordis muste be faste sowid un-to the hele of the shoo, and fyve •=

cordis in the myddille of the soole of the same shoo ; and that ther be be-

twene the frettis of the heele and the frettis of the myddille of the shoo the

space of thre fyngris.

To arme a man.

Firste, ye muste sette on Sabatones, and tye hem up-on the shoo with

smale poyntis that wol breke. And then griffus, and then quisses, and

then the breche of mayle. And then touletis. And then brest. And then

varabras. And then rerebras. And then glovys. And then hange his

vol. iii. p. 126, from Ilarl. MS. 1776; and gredients to be used in making a good
Sir Samuel Meyiick gfives the same docu- "entreet" or salve.—Sloane MS. 100, f,

ment, with large additions, from a MS. in 17. " Thus commune, Angl. Code."

—

the College of Arms ; Critical Enqu., vol. Sloane MS. 5.

ii. p. 147. ' " l\ec\\y\\ne,a.s\Qi\\yv,dilato,extendo."

* Mr. Donee's text is taken from Lansd. —Prompt. Parv. "I ratche, I strecche

MS. 285. Archaeol., vol. xvii. p. ^95. out a length. If it be to shorte, ratche it

y Remarks on the ancient mode of put- out."— Palsgrave, Eclairc. de la langue
ting on Armour, Archeeol., vol. xx. p. 496. Francoyse.

Crit. Enqu., vol. ii. p. 157. *" Leg harneis, Lansd. MS.
* Cordeners wcx, Lansd. MS. "Code, '^ I'yve ? Douce prints this word " fyne,"

sowterys wex, ccrfi.viHa."—Prompt. Parv. from Lansd. MS.
" Spaynisch code" is one of luimcrous in-
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da"-a-ere upon his right side. And then his shorte swerde upon the lyfte

side, in a roundc rynge, alle uakid, to puUe it cute Ughtli. And then putte

his cote upon his bak. And then his basinet pynnid up-on two greet staphs

before the breste with a dowbille bokille behynde up-on the bak, for to make

the basinet sitte juste. And then his longc swerde in his hande. And then

his pensille in his hande, peyntid of seynt George, or of oure lady, to blesse

him with as he gooth towarde the felde, and in the felde.

The day that the Pelaunt'' and the defendaunt shalle fighte, what they

slial have with hem in-to the felde.

A tente muste be piglit in the felde.

Also, a cheyre.

Also, a basyne.

Also, .vj. loves of bread.

Also, .ij. galones of wyne.

Also, a messe of mete, flesshe, or fisshe.

Also, a borde, and a peyre trestelis, to sette his mete and drynke on.

Also, a borde clothe.

Also, a knyf for to kutte his mete.

Also, a cuppe to drynke of.

Also, a glas with a drynke made.

Also, a dosen tresses of armynge poyntis.

Also, an hamyr, and pynsones, and a bicorne.

Also, sraale nayles, a dosene.

Also, a longe swerde, shorte swerde, and dagger.

Also, a kerchif to hele the riser of his basinet.

Also, a penselle to here in his hande, of his avowrye ®.

Sir Samuel Meyrick has left little to be said by way of com-
ment on these curious documents, in addition to his detailed

and instructive remarks ah'eady cited, and to wliich those who
may be interested in such researches are referred for a satis-

factory explanation. He has given also an illustrative plate,

in wliich all the portions of armour, and the arms above enu-

merated, are clearly displayed. The obscm'ities of this ancient

ordinance may be elucidated by the examination of a curious

ihuminatcd drawing in the Astley j\IS., of wliich a representa-

tion is otiered to om* readers. The combatant here appears

standing mider a lodge, or open building, in the very act of

d Appellant. Cott. MS. Julius, B. 12. In the account
' " Avouerie : espece de bail ou tutelle, of the funeral processionofHenryVII.it

fonction et charge d'avoue, protection, &c.

;

is related that four banners were carried,

en bas. lat. advocaria."—Roquefort. In which were the king's " avowries," being
the manner of burying great persons, in of the Trinity, our Lady, St. George, and
ancient times, it is directed to provide a fourth, not described.—Harl. MS. 3504.
banners of the Trinity, our Lady, St. "Avowe" signifies the patron saint of a
George, "a baner of the saynt that was craft or company.—Blomef. Hist, of Norw.,
his advoure, and a baner of his amies."

—

vol. ii. p. 97.
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being armed for the single combat on foot. His attendant

kneels on one side, and is engaged apparently in tying an

arming point, serving to fasten the "breche of mail" to his

fustian doublet. The precise fashion of the "gussetis of

mayle" is shewn ; they are sewn on to the doublet in the bend,

or " bought of the arme, and undir the arme," for the protec-

tion of the elbow joints and the arm-pits. The sabatons of

steel are upon his feet, and his legs are already protected by
"griffus," and " quisses," greaves, cuisses, and genouillieres.

At his side is the " borde and a peyre trestelis," the convenient

moveable table, which, even in the convivial halls of om* fore-

fathers in the fifteenth century, was more commonly found

than the fixed table on a frame, or " table dormant," such as

we now use. Upon this board are displayed the visored

basinet, and the " brest," formed with a demi-placcate, to give

additional strength, and possibly, pliability to the lower part.

To the breast-plate is attached a skirt of five narrow plates,

termed taces, to which most frequently, but not invariably at

this period, were appended small overlapping plates, termed

tuilles, or tuillettes, (" touletis,") from their resemblance to

tiles^. With these principal parts of the suit are seen the

pauldrons, formed of nmnerous narrow overlapping plates, the

rerebraces, vambraces, and coutes, or coudieres, with large

wings, as they were termed, (the complete armour for each arm
being fastened together, forming one piece,) and the gauntlets,

whicli are not divided into fingers. To the left pauldron is

attached a large hexagonal plate, of elegant fashion, (? the

moton) with incurved edges and a central knob ; this was de-

vised as an additional protection to the arm-pit. Some defence

of this kind, varying much in form, had been in use from the

earliest introduction of plate armour : in the form of a roundel

it appears frequently during the fom'teenth century, and it was

even worn \\dth the singular ailettes of the times of Edward II.

Subsequently, it assumed the form of an escutcheon, or that

of an oblong shell. The late Mr. Kerrich adopted the desig-

nation of emerase, or gonfanon?, as applicable to this piece of

armour, but I am inclined to think that, if not the moton; they

may be the objects termed brasers, bracheres, or bratheris, thus

described in the directions, "How a knyth sulde be armyt and

f Compare the representation of the brigg, Geffrey Fransham, (Cotman,) and
single combat between Earl Richard and other memorials.

Sir Pandolf, Strutt's Ilorda, vol.ii. pl.xx.

;

s Addit. MS. in Brit. Mus. 6732, f. 97.

the sepulchral brasses of Sir Simon Fel-
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toiiriiay. Item, braclieres knet to the schiildres of the cuyrie,"

or leathern cuirass*". They were not to be worn by the esquire.

The ancient Frencli text of this very curious document gives

" bracdlels' as the original term. The armour in the illu-

mination which has been described, is of polished steel, for-

merly designated as white armour, and the margin of each

plate*^ is gilded, a decoration frequently used in the times of

Henry V., and, probably, diu-ing the reign of his predeces-

sor. Lastly, nuist be mentioned

the two long-handled weapons

which appear behind the board

on trestles, and rest against the

wall of the lodge in which the

combatant is standing. One of

these is the military axe, or

hache cVarmes, a very favour-

ite weapon in single combats

during the fifteenth century,

and one which in times of war
was frequently carried by the

leader, or by captains of bands.

It has been abeady brought
under the notice of our readers

in the curious subject from

Rous's Beauchamp Roll, repre-

senting the memorable fight

performed by Earl Richard at

Verona'. By the kindness of

the Hon. Richard Neville, I

am enabled to give a repre-

sentation of a cm-ious speci-

men of this rare weapon, re-

cently purchased by him from
the old collections at Debden
Hall, Essex, the seat of Sii-

Francis Vincent, Bart. It is of

somewhat later date than the

Astley MS., and may be attri-

>• Harl. MS. 6149, f. 46. It is printed 287. It forms one of the embellishments
in Archa?ol., vol. XX. p. 5]0,and Mejrick's of Mr. Shaw's choice work on "Dresses
Grit. Enqu., vol. i. p. 133. and Decorations." See also Strutt's

' See Arcliceological Journal, vol. i. p. Horda, vol. ii. pi. iv. fig. 6. p. 44.

VOL. IV. I i
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buted to the early part of tlie sixteenth century ; it has on one

side a strong maul, cut into four blunt teeth in place of the

axe-blade, a fashion of no uncommon occurrence at an earlier

period''. A round projecting plate, called the bmT, serving as

a protection to the left hand of the combatant, and impeding

its slipping down too close upon the head of the hache, may
usually be seen, and sometimes a second ring is to be distin-

guished, intended to keep the right hand in its proper position,

towards the lower extremity of the handle. The military axe

is very rarely to be found in armouries ; there is an early

specimen at Warwick castle, in the porter's lodge, but de-

prived of its long handle ; and another remarkable weapon of

this kind is preserved in the Musee de I'Artillerie at Paris.

It is of very beautiful workmanship ; the burr is in the form

of a large English rose, and it has been supposed to have be-

longed to Edward IV. More probably it was a weapon used

by Henry VIII., who delighted in single combats and pas-

sages of arms, and it is possible that it might have been used

by him in some memorable contest in one of the gorgeous

celebrations which occurred during his visits to France.

With the axe may be seen in the drawing in Lord Has-

tings' MS., another long-handled weapon, with a double-

edged blade like a large spear, and a bm-r immediately

beneath the blade. Possibly this may be intended to repre-

sent the weapon termed in the French text of the Ordi-

nance of Thomas of Woodstock, concerning single combats., a
''^ gleyvi\' as one of the weapons assigned by the com't, and in

the English version " spere," or " glave." The glaive, hoAv-

ever, was properly a weapon of a different form to that here

represented ; it had one cutting edge only, like a large knife.

Amongst those whose valiant deeds in single combat have

been most honom-ably mentioned in ancient chronicles and

romances, as

" doughty of dede,

A styfFe body one a stede,

Wapynes to welde,"

there is none perhaps more renowned than the gallant knight,

ancestor of the noble possessor of the MS. from which these

'' Tlie head of tliis curious axe is formed supporters, and surmounted by a mitre,

of iron partly coated with brass. The There were large acorns at the end of the

handle is ornamented with fleurs-de-lys, handle, serving, like the burr, to keep the

and a rose and flcur-de-Iys appear just iiantl m pru^.er position,

beneath tlie head, with kneeling boys as
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interesting documents have been supplied. I hope, by the

same obhging permission, which has enabled me to bring

them before the readers of the Journal, to draw from this

source further illustrations of the manners and enterprise of

the chivalrous times of Henry VI., especially as displayed in

the feats of arms of Sir John de Astley. albert way.

NOTICES OF AXCIENT ORNAMENTS AND
APPLIANCES OF SACRED USE.

TFIE SUPER-ALTAR, ALTARE VL\TICUM, ITINERARIUM, PORTATILE,

GESTATORIUM, LEVATICUM, PARATUM, OR TABULA ITINERARIA.

Fro:\i an ancient period it appears to have been customary
in the Christian Chiu'ch to appropriate, for the solemn service

of the Eucharist, a tablet or portable substitute for the fixed

altar, to be used as convenience might require. Some litur-

gical writers have considered that the origin of this practice

may be traced only to the eighth century, but it is highly

})robable, as Dom Martene has remarked, that it existed even

in the early ages of the Chm-ch. As soon as the primitive

simplicity of Christian faith had given place to the feeling by
which matters of external observance became regarded as of

essential importance, perhaps even before temples were devoted
to Christian worshij), although it had become customary to set

a])art certain suitable vessels for the most solemn of Christian

rites, the notion arose probably that the consecration of the

elements upon tables of ordinary and i)rofEUie use might be
inconsistent with the reverence due to so sacred a service.

Hence, doubtless, even in the early times of dispersion and
persecution, and whenever access to a consecrated church was
impracticable, the custom originated to which must be traced

the use of the super-altare in the Latin, as also of the
iWTifilvaiov, in the eastern Church.

There can be no question that this attention to due solenmity
in the celebration of this holy Sacrament was also observed, so

far as circumstances permitted, by the zealons advocates of the

faith throngli whose mission hito heathen lands, the knowledge
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of Christianity reached the most remote parts of Europe. Thus,

according to the relation of Bede, the two British missionaries,

the white and the black Hewald, who took part with Wilbrord
in his pious endeavom' to introduce the faith into the bar-

barous regions of northern Europe, having been detected

through their daily offering of the Eucharistic sacrifice, for

which purpose they had provided themselves with sacred

vessels and a tabula dedicated as a substitute for an altar,

suffered cruel martyrdom amongst the ancient Saxons, in the

seventh centmy'*.

Amongst the earliest evidences of the use of the super-altar

in our own country the cmnous relations of the anonymous
monastic chronicler, and of Reginald of Durham, respecting

the translation of the remains of St. Cuthbert to the new
church at Durham, in the year 1104, deserve especially to be

noticed. They have given a detailed account of the state in

which his remains were then found, with the vestments and
sacred objects deposited with them at Lindisfarne, A.D. 688,

including a small golden chalice, a paten, and a silver altar''.

The tomb in Durham cathedral supposed to contain the

remains of St. Cuthbert, was opened in the year 1827; they

were then found wrapped in rich pontifical vestments, and

upon the breast of the corpse had been deposited a small

portable altar of oak, covered with silver plate, cmiously orna-

mented, and bearing an inscription. It is remarkable that on

the wood itself was also found part of an inscription, concealed

by the metal coating, as if it, likewise had been used as a

portable altar, previously to being thus decorated. Mr. Raine

has given a detailed account and representation of this re-

markable relic, now preserved in the Chapter Library, at

Diu-ham^. It has been recorded that a similar portable altar,

formed of two pieces of wood fastened together with silver

nails, and inscribed, alme trinitati agie sophie sancte
MARIE, was found in the tomb of Acca, bishop of Hexham,
opened about the year 1000 ; Acca died A.D. 740^^. There

can be little doubt that the primitive bishops were acciistomed

to carry such altars with them in the visitation of their flock

* " Habeutes secum vascula et tabiilam iii. mens Martii, is closely in accordance
altaris vice dedicatam."— Ilist. Eccl. Ang., with this account,

lib. V. c. 10. '^ Saint Cuthbert, by the Rev. James
'' " Habet secum in sepulcro altare ar- Raine, Durham, 1828, p. 199, plate vi.

genteum et corporalia."— Regin. Monaclii ' Sim. Dun. Scriptores Decern, col.

Dunelm. libellus, c. 42. Tlic anonymous 101.

history, printed in the Acta Sanctorum,
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dwelling in remote places, when few churches as yet existed

in Britain, or in their journeyings to extend the knowledge of

the faith, and thus provided, so itxr as it was then practicable,

for the solcnui performance of those rites by which they sought

to impress the minds of their half barbarous converts with

reverence.

Hincmar, archbishop of Rheims, in his Capitula, pronmlgated

in 857, distinctly enjoined that no priest should celebrate

mass upon an altar which had not received episcopal conse-

cration. He instructed his clergy, in case of necessity, until

churches and altars should be dedicated, or in chapels which

might not l)e thought to require consecration, to provide a

tablet of marble, or of black stone, or " de litio honestissimo,"

(slate of the best quality?) according to their ability, upon
which, after it had been brought to receive consecration by
himself, the sacred mysteries might be celebrated consistently

witii the rites of the Chm*ch^. To the same effect are in-

junctions found in the Capitularia of Charlemagne, in regard

to the mass, and the use of portable altars duly consecrated

by a bishop, whenever in time of war, or during a journey,

celebration in a church might not be practicable. An altar

of this kind, supposed to have been used by Charlemagne
himself during his wars, was preserved in the monastery of

St. Emmeran, at Ratisbon^

In subsequent ages the use of the portable altar appears to

have become very prevalent, owing, probably, to the deficiency

of churches, the increase of monastic establishments, the pre-

scribed usage that required frequent celebration of mass by
every priest, whilst it was never performed upon the same
altar twice during the day, except on some extraordinary

occasion. The crusades also, and other causes, of which the

limits of the present notice will not permit a detailed investi-

gation, occasioned the more frequent use of the tabula itine-

raria, and the restrictions bv which the Church soua-ht to

limit the concession of such a privilege by bishops, frequently

sought by those who desii'ed, for mere personal convenience,

the facility of celebration in their own dwellings.

Various usages and regidations were observed in the for-

mation of the super-altar, at different times. In om* own
country, it would appear from the facts which have been
stated, that in early ages it was formed of wood, cased and

f Bona, rcruni lituig., lib. i. c. 20. ' Constit. Caroli Magni, ad fiiicm.
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ornamented with metal ; in later times it was customary that

it should be of stone, for the sake of greater stability, as also

in conformity with certain symbolical proprieties. The relics

of martyrs were usually enclosed within it : the stone was

properly to be of one undivided piece, firmly fixed upon a

suitable stand or suhstrcdorium of wood or metal ^. In the

curious list of sacred ornaments presented to the church of

Exeter by Bishop Leofric, who removed the see thither from

Crediton, A.D. 1050, is mentioned an altar of bone, described

in the Anglo-Saxon original as " gebonede altar," doubtless

of the portable kind ^. The letters of Ivo, bishop of Chartres,

towards the close of the eleventh century, as also those of

St. Anselm, supply some curious evidence in regard to the

super-altar. It was required that its dimensions should be

sufficient to receive the chalice and the consecrated host'; in

some instances it was of very moderate size, such as the altar

of St. Cuthbert, which appears by the representation which

Mr. Raine has given, to have measured about 6 in. by 5 in.

An altar of small dimensions, preserved in the monastery of

St. Laurence at Liege, is described by Dom Martene as formed

of green stone, measuring 2 in. by 3 in., with an inscription

upon brass recording its dedication, A.D. 1137, by Rodulf,

bishop of Liege, and this distich

:

Hie datur ipse Jesus animarum potus et esus,

Hec tibi sit cara, cui caro fit, crucis ara"^.

In later times it was ordained at the Council of Milan that

the length of the portable altar should be at least 20 in. by

16 in. in width. Dom Martene has given several ancient

forms or ordines for the consecration of the tahiila or lapis

itlnerarius, shewing that relics were usually enclosed in a

cavity termed sepulcrum, but according to the custom of some
churches no relics were required. The benediction was ac-

companied by ceremonies similar to those customary in the

consecration of fixed altars, and five crosses were traced either

K Charles the Bald presented to the of York IMinster.—Men. Angl., vol. iii.

church of St. Denis, accordino; to tlie p. 171'.

ancient inventories of that monastery, a '' Moii. Angl., torn. i. p. 222. Orig. ed.

portable altar of porphyry, of square form, > " Snpcraltaria nimis stricta non ha-

enclosed in gold, standing upon four feet, beant, super que celebr.ttur, s_^d compe-
and containing relics.— Martene. It was tenter ampla."— Concil. Sarisb., A.D.
very untisual to form such an altar with 1217.

feet, as liable to render it insecure. There ^ De Antiqu. Kit., lib. ii. c. 17.

w;;S, however, such an altar in the trcasurv
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witli holy water or chrism upon the angles, or cornua, and in

the middle of the stoned

Many curious evidences exist in ancient inventories and

documents illustrative of the prevalent use of the super-altar,

its varied form and decoration. It was mostly of quadran-

gular sha})e, but in the list of benefactors to the abbey of

St. Albaii's, compiled towards the close of the fourteenth

century, one of circular form is described, presented by a

noble lady, and traditionally supposed to have been used by

St. Augustine. " Domina Petronilla de Benstede dedit Sancto

Albano unum super altare rotundum de lapide jaspidis subtus

et in circuitu argento inclusum ; super quod, ut fertur, sanc-

tus Augustinus Anglorum Apostolus celebravit." Petronilla

is represented in a marginal illumination, holding the object

presented by her ; the round stone is coloured Avith vermilion,

speckled with white ; it is enclosed within a gilt margin,

having on one side a ring, by which it might be held or sus-

pended. According to the proportion of the drawing, this

altar might measure about a foot in diameter'".

A very remarkable super-altar was preserved at Glaston-

Ijury, until the Reformation, as appears by the list of jewels

and precious objects, the plunder of the monasteries, delivered

to Henry VIII., on May 15, 1539. It is described as "a
superaltare garnished wdth silver and gilte, and parte golde,

called the Greate Saphire of Glastonberye." The history of

this cui'ious relic has been preserved by William of Mahnes-
bury, who designates it as the altar of Saint David, arch-

bishop of Mcnevia, " quod dicitur vulgo, Saphirus." It was
supposed to have been one of fom* gifts received by the saint

from the patriarch of Jerusalem, whither David, in compliance

w^ith a uuraculous warning, had jom*neyed, and received con-

secration as bishop from the patriarch's hands. On his de-

parture he was presented with this " altare consecratum, in

quo Dominicum corpus sacrabat," a bell, a pastoral statf, and
a tunic ; the patriarch, observing that these objects might be
burdensome during his journey, promised that he would con-

vey them to St. David's dwelhng ; and according to the legend

they were conveyed to hhu by angels. St. David presented

the altar to Glastonbury".

1 De Antiqu. Rit., lib. ii. c. 17. " Gul. Malniesb. de Antiqii. Glaston.
m Cott. MS. in Mus. Brit. N;.ro, D. ed. Hearae, vol. i. p. 40. Tliis altar,

vii, f. 101,1'. having been concealed during the wars,
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The early historians record the donation to various churches

in England, of objects of a very precious description, described

as altaria aurea, such as that which was bestoAved upon the

clnu'ch of Ghistonbmy, by Ina, king of the West Saxons, esti-

mated at 264 pounds of gold, and the altars with relics, given

to Waltham Abbey by Harold, of which one was of gold

;

they were carried away to Normandy by the Conqueror".

Another costly altar of gold was presented to Glastonbury by
Abbot Herlewin, at the commencement of the twelfth century;

and William of Malmesbury describes the astonishment of a

foreigner, who inspected it, (" altare, quod, cum Johanni Cre-

mensi ostensum enormitate precii ejus hebetasset animum,"
&c.,) affirming that, at Rome, it would be valued at a hundred
marks of gold. These, and other like altaria, w^ere probably

altars of the portable kind.

The super-altars, described in the ancient inventories of

churches in our country, were chiefly formed of precious

stones, or costly marbles. In the treasury of York Minster,

the following altars were found at the Dissolution. " Unum
super altare pretiosum de jaspide, ornatum in circumferentiis

cum argento et auro, ac lapidibus pretiosis, operis subtilis.

Item, j. superaltare de rubeo jaspide, &c. Item, ij. super

altaria de rubeo marmore, ornato cum argento, quorum j. stat

super iiij. pedes argenti, et alterum sine pedibus, super quern

S. Johannes celebravit, quando sibi apparuit Spiritus Sanctus,

ut in sua legenda patetP." Herbert, archbishop of Canterbury,

who died A.D. 1205, presented an "altare gestatorium de

lapide calcedonio*i." In the inventory of the treasury of

St. Paul's, London, A.D. 1295, is found the item, "Super-
altare de jaspide ornatum capsa argentea deaurata, et dedicata

in lionore beate Marie et omnium Vii-ginum." At the altar

before the cross, " in aquilonari," was found " umun super-

altare de Loys," or slate, the same material which appears to

have been designated by Archbishop Hincmar as litimn

;

several like ornaments were found at other altars, and three

in the church of St. Eaith, in the crypts ^ Occasionally, but

contrary to customary usage, super-altars were formed of

was found and richly adorned by Abbot tores, col. IGSt.
Henry about the year 1125, in the times ' Dugdale, Hist, of St. Paul's Cathedral,
when that historian wrote. pp. 204, 229, 232. ed. 1658. Amongst

° Gul. Malmesb. de Antiqu. Glaston. the relics is described a super-altar of
ed. Ilearne. Harl. MS. 3776. jasper, enclosed in plates of silver gilt, in

P Mon. Angl., vol. iii. p. 174. Orig. ed. which were relics of St. Andrew, St. Philip,

1 Gervasii actus Pontif, Decem Scrip- St. Denis, and St. Blase.— Ibid., p. 235.
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wood of some rare quality, instead of stone, such as the

"ij. Tables de yban (ebony) pro superaltar's," valued at

twenty shillings, in the Kalendars of the Exchequer, 12 Edw.

III., A.D. 133S.

Many other notices might be brought together regarding

super-altarla, used in England, such as occur in invento-

ries of the treasuries of cathedral churches, of the collegiate

chapel at AVindsor, taken in 1384% and the lists of benefac-

tions to various churches, frequently recorded by monastic

chroniclers. The examples already cited may, however, suf-

fice to shew of what materials these altars were formed, and

the costly nature of their decoration. Several ancient altars

of this kind still exist, avcU deserving of the attention of the

anticpiary, as remarkable examples of various artistic processes,

or of symbolical design. Of one of these, now in our own
country, I am enabled, by the kindness of the present posses-

sor, the Rev. Dr. Rock, to offer representations in illustration

of these notices. This highly curious super-altar, or " altarino

vescovile portatile," as it is designated by the Count Cicog-

nara, in whose collection it formerly was, is formed of oriental

jasper, enclosed in silver, most beautifully ornamented with

vielli, and ornaments engraved, pounced, or repousses. At
the four angles appear representations of the elements per-

sonified as females, crowned, and bearing appropriate sym-

bols ; on the upper margin is the Agnus Dei, tlie blood issuing

from its breast, and received in a chalice ; beneath is the holy

dove, standing upon an altar. On either side of the lamb is

introduced a figure of an angel, one holding the globe or

mound, surmounted by a double cross, the other bearing a

sceptre, symbols of sovereignty. The perfection and delicacy

of workmanship, both in the nielh and the varied stippling

of the field in the various compartments, some of which are

finely cross-hatched, others being pounced with circles, or

minute chevrons, as also the elegant foliated ornaments of the

base, of which some notion may be obtained from the accom-

panying woodcuts, render this object one of the most curious

existing specimens of the skill of the Italian orefci during the

thirteenth century. Its dimensions are about 1.2 in. by 1\
in. It was formerly in the possession of the Cardinal Bessa-

' Mon. Angl., torn. iii. Eccl. Colleg., p. served with the relics in the church of

Rl. Several super-altars of jet (do Gete Durham, enumerated in the Appendix to

nigro—de geete) and of jasper were pre- Hcdc, cd. Smith, j). 744.

VOL. IV. K k
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rione, who, shortly after the council of Florence, A.D. 1439,
was appointed commendatario of the monastery of Avellana

;

he presented to the church of that abbey the remarkable
altar now in Dr. Rock's possession, with other precious orna-

ments, described in the ancient records of Avellana. Count
Cicognara has published a very elaborate fac-simile of the

upper part of this super-altar, and of the nielli, in his Memoirs
relative to the History of Chalcography'.

Several other ancient super-altars exist on the continent

;

one, bearing a very curious inscription, is preserved in the

De Bruges collection at Paris. It is of the thirteenth cen-

tury. Monsieur de Caumont describes another, in the church

of Faye-rAbbesse, Dep. des Deux-Sevres, traditionally sup-

posed to have been used by St. Hilarius, in the visitations of

his diocese. It is an oblong piece of marble, framed with

metal, and has a handle affixed to the upper side". Two
ancient super-altars are preserved in the church of Conques
(Aveyron). The more ancient is formed of agate, ornamented

with enamelled plates ; the other is of porphyry, bearing an

inscription which records its dedication in the year 1 1 06.

These have been minutely described by the Abbe Texier, in

the Annales Archeologiques, published by Monsieur Didron".

Another, probably of the eleventh century, exists in the col-

lection of M. Leven, at Cologne^. Its decorations are very

curious, exhibiting personifications of the four rivers of Para-

dise, with figures of angels and seraphim.

The term super-aUare, it must be observed, occasionally

served to designate objects of sacred use, perfectly distinct

from the portable altars above described. Thus, Matthew

Paris, in the Lives of the Abbots of St. Alban's, describes the

benefactions of Abbot John, who died A.D. 1314, amongst

which were " tabula picta ante altare beate Virginis, cum
supcraltari cselato, et cruce superposita, et pictura desuper

;"

and again, he mentions an altar made by Abbot William,

the successor of John, in honour of St. Amphibalus and his

companions, "cum tabula et supcraltari pretiose pictis^."

These were, possibly, the decorations placed above the altar,

t Memorie spettanti alia storia della " De Caumont, Cours d' Antiquites

Calcographia, del Comm. Conte Leopoldo Monumentales, vol. vi. p. J 29.

Cicogavaia, Prato, 1831. t. i. p. 72. " Tome iv. p. 290.

This beautiful altar was exhibited, by Dr. y Heideloff, Ornementation au Moyeii-

Rock's obliging permission, in the Museum Age, livr. viii. pi. iii.

formed duringthe meeting of the Institute ^ M. Paris, Vitae Abb., p. 122.

at Winchester, 1815.
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PORTABLE ALTAS OF ORIENTAL JASPER; ORNAMENTED WITH NIELLO,

in the possession of the ReT. D. Rock, D.D.
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more properly termed refrofabuhe ; or, as Ducange supposes,

the term may here denote the ciboriiim, usually placed above

the altar, for the reception of the consecrated host therein to

be reserved. Wats, however, in the glossary appended to his

edition of the works of M. Paris, concludes that these orna-

ments were the portable altars of consecrated stone, marked
with a cross, such as were used by the priests in the visitation

of the sick, and commonly called, before the Reformation,

"howselling altars." The description given by the historian

seems scarcely to accord with this supposition.

The privilege of making use of portal)le altars appears

to have been frequently a special concession from the Roman
pontiff to individuals or communities. Blomefield has printed

a grant from Pope Clement VI., A.D. 1353, to Sir John
Bardolf, lord of Wermegay, and his Avife, "ut liceat vobis

habere altare portabile, cum reverencia et honore, super quod
in locis ad hoc convenientibus et honestis possit quilibet ves-

tri per proprium sacerdotem ydoneum missam et alia divina

officia, sine juris alieni prejudicio, in vestra presencia facere

celebrari'*." Weever cites a bull of Pope Martin V. (A.D.

1417—31) granting the like indulgence to the English mer-

chants of the staple of Calais ; and one of the privileges con-

ceded to the gild of our lady in St. Botolph's, at Boston,

confirmed by Julius II., A.D. 1510, was the license "to carie

about with them an aultar stone, whereby they might have a

priest to sale them masse or other divine service, where they

would, without prejudice of any other church or chapel,

though it were also before day, yea and at iij. of the clock

after midnight in the summer time. Item, that having their

aultar stone, they might have masse said in any place, though

it were unhallowed."

In the Greek Church the lapis sacratus, or portable altar of

stone does not appear ever to have been used. Where a con-

secrated altar did not exist, it was customary to provide as a

substitute the Antimensium {avTiyuivcnov), formed of a portion of

the covering which had been placed upon an altar during the

ceremony of dedication. The customary Ordo for the 'conse-

cration of antimensia is given by Goar, in whose Ritual and in

the Glossaries of Du Cange full information may be obtained

regarding this ancient usage of the Eastern Church ^. a. w.

a Hist, of Norf., vol. iv. p. 210. in Glossariis Med. Latin, et infuxiJE Grsecit.

'' Goar, Rituale Grseconim, p. 648. ad vocem.
])om. Marer, in Hierolexico. Du Cange,
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By the kindness of the Rev. the Warden and Fellows of

Winchester College, tln-ongh the Rev. W. II. Gunner, \vc are

enabled to print the following charter of Ilbert de Laci, " foun-

der of the castle and honour of Pontefract," which is pre-

served among their muniments. It is in many respects a valu-

able document ; we learn from it the name of Ilbert's Avife,

and the fact that he survived his son Hugli^, It possesses

also additional curiosity from being attested by the signs

manual of William the Conqueror, of Ilbert and of Hadrude
his wife. Of the two fu-st, and of the seal, fac-similes are here

given.

^ K\l^

SEAL OF ILBERT DE L&CI.

" Thus furnishing an addition to the pedigree of Laci, given in Hunter's South York-
shire, vol. i. p. 3.32.
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" Notum sit omnibus Cliristianis tarn viventibns quam futu-

ris quod ego Hilbertus de Laceio una cum Hadrude uxore

mea do inansionem tuisuicz Sancte Trinitati de monte roto-

magensi. terram scilicet cum aqua et pratis et silvis omnibus-

que ad ipsam mansionem attinentibus pro anima mea atque

domini mei Wilielmi regis et animabus parentum et amico-

rum meorum. nee non et uxoris mee. filiique mei Hugonis. pro

eo quod et ipse supradictus filius mens ... in loco requiescit

et decimam de fraite villa."

Endorsed, in a hand of tlie thirteenth century,

" Anglia. Anglia."

and again, in writing, apparently, of the fourteenth century,

" Hilbertus de Laceio de nemore

Anglie de Tliisuic."

TRANSLATION.

" Be it known unto all Christians as well living as future,

that I Hilbert de Laci together with Hadrude my wife do give

the mansion'' of Tuisuicz untO the Holy Trinity of Mont-
Rouen ; the land to wit, with water and meadows and woods
and all things to the same mansion belonging, for my soul

and [the soul] of my lord king William, and the souls of my
parents and friends, as also of my wife and of my son Hugh,
for that also that he my son above-named resteth in [that]

place; and the tithe of Ereteval."

The abbey of Mount St. Catharine, near Rouen, to which

this grant was made, was founded in A.D. 1030*^. We have

not been able to discover the locality of the wood of " Tuis-

uicz," or "Thisuic," although it may be inferred, from the

endorsement, that it was in England'^. Freteval, the tithe of

which is granted, was probably the small town of that name in

France, situated in La Beauce, upon the river Loir. It is

worthy of remark, that Robert de Laci, son of Ilbert, in the

charter by which he founded the priory of Pontefract, men-
tions his mother by the name of " Hawisia^" whereas in this

document she is called Hadrude.

" Mansio is used in the Latin text in a Mount St. Catharine, but no name resem-

sense corresponding to tlie old French, bling " Thisuic" occurs in the enumera-
manse or mesnil, a farm or homestead. tion of its lands given in the Monasticon,

" Neustria Pia, p. 405. vol. iv. p. 626.
fl The priory of Hlythe, in Nottingham- * Dugdale's Monasticon, vol. v. p. 120.

shire, was a depiMnhincy of the ablioy of

I
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It will be observed that the seal appended to the eharter

is in remarkable preservation. The rider is represented, ap-

parently, without any defensive covering for the head^; bear-

ing on his left arm a kite-shaped shield, of large size ; he
wears a prycke spm', and is seated on a high curved saddle.

The attestation of this grant by the hand of the Con(jueror

calls for a few remarks. It was usual among the French
sovereigns of the Merovingian and Carlovingian races to sub-
scribe their own more important diplomata with a cross, and
occasionally with a monogram ; the latter form, adopted by
Charlemagne, continued in use until the reign of Philip the

Third ^. This practice was customary also in England under
our Saxon sovereigns ; the royal mark being followed by the

subscriptions of numerous witnesses to the acf^. It was
rarely, however, that in early times the sovereign in either

country affixed his mark to charters granted by subjects.

The French kings of the third race appear to have been the

first who used this formality, and the deed under consider-

ation is probably contemporary with a charter of Burchard,
comte de Corbeil, dated 1071, attested by the hand of Philip

the First'. William the Conqueror adopted the ordinary

forms of French diplomacy ; the foundation charter of Battle

Abbey is subscribed by him''; but it is believed there is no
other instance known than the present of his attestation of

the charter of a subject. Indeed, after the Conquest it is rare

to find any personal mark either in royal charters or private

deeds : a few of the latter description, of various dates, exist,

purporting to have been marked propria manu ; but in this

country the general use of seals entirely superseded, for many
centuries, the custom of manual subscription.

T. HUDSON TURNER.

f Unless indeed tliat wliich appears to •» See Kemble's Codex Diploniaticum
be a very long; nose is the projection of aevi Saxonici, passim.

the nasal head-piece of the eleventh cen- ' Mabillon, ut supra, cap. xxi.

tury.— See Meyrick's Critical Enquiry, i^ Cart. Antiq. Mus. Brit. 83 A. 12;
&c., vol. i. p. 10. Mr. De la Motte's draw- printed in the Monasticon, vol. iii. p. 244.
ing is faithful to the original. Several of the early charters of the Con-

f Mabillon de Re Diplomatica, lib. .ii. queror exist bearing his mark,
cap. X.
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EOMAN PEKIOD.

Mr. Greville John Chester has forwarded the following notice of Roman

remains discovered in Norfolk. " In the parish of Brettenham, co. Nor-

folk, about five miles from Thetford, on a farm belonging to Sir William

Beauchamp Proctor, Bart., is a sandy field, in which various antiquities

are constantly found, particularly after a high wind, which blows the sand

from place to place. Among others I saw four or five brass coins of Carau-

sius and AUectus, in very good preservation, a first brass Nerva, numerous

coins of Constantine, of the family of Constantius, of Crispus, Tetricus,

and several representing Romulus and Remus suckled by the wolf. Also a

small brass Dalmatius, and a very fine second brass Decentius, reverse ^^

the monogram of Christ, with denarii of S. Severus and Trajan. Besides

these coins, which are in the possession of the bailifi" of the tenant of the

farm, a large bagful was presented to Sir W. Beauchamp Proctor. In the

same field were found three bronze fibulae, two of which are plain, and the

other, Avhich is in the form of an equestrian figure, appears to have been

enamelled or inlaid. I also saw a bead of a kind of blue glass, and an

ancient thimble, which were discovered in the same place. The field in

which all these articles were found is close to a river or small stream. I

may also mention that I have seen four gold British coins (No. I. in Haw-
kins), all found in the county of Norfolk, one of which was thrown up by

the sea at low water at Sherringham, near Cromer. At Threxton, near

Watton, in Norfolk, where there are the remains of a Roman ? encamp-

ment, have been found two British coins, one copper and one silver, a great

number of Roman coins, with a beautiful intaglio, on cornelian, of the head

of Minerva."

KOMAlsrO-BRITISH OR SAXON PERIOD.

The remarkable fibula here represented, of the full size, was found at

Milton North Field, Berks, in April, 1832, on the breast of a skeleton,

resting two feet below the surface, on graNcl. The body was laid due

north and south. It measures 2| in. in diameter, and in the general prin-

ciples of its construction resembles the cii'cular fibula figured and described

in Douglas's Nenia Britannica, plate 10. figg. 6, 7. The base is formed of

a thin plate of silver, above which, resting, apparently, on a bed of paste, is

a plate of cojjper, to which is aflixed a frame-work of the same metal, giving
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FIBDLA. ASa-.u^z.^.s ixiuSBUM.

the outline of the pattern. The four divisions of the exterior circle were origi-

nally filled with paste, on which were laid thin laminse of gold ornamented

with an interlaced pattern in gold wire, of two sizes, delicately milled or

notched, resembling rope-work. Of these compartments one is now vacant.

This wire ornament was pressed into the gold plate beneath, and there are

no traces of any other means than pressure having been used to fix it.

The four smaller circles and that in the centre are ornamented with bosses

of a white substance, either ivory or bone, but the material is so much
decomposed it is difficult to say which. These bosses are attached to the

copper plate beneath by iron pins. The entire face of the fibula was ori-

ginally set with small pieces of garnet-coloured glass laid upon hatched

goldfoil. The upper and lower plates of this ornament are bound together

by a band of copper gilt, slightly grooved. The acus is lost, but, from the

remains of its attachment, it seems to have resembled in character that on

the reverse of the fibula represented in the Nenia Britannica, above alluded

to. There is also a loop, as in that example, intended, as Mr. Douglas

believed, to secure the fibula to the dress. This object is now preserved

in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford; and we are indebted to the Rev.

Philip B. Duncan for permission £o engrave it.

Fibula; of smaller size, presenting the same general character both of

form and ornamentation, are not uncommon. Several are given in the

Nenia Britannica^, but it is rarely they occur of the dimensions of the pre-

sent example. With the exception of that already referred to, as figured

in the Nenia, from the collection of Mr. Faussett, the next largest specimen

Plates V. Vin. IX. XIL XXL
VOT.. IV. L 1
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is in the cabinet of the Right Hon. Lord Holmesdale. It was purchased,

together with a bronze vessel, in 1841, by Mr. Rowland Freeman, a medical

man, at Minster Thanet, from a labourer who had discovered them both

a few days before, about four feet deep in the chalk. The spot where they

were found is described in Lewis's History of Thanet, (p. 48,) as an ancient

burying ground about three rods east of the town, and there are many
barrows near it hitherto unexplored. In turning up the soil human bones

are invariably found for some distance, and a few years back, a stone coffin

was dug up in the old burying ground, and is now used as a water-trough

in a farm-yard close by. The person who found them stated that they

were in the same grave, and not many inches apart, but the fibula was

not in the brass vessel: there was something attached to the ornament

having the appearance of a small chain of some material into which gold

had been interwoven, but as soon as it was touched it pulverized.

PERIOD OF GOTHIC ART.

The specimens of medieval glazed pottery, of which representations are

here given, Avere found at a considerable depth, in making an excavation

for the construction of vaults, at Messrs. Powell's, Star-yard, Carey-street,

Lincoln's Inn Fields. The larger vessel measures 71 inches in height, the

diameter of the mouth is 2i inches. The dimensions of the smaller are,

height, 5 inches, diameter of the mouth, 2 inches and three eighths. They

are formed of whitish coloured clay, of good compact quality, and the upper

part of each vessel is coated with a mottled-green glaze. With these was

found the lower portion of a cresset, or chaufferette, of whitish coloured

ware, the interior had been coated with green glaze, an aperture on one

side of the foot had served for clearing away the ashes ^. Height, 2\ in.,

diam. of foot, about 4 in. These examples of ancient fictile manufacture

were communicated by Mr. Nathaniel Powell. Some exceedingly curious

examples of ware, with a bright green glaze, are preserved in the museum

•* " Batulus, a cressed, quoddam vas in quo pommtur prune,"—Ortus Vocabulorum,

1.51G.
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of the Philosophical Society at York, and they have been considered by

some persons to be as ancient as the Roman period. Specimens of

medieval glazed ware are uncommon in England ; one of the most curious

hitherto found, is the grotesque figure in the possession of Mr. William

Figg, at Lewes'^ ; and Mr. Abram Kirkmann is possessed of a small glazed

vessel, found in London, somewhat similar in form to those here repre-

sented, which is interesting, on account of the crowned head with which it

is ornamented, probably intended as a portraiture

of Edward II. A representation of this singular

vessel has been given in the Journal of the British

Archaeological Association.

During the repairs of the Temple church, in

1841-43, a little vessel was found, of light yellow

colour, partially glazed, and very similar in form

and dimensions to the smaller specimen exhibited

by Mr. Powell. It lay with two other fictile vessels,

near the leaden coffins which were found in the

north aisle. Representations

of them have been given by

Mr. Edward Richardson, with

his curious notices of the or-

namented coflUns and objects

found in the Temple church.

Amongst the grotesques in-

troduced in the Louterel Psal-

ter, a MS. of the earlier part

of the fourteenth century, and

supposed to have been illumi-

nated in England, vessels of red

Avare are seen, somewhat simi-

lar in form, used as weapons in

a rustic game or combat**.

The Hon. Richard Neville

kindly sent, through Sir John

Boileau, Bart., several ancient

weapons for exhibition at the

monthly meeting, on June 5,

ult. Of one of these, a pole-

axe of curious form, a repre-

sentation has been given in a

previous page ; the other arms

were a two-handed sword, of

EnjushBiii. the sixteenth centuiy, an Eng-

A

Ancieut £i:ilt>ard

•= See p. 79 of this volume. See also

the earthen vessels found <it Trinity col-

lege, Oxford, described by the Rev. Dr.

Ingram, Arch. Journ., vol. iii.

' Vctusta Monunienta, vol. vi. plate

2t.
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lish bill, of the times of Henry VIII., and a halbard, likewise of the six-

teenth century. They were purchased by Mr. Neville, at a recent sale

of effects at Debden Hall, Essex, the seat of Sir Francis Vincent, Bart.

The halbard, generally considered to have been introduced from Switzer-

land, appears to be first mentioned in England in the indentures of re-

tainer for the muster of the forces raised by Henry VII., A.D. 1492, by

which the greater number of chieftains engaged to serve with footmen

armed with bills or bows, besides horsemen ; and John, Viscount Welles,

covenanted to bring 45 archers on foot, and "20 halberdes on fote^"

Halbards, resembling the weapon here I'epresented, are seen in the " Tri-

umph of Maximilian," 1516-19. They appear to have been frequently

imported into this country from foreign parts, since the following entiy

is found in the Book of Custom-House Rates, printed by Act, 1 Mary,

A.D. 1582,—"Halberts gilt, the peece, 6s. 8d. Ungilt, 20d." The
same rates are given in the lists of 2 James I., and 12 Charles I. On the

weapon here represented appears the armourer's stamp of three crowns,

possibly indicating that it had been fabricated at Cologne^.

Sir John Smythe, in his Discourses, 1589, complains of the mistaken

usages introduced into the English army by those

who had served in the low countries, such as the

preference of halbards of the Italian fashion, with

long points, short edges, and long staves, to halbards

and battle-axes with short points, long edges, and

short staves, demonstrating the defect of such wea-

pons in an onset. He gave the preference to short

halbards or battle-axes of 5i ft. in length, with short

strong points. Weapons of this description appear

frequently in the woodcuts in Fox's Acts and Monu-

ments, 1570.

Mr. Orlando Jewitt has communicated the follow-

ing description, accompanied by drawings, of the

mural paintings found during the last two years in

Beckley church, Oxfordshire. " The subjects appear

to have been executed at four or five distinct periods,

extending from the close of the thirteenth century to

the time of George III. The most ancient of them

is one in the belfry, which occupies a space of about

6 feet from the level of the original floor on the east

wall. The pattern consists of stems, leaves, and flow-

ers, rudely drawn with a brush in an irregular man-

ner on the original plaster of the wall. The plant

is evidently intended for the Herba Benedicta, Herb

Bennet, or Avens [Gcum urhanum), which seems to

• Meyrick's Grit. Enqu., vol. ii. p. 194;

edit. 18.34.

' A halbard of the time of Henry VIL,

being similar to that here represented, is

in the Goodrich Court Armoury ; Skel-

ton's lUustr,, pi. xc. fig. 2.
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have been a good deal used at this period as an architectural decoration

;

as tlie tower piers, and the trefoil-headed lancet of the belfry appear to

be of the time of Edw. I., it may fairly be presumed that this painting

is coeval with the building of the tower, which is the earliest part of

the church. The stems and branches are laid in with brown oxide of

iron, very similar to, if not identical with, what we now call Indian red

;

for the leaves and flowers red lead has been used, as is evident from the

action of the atmosphere having in some parts turned them black. In

the lower part are the letters iJ)C.

" At a subsequent period, piobably in the fifteenth century, the whole of

this painting was covered over, and another and much larger pattern

worked over it. This consists of a •wa.xj stem and very large foliage, the

outline of which is worked in the bro^vn red before mentioned, and filled

up with yellow ochre. These two paintings are noiv much mutilated and
appear confused together.

" The next painting deserving notice, is on the tower pier in the south

aisle. This is evidently fourteenth century work. It is executed in the

same colours as that last mentioned. On the upper part is an inscription,

now so much mutilated that only a few letters can be made out with cer-
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tainty, under which is a representa-

tion of the torments of the wicked,

and below this, under a canopy, the

ground of which is diapered with

roses within quatrefoils, is a figure

of the Virgin, with the infant Savi-

our at the breast. She is seated,

and in front of her has been a kneel-

ing figure of Joseph. Over her

head is a mutilated figure of an

angel, stretching out her hand to

a small kneeling figure on the left

hand of the Virgin. The whole is

much mutilated, but is interesting

from the diaper, which is very simi-

lar to what we find in sculpture

about the same period,

" This painting again, was in the

fifteenth century entirely covered

over, and another subject painted in

its stead, which was the very usual

one of St. Michael the archangel,

weighing the souls of the just and

the wicked ; it consisted, as usual,

of the figure of St. Michael with

his scales, and the Virgin on his

left hand assisting the righteous,

while Satan with all his might is

endeavouring to pull down the

other; this painting in the desire

to set at liberty the lower one,

was almost entirely destroyed, the

only part now remaining being the

scale of the wicked. The tile

paving represented in this paint

ing is singular, being of a kind which frequently appears in paintings or

illuminations, but is seldom or never found in real pavements, consisting

of what might be heraldically described as " per bend sinister, argent and

sable, a roundel counter changed." The back-ground was likewise dia^iei'ed
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or powdered with foliage. In this design a greater variety of colours wei-e

employed than in the former paintings, the Virgin being habited in blue,

and various colours being used in other parts.

" Over the west tower-arch in the nave is another painting, representing

the Last Judgment, in the usual style of the medieval artists. The tombs

(which are here stone coffins) every where are giving up their dead, the

souls of the righteous are ascending to heaven, pourtrayed in the upper

part, while the wicked are cast by fiends into the place of torment, which

occupies the lower corner on the south side, and is represented as usual by

an enormous head, having glaring eyes and a wide open mouth, with large

teeth, out of which issue flames, in the midst of which appear the souls of

the evil doers. Under this and immediately over the front of the arch are

the remains of a Latin text allusive to the subject, but of which only a few

words are now legible. Under this on the north side of the arch, is a figure

of St. Peter much mutilated, but still exhibiting the patriarchal staflT and

cross keys in his left hand, and on the opposite side, St. Paul, in a scarlet

cope lined with fur, with a book in his left hand, and the sword, point up-

wards, in his right. The background of both these figures is dark brown

red, and this colour seems to prevail much on the walls of the aisles and on

the pillars of the nave, all of which have been painted, but it is impossible

now to make out the designs.

" The painting of the Last Judgment was afterwards like the others washed

over at a much later period, and the surface apparently covered with texts

of Scripture. There are also traces of ornamental work which it is now
impossible to make out, except a large Tudor rose which partly covers

St. Peter. At a subsequent period these were covered over with the arms

of George III., the creed, commandments, Sec, in which state they remained

till discovered as before related.

" The west end of the nave is mostly of late and debased character, and

the paintings of this part agree very well with the date. These consist of

the plume of the Prince of Wales surmounted with the royal crown, and
having the initials H. P.; this is three times repeated, and below these have

been texts of Scripture, principally from the Psalms, but now too much de-

faced to be easily legible. Tlie initials and badge are most probably those

of Henry, Prince of Wales, eldest son of James I., who died in 1612, this

date agreeing very well with that of the alteration of the west end.

"The Last Judgment seems to have been a not unusual subject for the

decoration of spaces in similar situations in churches. It occurs in Cas-

sington, near Oxford, over a similar arch, and also at St. Michael's,

Coventry; in all three instances the general treatment of the subject is

the same. At Cassington also, besides the Last Judgment, there are some

well drawn figures of saints.

" Considerable remains of painting are likewise found in other churches

in the neighbourhood. Those at Stanton Harcourt have been described in

the Archseological Journal «; and at Islip, the subject of St. Michael, as

« Vol. ii. pp. 365—368.
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described at Beckley, again occurs along with the Oifering of the Magi,

and the Resurrection, some of the figures being very well executed."

We are indebted to the Rev. Arthur Hussey, of Rottingdean, near

Brighton, for the accompanying notice of an interesting architectural relic.

" The little village of West Dean"^, in the county of Sussex, in a seques-

tered valley among the hills of the South Downs, contains a relic of antiquity

well deserving attention. Adjoining the church-yard stands what is said to

be, and probably is, the old parsonage house, the erection of which must, I

conceive, be referred to the "Decorated" period of architecture. The

original entrance and the main chimney-shaft have been destroyed, but the

shell of the building is still perfect in its general outline (which is very

iiTegular), though the walls were broken through in places when the house

was converted into two cottages. The walls are constructed of flint with

stone dressings, the stone being principally of that inferior kind which is

found under the chalk near East Bourne, and sometimes, I believe, called

" clunch." The window-frames are of stone, several of them being very

small, though three or four are of two lights, each light being trefoiled in

the head. There are now no intervening rauUions, but whether they have

been removed, or never existed, I am unable to say. The stone frames are

rebated internally for shutters, which remain to one window, and their hooks

may be observed elsewhere. The intel'ior contains some ancient doors, with

their iron-work complete. The entry is into a room on the ground floor,

having on the right the cellar stairs, and opposite, to the left, a pantry or

store room. Farther within is a short newel staircase leading to an upper

chamber, which appears to have been the chief apartment of the house.

Here the large stone fireplace is entire, except that each jamb has lost its

foot. There is no hood projecting outwards, but the upper part, after

descending in a straight line, is curved inwards to form the sides. I

regret that circumstances did not permit me to devote so much time and

care to the examination of this interesting object, as it richly merits, and

likewise that I am incapable of presenting views of portions belonging to

it; but perhaps sufficient has been said to direct other more competent

enquirers to the spot. Though the building is small, it cannot fail to

gratify the student of ancient architecture, the more especially because the

actual condition of the house is such, that it might without difficulty be re-

stored very nearly, if not absolutely, to its original state. For the first

intimation of the existence of this curiosity I must acknowledge myself in-

debted to Horsfield's History of Sussex, without which I might never have

heai'd of it."

The following account of several ancient incised grave-stones in the

churchyard at Lympley Stoke, in the county of Wilts, has been con-

tributed by James Tunstall, Esq., M.D., of Bath.

" The chapelry of Stoke, situated on the confines of Wiltshire, four miles

^ Sussex possesses an East and a West alluded to belongs to the former, and lies

Dean in both the eastern and the western about three miles, north-east,from the town
divisions of the county. The parish now of Seafoid.
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from Bath, formed a ])()rtiuii of" the great manor of Bradford, given to tlie

abbey of Shaftesbury by King Etheh'ed in 1001. Its church occupies a

commanding site on the summit of a hill, and is now a mile from the

village, which, for the convenience of its water power, was removed to the

banks of the Avon, when the woollen manufacture was introduced into the

west of England, in the fifteenth century.

"This church is extremely interesting to the archaeologist, presenting

much Norman work in its various details ; it consists of a tower, nave,

and chancel. The tower is square with narrow lights, and has no external

door; it is surmounted by a steeple of a conical form, rising from within

tlie parapet; the roof of the nave has been removed, and a leaden one sub-

stituted, much below the original weather-moulds. On the eastern gable

of the nave there is a campanile, or bell tower ; the chancel inclines

slightly to the west, but otherwise presents nothing remarkable. The

south door, originally extremely narrow, has long been built up with rough

ashlar work ; it has a plain circular arch without ornament of any descrip-

tion. The interior contains a stone pulpit of the Perpendicular era, which

though long unused, is in singularly good preservation ; it abuts from a

flattened arch near the north door.

" My principal object however is to direct the attention of the members

to the ancient grave-stones which lie scattered in the church-yard, i-e-

gretting at the same time that their present timeworn condition prevents

the enclosed rubbings being so perfect as I could have wished.

"These tombs range from the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries, and are

thirteen in number; some of them have the plain long shafted budding cross,

others the more florid and elaborate, as in fig. 1 ; two have florid crosses

surmounted by a coifed female head, as in fig. 2 ; while one, fig. 3, has the

bust, also of a female, with the arms joined above a florid cross.

" The three latter are interesting, the curious form of fig. 2. is worthy of

attention, and I think I am warranted in saying that they form the inter-

vening link between the simple burial of the Normans under the emblem of

their faith, and the more elaborate altar-tombs or effigied slabs of the cru-

saders.

" The neighbourhood of Bath is peculiarly rich in monumental antiquities.

Bath Hampton has an efligy of an ecclesiastic much resembling the tomb of

Abbot Islip ; the church of Norton a beautiful recumbent effigy of a lady,

while the more modern tombs in the chapel of Farleigh Hungerford, shew

the perfection of the seventeenth century. Upon these or others, it is not

my intention to enlarge, I only desire that those immediately under con-

sideration should occupy your attention. I have said they form a connect-

ing link between two established styles, my reasons for believing this are

derived from their mode of execution, they are evidently portraits, and

are executed with much taste and judgment. I conceive that they were

intended to represent inmates of the great abbey of Shaftesbury. How
they came into their present position I have sought in vain to discover, but

doubt not they were removed from the interior of the building.

VOL. IV. M m
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" I have forgotten to notice that the crosses are deeply cut into the

stone, and are much obliterated by moss and weeds ; the effigies too are

much defaced."

It may be doubted if the grave-stones figured above are of the early date

to which Dr. Tunstall would assign them. Figure 1 is certainly not earlier

than the thirteenth century ; and figg. 2 and 3 are examples of a monu-

mental style which is generally believed to have prevailed during the four-

teenth century. The tomb of Sir William de Staunton, in Staunton church,

Notts*, is a well known instance of it ; and many others are extant.

We have already noticed the efforts making by the Society of Anti-

quaries of Newcastle-on-Tyne for the restoration of the Norman keep in

that town''; and it is probable that ere this the Corporation would have

voted a sum of money towards the cost of the repairs, estimatQd by the

architect, Mr. Dobson, at £250, but that the report of the Finance Com-

mittee has been delayed by a subsequent application from the Society for

a lease of the building ; the object they have in view will be best explained

by the following extract from their memorial, for which we are indebted to

Mr. W. Sidney Gibson, Local Secretary of the Institute.

Figuied in Slotliaid's Monumental Effigies. See p. 82.
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*' In consequence of the great alterations produced by the line of railway

carried through the town of Newcastle, the ancient keep of the old Norman
fortress has become a most prominent object of interest, not only to anti-

quaries, but also to tlie inhal)itants of this great commercial town, and to

the numerous strangers who daily arrive in it. The facility of access to the

keep, which formerly was only to be reached through the dirty and narrow

street of the Castle Garth or Bailey-gate, will be greatly improved by the

projected approach to the High-level bridge, while from every part of that

magnificent structure, and from the great line of railway entering Newcastle

from the south, the noble keep, one of the most perfect Norman edifices in

the kingdom, will ever present a prominent feature, and be almost the first

object of enquiry to the curious or the scientific observer. By the pro-

jected alterations the keep, or castle as it is generally termed, will be com-

pletely isolated from the unsightly dwellings and shops that lately obscured

its massive proportions ; it will stand alone in a space bounded on the north

and west by the line of railway, and on the south and east by the county

courts and the adjoining buildings. The attention of the Society of Anti-

quaries of Newcastle-uiJon-Tyne has long been directed to the dilapidated

condition of the interior of this beautiful specimen of Norman architecture,

and they gladly embrace the present opportunity of representing to the

Corporation of Newcastle the great advantage and convenience of rendering

this noble edifice an object of greater interest to all, by making it the re-

pository for the relics of antiquity, of which Northumberland has afforded

so large a proportion. Local museums of antiquities are now forming in

many of the great towns of England ; Newcastle may be cited as one of

the very first where such a gathering of the curious relics of former ages

was commenced, and the Society of Antiquaries can now boast of possessing

a collection of this kind, which in many respects is perhaps unrivalled in

Great Britain. At present the museum of the Society is with difficulty

accessible to strangers, the collections cannot be properly exhibited for

want of room, while much that is of the highest local and archaeological

interest remains in the hands of private individuals, but would assuredly

pass into the museum were an appropriate locality once found for its ex-

hibition. But it is not on these grounds that the Society of Antiquaries

now come forward to solicit the aid of the Corporation towards the preser-

vation and repair of the keep. They consider it to be a building of such

interest, that the honour as well as the interest of the town is deeply con-

cerned^ in its restoration. Northumberland as the frontier comity before

the union with Scotland, was studded with numerous castles, but few or

none have better withstood the ravages of time and the fortunes of war,

than the keep of this great town. The zeal and perseverance of a former

member of the Corporation, the late Alderman Forster, has preserved the

shell of the keep from utter destruction, and repairs had already, under his

auspices, been commenced in the exquisite Norman chapel, but they were

only continued to a very small extent. The great object of the Society of

Anticjuarics is now to restore the interior of the keep as nmch as possible
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to its original condition, to re-open the many windows, galleries, and apart-

ments that have been so long closed, so that when the necessary repairs

are concluded, the building may present a perfect specimen of the ancient

Norman fortress. But the mere bare walls and scanty furniture of a

Norman keep would create little interest for the public, and the Society

therefore feel that the embellishment of the restored castle should be en-

trusted to a body whose interest is entirely directed to the accumulating

and preserving the relics of former ages, and especially of those connected

with the town of Newcastle, and the county of Northumberland. The

Society of Antiquaries therefore solicit the Corporation of Newcastle to

grant them a lease of the keep, in order to place therein their valuable

collection of Roman and medieval antiquities, for which purpose no build-

ing could be more appropriate, while the attention of the members would

ever be carefully directed to the gradual restoration of the building to its

original condition. The Society of Antiquaries propose that the whole

building should be entrusted to a committee composed of three members

of the Corporation and three members of the Society. A guardian to re-

side in the keep at a fixed salary would also be necessary, and a small fee

should also be fixed for exhibiting the museum and the castle, the proceeds

of which should be exclusively devoted to the further restoration of the

building."

It need scarcely be said, that the Committee of the Institute take great

interest in the result of this application, which it is believed will be success-

ful, both as regards the grant of the lease, and a contribution towards the

repairs ; at the same time a free exhibition, under certain regulations, would

be preferable to the demand for " a small fee." Here we may announce

that His Grace the Duke of Northumberland, whose liberal support of

archaeological studies is well known, has accepted the office of Patron of

the Newcastle Society.

Dr. Bromet communicated the following extract of a letter from the Rev.

John Stacye, Vicar of Worksop:—
"With respect to any further discoveries about Worksop church, I have

not much to report. I may mention, however, that in pulling down the

wall of the north aisle, a monumental niche was removed, underneath which

was found a slab nearly seven feet in length with an incised cross, of which I

inclose you a rude sketch. Beneath this, in the foundation of the wall, were

found two skulls with other bones, and upon one of the skulls the hair

remained nearly perfect ; this hair is fine and long, of a brown or auburn

colour, and apparently that of a female. It seems rather remarkable that

the hair should have remained in such perfect preservation for sb long a

period, the flesh &c. having quite gone, for if it belonged to one of the

original occupants of the tomb, it must have been in the ground about 600
years, the date of the niche being of the thirteenth century."



NOTICE or THE ANNUAL MEETING, AT NORWICH.

The fourth annual meeting of the Archaeological Institute, which took

place at Norwich, under the presidency of the Lord Bishop of the

Diocese, commencing on Thursday, July 29, and ending on Thursday,

August 5, was numerously attended, and proved in every respect most

successful. The papers communicated to the Committee were more nume-

rous tlian on any former occasion, many not being read for want of time.

The temporary museum, the contents of which were contributed almost

solely by the nobility and gentry of Norfolk and Norwich, presented a

remarkable collection of objects illustrating the arts, manufactures, and

costume of the middle ages ; and at the conclusion of the meeting it was,

by direction of the Committee, opened to the public generally, a small

charge for admission being made during the first five days ; for the re-

mainder of the time visitors were admitted without restriction and free of

charge. A great number of persons availed themselves of this privilege,

and the Committee liave much pleasure in recording the admirable order

and demeanour preserved on the occasion.

At the General Meeting held on Thursday, August 5, at the Guildhall, the

report of the Central Committee was read and approved ; a financial state-

ment for the past year was submitted to the meeting ; and several changes

in the laws, of which due notice had been given, were proposed and adopted

unanimously ; according to the alterations thus made, it is provided by

Rule Vin. " that an Annual London Meeting shall be holden in the second

week in May, for receiving the auditors' report, and for the general trans-

action of business."

The following members of the Central Committee having been selected

to retire in annual rotation, viz.

The Lord Bishop of Oxford, Vice-President,

The Ven. Archdeacon Hale,
Thomas Duffus Hardy, Esq.,

The Rev. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A.,

Ambrose Poynter, Esq.,

William J. Thoms, Esq.,

Horace H. Wilson, Esq.,

the following gentlemen were proposed and unanimously elected to fill the

vacancies thus made :

The Very Rev. the Dean of Westminster, Vice-President,

Edwin Guest, E.sq., M.A., Secretary of the Philological Society,

Henry Hallam, Esq., V.P.S.A.,

Andrew Lawson, Esq.,

Rev. Henry Hart Milman, M.A.,

Henry Reeve, Esq., of the Privy Council Office,

Edward Smirke, Esq.
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The gentlemen elected to audit the accounts for the year 1847, were

John Mitchell Kemble, Esq., M.A.,

Frederick Ouvry, Esq.

Several invitations to the Institute to visit certain cathedral cities and

towns of the kingdom in the course of their Annual Meetings, which were

presented to the Meeting at York, having been recalled to the attention

of the members assembled, and more especially the memorial signed by

the Lord Lieutenant, and principal gentlemen of the county of Lincoln, and

by the mayor and corporation of Lincoln, presented on that occasion by Sir

Charles Anderson, Bart. ; it was resolved, on the proposition of the Right

Rev. the President, that the annual meeting of the Institute for the year

1848 should be held at Lincoln. The Right Hon. the Earl Biownlow was

then unanimously elected President for that year. It was stated that

in case the Institute should determine to visit Salisbury, the Right Hon,

Sidney Herbert had signified his consent to preside on the occasion.

The following subscriptions in aid of the general purposes of the Institute,

at Norwich, were announced.

The Lord Bishop of Norwich
The Earl of Leicester

Sir John P. Boileau, Bart.

Hudson Gurney, Esq. . ' .

The Dowager Lady Suffield

The Lord Sondes ....
Daniel Gurney, Esq. ....
H. Styleman Lestrange, Esq.

Rev. W. J. Spurdens . . . .

Henry Birkbeck, Esq.

Dawson Turner, Esq.

Rev. Professor Sedgwick

Rev. S. Blois Turner
Charles W. Marsham, Esq.

J. Brightwell, Esq. ....
H. Godwin Johnson, Esq.

Seth W. Stevenson, Esq.

R. W. Parmeter, Esq.

Rev. H. p. Oakes ....
Rev. Dr. Barrett ....
Edmund Sharpe, Esq., Lancaster

John Bailey Langhorne, Esq.

The Committee have much pleasure in expressing their gratification at

the cordial support they have already received from the county and city of

Lincoln. The Lord Bishop of the Diocese has accepted the office of Patron

of the Meeting ; and many of the most infiuential noblemen and gentlemen

of the county have signified tlieir desire to be enrolled as Vice-Presidents.

A Local Committee is ah'cady organized, and there is every prospect that

the Annual Meeting of tlic Institute for 1848 will be productive of the most

successful results.

£ s. d.
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111 order to prevent any future misapprehension on the subject, the Com-

mittee take this opportunity of again stating, that none but the regular

Annual Subscribing members of the Institute will be entitled to receive the

volumes containing the proceedings of the Annual Meetings.

It is proposed to publish, as soon as possible, an octavo volume, with

numerous illustrations, containing the principal memoirs relating to Nor-

folk and Norwich, received during the Meeting which has just terminated.

This publication will form the third annual volume of the Transactions of

the Institute, which Menibcrs are entitled to receive : in order that the

Committee may be enabled to form a probable estimate of the number of

extra copies which may be required, they invite persons desirous of pro-

moting Archaeological researches to give their names as Subscribers as

early as convenient.

Among the chief papers communicated to the INIeeting were an Essay on

the nature of English Topography, and the Sources of Topographical

knowledge, by the Rev. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A. ; three papers on the suc-

cession of the Saxon Kings of East Anglia, by John M. Kemble, Esq.,

Thomas Stapleton, Esq., V.P.S.A., and the Rev. Henry Mackenzie, of

Yarmouth ; the Architectural History of Norwich Cathedral, by Professor

Willis ; on the Gates of Norwich, by John Britton, Esq., F.S.A. ; on the

Venta Icenorum, by Hudson Gurney, Esq., F.S.A. ; and contributions by

Albert Way, Esq., F.S.A., the Rev. J. L. Petit, the Rev. J. H. Dash-

wood, FS.A., Arthur Taylor, Esq., F.S.A., Edward Foss, Esq., F.S.A.,

and T. Hudson Turner, Esq., together with Architectural Notes of

Churches, and other ancient edifices in Norwich and its neighbourhood by

John Henry Parker, Esq. A Catalogue of the principal objects exhibited

in the temporary Museum will be included in the volume.

The price of this volume to Subscribers not being Members of the Insti-

tute, will be One Pound—Subscribers' names will be received by the Secre-

taries of the Archaeological Institute, No. 12, Haymarket, and by the Local

Secretaries of the Institute throughout the kingdom. Price, to Members,

subscribing for extra copies, fifteen shillings.

Part I. of the volume containing the papers read during the Meeting at

York is now ready for delivery to Members, and may be procured on appli-

cation at the apartments of the Institute : the second part is nearly com-

pleted. The Committee request Members residing in the country to trans-

mit the names of their agents in London, to whom the Avork will be sent

without delay.

The Monthly Meetings of the Institute will recommence in November,

and will be held—on Fridays, November 5 and December 3—at 25, Great

George Street, Westminster.



iSoticcs of il^cto publications.

The Churches of the Archdeaconry of Northampton, published

by the Architectural Society of that Archdeaconry. Nos. 11. to VIII.

We hailed with satisfaction the appearance of the first number of this

work, which may well be cited as an example for similar publications.

Gladly would we consider it as part of a series to be hereafter extended

over the whole of England, and if such an idea had been entertained, it

would have been difficult to select any district better suited for the com-

mencement of such an undertaking. The number of fine churches, and the

variety of styles, and of interest attaching to them, could hardly be sur-

passed in any other part of the country. The Northamptonshire steeples have

long been proverbial for their beauty, and the other parts of the churches

are not unworthy of them. We were therefore fully justified in considering

such a work as not one of mere local interest, but promising to be of great

value to all who can appreciate the ancient architecture of England.

The subsequent numbers have not disappointed the expectations which we

were led to entertain : as a work of art only, it is worthy of a place in every

good library, the engravings being distinguished by their beauty, not less

than by their accuracy, and there are ho appearances of a falling off, either

in the steel plates, or the woodcuts.

While we give this general approbation cordially and sincerely, we

cannot shut our eyes to minor defects, which grow more evident as the

work proceeds. The plan adopted by the Society, is to describe minutely,

first the Exterior, then the Interior, and, lastly, to give a summary of the

two under the title of Architectural History ; the obvious effect of this

is a great deal of repetition, and wearisome reading. If the object of

the Society had been book-making, to swell out scanty materials into a

bulky volume, or volumes, all praise would be due to their ingenuity

;

a better plan could hardly have been devised for giving the least possible

information in the largest possible number of woi-ds
;
yet we have no doubt

that the real object of the Society is the reverse of this ; they would gladly

condense a superabundance of materials into the smallest possible space.

They must know that the work is not likely to be profitable, and that a

mere dry description of the architecture of a single county, extended to

three or four volumes, is not likely to be very acceptable to the public.

Tliey have in fact pledged themselves to confine the work to two volumes,

but to accomplish this, they must materially alter and abridge their .plan.

While the engravings leave nothing to be desired on that score, we could

be well content with a fourth part of the letterpress. One of Rickman's

terse notices, in a single paragraph, gives us a clearer idea of what to ex-

pect to find in a church that we do not know, than a dozen pages of tedious

description of all its parts, from which we rise puzzled and bewildered.

The use of such descriptions is not to compai-e each detail on the spot with
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the description, but to convey to people at a distance some idea of the more

interesting features of the building.

The work has now proceeded to 136 pages, and contains descriptions of

fifteen churches out of about three hundred and fifty which are contained

in the archdeaconry. We have a right to expect on the part of the public

that the work shall furnish some account of every church in the district

;

but if the same scale were to be followed throughout, the work must

extend to about three thousand pages ; this is obviously absurd, and we

have no doubt that the Society is fully aware of it, and that for the future

a very diffex-ent plan will be pursued. Taking Rickraan's admirable notices

as a general guide and model, with here and there a more full account of

some church of particular interest and importance, the work may still be

brought within reasonable limits, and become one of standard character

and permanent value.

Notwithstanding the lengthiness of the descriptions of which we have

complained, and the large letters in which the " Architectukal His-

tory " is put forth in each case, we are surprised to find how very little

historical information is really given. With such names on the committee

of editors, we might reasonably expect some slight research, some notice of

documents referred to, some account of the period when each church was

built, and of the principal persons connected with it. The space which is

wasted in mere description would have amply sufficed for all this ; the

reputation of the committee led us to expect that something of the kind

would at least be attemjited ; that we should have got a step or two beyond

Bridges's History, and that the accounts of the most important churches

would not be entrusted to the youngest members of the Society.

Such a church as Irthlingborough, for instance, which is perhaps one of

the most curious and interesting in England, should not have been committed

to an inexperienced writer, who has slurred over the most remarkable fea-

tures, and given a very confused and unsatisfactory account of tlie whole.

Normau Impost of CtaaxiCul arrb. Bases in tbe ^iave.

This church is built on Norman foundations, which may be still distinctly

traced, the bases of the twelfth century remaining perfect under those of

the fourteenth built upon them : the capital or impost of the Norman
VOL. IV. N n
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chancel-arch remains in its place, and shews that this part of the wall be-

longs to the original structure ; several Norman moulded strings remain

in other parts of the walls : but the impost is described as a bracket, and the

strings are said to have been placed in their present situation within a few

years ; Avhere they were previously placed we are not informed. The ex-

isting church is chiefly of the latter part of the fourteenth century, having

been rebuilt by Pyel, the founder of the college adjoining.

West Doorvvay. with the Stoupa aud Niches.

The ground-plan is a very remarkable one ; its peculiarity arising pro-

bably from the use of the Norman foundations, and accommodating them to

the enlarged plan required by the college, which leaving no convenient place

for the campanile, it was built detached near the west end of the church,

and connected with it by a western porch and a small domestic building of

two stories, probably used as a porter's lodge, the college having been situated

on the south side of the church, with a passage to it through this porch,

and a gateway, of which one of the jambs remains, attached to the west
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angle of the south aisle. This peculiar arrangement makes the western

porch a very singular one, having four doors to it, one to each point of the

compass. The west doorway of the church, which is of course the eastern

one of the porch, has also some unusual features, a stoup for holy water on

each side, and a double niche for two images, one over the other. Of this

very singular and elegant doorway a beautiful woodcut is " presented to the

work by the Marquis of Northampton, President of the Society," a good

example, which we hope will find many imitators. We have much plea-

sure in being enabled, by the kindness of the Society, to exhibit this wood-

cut to our readers, as well as the singular ground-plan of the church, and

some other details.

The north and south doorways of the porch were evidently intended to

allow a free passage through it.

The western doorway opens into

the small domestic building before

mentioned ; over this doorway is

a niche for an image, with a con-

trivance for a lamp to burn behind

it, doubtless for one of the theatri-

cal effects so often found in the
i

Roman Church. The chimney of |

this lamp, and the opening for .L-i«_£ll'—~-

lighting it, or taking it out, from -d'?''

the upper room, still remains,
^ock .. i-..up .s.che.

though its object has not been understood by the writer of the paper

before us.

Beyond this building and connected with it is the remarkable tower,

square below and octagonal above, which appears to have served the double

purpose of a campanile and a domestic building, as fire-places remain in the

rooms, and the windows were provided with moveable casements, instead of

fixed window-frames or louvre boards. On the north side of this tower, and

of the building connecting it with the porch, are two other small rooms,

now partly under ground, but which do not appear to have been so much so

originally ; in one of these also is a fire-place.

The west window is a good Decorated one standing clear above the porch,

and flatly contradicting the notion that there was originally a room over the

porch, which must have blocked up this fine window.

In the north transept-chapel there is a fine arched recess for an altar in

the east wall ; the obvious use of this arch is not understood by the writer of

the description. In the south transept-chapel are also traces of an altar

with a singular square piscina, of which tliere is a woodcut, but the artist

and the describer did not see it with the same eyes; it is described as
" under a pointed segmental arch," but is engraved like a square bracket

projecting from the face of the wall, with the drain in it, but without any
arch over it, and we believe this arch exists only in the fertile imagination

of the author. Under this transept-chapel is a crypt, which should have
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been mentioned in its place, and not along with the tower with which it has

no connection.

The arms of Pyel occur repeatedly on these buildings, which were no

doubt connected with his college
;
probably they were used as offices. The

college itself appears to have been a distinct building, though closely con-

nected with them ; they are too numerous to have been the residence of a

recluse, or of the sacristan only. The opinion entertained by this writer,

that the college buildings consisted only of the tower and the four small

rooms attached to it, is extremely improbable.

John Pyel, the founder of the college, was Lord Mayor of London in the

time of Edward IIL, and having purchased the manor of Irthlingborough,

and other lands adjacent, designed the foundation of this college, but did

not live to perfect it. It was completed by his wife Johanna, who was

his sole executrix. The college consisted of six canons, of whom one was

dean, and four clerks, and the right of presentation was alternate between

the heirs of Pyel, and the abbat and convent of Peterborough, to whom
the parish had previously belonged. The value of the possessions of the

college at the time of the Dissolution was £70. 16s. lO^d., equal to up-

wards of £1000 a year of our moneys

* Mon. Aug., vol. vi. p. 1384.

J^^^-^--^^
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Chronicle of the Mayoes and Sheriffs of London, from 1188 to

1274.—Liber de Antiquis Legibus.—Cronica Majorum et Vicecomitum

Londoniarum et quedam, que contiiigebaut temporibus illis ab anno 1 178

ad annum 1274; cum appendice, nunc primum typis mandata curante

Thoma Stapleton, Londoniis ; Sumptibus Societatis Camdenensis, 1846.

This curious work is the most valuable chronicle extant of English

affairs, particularly those of the city of London, in the thirteenth century.

It was consulted by Stow, transcribed by Selden, and at a still later time

by the learned Hargrave ; but so jealously was it guarded by the corpora-

tion of London, from a mistaken belief that it contained matter which, if

published, might affect their enjoyment of certain ancient privileges, that it

was not without some hesitation the Commissioners of the Public Records

were permitted to take a copy of it. We believe it is from that transcript,

collated with the original MS., that the present volume has been printed,

at the cost of the Camden Society ^ This jealousy on the part of the cor-

poration was entirely needless, inasmuch as the transcript of Selden, and

parts of that of Hargrave, were accessible in the British Museum, though

not generally known ; indeed we believe it was not until the Record Com-
mission had incurred the expense of the copy referred to, which was very

indifferently made, that attention was called to the existence of Selden's

manuscript.

Although this remarkable work has been frequently cited for its chrono-

logical details, no real use has been hitherto made of the important evi-

dence it affords of the internal condition of the metropolis in that great

period of transition, not only in the arts, but in political institutions,

the thirteenth century ; we are, therefore, glad to hear that it has been

translated by a gentleman well qualified for the task, and will be shortly

published with an illustrative introduction. It is at the possible risk of

anticipating some of his observations that we now attempt a slight sketch

of the state of the English capital in those times to which the Chronicle

refers. And here we cannot but express our surprise that so little has

been hitherto written on the history of London, both topographical and

political. There are, indeed, the labours of Stow, and the productions

of compilers since his time ; but Stow's work is after all very imperfect,

containing little original research, and referring, for the most part, to

very ordinary authorities; yet such as it is it must be regarded as the

grand source from whence succeeding writers drew their chief materials

for the early history of the ' city. Topographically considered it is of

great value, and especially in a purely antiquarian point of view, for the

great fire, and the improvements made subsequently to that event, have

almost entirely changed the character and material features of that laby-

rinth of dwellings which the honest tailor described so circumstantially in

a It is to be regretted that tlic preface affords no information on tliis point.
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the sixteenth century. The great arteries, it is true, the Strand, Holborn,

Cheap, Cornhill, &c., still exist, but their subordinate districts are either

strangely altered, or altogether metamorphosed. Yet though little more

than names remain to connect modern with ancient London, monumental

links being out of the question, there is not perhaps another city in the

world so rich in documentary evidences of its growth and expansion.

Saxon charters still preserved carry us back to those remote times when

the now thronged and busy wharves of Thames-street acquired, as hithes,

in the occupation of Saxon traders, the names by which, in a corrupted

form, many are yet known in the nineteenth century. For the period after

the Conquest these evidences increase in numbers and value : there are few

of the great city companies whose title-deeds do not extend so far back as

the beginning of the thirteenth century ; and we have nearly intact the

muniments of the greatest ecclesiastical corporation in the city, which pos-

sessed property in every part of it—the Priory of the Holy Trinity of Aid-

gate—commencing with the times of Henry the First, and ending only

with the Dissolution. In the earlier documents in this remarkable collec-

tion, of which one portion is at Glasgow and another in London, we recog-

nise the prevalence of Saxon names, both of persons and places, in the

metropolis, and see the former gradually passing away, and the latter be-

coming corrupted, as we approach the times of the Plantagenets. Again,

the antique privilege of the Hustings' Court, a relic of Saxon municipal law,

by which it took cognizance and granted probate of the wills of citizens

relating to real property within the franchise, led to a registry of wills,

which, surpassing in antiquity, as in some respects it does in importance,

that of the ecclesiastical courts, commences in the reign of Henry the

Third, and is continued to the beginning of the eighteenth century. There

is also a registry of deeds of equal antiquity attached to the same court.

From these and other materials it would be quite possible to trace the suc-

cessive occupation of nearly every foot of ground within the walls of an-

cient London ; nor would the work be uninstructive considered otherwise

than topographically, for in perusing these ancient conveyances we neces-

sarily gather those minute details relating to the progress of society and

civilization which are needed to complete, and it may be to explain, the

narratives of contemporary chroniclers.

We have said that names, in a corrupted form, are almost the only re-

mains which associate modern with old London ; it would be a valuable

contribution to literature if some one of our numerous antiquaries would
avail himself of the materials we have enumerated, were it only for the

purpose of sliewing the derivation of the ancient appellations which many
of the streets and lanes in, and some of the districts surrounding,' London
still bear. Pursued with judgment, such an enquiry would yield much
curious and entertaining information. For example, as we write an adver-

tising cart passes the window, on which the word Vauxhall is conspi-

cuous in lofty letters. Whence the name ? Many efforts have been made
to explain it, and Guy Faux, of gunjwwder notoriety, is assumed to have
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had something to do with the "royal property." We must go back

to a remoter age than that of the first James, and seek a more redoubted

owner than the hero of the slouched hat and dark lantern, before the enigma

can be solved. "La Sale Faukes" in South Lambeth is mentioned in

the charter of Isabella de Fortibus, countess of Aumale and Devon, and

lady of the Isle of Wight, dated in 1293, by which she sold her pos-

sessions to king Edward the First. Thus we must try earlier than the

close of the thirteenth century for its derivation. In the Testa de Nevill

we read, under Surrey,—" Baldwin son and heir of the earl of the Isle is

in the custody of Fulk de Breaute ; he should be in the ward of the lord

the king; also his lands in the hundred of Brixton, and they are worth

£18 per annum." Fulke de Breaute, the celebrated mercenary follower of

King John, married Margaret, Earl Baldwin's mother, and thus obtained

the wardship of her son ; he appears to have built a hall or mansion-house

in the manor of South Lambeth during his tenure of it ; and from his

time it was called indifferently Faukeshall, or South Lambeth, and is

so termed in the lOth year of Edward the First; the capital messuage

with its garden, named " Faukeshall," was valued in the 20th of the same

reign at 2s. yearly ''. We have, therefore, satisfactory evidence that this

famed suburban pleasure ground, the scene of the stately gaieties of the eight-

eenth, as of the less dignified amusements of the nineteenth century, owed
its origin and name, like the keep of Northampton castle, to an obscure

Norman adventurer, who became suddenly enriched during the turbulent

reign of John, and was ignominiously driven from the country in the mi-

nority of Henry the Third, after withstanding a long siege in his strong

castle of Bedford. The adjoining manor of Kennington was a royal seat

as early as the times of Henry the Second ; and it was, perhaps, from

some traditionary recollection of the estate having been in the hands of the

Crown that Jonathan Tyers gave his public garden the distinctive title of

the '* royal property," a name which is, we believe, still assumed.

It is now time to quit a digression on the as yet unpublished materials

for the history of London and its inhabitants, for the purpose of illustrat-

ing the curious volume before us, but we would fain hope that the hints

we have thrown out may tempt some of our rising antiquaries to under-

take this comparatively unworked mine of information.

The chronicle long called *' Liber de Antiquis Legibus," contains a list of

the mayors and sheriffs of London, with notices of remarkable events which

happened in their times from the year 1188"= to the year 1274; but it is

not until about 1240 that the occurrences detailed become important. We
cannot agree with the editor in thinking that " the original portion of the

manuscript will have been written throughout in Latin in the year 1274,

•^ Lysons says, erroneously, that the <= We may here remark that in the title-

first mention of Faukeshall occurs in this page 1178 is printed for 1188, and we
year (20 Edw. I.), quoting as his autho- liave 1179 for 1189, in the marginal note
rity an Escheat in the Tower. Environs on p. 1 of the Chronicle,
of London, vol. i. p. 321.
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2 Edward I.
;" as it appears to us, from the character of the writing, and

from other internal evidence, that it was compiled during the latter half of

the reign of Henry the Third. The writer seems to have been a servant of

the corporation, probably filling an office similar to that of town-clerk. His

narrative is generally lucid ; all questions involving points of law are clearly

stated, and his information respecting matters foreign to the city is usually

accurate ; for example, the tumult at Norwich in 1272 is described more

fully than in any other contemporary work. The sympathies of the author,

invariably with the magnates or oligarchy of the city, are frequently ex-

pressed in comically earnest terms ; indeed during the whole of the period

included in his relation a violent struggle was going on between the alder-

mannic class and its adherents and the commons of the city ; it is essential,

therefore, to a proper understanding of the circumstances relating to this

contest, here detailed, that we should endeavour to form an idea of the

constitution of the city in the thirteenth century, and of the characters of

the two factions which were then contending for supremacy.

We possess but very scanty information as to the nature of the fran-

chises enjoyed by the "barons" or citizens of London before or imme-

diately after the Conquest, the charter of Henry the First being the earliest

specification of their rights and privileges. We are left to infer that the

institutions they possessed in Saxon times must have been popular, since

the commons invariably clamoured for their restoration ; but on the whole,

it may be fairly concluded that the rights and immunities guaranteed to

the citizens by the Norman and Plantagenet kings had some analogy

with those laws by which they had been governed under the Saxon rule.

From the time of the Confessor, at least, until the appointment of Henry

Fitz-Ailwyn, the first mayor, in 1188, there appears to have been an

executive officer in the city, in some degree dependant on the Crown, who

bore the title of Portreve, but we have no information respecting the nature

or extent of his authority. We are equally ignorant of the precise charac-

ter of the individuals called SheriflTs, who accounted to the Crown for the

ferm of the city of London and county of Middlesex previously to the year

1188; whether they were merely royal bailiffs, or officers elected by the

citizens ; they were sometimes four in number, and in one year, 4th Henry

IL, they were five. Being in this state of doubt and uncertainty as to the

actual condition of the municipality during the times preceding the close of

the twelfth century, we must be content to take as our starting points the

charters of franchises granted by Richard the First, by John, and by

Henry the Third. The liberties nominally conceded to the Londoners by

those sovereigns have been fully detailed and illustrated by various writers,

more especially by Norton, in his able " Commentaries on the History and

Franchises of London ;" and to that work the reader may be advantage-

ously referred for all information respecting them.

It must be obvious that grants of the most ample privileges to any com-

munity are valuable only so far as the grantees are in a condition to enjoy

them in their full extent, and are assured against their violation. At the
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commencement of the thirteenth century the commonalty of London was

far from being in either state, as we now proi^ose to shew.

Within the space circumscribed by the city walls, and also in the dis-

trict immediately beyond them, but included in what was called the

"liberty," there were, in the times of which we write, many distinct seig-

norial jurisdictions, legally termed sokes, the lords of which possessed

independent powers, generally extending to life and limb, by virtue of

o-rants from the Crown, or by antique prescription. The possession of

these sokes was guaranteed to the Church, the barons, and the citizens,

by the charter of Henry the First, the earliest document, as we have said,

w Inch throws any light on the privileges of the city : they were to " have

their socs in peace, so that no guest, tarrying in any soc, shall pay custom

to any other than him to whom the soc belongs." There is undoubted

evidence that in the thirteenth century the London sokes were heritable

estates, though it is probable they ceased to be so before the accession of

Edward the Second. No municipal servant could execute his office within

any of their franchises, the boundaries of which were jealously maintained

by their owners, and unwillingly respected by the civic executive. The

tenants of such sokes performed suit and service at their respective courts,

and were generally exempt from municipal authority. It would be tedious

to recite, on this occasion, the names of all these petty seignories ; a few,

however, may be worth enumerating f^. First and foremost was the head

of the great ecclesiastical body already referred to, the prior of the Holy

Trinity, who in right of his district of Portsoken, or the soke without

Aldgate, ranked as an alderman ; the soke of Castle-Baynard was owned by

the Lord Fitz-Walter, hereditary banner-bearer of the city ; and there was

the soke of Peveril, part of the honour of that name, originally the splendid

appanage of the bastard of the Conqueror by his Saxon concubine. The

site of the cathedral church of St. Paul and its precincts formed another

exempt jurisdiction, belonging to the dean and chapter, besides which the

bishop had his own soke of Cornhill with its four hanal, or seignorial

oven, respecting Avhich the present volume contains a remarkable docu-

ment, and one of the earliest examples of the use of Norman-French in

this country. The kings of Scotland also possessed a soke in London,

probably in right of Maud, daughter of the Saxon earl Waltheof, who
married David son of IVIalcolm the Third. It was sold in the reign of

Henry to a citizen named Geoffrey Godard, whose daughter and heiress

married Richard le Poter, who held it in the third year of Edward the

First*^. In addition to these one or two belonged to foreign monasteries,

as that of the abbey of St. Peter at Ghent, and some to English ecclesi-

astical lords. There were besides those pertaining to the great families

of the city, the Farringdons. whose name is perpetuated in the modern
wards so called ; the Frowicks, the Gisorzcs and others : in short, in

•^ The reader is referred for more ample Edw. I.

particulars concerning the sokes of ancient ^ See Rot. Hundr. tit. London.
London, to the Hundred Rolls, temp.

VOL. IV. () O
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the reign of Edward the First there were upwards of twenty of these

sokes in existence, and their number was not less than thirty in the early

part of the time of Henry the Third. Several of the wards of modern Lon-

don, more particularly Aldgate, Farringdon, Castle-Baynard, and Corn-

hill, are nearly identical in extent with the ancient sokes from which they

derive their names. It must not, however, be supposed that these sokes

were identical with the wards into which the city was divided for municipal

purposes. Mr. Norton adopted this erroneous conclusion in his ingenious

work; but, so far from there being any foundation for it, we find the juries

of the wards of London, in the third year of Edward the First, expressly

presenting the sokes as liberties enjoyed by private persons, or ecclesias-

tical corporations, to the detriment of the Crown. One such exempt dis-

trict, that of Portsoken, was undoubtedly a civic ward, for the same jurors

complained that the prior held wardmotes in the priory, within the walls,

whereas they should, of right, be holden without Aldgate f. Here it should

be observed, that notwithstanding the Hundred Rolls enumerate twenty-

six wards as existing at the accession of Edward the First, we are not in a

position to identify the majority of them, as they were then simply called

after the presiding aldermen ; the wards of Bassishaw, Cheap, Coleman-

street, Dowgate, Langbourne, Portsoken, and Walbrook, however, ai'e

specially named in the list s.

Regarding the sokes as distinct from the wards of London, which

they undoubtedly were, and bearing in mind their independent character,

it is obvious that the occasions on which the rights exercised by their

respective lords would trench upon the franchise collectively enjoyed by

the citizens must have been both many and frequent. The owner of a soke

could protect fugitive malefactors, harbour foreign traders, who were always

viewed with great jealousy by the civic merchants; and the criminal juris-

diction belonging to him, involving the forfeitures of felons^, a most impor-

tant consideration in the days to which we are now referring, was directly

opposed to similar functions which had been conceded to the body corpo-

rate by the charter of Henry the First. Superadded to this antf^gonism

of individual and municipal rights was another remarkable and anomalous

feature : as no other quahfication than residence as a householder seems to

have been required, in the thirteenth century, to confer a right to the civic

franchise, no qualification whatever being mentioned in the early charters,

it followed that the lords and tenants of these sokes within the walls and

liberties were nevertheless free citizens, having individually a Voice in

' Rot. Ilundr. ut supra. of the dean and chapter of St. Paul's to

g Before the close of the reign of Ed- capital jurisdiction within their franchise,

ward the Second the majority of London on the grounds of disuser, those digiii-

wards had ceased to be named after the taries replied that they did not execute

respective aldermen ; see a list of twenty their felons within the London soke, but

of them in Madox, Firma Burgi, p. 30, were accustomed to hang them at their

taken from the Pipe Roll, 6 Edw. IL gallows at Stepney.—Placitade Quo War-

h When the king's attorney, in the ranto ; tit. London,

reign of Edward IL, challenged the right
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municipal affairs, although legally and territorially exempt from municipal

jurisdiction.

It is important to bear in mind that these sokes, in the reign of Henry

the Third, were co-existent with, and, one excepted, wholly distinct from

municipal wards ; because, this fact being recognised, we are thereby en-

abled to understand more clearly the state and relations of the conflicting

parties in the metropolis in those times, which is essential to a just appre-

ciation of the narrative under consideration. This leads us to enquire into

the character of the population of London at the period in question.

First in rank and consideration, independently of any civic functions

with which they might happen to be invested, were the landowners of the

city : it was from this class that the earliest bailiffs and the first mayor

were chosen. Besides their property within the walls we find that the

Bucointes, the Buckerells, the Cornhills, the Basings, Gisorzes and others,

had estates and dwellings in all the rural districts immediately surrounding

London. In Edgware, Edmonton, Enfield, Hanwell, Uxbridge, and Cliig-

well, we find traces of these "greater barons" of London as early as the

twelfth century. Henry the First confirmed to them the hunting grounds

of their ancestors, to wit, in Chiltern, in Middlesex, and in Surrey ; and

appended to the charters and deeds which have descended to us, relating

to the transfer of their property, are seals on which they are represented,

after the fashion of the feudal lords of those days, clad in warlike panoply,

or, with hawk in hand, enjoying the sports of the field. To ascend no

higher than Henry Fitz-Ailwyn the first mayor, who was probably de-

scended from Aylwyn Child, a native of London, who founded the priory

of Bermondsey in 1082, we find that before and after his election he held

land of the Crown in capite, both by knight-service and grand-serjeanty
'

;

and Henry de Cornhill'', one of the two sheriffs for the year 1188, was the

husband of AUce de Courcy, the heiress of Stoke-Courcy, in the county of

Somerset, and his only daughter was the wife of Hugh de Nevill, chief-

forester of England. In short, all the civic officers at the beghniing of the

thirteenth century were landowners, and in all probability elected owing to

the influence commanded by their possessions. Next to persons of this

class were the principal merchants and artizans ', then comparatively limited

' Mr. Stapleton lias proved, in his ela- ficcrs in gold and iron, smiths and gold-
borate introduction, that the present earl smiths : the smiths were for the most part
of Ahingdon and lord Beaumont are now farriers, and " locwrichtes ;" it is under
the joiut representatives of Henry Fitz- these denominations they appear as wit-

Ailwy n. nesses to deeds in the twelfth and thirteenth
^ Reginald, his brother, sold a mes- centuries. One (luarter in wliich the

suage in the parish of St. Olave, Soutli- smitiis dwelt is still distinguished by the
wark, for 120 marks to ransom himself name of Ironmonger-lane; the Mares-
from Corfe castle, where he had been im- chalcia, or Farriery, was on the north-
prisoned by King John; the purchasers western side of Cheap. One of the
were the prior and convent of St. Angus- sheriffs in the last year of King John,
tine at Canterbury ; and this house re- lienedictus Campanarius, was a bell-

mained tlie London inn of the prior until founder; his son Edmund granted lands
the Dissolution.—MS. Cotton. Julius D. ii. to the priory of the Holy Trinity: on the
10. 103 6. seal appended to his deed of gilt appears a

' Of these the chief were the arli- bell with a clapper of unusual length.
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as a body, for the port of London was long rivalled by that of Southampton,

and Winchester, a more opulent city, had almost carried off the honour of

being the capital of the realm. Among the chief merchants then settled in

London many were of foreign extraction : of one of them, Arnold Fitz-

Thedmar, a romantic pedigree is given in the work under notice. The

landed proprietors and the great traders sharing among themselves all the

civic offices, as the mayoralty, sheriffwick, and aldermanries, constituted the

party styled in all contemporary writings the " magnates" of the city; for

although it is clear that aldermen were elective, even at the period to which

we are referring, the individuals chosen were for the most part members or

dependants of the soke-lords or aristocracy. It is of this body that the

writer of our chronicle always speaks as discreet men, of good memory,
who had acquired all the privileges of the city; and in his eyes the rest of

the population, so noisy and turbulent in the folkmotes, were wretched

beings, "sons of divers mothers, many born without the city"*, and very

many of servile estate."

Among other oppressive measures employed by Henry the Third to

raise money was that of demanding arbitrary contributions, called talliages,

from the Londoners, as though they were tenants of the royal demesne.

The sums thus demanded were levied by assessors, according to the re-

spective means of the inhabitants ; but the magnates or city aristocracy

had paid fines to the Crown, for the grant of charters which exempted their

own body from being assessed to such talliages with the commonalty or

poorer inhabitants of the city. These privileges were rendered more invi-

dious owing to the fact that they, by deputies chosen from their own class,

being also the assessors, could and did, as the commons asserted, spare

their own purses at the cost of the lower order of townsfolk, whom "they

grievously and beyond measure overcharged and vexed." The truth of

this statement is proved by numerous charters of exemption which are

still preserved by enrolment ; it was fully believed by the populace, and

led to results which for a time affected the ascendency of the magnates in

city affairs.

The curious story narrated in this Chronicle, of the roll sealed with green

wax, which was mysteriously deposited and found in the king's wardrobe

at Windsor", should be perused in connection with this subject. The
secret of the popularity of Walter Hervey with the commons", was his

attempt to compel the city magnates to pay up the arrears of talliages due

by them ; for not content, it appears, with the advantages they gave them-

selves as assessors, they had always paid their own share of those imposi-

tions irregularly p. It was a natural consequence of these grievances that

the commons of the city should side with the party of Simon de Montfort

during his memorable rebellion, and as long as his cause remained successful

'" From this expression it would almost " Page 30.

iippcar tliat birlli was a recognised quali- " See ]). 148.

fixation for the franchise. i' Rot. Hundr. , p. 104.
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their party was dominant in the city. Under the command of their leader,

Thomas de Piwelesdon, they were present in his army at the battle of

Lewes, and fled ignomiuiously before Prince Edward, who lost the victory

for the king' by too hotly pursuing them. It is related in the chronicle of

Melrose that the earl of Leicester brought into the field two of the

oldest and most respectable of the city magnates, who had in vain en-

deavoured to prevent the populace from joining him, shut up in a strong

rage, bound with iron : returning from the pursuit of the flying citizens

the followers of the prince seeing the cage without defenders pulled it to

pieces, and slew the unfortunate inmates 'J. This incident is told with so

much circumstantiality that it is difficult to discredit it, but it should be

remarked that the present chronicle, which dwells rather minutely on the

assistance rendered by the Londoners to JNIontfort, does not even allude to

such an event.

On the suppression of the rebellion by the king's forces ample revenge

was taken upon the leaders of the popular party and their adherents. Their

real and personal property was confiscated, and granted to Prince Edward,

who exercised his recovered authority without mercy. The old families

again acquired their ascendency, but it was not long to endure. Before

the close of the reign of Edward the First we discern new names among
the chief office-bearers of the corporation ; the old feudal families of London

gradually disappear from the calendar of mayors and sheriffs ; men en-

riched by the increasing commerce of the coimtry were the legitimate suc-

cessors to their station and influence in civic affairs ; and by the accession

of Edward the Third the feudal divisions of the metropolis, with the excep-

tion, perhaps, of the possessions of the Church, had ceased to exist.

Thus much for the political state of London in the thirteenth century.

It may now be interesting to make some enquiry into its material aspect.

From the close of the eleventh century chronicles refer continually to

destructive fires which from time to time wasted the city and impoverished

its inhabitants, and to strong winds which prostrated its steeples, the natu-

ral consequences of the habitations and church steeples being generally

constructed of wood. The streets were unpaved, and if we may draw any

inference from the fact that when the wooden steeple of Bow church fell

into Cheap in the year 1170, the tallest beams sank out of sight into the

earth, they must have been as muddy and ill-kept as those of Paris when
they excited the wrath of Philip Augustus. Before the end of the twelfth

century, however, the frequent occurrence of extensive fires compelled the

citizens to adopt some necessary precautions in the structure of their habi-

tations. In the highly curious regulations published on this subject in the

year 1189 we are informed that "in ancient times the greater i)art of

the city was built of wood, and the houses covered with thatch, reeds, and

the like material, so that when any house took fire the greater part of the

"" Such is Heniiiigford's account, Ci;ile, rose says it was burnt.— Ibid., vol. , i.

vol. ii. p. oS-t. The chronicler of Mel- p. 229.
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city was consumed thereby ; as it happened in the first year of King Stephen,

when by a fire which began at London Bridge, the church of St. Paul was

burnt, and then that fire spread, consuming houses and buildings, even unto

the church of St. Clement Danes. Afterwards many citizens to avoid such

danger, according to their means built on their freeholds stone houses

roofed with thick tiles, and protected against the ravages of fire, whereby it

often fell out that when a fire was kindled in the city, and had wasted many
edifices and reached such a house, not being able to injure it, it there

became extinguished, so that many neighbours' houses were wholly saved

from fire by that house."

It is clear from this simple narrative, which in point of authenticity is

worth all notices in the chronicles put together, that in the twelfth century,

there were in London many houses built of stone ; and it may be presumed

they had increased in number by the thirteenth. That the majority, how-

ever, were still ligneous structures, may be readily believed ; and ancient

conveyances seem to make a distinction between buildings of stone and

wood, terming the former clomus, and the latter edificia. The houses, of

whatever material, appear never to have exceeded one story in height

:

when Henry the Third visited St. Louis at Paris, he greatly admired the

houses of that city, consisting for the most part of many stories ; from which

it may be inferred he had not been accustomed to a similar style of building

in his own kingdom. The ground floor of the London houses at this period

was, aptly enough, called a cellar, the upper story a solar. Although a con-

siderable quantity of ground cultivated as gardens existed within the walls,

and we read from time to time, in the coroners' rolls, of mortal accidents which

befel youths attempting to steal apples in the orchards of Paternoster Row
and Ivy Lane, still the necessarily close proximity of dwellings in the main

streets led at an early period to the enactment of stringent regulations for the

protection of individual rights and the settlement of disputed boundaries. The
assize of 1 1 89 is entitled to be considered the prototype of the act relating to

party walls which was passed in our own times ; it fixed the thickness of the

wall at three feet ; determined the right of property in it ; regulated the con-

struction of gutters, and even went so far as to establish " that if any one

should have windows towards the land of his neighbour, and' even though

he had been seised of the view of the said windows for a long time, and his

ancestors before him, nevertheless his neighbour could block up such view

by building opposite those windows, or otherwise obstructing them, unless

he who owned them could shew any writing to the contrary." When two
parties agreed to build of stone, the party-wall was to be constructed at

their joint expense ; its ordinary height being fixed by the assize at sixteen

feet ; either party having liberty to raise his own half of it, as might be

deemed expedient. Any householder might lay down a pavement before

his tenement, provided it were not to the nuisance of the city or of his

neighbour.

.The result of a careful examination of the evidence relating to the ap-

pearance of London houses in the thirteenth century, leads unavoidably to
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the conclusion, that they were both small and of low elevation ; the shops

were generally wooden sheds erected in front of the inhabited tenements.

At the present time, when the sanitary condition of the metropolis is

attracting so much of public attention, it may not be uninteresting to enquire

how far it Avas provided for in ancient days. We have seen that so early as

1 189 the due construction of gutters and the convenient dispersion of waste-

water were objects of consideration : the cameras privatse of the citizens

were not left unregulated : they were prohibited within the distance of two

and a half, or three and a half feet, from a neighbouring tenement ; and the

propriety of their construction was liable to the survey of a jury chosen by

the authorities. The situation of London, with an easy descent towards

the Thames, was favourable to a surface drainage, aided in a great degree

by those natural streams which then flowed open to the river, the Wall-

brook and the Fleet, the cleansing and maintenance of which in a proper

state were from an early period objects of solicitude to the magistracy. It

may be collected also from the perusal of ancient evidences, that narrow

channels ran down the centre of many of those streets which led directly to

the river side : bad as the eff'ect of these uncovered sewers must have been,

they were better than no drainage whatever. The greatest source of

annoyance, however, was the existence of the public shambles almost in the

very heart of the city, clustered round the church of St. Nicholas, the patron

of butchers as well as fishermen. From a remote time ordinance succeeded

ordinance levelled at this flagrant nuisance. There being no under-drain-

age, the refuse of the slaughter-houses was thrown by the butchers wher-

ever they could find a place : into the streets, or the Fleet, or into the river,

where, often left on the banks, the putrefying heaps oflfended the olfactory

senses of the Edwards and Henries as they were rowed between Westminster

and the Tower, producing impressive monitions to the mayor to repress the

intolerable excesses of the flesh-mongers ; but in vain; it was a nuisance

that grew with the increase of the metropolis, and for which no remedy has

even yet been provided. By a regulation passed in the reign of Richard

the Second, the blood and off^il of the shambles were to be boated into the

mid-stream of the Thames at ebb-tide, but this and subsequent enactments

were evaded or carelessly enforced, and we still groan in the nineteenth

century under an infliction which our less refined ancestors tried to avoid

in the thirteenth.

We seek in vain for traces of any approach to an organized system of

police fn the metropolis during the times under consideration. When
considerable tumults arose the mayor or sheriffs appear to have summoned
the townsfolk to their aid by the great bell of St. Paul's, and as the adult

population was in a measure trained to arms, a tolerably efficient force was

thus temporarily at their orders. Periodical musters of the citizens under

arms were taken, and by the early rolls we perceive that a few individuals

appeared equipped at all points on c/ievanx converts, while the majority were

armed with those miscellaneous weapons of offence common to the times.

The rendezvous on these occasions was Mile-end or Cheap-side. However
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inefficient these early "trained bands" may have been in the field, they

were quite adequate to the suppression of those disorders within the city

which arose from the antagonism of political partizans, or jealousies between

the various classes of operatives, which sometimes reached an alarming

height of violence: such was the outbreak in 1260 among the goldsmiths,

tailors, and white-leather-dressers ; who maintained a conflict in the streets

for three successive nights, amounting in numbers, says our chronicler, to

more than five hundred. The riot was at last quelled by the bailiffs and

citizens ; more than thirty of the ringleaders being captured were imme-

diately tried at Newgate before the king's justiciary, and about thirteen

appear to have been hanged. But excepting on such occasions there was

no active exertion on the part of the authorities. The city swarmed with

thieves and bad characters ; who were fostered and protected by the

numerous sanctuaries then recognised, as well as by the facility with

which they could escape from one soke to another where the bailiffs could

not pursue them. In the reign of Edward the First the dean and chapter

of St, Paul's obtained a license to enclose their church and buildings with a

strong wall, as a protection against the malefactors who infested it nightly,

committing every species of crime, and converting that which should have

been the most sacred, into the vilest place in the city. If we take the trouble,

however, to turn over the legal records of the time, the number of murders

and violent assaults upon the person do not appear so numerous as might

have been expected amidst a population of which every man and youth was

constantly armed with his anlace or Irish-knife.

We trust these remarks may have the effect of directing attention to

this valuable work, and that they may prove useful as introductory to, and

in some degree explanatory of, the principal events narrated in it. Before

concluding, however, it may be permitted to say a few words respecting

the singular title of the work. Why it should have been called " Liber de

Antiquis Legibus," the " Book of Ancient Laws," is not very apparent.

No ancient laws are contained in it, if we except the assize of 1 189; there

are, indeed, numerous allusions to privileges claimed or exercised by the

citizens, but they are wholly incidental to the narrative, and cannot be

regarded in the light of an ordinary collection of precedents. The title

is, we apprehend, not older than the end of the fourteenth or the be-

ginning of the fifteenth century, and was probably attributed to the manu-

script from its being frequently cited in proof of civic rights called into

dispute, for though not a legal document, it had long been in proper cus-

tody, and was therefore admissible as evidence on behalf of the corpora-

tion, and has been so admitted in our own times. Strictly speaking it is an

irregular narrative of historical events combined with such an amount of

irrelevant matter as almost to deserve the name of a common-place book.

Taken as a whole it is a curious and invaluable record of a stirring period

in our national annals, and of popular manners and popular struggles in an

almost fortjotten a^e.
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BEHEADING OF ST. PADL. ALTAR CLOTH, STEEPLE ASTON.

It is most probable that the embroidery used in the south

of Europe was in great measure furnished at an early period

by artists in the east, since the oldest specimens now in exist-

ence bear evident marks of an Oriental or Greek character.

Thus the imperial dalmatic preserved in the treasury of St.

Peter at Rome, called also the cope of St. Leo, (Leo III.,

795—81 G,) is clearly, if we may judge from its representa-

tions, a work of the Byzantine school.

VOJ,. IV. p p
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This very remarkable specimen of embroidery is laid upon a

foundation of deep blue silk, having four different subjects

on the shoulders, behind, and in front, exhibiting, although

taken from ditTerent actions, the glorification of the body of

our Lord. The whole has been carefully wrought with gold

tambour, and silk, and the numerous figures, as many as fifty-

four, surrounding the Redeemer, who sits enthroned on a

rainbow in the centre, display simplicity and gracefulness of

design. The field of the vestment is powdered with flowers

and crosses of gold and silver, having the bottom enriched with

a running floriated pattern. It has also a representation of

paradise, wherein the flowers, carried by tigers of gold, are

of emerald green, turquoise blue, and flame colour. Crosses

of silver, cantoned with tears of gold, and of gold cantoned

with tears of silver alternately, are inserted in the flowing

foliage at the edge. Other crosses within circles are also

placed after the same rule, when of gold in medallions of

silver, and wdien of silver in the reverse order.

Both the descriptions and the drawings which have been

given to the world of this remarkable vestment, for few per-

sons have had an opportunity of examining it, would induce

the belief that it can scarcely be of such high antiquity as has

been generally supposed. There is no history as to the man-

ner or the time when it came into the pontifical treasury, and

its style of art justifies the conclusion of Mons. Didron, that

it is the manufacture of the twelfth century. Were we to

describe the foliated pattern in architectural language, wdiich

win be readily intelligible to all our readers, it would be by

saying that it bears decidedly the inqDress of an Early English

character. It has been conjectured that this dalmati-c was

formerly used by the German emperors when they Avere con-

secrated and crowned, and when they assisted the pope at the

office of mass. On such occasions the emperor discharged

the functions of sub-deacon or deacon, and, clothed with a

dalmatic, chaunted the Epistle and Gospel ; in illustration

of this custom it may be remarked that several 'of the

German emperors took part in the service, even so late as

Charles V., who sung the Gospel at Boulogne in 1529. The

dalmatic in fact was in those times, as it continues at the

present day, both a regal and ecclesiastical habit, and it has

constantly been the custom of European kingdoms for their

sovereiofus to wear it at their coronation.
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But the usage of embroidered vestments by royal person-

ages must be regarded as infinitely earlier than the period

just referred to, since it was the first kind of costly attire with

which we are acquainted. It was adopted from remote anti-

quity ; nothing could be more suitable for monarchs, nor any

kind of apparel more beautiful, being the means of uniting

together the richest gifts of nature and the choicest produc-

tions of art. The j\Iuse of Greece sung of these brilliant in-

ventions in the mythic ages of the Trojan war ; heroes of the

Augustan era returned home from conquest in such glit-

tering raiment, that it required the powers of inspiration to

describe it : and when the Provencal rhymers, Avho caught

the last echo of Latin poetry, wished to deck loveliness in its

richest dress they clothed it in embroidered robes.

It cannot have escaped the recollection of the classical

reader how Homer makes Penelope throw over Ulysses, before

his departure for Ilium, an upper garment embroidered in

gold, on which was imaged the actions of the chase. We
behold the bard picturing the dog holding the spotted fawn

with his fore feet intent upon his capture, Avhilst it struggles

and pants for freedom ; a subject so vividly expressed by the

needle of the Ithacensian housewife that he speaks of the

work itself as the universal admiration of beholders.

The concurrent voice of antiquity dwells with rapture on

the prevalent use of golden tissues. We hear for instance of

those which were woven by and adorned the persons of Dido
and Andromache ; of spoils of this precious cloth being carried

away as the richest treasm*e in the pillage of Persepolis ; of

tlie robe and pavilion of Arsace, formed of gold and purple

;

of the am"eate veils hanging over the nuptial guests of Alex-

ander, and of the sumptuous decorations lining the tents of

Ptolemy Philadelphus. Nor was this luxury limited either to

personal embellishment, or to the moveables of the living.

Tunics interwoven with the costly thread were cast over the

images of their deities ; they overspread the colossal statue

of liacclms andNyssa at Alexandria, whilst the peplum of

Minerva, embroidered by virgins so as to represent her attri-

butes, was annually carried in solemn procession at the great

Panathenaic festival at Athens, and carefully laid up in the

temple of the goddess. On the throne and the sarcophagus

were to be seen these emblems of magnificence ; the idols of

heathenism, no less than the tombs of reputed saints, rivalled
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each other in the amount of such intrinsically valuable posses-

sions, and when the sepulchre closed over the bones of the dead,

it even shut within its dark and damp recesses the glittering

vestments once worn by its tenant. And thus deposited in

gloomy state, enwrapped in the gorgeous raiment with which

they had dazzled a crowd of satellites, mouldered the bones of

the king of Macedon, of Nero, of Maria spouse of Honorius,

of Childeric% and of Cuthbert. The discoveries attendant

upon the exhumation of the two last individuals form the

most singular history of sepulchral antiquities that have ever

been given to the world.

Interesting however as the investigation of the present sub-

ject must be, whether its illustration is sought for amid the

classical literature of Greece and Rome, or in the pages of

those fathers of the Christian Church, who inveigh against

the use of such things as mere superfluous vanities, it is an

enquiry that becomes more attractive when directed towards

the particular modes of costumic embellishment or of domestic

decoration which have prevailed in England.

How various have been the methods of employing the

needle for ornamental purposes, and Avhat choice specimens of

its skilful use may still be seen hu'king among the internal

substantial comforts of the English gentry. The medieval

monuments of female fancy are yet very considerable, though

the moth has lent its aid to fret the canvass, and the

garret has become converted into the store-house of ancestral

industry. Occasionally, indeed, may be perceived a filial re-

gard united with an uncertain appreciation for these faded

heir-looms, and they are timidly brought forward into view

and transferred to fresh foundations, as the evidence of linger-

ing regard for the worker, and the proof of estimating a good

but obsolete fashion. Nothing can evince better taste and

discernment than the way in which these memorials of family

toil are preserved at Hardwick Hall in Derbyshire, where the

embroidery wrought by the countess of Shrewsbury forms

one among the numerous remarkable features of that palatial

residence.

a Thedeathof Cliildcricthe Fii-st,wliois of great interest and cariosity. Amongst
.'egarded as fbuitli king of tlie Merovingian these were several gold bees which liad

line, took place in 482. He was buried at been attached to his garments, and which

Tournai, where he had resided. His tomb formed the insignia of the monarchs of the

was discovered there in 1653, and contained first race,

rings of great value and many otlier objects
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Rich, however, as this abode is in the extensive collection

of tapestry with which so many of its spacious chambers are

adorned, it is still more deserving notice for its splendid Eliza-

bethan hangings. These, embroidered in gold and silver with

a countless variety of devices, and surmounted by waving

plumes, admirably harmonize with the interior of the fabric.

Pargetting, in high and coloured relief, spiritedly representing

hunting scenes, is carried round the upper portion of the pre-

sence chamber, where the labom's of the loom are incapable of

covering the walls to the ceiling, from its great height. You
view a moving picture ; the walls are vocal with hound and

horn
;
you walk through a region of romance, of allegory and

of history, as you pass from room to room, until at length

the eye grows weary with the shifting scenes of delight and

deception, and seeks for repose from the animated, entrancing

delusion amid the various quaint and elegant designs figured

over the different articles of furniture. Most of these belong

to the time when the house was constructed, and indicate

the artistic feeling and manual dexterity of the foundress.

Here too may be seen beds of state, with their curtains of

black and silver, Venetian velvets, and damascenes, ' cloth of

Raynes to slepe on softe,' and hangings 'raied with gold,'

hard cushions of blue baudekyn, high-seated chairs covered

with samit, and powdered with flowers, yet curiously uncom-

fortable to sit upon.

The arms and ensigns of Mary Queen of Scots, so long the

too fondly cherished prisoner of George earl of Shrewsbuiy,

still exist, and some of her own royal Avork is preserved

amongst these treasures, together with a carpet embroidered

by her needle, and a suit of hangings on which all the virtues

are represented in symbolical figures and allusive mottoes,

equally offering pictorial embellishments and moral lessons.

On traversing the long range of apartments at Hardwick,

and casting even a cursory glance upon the arras covering

the wall, it excites surprise to see to what an extent this

a[)i)ropriate decoration was used before the introduction of

wainscotting. And when this in turn was brought into

the houses of the weahliy, it was generally painted and gilt.

Symbolism and allegory lent their influence to extend the

charm of this rich but unnatural species of ornament, and if

the powers of the workmen were incapable of soaring so high

as to create, they were contented to repeat the conventional
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patterns of their predecessors. Hence may be seen a per-

petual recurrence of the same rudimental forms. In Tudor
and Jacobean carving this is strikingly perceptible ; all the

outlines of this are in reality but variations of particular

figures, just as the caprice or imitative ability of the artist

prompted him to make the alteration. So also in the con-

ventional patterns' painted on quarries of glass, or in those

depicted on the bases of rood skreens, or on embroidered

garments, the same kind of repetition is observable.

Thus to take an illustration from the needlework of the

countess of Shrewsbury, (for the same principle pervades this

EMBROIDERY, HARDWICK HALL, DERBTSHTRE,

and every other kind of medieval art,) and this particular branch
is more immediately apposite to the present subject, her framed,
it may probably with stricter propriety be said, her sampler
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patterns, at Hardwick, are the common conventional designs of

the day, a fact not only perceptible in her own handy works

so profusely exhibited

here, but also in their

antitypes upon a cor-

poras cloth belonging

to a gentleman in the

immediate neighbour-

hood.

We are unresistingly

carried l)y the imagina-

tion backwards to the

period of Elizabeth,

nay, we arc in truth

walking among the

characteristic features

of the time, as we pass

through the stately

chambers of Hardwick,

since every, or nearly

every article of furni-

ture is coeval with the

construction of the edi-

fice.

Yet the owner of so fair a fabric suffered none of her

energies to be distracted by the care necessary to see it

appropriately garnished when built. She erected both houses

and hospitals, sumptuously fitting up the one, and well en-

dowing the other. The noble dwelling at Chatsworth, and
the embattled walls of Bolsover, declare the princely outlay

made from her fortune, and in a land of stone like Derbyshire

her palaces and manors arose as rapidly as the creations of some
imscen magician in oriental fable. Her zeal for architectiu*e

was so. deeply rooted in her very nature that it was only extin-

guishable with her existence. Hence it had been foretold by
no very prophetic seer, in the language of metonymy, that

she would live as long as she continued to build, and so it

happened, for a wintry interru})tion to the works in progress,

that fatal suspension of her labours, left Chatsworth unfinished,

and at the age of eighty-seven carried her to the grave. Her
dust lies imdcr a magnificent monument of marble in the

church of All Hallows at Derby, which either from personal

Antependium, in the possession of Mr. Bowdon.
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vanity or a natural desire to see suitably executed, she caused

to be erected during her lifetime. The archbishop of York
preached her funeral sermon, and pronounced a lofty eulo-

gium upon her virtues. That she was discreet and prudent

in the management of her temporal affairs, is shewn by the

height of grandem' to which her vast estates raised the houses

of Cavendish and Newcastle, and by the four ducal, even the

royal alliance of her grand-daughters. Yet with all the care

exercised in exalting her family to this extraordinary pitch of

greatness, with a laudable ambition to decorate her native

county with the most magnificent residences England can

boast of, with an affectionate discharge of maternal duties to

fourteen children, and a due performance of the conjugal obe-

dience claimed successively by four husbands, she, like all the

gentlewomen of that generation, found leisure to embroider

her own chairs, and work her own counterpanes.

From a personage so exalted we must descend to those of

a more humble station, though perhaps they may be more
memorable for their manual attainments. The first we read

of is a damsel whose fame has been handed down to us by a

passage in the Domesday Survey. Aluuid, for such is her

name, held at Achelai, in Buckinghamshire, two hides of land,

freely to bequeath or sell to whom she chose, and from the

demesne fee of the Confessor she had half a hide, which Earl

Godric granted to her as long as he remained earl, on con-

dition of her teaching his daughter to work embroidery. This

most curious entry in the Conqueror's Survey is not however

the only one which it contains allusive to the art, since there

is a second that speaks of a certain Leuide, who made, and

continued to make when the record was formed, embroidery

for the use of the king and queen. The casula, wrought by
the wife of Alcleret of Winchester, and mentioned in the will

of Matilda, as left to the church of the Holy Trinity at Caen,

and the clamis wrought in gold which was laid up in her

chamber, and the vestment worked in England, have pre-

viously been slightly alluded to. The testament itself ie how-

ever so remarkable that it deserves to be placed before the

attention of the reader entire.

Ei^o Mathildis Regina do Sanctse Trinitati Cadomi casulam quam apud

Wintoniam operatur uxor Aldereti, et clamidein operatam ex auro qua? est

in camera mea ad cappam faciendam, atque de duabus ligaturis meis aureis

in quibus cruces stint, ilhun (puc embleniatibus est insculpta, ad lampadem
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suspendendam coram Sancto altare, candelabraque maxima qua; fabricantur

apud Sanctum Laudum, corouam (pioque et sceptrum, calicesque ac vesti-

mentum, atque aliud vestimentum quod operatur in Anglia, et cum omni-

bus ornamentis equi, atque omnia vasa mea, exceptis illis qua; antea deduio

alicubi in vita mea ; et Chetehulmum {Quetchon en Cotentm) in Normannia,

et duas mansiones in Anglia do Sanctse Triuitati Cadonii. Ha;c omnia

concessu doinini mei Reii-is facio^. Ex Cartulario Sancta' Trin. Bill. Reg.

Paris, No. 5050.

At this period then it is quite clear that the females of

England were highly celebrated for their skill in using gold

tambour, and they continued successfully to practise this

accomplishment for several centuries. It was exclusively in

its highest perfection an English art, almost to the reign of

the Stuarts, when it sunk into a style of debasement so very

low, that nothing more was requisite to blunt the point of the

needle, and obliterate the few remaining vestiges of good taste

and elegance, than the adoption of the German system of

mechanically toiling in chequers, which now so extensively

disfigures the rooms over every domestic threshold that can

l)e crossed.

These were matters considered grave and important enough

for even ecclesiastical historians of old to introduce into their

narratives ; they even gave occasion for preternatural inter-

ference. Thus Reginald of Durham furnishes us with the t\\o

following stories. 'When,' says he, Olaud, the daughter of

Waltheof, and the widow of Simon de St. Liz, was passuig

through Durham, with her husband, David king of Scotland,

she carried in her retinue a female attendant named Helisend.

The monk describes this young woman as a person nobly

skilled in the science of weaving purple, and one of the most

celebrated of her age for working in the best manner every

kind of embroidery, or gold weaving of artificial composition,

ilelisend having heard that there were peculiar limits to the

cemetery of St. Cuthbert, which it was not permitted for

females to pass, was determined to try the experiment of

escaping from all the penalties denounced against such a

transgression, and in defiance of the threatenings uttered

iigainst such temerity, persisted in her resolution, and covered

with a black hood, the upper part only of which disclosed the

countenance, and all the rest of her body being concealed, she

'' Essais historiques sur la ville de Caen par M. I'Abbi; De la Rue, vol. i. Pieuves,

No. 1.

vol.. IV. U (1
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conceived it was impossible for either monks or any one else

to recognise her sex. But, alas, how vain was her presump-

tuous curiosity ! Tor in the meanwhile, St. Cuthbert came to

a sacristan of the church, as he sat Avriting in the monastery,

and addressing him very sharply, bade him go forth and drive

the hitruder from the precincts she had violated. Immedi-

ately the studious recluse shut up his books, and sallied forth,

fruitlessly searching a long time for the unfortunate object

of the saint's indignation, until at length he discovered her

wrapped up in a man's cloak outside the church. The poor

lady, whose curiosity had led her into such an unpleasant

dilemma, was now assailed by a most vindent torrent of

abuse, and it is difficult to say whether the monastic scribe

or the saintly Cuthbert excelled in the art of vituperation, as

the terms applied by each of them to the skilful embroideress

are too coarse for an English translation. Nor was their con-

duct confined to mere words, for seizing hold of her, they

violently ejected her from the building, when half dead with

fright, and unconscious what she did, she stood for a while in

a state of stupor, from which at length recovering, she deter-

mined to go to Elstow in Bedfordshire. Here she took a

religious vow, and passed the remainder of her life in honest

conversation.'

Reginald also tells a story of the same saint, in which he

figures more amiably. ' A young brunette was engaged in

sewing a garment ' de fustico-tincto' for her wedding, and

upon behig admonished by her mother to get it completed

before nine o'clock, because it was St. Lawrence's day, re-

plied she would finish the dress whether it was the feast of

St. Lawrence or not ; upon uttering which her hands suddenly

became contracted, her fingers shrunk up and curved, so that

the garment stuck fast in the palm of her hand, and she was

only restored by Cuthbert's interposition.'

It is stated by Sir Henry Spelman that the influential people

of the kingdom were formerly obliged to attend on the monarch

at the three great festivals of the year, Christmas, Easter, and

Whitsuntide, with the view both of shewing him suitable

honour, and of assisting in settling the affairs of the realm,

and that on these occasions he was accustomed to appear with

the crown on his head, and surrounded with all the insignia

of royalty. Ailred mentions the same custom as prevailing

during the reign of the Confessor, when at Whitsuntide the
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whole of the iK)])ihty ])reseiited themselves before hiin in

golden raiment. Tliis practice seems to have endnred until

the time of Henry II., who in the fonrth year of his reign,

keeping his Easter at Worcester with great solemnity, dis-

continued it : when he and Eleanor his queen, going up to

the altar to present their usual oblation, took off theii' crowns

and placed thcni upon it, as an offering to God, vowing they

would wear them no longer. After this, the three festivals

were observed with less splendom-, though Henry HI., when

a minor, kept his Christmas with considerable magnificence

at Northampton on more than one occasion.

These customs tended to increase the gaiety and attractions

of the court of the Plantagenets, and imparted to it a brilliancy

which the feudal lords with all their natural roughness of manners

uld not but dwell upon with admiration. From hence theCO

C'liffords and Fitz-Alans carried the ideas of elegance to their

border fortresses of Hereford and Clun, while Albrincis at

Dover, and Peverel amid the wild fastnesses of the Peak or

the more genial heights of Bolsover, implanted the severe ele-

ments of other tastes, which will, as they become better known
and appreciated, constitute the model for imitation among
future architects.

Besides the em-
broidered garments

worn by the monarch
and his nobility, and
the vestments requi-

site for the use of

the Church, he was
burdened with an-

nual payments, more
courteously termed
offerings, which were

occasionally made in

the form of presents

of gold, or of em-
broidered cloth, to

the high altar, or to

the slu'ine of some
reputed saint. Thus
Edward I. made ob-

lations to the banner

of St. John of Be- herelory. St. Richju^d, Cirencester
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verley, and gifts of cloth of gold to the church of St. George at

Orcheston, and to the feretory of St. Richard at Cirencester.

The Issue Rolls of the Exchequer furnish almost innumerable

entries illustrative of the practice. Perhaps not the least cha-

racteristic evidence of these expensive and superstitious usages,

is to be seen in a payment made by William of Wykeham to

the clerk of a canon of York for a vestment Avhich is stated to

have belonged to St. Peter the Apostle. Yet copious as all

this class of records are in supplying illustrations of the pre-

valent use of embroidery during the middle ages, the ancient

wills and inventories yield a still larger amount of information

on the subject.

The anxiety evinced by all classes to be buried vv^ith the

honour and respect due to their stations is strikingly shewn

by the language of their testaments, though this anxiety is not

more apparent than the impressive manner in which these

documents recite the belief of the testator, who usually pre-

faced the disposition of his property by an acknowledgment

of his faith in the blessed Trinity. There is an edifying

solemnity, nay, a heartfelt piety in the manner by which the

priesthood and laity alike expressed their Christian hopes, and

it is impossible to read the last record they made of their

sincere conviction without perceiving how deeply they were

impressed with a sense of inward devotion. The utterance of

such sentiments in our own day would be at least one sign of

piety that we need not fear to borrow from the professions of

our ancestors. Commencing with the recital of his faith, the

testator usually proceeded to mention in what part of the church

he wished to be buried ; then followed his bequests to the

church itself, either to a portion of the fabric, or for its restor-

ation ; to those institutions, eleemosynary or monastic, which

are founded to the honour of God ; to holy fraternities, anni-

versaries for the health of his soul, decorations or lights for the

high altar, alms for the poor on the day of interment, conse-

crated vestments, sacred utensils, payments for tithes forgotten,

or for deeds of restitution. A few extracts from these ancient

wills will suitably close the present paper.

At the obsequies of lIugliPudsey,who died bishop of Durham,

1195, the Church'' apj)ointcd horses to bring his body from

his manor of Howden where he expired, to the city of Durham,

' William dc Karilc])lK), fii'st bishop other oniaiiR'nts left several embroidered

J)inliam, ulin died ]()'.>'>, amongst vcstiiunts to the chiiieh.
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and from the chapel of the former place a cross and a chalice

each of pure gold, a Icttcni of silver and gold, his mitre, staff,

sandals, and other episcopal decorations. Nino chesables, of

which the first was of red samit nobly embroidered with plates

of gold and bezants, and many great pearls and precions

stones. Also another red chesable, and a third black, with

griffins and golden stars and precious stones : other six of

samit of divers colours. Three stoles and three maniples, of

which one stole and maniple were red, embroidered with

kings and towers. Five copes, of which one was red; another

white, embroidered with griffins and stars ; a third black, and

a fourth green with only the margin Avrought in gold. Ten
albs embroidered, the first of which was red, with golden

eagles with two heads, standing in small wheels : the second

red, with griffins and flowers in large wheels : the thud a

large green alb with griffins : the fourth of pvn-ple, with

griffins and flowers, in small wheels : the fifth and sixth of

green, one with lilies and flowers and another with apostles :

two of samit, one red and the other black, with large gold

borders : two black ones embroidered, which are called san-

dalls. Four veils skilfully sewn for the altar, two without,

and a third with a frontal, embroidered with the representation

of the holy Trinity and twelve apostles in gold, around whose

heads were sewn pearls, and the fom'th with a frontal of silk.

The eagle displayed is a pattern of very common occm*-

rence on tlie ecclesiastical vestments of the middle ages, and
from the mention of it in this will seems also to have been
of considerable antiquity. It was probably intended to be
allusive to the eagle mentioned in Ezekiel.

Another conventional pattern of common occurrence on
ecclesiastical vestments, is the figure of a four-winged cheru-

bim, standing on a wheel. This appears under a great variety

of modified forms, in the sculptm'e at Chartres of the thirteenth

century, in illuminations of the same period, and in stained

glass in St. Alban's abbey a century later. The annexed
engraving taken from the pulpit cloth of Forest Hill, shews
with the closest fidelity its character at a time when em-
broidery was becoming less extensively practised. It has been
slunvu that this and all the common forms were susceptible of

being multiplied simultaneously, Avhich may explain why they
were so frequently repeated. This mode of sewing the several

patterns on the velvet after they were embroidered is alluded
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to in the will

of Ralph Neville,

which shews that

appliquee was the

general practice.

" Item dedit Priori

unum lectum de

nigro Syndone cum
eisdem armis insu-

tis, cum cortinis et

plmnaribus et plu-

ribus laneis nigris

tapeciis." The sym-

bolism of the figure

itself is very dis-

tinctly described in

the following verses

from the first chap-

ter of the Prophet

Ezekiel

:

" And I looked, and,

behold, a whirlwind

came out of the north,

a great cloud, and a fire

infolding itself, and a

brightness was about it,

and out of the midst

thereof as the colour of

amber, out of the midst

of the fire. Also out

of the midst thereof

came the likeness of

four living creatures.

And this was their ap-

pearance ; they had the

likeness of a man. And
every one had four faces,

and every one had four

wings. And their feet

were straight feet ; and

the sole of their feet

was like the sole of a

calf's foot : and they

sparkled like the colour

*-*>^ftVf

Forest Hill, Ox
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of burnished brass. And they had the hands of a man under their wings

on their four sides ; and they four had their faces and their wings. Their

wings were joined one to another ; they turned not when they went ; they

went every one straight forward. As for the likeness of their facx's, they

four had the face of a man, and the face of a Hon, on the right side ; and

they four had the face of an ox on the left side ; they four also had the face

of an eagle. Thus were their faces : and their wings w-ere stretched up-

ward ; two wings of every one were joined one to another, and two covered

their bodies. And they went every one straight forward : whither the

spirit was to go, they went ; and they turned not when they went."

It is more than probable that embroidery was often produced

by men ; at least a passage in a letter written by George Gyf-

fard to Cromwell, wherein he is describing the suppression of a

religious house at AVoolsthorpe, near Grantham, would favour

the supposition, lie says, speaking of the estabhshment here,

" the governour wherof is a vere good husbond for the howse
and welbeloved of all thenhabitantes thereunto adjoynyng, a

right honest man havyng viii religious persons beyng prestes

of right good conversacion and lyvyng religiously, havyng
such qualities of vertu as we have nott ffownd the like in no
place ; for ther ys nott oon religious person thear butt that

the can and doth use eyther imhrotherynci, wrytyng bookes
with verey ftayre haund, makyng ther own garnementes,

karvyng, payntyng, or graffyng."

The mortuary of Anthony Beck, another bishop of Durham,
(1310,) was ecpially magnificent with that of his predecessor

just named. Besides leaving to the church plate and other

articles of great value, he bequeathed to the cathedral amongst
several vestments one of red samit, embroidered with many
small images of saints standing in quaint circles, ornamented
with sni.'dl pearls and silk, and an alb of the same work, with
gold ])latys about the edge, siu-roimded Avith small pearls of

divers colours. xVlso a vestment of red cloth of Tars, em-
broidered with golden archangels, which belonged to an
English baron who was going with the king against the Scots,

and there lost in battle. Walter ISkirlaw, who was succes-

sively bishop of Lichfield, Bath, and Dm-liam, a long time
before he was informed of the custom which prevailed of ])re-

senting mortuarit-s to tlie cathedral of Durham, gave the prior

and convent liberty of choosing the best vestment which he
possessed, and in furtherance of this permission they sent a
monk to the manor of Auckland, who selected a vestment of
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cloth of gold with precious orfrays, besides another of the

same kind sumptuously embroidered, which they destined for

the use of the high altar.

Another illustration of this species of decoration may be
taken from sepulchral brasses. These frequently give a

portrait of the cope usually worn by the deceased ecclesiastic,

thus furnishing a most minute and faithful copy of the several

designs which were wrought upon the habit. It would be
hopeless to search in these days for the actual proof of such
a supposition as regards ecclesiastical costume, but that it was
the case will not reasonably

admit of a doubt in the

minds of those who have

perused the evidence ad-

duced in respect to the

jupon and monument of the

Black Prince. It may not

liowever, be entirely without

affording corroboration to

these opinions to state that

the writer has remarked a

strong resemblance betwixt

the architectural forms on

the orfrais of a cope, repre-

sented in a brass to a priest

in the church of Castle Ash-

by, and a similar pattern

wrought upon a vestment

still existing in the posses-

sion of ]\Ir. Bowdon of Southgate House, Derbyshire.

In the sepulchral memorial, saints are represented standing

under Gothic arches which have twisted shafts. In the cor-

responding piece of embroidery, now used for a frontal, but

formerly for a cope, the same peculiarity of shaft is observable.

There can in short be no reason whatever for disbelieving the

fact, that all the dresses, whether secular or ecclesiastical, as

we see them delineated in brass, or marble, or stone, or wood,

were expressly meant to be the best portraits of the deceased

that could be obtained from the artist.

A work of the same nature, and exquisite as the frontal just

alluded to, it would be perhaps impossible to find. It is a work
in which architectural design, accuracy of drawing, careful ex-

Vestment, Southgate House.
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pression of mouldings, crockets, finials, canopies, and pedestals,

are all so admirably displayed that the needle which produced

such masterly outlines is not for an instant supposed capable

of having finished the picture. In this antependium of red

velvet, all the architectural portion is of gold tambour. It

pom-trays saints standing on l3rackets under foliated arches

with open interlacing shafts, which rest on lions' heads, and

out of the shafts, as from a tree, spring boughs and acorns

of sold. Contrast this design with those on the thin cafFctans

of Adrianople, witli the striped brocades of Brousa, or the

gaudy scarfs of Albania, (for it would be lowering the subject

to speak of the degenerate taste which employs itself in wool-

working, crochet, and braiding,) and it rises as far above all

modern inventions as the materials are in themselves more

precious, as well as more suitable to be employed by the

liands of an English gentlewoman.

CHARLES HENRY HARTSHORNE.

COPE CHEST. YORK CATHEDRAL.

R r



AN ACCOUNT OF SOME MONUMENTAL AND
WAYSIDE CROSSES,

STILL REMAINING IN THE WEST OF CORNWALL.

The ancient crosses, which I woukl now present to public

notice, belong to an early period of the history of our Church

and country : the oldest of them to the time when the Romans
held sway in Britain ; and the remainder to the period imme-

diately succeeding the final departure of that people from

these parts. They may be regarded therefore as monuments

of primitive Christianity, and as a specimen of crosses which

prevailed numerously, not only in Cornwall, but also, and

perhaps more numerously, in other parts of ancient Britain.

It will be seen that they possess all the distinctive marks

which our limited acquaintance with this subject leads us to

look for in them ; and also that they illustrate and confirm, in

a remarkable manner, the history and character of the times

to which I have ventured to attribute them. One great use

of such antiquities is in the confirmation they afford to tra-

dition, and that confirmation is the more valuable and inter-

esting in proportion to the importance and interest of the

history to which they refer. Now of all histories and tra-

ditions, perhaps none are more valuable and more interesting

than those which relate to the introduction and establishment

of Christianity in these islands ; and yet it must be admitted

there is scarcely any part of our history, as a Church and nation,

which is less generally known ! There are many who do not

know that the religion of the Cross has prevailed in some

portion or other of our land, without intermission, for nearly

1800 years''; there are many who are incredulous on the

point ; but of the generality of persons it must be said they

have not thought upon the matter. When we think of

Romans, we are predisposed to regard them only as heathens
;

when we think of the aboriginal Britons, the horrors of

Druidism present themselves to our imagination. But surely

it cannot be unknown that a great many Romans were Chris-

tians, even in the first centmy of the Christian era. It cannot

be unknown that Christianity prevailed more in Britain during

" See Williams' Ecclesiastical Antiquities of the Cymry, pp.49

—

(>2.
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the tliird, fourth, and tiftli centuries, than in any other part

of the Roman dominions which at that time comprehended a

large portion of the known world. AVe know these facts and

many more which it would be tedious to rehearse here, but we

do not generally make any effort to realize this part of our

history. It is the ol)ject of this paper to turn attention to

this subject. The remote times to which I would lead the

reader's thoughts, are not unrepresented by characteristic

remains, which, few and fragmentary though they be, are yet

venerable, interesting, and almost unknown.

In introducing these primitive Christian remains, I would

divide them into three classes :

First, that of Roman crosses or incised slabs, for the

Romans appear to have been instrumental in introducing and

establishing Christianity on these shores.

The second, of Roman -British slabs and crosses ; and the

third, of Irish crosses, which class resembles in all its varieties

the crosses still remaining in Ireland. These last occupy

chronologically the period intervening between the departun

of the Romans from Britain, early in the fifth centmy, and the

invasion and conquest of Cornwall by the Saxons ur Icr

Athclstan, early in the tenth.

The two first examples I adduce of Roman
crosses are from St. Just in Penwith, a parish

not far from the Land's End, where many
Roman coins have been found especially in

the excavations and among the heaps of the

ancient tin works. The examples referred to

are deposited in a recess in the chancel of the

parish chm'ch, where they were placed by the

late Rev. John Buller, formerly vicar of the

parish. The former of these, here figured,

was found built into the wall Avlien the

chancel .was taken down in 1S34, to be re-

built. It was probably a monument erected

over the resting-place of Silus, in the ceme-

tery of the primitive foundation*^, which occu-

pied the site of the })resent church. The slab

is of granite, and about three feet six inches

•' There are some rude heads cut in ing the churchyard. Also a register of
stone, similar to those which formerly the existence of a church in tliis spot in

ornamented the south doorway in St. the time of Edward the Confessor.
I'iran's oratory, in a gar Ion w:ill adjoin-

St Ju3t, Peuwittl
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in length by fourteen inches in width, and nine in thickness.

The inscription upon it is still legible, and is read thus in

full, siLvs nic lACET. Ou the adjoining side, the siu-face

of which is more carefully chiselled, there is a line incised

along the edge for a border, and in the middle, cut rather

deeply, is a monogram representing a cross, and also the two

Greek letters XP, the initial letters of the sacred word Christ.

Those who are acquainted with the Roman coins of the fourth

and fifth centuries ; and who know also the " Roma subter-

ranea" of Aringhius ; or who have seen an interesting work
lately published by Dr. Maitland, called " The Church in the

Catacombs," will recognise in this figure a favourite monogram
of the early Roman Christians.

The next example, which is here figured,

is a small cross with the same monogram
incised upon it. It was found in the ceme-

tery of St. Helena's chapel ^ on Cape Corn-

wall, or " St. Helen's promontory," also in

the parish of St. Just. It measures about

eleven inches by nine, and has the appearance

of having been a gable-cross. at just, WDwth

There is nothing save the monogram in this cross to mark
it as Roman, but this it may be said is no slight evidence,

for this sign was common and frequent among that people,

and is not found at all on any remains known to be British.

It was the sign which was represented on the coins of Con-

stantine the Great, and upon the standard of the Roman
empire during the reign of that first " nursing-father" of the

infant Church ; and may perhaps be taken, in these parts at

least, as a distinguishino: mark of Roman Christian remains.

Nor is there any thing in its form as a gable cross which

betrays anachronism in our assumption. A gable cross im-

plies a gable, or at least a structure of some kind. Churches,

such as they were, we know, were erected throughout the

land prior to the reign of Diocletian, circa A.D. 300, for

(hu'ing this time the primitive Church was tried with a severe

persecution, in which, it is stated, " mmf^ churches were de-

stroyed." And as regards the matter of decorating churches

with crosses, we have sufficient allusion and intimation in the

writings of fathers of the fourth and fifth centuries to assure

' I'liis cliapel is notic^cd in a y?.\q\ on flic nncient oratories of Cornwall, in vol. ii.

)i. 'l^b of tills Journal.
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US that Christians not only erected the sign upon their

churches, but painted and impressed them upon their door-

ways, upon their houses, upon their substance, and even upon

their persons. From Eusel)ius we learn that Constantine the

Great erected a statue of himself, in a public square at Rome,

holding a cross to commemorate his glorious victory over

Maxentius ; we learn also that he erected crosses in the chief

streets of Constantinople and in his palace ; upon the outside

of the great church which he built in that city, and also

upon the altar within. Crosses were introduced in and upon

churches in this reign, "non tantum interdum sed et fre-

quenter et quidem veteri more." These remarks will serve

in some degree to enable us to reahze the history and cha-

racter of the early time to which I am referring.

The next instance of a Roman cross which I would adduce

is given in this illus-

tration. It represents

a little cross in the

parish of St. Bmyan,
about three miles from

the Land's End. It is

situated about a mile

from the " Chm-ch

town," in the corner

of a road turning down .

to some ancient nims

called " the Sanctu-

ary." In dimensions

it is about two feet high by two feet in breadth, and one

foot in thickness, and it stands on a massive base three feet

s(juare and about sixteen inches high.

This cross I am inclined to attribute to the Roman Chris-

tians, because it is unlike the other ancient crosses which

remain in this county ; and because, in the squareness and

massiveness of its proportions, it possesses something of a

Byzantine character, and resembles in form the few illustra-

tions which arc preserved of the old crosses of Constantinople.

This however is only a conjecture, and like some antiquarian

conjectures may be but a baseless dream.

Ihit there is one inqiortant feature in this cross deserving

of particidnr notice, and which sei-ves to draw our attention to

the subject of the crucifix, or human figure displayed upon

Sanctuary St. Burya
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the cross. It is well known that the idolatry or worship of

this image among others, was boldly protested against by the

Cluu'ch in England, more than a thousand years ago. When
the so called second Council of Nice, in the year 787, sanc-

tioned the practice, Alcuin attacked it, and having produced

scriptural authority against it, transmitted the same, in the

name of the bishops of the Church of England, to the emperor

Charlemagne, who having protested and Avritten against the

error, summoned a council at Frankfort, in the year 794, in

which the worship of all images was denounced, and the

decrees of the second Council of Nice " were rejected, de-

spised, and condemned." But though the worship of images

was thus denounced, it a[)pears that the human figure was

carved and depicted on the cross, even in the time of Con-

stantino. The historian of this great emperor says that he

erected crosses in the principal streets of Byzantium, but in

his palace he erected "the sign of the Lord's passion," and

with such honom' did this prince regard that figure, that " I

do believe," says the historian, " the prince regards it as the

palladium of his empire." Lactantius, a writer of this time,

it is said, saw this figin-e, and ahudes to it thus,

Respice me *•' *' *'

Cerne manus clavis iixus bractosque lacertos

Atque ingens lateris vulnus, cerne inde fluorem

Sanguineam, fossosque pedes artusque cruentes.

I learn also from Gretzer that the crucifix was in use even

in the time of Tertullian, who lived before Constantino ; and

Prudentius, who wrote some years after Lactantius, evidently

refers to more than a mere cross. Such allusions and references

might be multiplied on this subject by those who have access

to the necessary books. I will not however detain the reader

longer on this matter, than merely to state that the human
figure displayed upon the little cross before us, is no evidence

against the antiquity I am disposed to claim for it. This

figure is carved upon many crosses in Ireland, and upon
several round towers, which it appears were erected not much
later than the fifth and sixth centuries.

With a brief allusion to pieces of Roman pottery stamped

with parts of a cross and the monogram, in the possession of

Mr. Thomas Kent, of Padstow, in this county'', and reminding

'' I'vXainplcs ofRoman fictile vessels thus oeeunence in tliis country. A fraiTiment

oinanK'nted are believed to be of very rare ol' " Saniian," found at Catterick, York-
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the reader of tlic many Roman coins which arc impressed with

the sacred signs above stated, I will close this notice of Roman
Christian remains. I have adduced a few, but I trust sufficient,

to turn attention to the facts so much neglected, which justify

the belief that the Romans, during their sojourn in these

islands, w^re in some part Christians. We cannot realize

the early history of the Church without admitting this.

We may readily suppose that the Britons among whom the

Romans lived, were not backward in receiving the true faith,

for they were involved, both Romans and Britons, in one

common persecution, which was inflicted by their rulers on

account of the Christian faith. This trial doubtless united

them, and drew them closer to

each other in bonds of amity

and it may be consanguinity.

We find on various incised

monumental slabs in this

county, Roman and British

names, evidently proving that

such relationship actually ex-

isted ^ I have drawn only two of

these slabs, for the others have

no cross or other sign by which

they may be distinguished as

memorials of Christians, The

former of these is here given :

it is a rough unhewn slab of

granite, about eight feet in

length. The inscription upon

it is thus rendered, cirvsius

HIC lACET CVNOMORI FILIUS. Fowey.

Here we have Roman letters and a Roman
inscription, purporting an intinuite connection

betweeij a Briton and a Roman. On the

opposite or reverse side of this inscribed :

surface there is- a large Tau cross, which we .

may suppose indicates that the person to

whom the memorial was erected was a Christian.

There is also something engraved just above the

names, now almost obliterated; it has the ap-

sliire, in the Roman station, and now in * See Borlase's Anti'jiiilits of Cornwall

tlie possession of Sir W. Lawson, Bart., is pi. 3J. p. 391.

oi'iianicntcil with the cross.
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pearaiice of two crosses, one before the name of the son, and
the other before that of the father. It may however have

been intended for a branch. Carew, in his " Survey of Corn-

wall," gives the following interesting episode on this cross, or
" grauedstone :" " In a highe way neere this toune (namely

Eowey) there liet/i a big and long moore stone, contayning

the remainder of certaine ingraued letters, purporting some
memorable antiquity, as it shoulde seeme, but past ability of

reading. Not many yeres sithence, a gentleman, dwelling not

farre off, was persuaded, by some information or imagination,

that treasure lay hidden under this stone : wherefore in a fair

moone shine night, thither with certaine good fellowes he

hyeth to dig vp : a working they fall, their labor shortneth,

their hope increaseth, a pot of gold is the least of their ex-

pectation. But see the chaunce ! In the midst of their toyl-

ing, the skie gatherith cloudes the moone light is ouercast

with darknesse, downe fals a mightie showre, vp riseth a

blustering tempest, the thonder crackith, the lightning flash-

ith : in conclusion, our money-seekers washed, in stead of

loden; or loden with water in stead of yellow earth, and
more afraid, then hurt, are forced to abandon their enter-

prise, and seeke shelter of the next house they coulde get

into*". Whether this procedith from a naturall accident, or

a working of the diuell, I will not undertake to define.

It may bee, God giueth him such power ouer those, who
begin a matter, upon couetousnesse to gaine by extraordi-

narie meanes and prosecute it with a wronge, in entring

and breaking another man's land, withouten his leave, and

direct the end thereof, to the prince's defrauding, whose pre-

rogative challengith these casualties." This big long moore
stone has long since been set up right again, and is now still

to be seen near Castledour on the road to Fowey, about a

mile out of that interesting little primitive town.

The other incised slab of this character is one which has

already been noticed in this Jom^nal^. It is the monument
of " Isnioc Vitalis, the son of Torricus," which had long

served the pm-pose of a gate post ; and is at present preserved

' A similar fate lias attended more tlKin philosopliers accouiit for this " chamice'

this one party of the hunters of "yelinw as they may, I profess to relate only what
earth." There are many well attested I believe to have happened in very many
accounts of barrow hunters being thus cases.

overtaken in the midst of their spoil, and « Archaeol. Journal, vol. ii. p. 78.

deservedly drenched, if not terrified. Let
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ill a more suitable position, by

tlie consideration of the present

vicar of St. Clement's, near

Truro, in the precincts of whose

vicarage this memorial of other

days has remained from time

it of mind. It is here repre-

sented hi its old position of a

gate post ; let the reader ima-

gine the crooks and gate re-

moved, with the adjoining wall

which abuts upon it, and he

will have a true notion of the

present state of this venerable

stone.

The inscription, which is in

true Roman letters, is still very

legible, and it will be observed,

in accordance with the usual

rule, it is read downwards.

The cross with which it is sur-

mounted, or rather which is cut

upon the head of this stone, is a simple one encircled in a

border. AVe know not who Isnioc was or his father Torricus,

no records remain to tell where and when they lived ; all that

we n-ather from this monument is, that Isnioc was a Chris-

tian, and probably that he lived, if not earlier, during the fifth

century of our era.

AVe pass now to the period when the Romans having de-

parted to their own proper country, left these their acquired

territories unprotected, and in an enervated state, a prey to

ra})acious neighbours ; while the Picts attacked, and the

Britons, by the assistance of the Saxons, repelled their in-

vasion&j this western ])art of Britain seems to have remained

in peace. Missionary bishops and priests, and other holy

persons, came hither at this time from Ireland, (now "the

university of northern Europe,") and they came not in vain.

With few exce])tions it appears that they and their message
were well received, for almost every parish in AVest Cornwall,

and a great many villages, still retain the names of these

lieralds of the Cross, and in some instances the primitive

.structures which tlic^v erected for the service of (Jod, still

VOL. IV. c ^

St. Clement's.
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remain, though in a ruined state''. The churches or oratories

they erected correspond in general character with those yet

remaining in Irehmd; and we have wayside crosses here

which also resemble those in Ireland. It is not unfair to

suj)pose that these crosses were cut during the lifetime of the

missionaries I have referred to above.

The examples which

our woodcuts illustrate

re])resent three nume-
rous classes. The first

of them which is here

shewn Avas sketched in

a village in the parish

of St. Buryan, in the

Avest, called " crouzen-

wraze," i. e. "cross and

circle," in the old Cor-

nish lano;uao;e, a name
evidently taken from

this little cross, indi-

cating the respect with

which it was regarded.

It is not more than

three feet high above

the ground, and is

hewn in granite.

The next example

here fio-ured is taken

from the market place

or open space of a vil-

lage near the church

of St. Buryan, called

after the custom in

Cornwall, "the church

town."

The cross in this in-

stance is formed with

a himian figure, the

arms of which are extended at right angles with the body,

upon a disc or round-headed stone post. In the churchyard

'' Sec ail account of sonic of these in a paper on tlic ancient oratories of Cornwall,

ill vol. ii. p '2'1'> of this .lournal.

v-^"-- "
. Buryan, Cburch towxL
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on the south side of the cliurch, and not far from the porch,

there is aiiotlier Larger and handsomer cross. It is a Greek,

or Alahese cross, the hml)s of which are bound by a circle;

on the western side of it there is a human figure extended in

the usu;d way ; and on the east side there are five roundels,

one in the centre and one at each extremity. These are sup-

posed to represent the five wounds. This cross is also raised

upon granite steps, and })resents an elegant appearance.

Another form of the Cornish

cross is figured in the annexed

illustration, sketched from the

churchyard in Sancreed, a parish

about four miles from Penzance.

It stands about six feet high

above the ground, and is more

ornamented than the generality

of crosses in this part of the

country. In this instance it will

be observed that the disc or head

of the stone is cut into the form

of a cross, and the figure dis-

{)layed upon it is crowned. The
ornament on the front surface of

the shaft seems to be a lilly in a

vase, which is placed on a base.

The triangular ornament run-

ning up along the side of the

shaft, is a pattern common upon
British ornaments of jewellery,

and upon articles of earthen-

ware.

These examples will serve, I

trust, to give a general idea of

the character of the Cornish wayside crosses. In minute
detail and execution there is some dificrence between most of

them, but in general outline they may be said to belong to

one great class.

There is a feature in these crosses which should not be
overlooked ; it will be observed that they are Greek crosses,

as are also those found in other outlying and rocky parts of

Britain, whither the original inhabitants fled from the tyranny
and persecution of the Saxons, who had been invited to de-

CLurchyard, Sancreed.
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fend them from other invading foes. This circumstance calls

our attention to a well attested fact of our Church history, as

to its connnunion with the eastern branch of the Church
Catholic. Tor though Christianity was introduced hither, as

we have seen, by the instrumentality of the Romans, it is

equally true that at the time of St. Augustine's arrival into

England, the British Church was strictly observing the customs
and ceremonies of the eastern conmmnion, professedly re-

ceived through Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons, who was the dis-

ciple of Polycarp, the disciple of St. John. The form of our

ancient crosses illustrates and confirms this portion of om'

history, and it would appear, moreover, that this was the pri-

mitive form of the cross, and that which was most generally

employed before the disagreement between the rival branches

of the Church at Constantinople and Rome, Avhich led to their

assuming distinct forms as their respective badges.

In the war of extermination waged by the Saxons, after

their conversion, at the instigation of St. Augustine, against

the small remnant of the eastern communion in Wales and
Cornwall, the Latin cross was the standard of the invaders.

The only cause of offence on the part of the Welsh and
Cornish, seems to have been their firm determination to retain

freedom in the exercise of

their own ceremonies. The
war thus be2;un was un-

equally maintained for seve-

ral centuries, till generation

after generation inherited

bitter hatred of the Saxon

name. At length, over-

coming by numbers, Athel-

stan forced his conquest

even to the Land's End,

near which place, on a

mound or barrow, situate

beside the ancient British

road, there, is this Latin

cross. It stands near the

place to which tradition

points as the battle held

where many Cornish men ianasE„d.

were slaughtered Avhilc defending their ancient rights and
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j)rivileges. Another rude stone in tliis vicinity has a sword

engraved deeply upon it, with tlic point downwards, also re-

presenting in form a Latin cross. These, in all probability,

are monuments of Saxon triumph.

We have now seen the use of these crosses in the confir-

mation they afibrd to history ; let me, in conclusion, allude to

their original use, and the object of their erection.

In " Dives ct pauper," a Avorke emprynted by Wynken de

AVordc, in 1490, there is the following quaint assertion :
" For

thys reason ben crosses by y*" waye, than whan folke passynge

see the croysses, they shoulde thynke on Hym that deyed on
y** croysse, and worshipi)e Ilyni above al thyng." This may
have been the reason in de Worde's time, and perhaps was

partly so, even in the early days when these crosses were

erected ; but the alleged reason in the old writers, and object

of wayside crosses was, to " guide and guard the way to the

church." With respect to the former of these objects, I can

attest that very many of these crosses evidently still answer

this purpose, to which they were originally appointed. In

several parishes there are " church paths" still kept up by the

parish, along which crosses, or bases of crosses, yet remain,

and generally it will be found that they point toward the

church. Where the path has been, as in most cases, oblite-

rated and lost, the crosses in some instances still remain, not

facing the west according to the invariable rule regarding

church crosses, but pointing and guiding in the direction of

the church. As to the allegation that they ''guard the tcajj

to the church," there can be little doubt that in those early,

and it may be " superstitious" tunes, such was regarded to

be the efficacy of the holy sign.

With these remarks I will conclude this paper, hoping that

I have not turned the thoughts of my readers unprofitably to

the interesting subject of the early history of Christianity in

our land ; and if this memoir should, however imworthily,
produce further notices of primitive Christian antiquities, I

shall be greatly rcAvarded. Such visible and tangible evi-

dences at this time will avail much, and cause the history of

the ages to which they belong to be realized and practically

believed.

W. HA SLAM.



LOW SIDE WINDOWS.

BUCKNELL, OXB'ORDSHIEE. a a. Low side windows.

No part of our ancient churclies lias so completely baffled

the enquiries of antiquaries, architectural students, and eccle-

siologists, as the low side windows which so frequently occur

near the west end of the chancel, usually on the south side,

but sometimes on the north, and sometimes on both sides;

occasionally also near the east end of the nave, and in other

situations. It is difficult to give any detinition of them that

will apply to them all, excepting that they are always below

the range of the other windows, and generally very near the

ground. They are frequently walled up, and this appears to

have been done at some remote period ; many of them, how-

ever, still remain open, and are now glazed, but in such cases

the glazing is always modern, and they do not appear "to have

been originally glazed ; in several instances wooden shutters

remain, which appear to be original, and in many more the

hinges or fastenings remain.

Examples may be found of all periods ; but prior to the

thirteenth century they are rare : after that period they become

comparatively common, and traces of them belonging to this
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and the two following centuries are numerous in most parts of

the country. Probably the earliest example remaining is that

at Caistor, Northamptonshire, published in this Jonrnal%

from a drawing by Mr. Ilartshorne, which appears to belong

to the Anglo-Saxon period,

as shewn by the long and

short work in the jambs,

though the up})er part of

the window^ has been re-

built in the fourteenth cen-

tury.

Of the twelfth century

few examples have been

noticed : there is one which

a])pears to belong to that

])eriod on the south side of

the chancel at St. Margaret's

at Cliff, Kent ; but this is

rather a doubtful example.

Another, at North Hinksey,

Berkshire, there seems no

reason to doubt ; the round

head and the Norman
mouldings are decisive. It

is situated on the south

side of the chancel, imme-
diately to the east of the

chancel-arch, which was of

early Norman character,

until it was recently altered.

The south doorway is also

Norman, and the lower part

of the walls belong to the

same age, though all the

windows are subsecpient in-

sertions. Another, also on

the south side of the chan-

cel of St. Giles's, North-

ampton, may still be traced

on the exterior, and is dis-

tinct in the interior.

' Vol. i

^^/

Ncrth HiBksev, Berkahixe.

St. Gil' J> s. Norlhanij lOLi.

'288.
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Of the thirteenth century there are examples at Raydon,
Suffolk ; Elsfield, and Cowley, Oxfordslhre. All these are

1 M

D 3C H

i.^terior aud luteiior of tlie low sid« Wmdo^v, hual^eld, Oxon.

clearly of the Early English style.

That at Elsfield is remarkable for

having a stone seat and desk formed
in the sill in the interior.

Another at Akeley, Buckingham-
shire, also on the south side, has a

trefoiled head, and is late in the style.

The one at Raydon, Suffolk,

(engraved in Brandon's Analysis,)

is a very elegant example, forming
part of the design wdth a single

light window having a trefoiled

head, and a trefoil pierced through
the solid head above, the low side

window itself has also a trefoiled

head below the transom : this still

retains the original shutter.

The same arrangement of a lan-

cet window divided by a transom

occurs at Wittcnash, Warwick-
shire, and is frequently used.

At Oakington, Cambridgeshire,

(engrav(Hl in Paley's Manual,)
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there are two square openings below the sill of the win-

dow : these are now glazed.

At Bucknell, Oxfordshire, there are three, one on the north

side of the chancel, lancet-shaped on the outside, with a square-

headed opening within, and one on each side of the nave, near

the east end, of a wide lancet form, with a round-headed recess

over each on the inside : there were probably chantry altars

at each of the two latter places, (see illustration at the head

of this Article.)

Of the fourteenth century, at

Over, Cambridgeshire, are two,

early in the Decorated style, and
perhaps belonging to the end
of the previous century. They
are opposite to each other, on the

north and south sides of the

chancel, of the form called the

Carnarvon window, or the square-

headed trefoil, and are not later

than Edward I. At Binstead, Isle

of Wight, is one of precisely the

same form, (engraved in Weale's

Quarterly Papers.)

At Offchm'ch, Warwickshire, is

one of a similar form on the

south side of the chancel, which is Early English, and it

is not clear whether the low side window is original or an

insertion.

At Lillington and Dunchurch, Warwickshire, they are small

square-headed openings, quite plain, about two feet high and
one wide. iVt Barton, Warwickshire, a Decorated low side

window is inserted in the north wall of an Early English

chancel.

At Cubington, Warwickshire, the chancel of which is

Decorated, the low side window on the south side is of

the same style,- a single light, with a cinquefoil head, about

3 ft. 6 in. high by 1 ft. 6 in. wide. On the north side

is another of late poor Perpendicular work, evidently an

insertion.

At Long Compton, Warwickshire, on the south side of the

chancel, is a recess in the wall with a trefoil head, and in the

VOL. IV. ft

South side chauoel. Over,

Camb.
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back of it are two small square openings side by side, with a

sort of solid mullion between.

At Morton Bagot, also in Warwickshire, is an elegant

example early in this style, with a trefoil pierced through a

solid head, the lower part divided by a transom as in other

instances.

At Somerton, Oxfordshire, on the north side of the chancel,

is a singular example : the window is a single light, long and

Somerton. OxfordBinrtj ( Interior )

narrow, with Decorated tracery in the head, divided by a

thick transom, below which the opening does not appear to

have been glazed. In the interior is a recess with a sort

of shoulder, as if there had been a seat by the side of the

opening, agreeing in this respect with Elsfield and some
others.
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At Whitwell, Rutland-

sliire, the low side window
is of two lights trefoiled,

with a quatrefoil in the

head, and is set in a recess

close to the south-west

angle of the chancel, with

a bold hood-mould over it,

terminated by the corbel-

heads usual in this style.

For this remarkable exam-

ple we are indebted to the

note-book of the late Rev.

H. D. G. Baker, of Stam-

ford, wdiose loss will long

be felt by his friends,

and by all archaeologists

who had an opportunity of

knowing the value of his

accurate and careful obser-

vation.

At Garsington, Oxford-

shire, a plain window of

two lights, situated on the

south side of the chancel,

nearest the west end, has

the lights continued down
below the level of the other

windows, with a transom in

place of the sill, and the

two square openings thus

formed have evidently been

used as low side windows.

The iron-work in them ap-

pears to have been original,

but they do not' appear to

have been originally glazed.

The window opposite to

this on the north side has ' ;;;:>^"

also low side openings g

under it of the same cha-

racter, and also had original iron bars.

Whitwell. Rutlandshii-a

.illW^
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At Ardley, Oxfordshire, a

square-headed window of two

hghts with Decorated tracery

of a flowing character, the

hghts divided by a transom,

below which were the low side

openings.

The most remarkable ex-

ample hitherto noticed is per-

haps that at Prior Crawden's

chapel at Ely, which is on the

first floor, having a room under

it. The low side window is in

the usual situation on the south

side, at some distance from the

altar, and as there is no nave,

not far from the west end of

the chapel. This example is

not easily reconciled with any

of the existing theories respect-

ing the use of these openings

;

being about ten feet from the

ground it could not well be

used for confession, and would

seem to shew that they were

used for some internal purpose

rather than external. There

is a similar example at "La
Sainte Chapelle" in Paris, at a

still greater height from the

ground. This example is the

more singular from the fact

of there being a second chapel

below, and no low side win-

dow in this lower chapel. The

remarkable openings at the

back of the sediha at Dor-

chester, Oxfordshire, have been

described as belonging to this

class; but those were origi-

nally glazed, some of the

painted glass being of the

Ardley, Oxfordshire

1 norCrawdrns Cbapal. Ely.
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same age, and made to fit the openings, which seems to mark
them as distinct from this class, though their use is equally

obscure.

Of the fifteenth century examples are numerous, and fre-

quently insertions in earlier walls.

At Chaddesley Corbett, Worcestershire, a window of two

lights, square-headed, with straight-sided sub-arches to the

lights, is inserted under a very good Decorated window on

the south side.

At Eccleshall, Staffordshire, a square-headed window of

three lights is inserted under a lancet window, cutting off* the

lower part of it, and having a wooden Hntel. This is in a

fine Early English chancel.

At Blisworth, Northamptonshire,

the low side window on the north

side of the chancel has a trefoil

head and a square dripstone over

it. There is another on the south

side, but that is quite plain.

At Swavesey, Cambridgeshire,

is one in a remarkable situation,

near the east end of the south

aisle of the nave, which is sepa-

rated from the chancel aisle only

by a low wall, on which has been

a screen ; against the screen was

a chantry altar, and between the

altar and the piscina belonging to

it was this opening, so that the

priest officiating at the altar must

have been quite close to the low

side WmdOW. BUsworth, Northamptonshire.

At Hellesdon, Norfolk, is a very good example, with the

original wooden shutter and iron-work perfect.

At Wetherall, Cumberland, there is a late example on the

south side of the chancel ; it is of two hghts, round-headed,

with a square dripstone over them. Between the head of

the window and the dripstone is cut in good old Enghsh

letters,

" ©rate pro animo S2HtlI. ©Dornton, abbas."

There was a Benedictine priory here. On the splay of the
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semicircular arch of a doorway in the same chm'ch, and of the

same date as this window, is another inscription,

" ©rate pro antmo WcW WittijtxaV

For this notice and a few others we are indebted to the

manuscript notes of the late Mr. Rickman, now in the pos-

session of the Oxford Architectural Society. We are also

indebted to that Society for the use of the woodcuts of Buck-

nell, Elsfield, and Garsington, which were engraved for their

" Guide to the Neighbourhood of Oxford."

The most remarkable specimen of these openings is that at

Othery, near Bridgewater, Somersetshire. It is not a separate

,i.rWPW^

^Ji|'

wii^ jitejji'ii'^if

„. Low ^iilf ivindnw OH the.ioMlh

Mile, il» sill lieinj 1 ft. 6 in

Above the bnse innuWinjr.

i. Low side window on the norlli

itiile, new stopped.

r Squint from noulli triin«epi.

tl. Openinjr through rhn bnttre>ii.
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window, but merely a square opening in the lower part of one

light of a late two-light Perpendicular window, having the

wooden shutter and the iron-work remaining It is in the

usual situation on the south side of the chancel {a) ; but the

opening would be entirely concealed from almost every point

of view by a buttress supporting the central tower, which

projects immediately in front of it, and so close to it as to

prevent any person from standing or kneeling on the outside

of it, but a hole is cut through the buttress {d) in a direct

line with this opening, either for the purpose of enabling some
person to see out, or to make a light in the window visible to

passers by. The distance from the outside of the buttress to

the opening appears too great for the purpose of confession.

From the jamb of this window is a squint into the south

transept.

A very singular example occurs in Winchester College

chapel, on the south side, near the screen ; one of the lights

of a three-light window is divided by a transom with an

arched head under it ; the hinges of the shutter remain :

it is now blocked up by one of the buttresses of the tower,

which was built about fifty years after the chapel, but as the

foundations are known to have given way, this buttress is

probably of later date. The low side opening is about ten feet

from the ground, both inside and outside, which does not

seem to agree with any one of the theories for its use.

The theories and conjectures that have been started to

account for these openings are almost endless.

1. They were called lychnoscopes by the Cambridge Cam-
den Society, on the assumption that they were for the purpose

of watching the paschal light, a theory which the Society has

since acknowledged to be untenable.

2 The theory which is at present most prevalent is that

they were confessionals. This is said to be the oldest, and
to be supported by tradition. It has lately received addi-

tional support from j\Ir. E. J. Carlos, who called attention,

in the Gentleman's jMagazine for October, 1846, to the follow-

ing passage in a letter from Bedyll to Cromwell at the time of

the suppression of monasteries :
" We think it best that the

place where these friars have been wont to hear outward con-

fession of all comers at certain times of the year, be walled up,

and that use to be foredone for ever." This passage applies

only to the monks of a particular order ; but Mr. Carlos ob-
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serves, that "if an irregular practice of this kind existed in

parochial churches, and there were places requiring to be

w^alled up, it would be in the province of the ordinary to

direct it to be done."

But the injunctions issued by the bishops and other ordi-

naries of that period are extant, well known, and have been

closely scrutinised, and no such ordinance has been brought

to light. Other objections to this theory have been noticed

as they obviously occurred in describing particular examples.

Those of Prior Crawden's chapel and "La Sainte Chapelle"

are not easy to surmount.

3. Tor lepers to assist at mass; this conjecture is attributed

to Dr. Rock, whose character and studies give great weight to

his opinion, and entitle it to respect and consideration ; but

the facts that some are so close to the ground that it would

be necessary for the lepers to lie down to see through them,

that others would be some feet above their heads, and that

very few command a view of the altar platform, seem decisive

against this theory.

4. For excommunicated persons doing penance preparatory

to their being re-admitted into the church. The same objec-

tions which apply to No. 3 apply to this also.

5. To place a light in, to scare away evil spirits from the

churchyard. The situation of these windows is generally not

convenient for such a purpose ; and the existence of such a

practice in this country requires confirmation, although we
are aware that in Fi'ance numerous examples are found of

stone pillars in churchyards, with an opening for a lantern at

the top, said to have been used for this purpose.

6. That they were offertory windows; this theory is sup-

ported by Mr. Paley, who adds, " It appears that they origi-

nated from an order of recluses, or solitarii, who had their

oratories coniiguoiis to, or adjoining churches, and who, not

being allowed to communicate with any assembly of men,

had these little windows constructed " ut per fenestram pos-

sunt ad missas per manus sacerdotum oblationes • offerre."

See Martene de Antiquis Ecclesiae Ritibus, lib. i. cap. iv.

art. vi. sect. 7^.

'' Mr. Paley's reference to Martene that the words omitted by Mr. Paley

is erroneous, which gave us some trou- give the passage a directly opposite

ble in finding this passage. To save meaning to that he attribvites to it; the

our readers a repetition of this trouble windows mentioned are those of the ora-

we here give it entire : it will be seen tory, not of the church : the entire passage
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The objections to this theory are, first, that the dwelhngs of

the recluses were so wiiIujuouh to the churches, tliat the only

access to them often was through the chui'ch, being sometimes

in the room over the vestry, by the side of the chancel, in other

cases in tlie tower, more frequently in the room over the ))or(h,

erroneously called the parvise, and the openings for their use

from these rooms into the church frequently exist. Secondly,

tlie inconvenient situation of the low side windows for such a

purpose, as before stated in the objections to No. 3.

7. For the acolytes to pass the thurible through, for the

purpose of having the charcoal blown up to a red heat in the

oi)en air before the incense was put on, thereby avoiding the

unpleasant fumes which arise from charcoal when first lighted.

The objections to this theory are that there are no records

or traditions of such a custom, or directions for it in the

rubrics of the Missal, and the same observations which were

applied to No. 3 apply in part to this also, though the situa-

tion of these openings is generally more convenient for such

an object, than for most of the others which have been

mentioned.

8. To enahle a man or boy to look out for the approach of the

])riest, and ring the little bell to announce it to the people

;

the other windows beino; too hioh from the around for that

])urpose ; these openings being always so placed that the rope

from the sanctus bell over the chancel arch, would naturally

hang very near them, or could be easily made to do so,

whether on the east or the west side of the screen. This is

the only theory that has been mentioned which applies to

those which are in the uppei- story.

The objections to it ai'e the want of authority for the anti-

(|uity of the custom of ringing the little bell on the approach

of the priest, though its very general use in all parts of the

country seems to shew that it is not a modern practice ; and
the inconvenient situation of many of these windows for the

})urpose, being so close to the ground, and so placed as to

connuand a very short distance only.

9. For the distribution of alms either in money or in bread :

many of them are conveniently situated for this purpose, and

coiilinns the view taken in the text. "Uic tenus idem Solitarius per fen ^tlanl ejus-

pneieiniittere non ileheo id quod pne- deni oratoiii possit ad niis^as pi-r nianus

scribit Grimlaicus in llegula Solitarionini sacerdotmn obhitiones otltrre."] Martene
cap. l(i. ut niniiruni ll.chiso [onttoriutii de Antiquis Ecclcsiie ilitilius, lib. i. cap.

ita sit doniui ecele>ia^ contiguuni, q'la- iv. art. vi. sect. 7.

vol. IV.
^j ,j
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a special benefaction might account for the opening of a

special window at any period. The inscription over the win-

dow at Wetherall seems to support this theory"; the windows
by the side of chantry altars would also agree with it.

The objections to it are that many of the windows are not

convenient for the purpose, and some it would be almost im-

possible to apply to such a use, as the one at Othery, and the

two that are on the first floor.

10. To give light to the reader of the Lessons, all the other

wuidows being tilled with painted glass, which scarcely allows

light enough for reading to pass through it. This theory has

the support of M. VioUet-Leduc, the eminent architect of

Paris, who is employed in the restoration of " La Sainte

Chapelle," and who says that the low side window in that

building was glazed wdth white glass, covered by an internal

shutter which was closed when the window was not in use, in

order not to interfere with the general effect of the " dim
religious light" from the large painted windows.

The objection to this theory is the constant habit of using

candles at all hours in the Roman Catholic Services.

11. For the purpose of ventilation only.

The objections to this theory are its evident improbability,

and that there seems no reason for always choosing the parti-

cular situation occupied by these windows for such a purpose.

1.2. The symbolical theory, that it was intended to sym-

bolize the wound in the side of om^ Saviour on the Cross, the

chmTh itself being considered as representing the body of

Christ.

The objections to this theory, besides those which apply to

this kind of symbolism in general, are the entire want of

authority for it, and that it is not consistent with the general

theory that the chancel represents the head, and the nave the

body on the Cross, and the transepts the arms extended, or

when there are no transepts the aisles the arms by the side.

The cases in which there are two windows opposite to each

otlier are also fatal to this theory.

We believe that many other theories have been started to

account for these low side windows, but none occur to our

memory at present. i. h. p.



BRONZE CELTS, AND CELT-MOULDS OF STONE
AND BRONZE.

SECOND NOTICE.

In resuming our enquiry regarding those ancient weapons

termed celts, I am enal)le(l to present to the archaeologist ex-

amples of some interesting and peculiar varieties in their form

as Avell as ornamentation*. I have also to propose another

class of celts, intermediate between those with the stop-ridge,

and those which in connection with this feature have an ear

or loop : thus the third class of celts, as fomierly proposed,

becoiues the fourth.

I alhide to one of a singular shape frequently to be met with

in Irish collections, see pi. 2, figs. 1, 2, 3. These weapons,

from the elegance and peculiarity of their form, should be

placed in a group by themselves, between the celts of the

second and third class, because they would weaken the handle

less than those of the former, and yet be less secm-e when

hafted than those of the latter. Theii' characteristics may be

described as follows,

—

Blade and wedge for insertion equally thick ; at the ter-

mination of the blade a boss or stop, on the upper and under

sm-facc ; wedge for insertion much longer than the blade, and

spike-shaped.

A method for hafting this weapon is shewn, pi. 2, fig. 4.

Before I notice the bronze celts, I wish to dii-ect attention

to one of stone preserved in the museum of the Royal Irish

Academy, })1. 1, fig. 1, which in form very closely resembles the

simple wedge-shaped bronze implement. So remarkable is

this similarity, that it is possible to suppose this class of

weapon to be the last link between the rude wedge-shaped

stone celt, and that of bronze ; or, in it we may perceive an

attempt to revert "to the old material, improving the form after

that of the earliest metal inn)lement.

The accompanying series of ornamented bronze celts of the

normal type are highly interesting, as they exhibit four featm'cs

in weapons of this class, which are worthy of notice, and are

not commonly found associated; pi. 1, figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 0.

^ See p. 1 of tliis volume.
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First, their style of ornament.

Second, tlie comparative and total absence of this ornament
at the end for hafting ; thus shewing how much of the weapon
was inserted into the handle.

Third, the first appearance of the stop-ridge.

Fourth, the sides of the celt being made to overlap the

blade slightly, by hammering, and not casting.

The ornamenting on these weapons is produced in the most
simple way, being a rude kind of engraving or indenting of

the surface by means of a punch. The style of these deco-

rations is remarkable, as it exhibits the zigzag and rope orna-

ments, so frequently regarded as characteristics of Norman
design, ])ut which, in the examples before us, as in many
other instances in Ireland, must claim a far higher antiquity

;

w^e m.ay regard them as the untaught efforts of a people who
had reached to a certain stage of civilization, and we may
suppose that they were suggested by the close observation of

objects of common use or occurrence among them, which

their taste led them to apply to the purposes of decoration.

As illustrative of this idea, it is evident that the lotus flower,

the adder, or the wings of birds, afforded to the ancient

Egyptians, models by which to form the capitals of their pil-

lars, their cups, processional staves, head-di'esses, and so forth.

Again, amongst the early Greeks the rani's horn and acanthus

leaf were modeled into the capitals of columns, and other

examples of the like kind could be adduced from the archi-

tectm'e of the ancient Hindoos and ]\Iexicaiis, on the same
principle. The coils and knots of ropes, as well as fish scales,'

and certain kinds of fishes Avliile writhing in their death

agonies, afforded to the imaginative minds of the Nomadic
Celtic tribes the primary ideas for designing ornaments for

their weapons, and other articles in common use. These

ornaments, after a time, assumed those conventional forms

which we now see, and were applied by their descendants to

the purposes of decoration in general.

The next example of the wedge-shaped celt is peculiarly

interesting, as it affords an unique instance of the stop-ridge

formed in a peculiar Avay, by carving a socket for the handle

out of the solid metal of the celt, pi. 1, fig. 7. I am not prepared

to say that this cutting away of the metal is not an effort at

construction, made long sul:)sequent to the original casting,

with a view to render this implement as serviceable as those
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with the perfect stop-ridge, whereas if the reinodehiig 1)e of the

sanu^ age we certainly should regard this construction as the

normal ty})e of the stop-ridge ; the ornaments on the hlade

are merely indented lines.

The two following examples of celts of the fifth class (as

now proposed) are introduced here, as they exhibit a very

peculiar style of embossed ornament, pi. 1, figs. 8, 9. No. 9

displays on its sides, and below its upper margin, a raised

ornament accm'ately resendjling a tying of cord, and also a

fragment of a coronated border which extended round the

lip of the Aveapon, a feature quite unique. When alluding to

celt moulds I shall have occasion to revert to this celt.

The gouge-sha])ed celts, ])1. 3, tigs. 1, 2, 3, 4, of which I pre-

sent foiu- examples, are frequently to be met with in collections

of Irish antiquities ; those now engraved cannot be regarded as

weapons, but rather as household implements, and the speci-

men, fig. 4, appears to have been a hand-scoop, probably for

more delicate work than the others.

Celt-moulds of Stone.

In public as well as private collections of antiquities in

Ireland there are a few specimens of stone celt-moulds.

Those now presented to the archseological enquirer are from the

museums of the Royal Irish Academy, and of the University

of Dublin. To Robert Ball, Esq., the Director of the latter

museum, I am indebted for his kindness in allowing me to

engrave the specimen pi. 4, fig. 2, a more interesting example

than that of pi. 5, as it gives us a celt of the fourth class, but

the ear or loop is cast solid, and then requires to be bored.

If we might hazard a conjecture Avitli regard to these stone

moulds, we might, from their extreme rudeness, suppose them
to be but unskilful copies from the more perfect implements

of a more civilised people. Who these predecessors of the

Nomadic celt were, it would be impossible to say in our pre-

sent state of knowledge with regard to that period in the

history of western Em-ope, and the district east of the Medi-
terranean, when bronze a])])ears to have held the place now
occupied by iron.

The celt-mould, pi. 0, figs. 1, :2, is copied from a cast in ])laster

of Paris ; the original is now in Belfast. The stone is polygonal

in form, and exhibits upon foiu- of its surfaces indented moulds
for c{^lts of the nonniil type; the two largest measure
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inches in length by 4| at the blade, and 5 inches in length

by 3f at the blade. These weapons were cast by simply
poming the melted metal into the exposed indented mould b.

Celt-moulds of Bronze,

In the British Museum I observed and made sketches of

two examples of bronze celt-moulds, and though the supposi-

tion that these antiques are matrices for celts has been denied,

I hope to shew that they are veritable moulds •=. First, if we
examine their construction and design, we find that they con-

sist of two equal parts, fitting to one another with the nicest

accuracy, and having, down their vertical edges, corresponding

elevations and depressions in the form of a fine ridge and
hollow, causing them to be, as it were, dovetailed into one
another when placed together. On the exterior of each half

of the moidd, pi. 2, figs. 6, 8, there is a loop close to the top, or

mouth ; and two projecting nobs close to the lo"\^Tr margin
or reversed apex of the flattened cone. These appliances are

evidently to assist in tying the two pieces together, as is

shewn by the drawing, pi. 3, fig. 9 : a contrivance simple and
perfect in design, and essential to the working of the imple-

ment. The loop of the celt to be cast is formed by a pro-

jection on one half of the vertical edges of the mould, which
lies so close to the opposing surface, that none of the fluid

metal could flow between.

We find, that when the two parts of the mould are placed

together, they project neai'ly an inch above the top of the

celt to be cast, and when viewed from above they present a

circular opening into which the metal was pom^d. At either

side of this opening a small square space has been cut aAvay,

apparently to receive the transverse arms of a wedge-shaped
piece of metal, which was let down into the centre of the

•> All account of a mould of hone-stone, Stukeley tliat a bushel of celts, each en-

adapted for casting celts and spear-heads, closed in a brass mould or case, was
is given with a representation, in Archreol. found, in 1719, at Brongh on the Hum-
.Journal, vol. iii. p. 257. It was found on ber. Representations of one are given
the western side of the Isle of Anglesea, with Lort's Memoir on Celts, ArchEeologia,

which was much subjected to invasions vol. v. pi. vii. A celt-mould of metal was
from Ireland, in earl) times. A cast of a in Mr. Britton's possession, one was found
celt-mould of stone, found in France, near in the parish of Eaton, near Norwich,
Valognes, is in the museum of the Anti- under the roots of an ash, as noticed in

quaries of London.

—

Va). ArchreoL, vol. xxii. p. 424, and another
' Tlie supposition that these objects recently at Unthank's Road, Norwich,

were properly cases, ap))ears to iiavc been In France, besides that found near Va-
adopted by Stukeley, Lethieiillier, Bor- logiies, another was discovered at La
lase, Lort, and otlier antiquaries of the Villette, near P;iris, now in the Rouen
last century. Mr. Warburton informed Museum.—En.
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mould to foriii the core or hollow in the interior of the celt.

The form of this wedge may have been that shewn in pis. 2, 3,

figs. 9, 10. The engraving of the interior of the mould, pi. 2,

fig. 5, with its celt still remahiing attached, exhibits a groove

cut in the upper portion of the movdd at right angles to the

square side openings for the core-wedge, a contrivance evi-

dently intended to prevent the wedge from shifting its true

position in the slightest degree. The foregoing remarks wiU.

apply with equal justness to the l)ronze celt-mould, pi. 3,

figs. 5, 6, 7, 8. Fig. 7 a, shews a projection in the metal on

the interior of the mould, which answered the same use as

the groove for the core-wedge, previously mentioned.

The idea I believe most usually entertained by English anti-

quaries with regard to the antiques which I have just described,

is, that they are c^z-sr-v for celts, and not celt-mouhh ; and the

argument in favom* of this supposition is the alleged im-

possibility of casting bronze out of bronze. This supposed

difficulty is at once got rid of, by the fact of its being a

common practice with brass and iron founders, to cast brass

from brass, or iron from brass, or brass from iron, as the case

may be, sinqjly by iirst smoking the interior of the metal

matrix with the flame of an oil lamp, or a piece of tarred

rope. If the above objection to these antiques being celt-

moulds was valid, the argument in favour of their being

cases would not hold, because they must have been cast on

the celt, in order to fit it with such perfect accuracy as they

are seen to do. It is a singular fact, and one which bears

strongly in favour of these antiques being indeed moulds, that

the " mould" from the British .Museum, pi. 2, fig. 7, and the

Irish celt, pi. ] , fig. D, exhibit on the interior of the former, and

the surface of the latter, an incrustation of a semi-vitrified sub-

stance, which can be picked off* with the point of a knife, and
which appears to be a fused varnish of some kind or another,

with which the interior of the moidd was smeared, previous

to the casting from it being made. This vitrified incrusta-

tion is often to be seen on Irish celts of the fifth class, that

to which the celt we have alluded belongs.

With the exception of the bronze celt-moulds which are in

the British Museum, and one of the stone celt-moulds which

is in the University collection, all the illustrations of this

paper have been made from specimens in the museum of the

Koyal Irish Academy. geo. v. du noyer.



NOTICE OE AN UNDESCRIBED SEPULCHRAL
BRASS.

In tlie nave of ChrishaU church, near Saffron Walden, Essex,

is a large and fine brass, not hitherto described or appro-

priated, but well worthy of illustration from its commemorat-
ing members of a noljle family, whose bm'ial place has never

been recorded, as Avell as from its value as an example of

monumental art. It is, unfortunately, partly imder the boards

of a pew ; but the whole may be uncovered with the excep-

tion of about four inches across the breast of the figures. It

represents a knight in the armour of the end of Edward the

Third's reio-n, holdino; his baldrick in his left hand, and the

right hand of his lady in his right ; her head-dress is the caul

usually seen at the same period, and from her arms hang the

sleeve-lappets which are somethnes, but rarely, found in con-

temporary brasses. The knight's feet rest on a lion, and

below botli the figures is a basement of quatrefoils : above

them is a fine canopy, not double, as is generally the case

where there are two figures, but triple ; it is somewhat muti-

lated, and the shafts which sup})orted it are entirely gone. Of
the inscription, which was marginal, a very small fragment

only remains, with the words " sa feme priez." Between the

heads of the figures is a sliield, azure, two bars nebulee, or,

Delapole : impaling gules, on a chevron or, three lions ram-

pant, sable, Cobham. It is from these arms, which are also

repeated singly above the canopy, that the names of the

persons commemorated have been discovered.

William De la Pole, merchant of Hull, left two sons

;

William, who died in L'340, and from whom descended the

earls and dukes of Suflblk ; and Richard, whose son and heir,

William, married Margaret, sister and heiress of John Peverel

of Castle Ashby; this lady died in 1349, leaving a son and
heir, John, wlio married Joan, sole, daughter and heiress of

John, Lord Cobham. These last are the knight and lady re-

})reseuted at Clu'ishall, as is proved by the arms.

The manor of Chi'isliall was held under Lord Stafibrd by
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William and Margaret De la Pole in 1851—1858 s and in

1399 by the heirs of John De la Pole^, from whom it passed

to his descendants, the Brookes ^ The exact year of Sir

John's death has not been ascertained ; his lady died before

her father, Lord Coljhani'^, and that barony descended to

their only danghter, Joan : and they were both dead in 1389,

as Lord Cobhani had East Tilbiuy appropriated to his college

at Cobliam in that year, to maintain two chaplains to sing

for their sonls. The time of their deaths, however, woidd

probably not affect the date of the brass, as there is good

reason to snppose that it was put down in their life-time, and

perhaps, soon after their nuirriage. Their daughter Joan was

born in 1377, and the costume of the figiu^es, and the style

of the In-ass is such as to make it almost a certainty that it

was executed about the year 1375, at which time it is pro-

bable they also rebuilt the church, as their arms remain on

the south door, and many parts of the building are of late

Decorated or transition character. This brass adds another

to the fine series of monuments of the Cobham family at

Cobliam, Kent, among which are brasses to the lady's father,

Lord Cobham, and to her daughter, Joan Braybrooke, The
following brief pedigree may exhibit the connection of the

families more clearly :

—

N\ liliiim de la Pole, merchant of Hull.

Wra. de la Pole, ob. 1340,
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It is to be regretted that tliis brass should not be removed

from its situation, and placed in a new stone in the chancel,

where it might be seen to advantage. There is another fine

monument in the church, a stone effigy of a lady, of about

the same date as the brass, and also two small brasses of

civilians of the fifteenth centmy. c. j. manning.



CD I i a i n a I B o c inn c n t s.

SURVEY OF THE TOWER ARMORY IN THE YEAR IGOO.

The inventory Iiltc oftbred to our readers as a valuable

illustration of military costume, is already partially known

through a transcript comiiumicated to the Society of Anti-

(piaries by "Sir. Bray, in 1792. It was published iirst in the

eleventh volume of the Archacologia, and reprinted by Sir

Sanmel Meyrick, in his Critical Enquiry^ The attested copy,

in the possession of the late Mrs. Tucker, of Betchworth

Castle, Surrey, w^as the authority whence the text of this in-

teresting document was thus derived, the existence of the

original being hitherto unknown. It had, however, been pre-

served amongst the Records in the Audit Ottice, and we are

indebted to Mr. Cunningham for bringing it to light from a

neglected mass of old evidences, and for the connnunication

of an accurate transcript.

This original bears the autograph signatures of the Lieu-

tenant of the Tower and of the Commissioners, appointed

by Charles II. on his restoration to survey the armom* and

numitions remainino; in his armories. A collation with the

})rinted text has shewn various errors and omissions m the

coj)y, as published by ]\lr. Bray, amongst which may be men-

tioned the particular description of nine suits of armour, with

other curious items, not found in his communication given in

the Archaeologia. It has been thought, therefore, that an

accurate copy of the entire document, hitherto only imper-

fectly known through the costly publications above cited,

cannot fail to be acceptable to many readers of the Archae-

ological Journal.

The following survey appears to be the earliest inventory

extant of any extensive assemblage of armom- in the royal

arsenal at the Tower of London. Various evidences have been

preserved relating to military stores preserved in that fortress,

' Crit. Eiiqu., vol. iii. p. 106, edit. 1834.

VOL. IV. Y V
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or thence supplied at various times, from an early period ; and
some account of these is given by Mr. Hewitt, in his useful

hand-book, which we have taken occasion elsewhere to com-
mend to the notice of our readers'". Amongst these records

may be cited particularly the "Inventory of Ordenaunce,

munition and other goods, belonging to our late soverayne

Lorde, King Henry VHL," as examined by commissioners

appointed by Edward VI. on his accession, in 1547. The
original MS., formerly in the possession of Gustavus Brander,

is now in the library of the Society of Antiquaries'^, and the

entries relating to the Tower are given, with the munitions of

various fortresses, in Sir Samuel Meyrick's Critical Enquiry'^.

None of the suits, however, described in the following survey,

as having belonged to sovereigns and great personages, are

mentioned in that document ; the only armour named as then

existing in the Tower being brigandines, variously arrayed,

and defences known as "miliars' coats."

It has not been satisfactorily ascertained at what period,

or by whose direction, any collection of remarkable armours

and Aveapons was formed at the Tower, or became a military

display, similar to those armories in foreign parts, which

already began to claim the notice of the curious, in the six-

teenth century. Sir Samuel Meyrick is disposed to associate

the name of HenryVIII. with those of Maximihan, Charles V.,

and Erancis I., as the sovereigns to whom the foundation of

the armories of Europe is to be attributed^ Positive evidence

does not appear to have been adduced, but it may readily be

supposed that either at Windsor, or in the Green Gallery at

Greenwich, the favourite scene of the splendid festivities of

Henry's reign, some display of martial equipments might have

been commenced^. One of the earliest armories of note in Ger-

many appears to have been that formed by the archduke Eerdi-

nand II., at the castle of Ambras, near Inspruck, dmnng the

reign of Elizabeth, about 15G0. The invitations personally

addressed on that occasion by the archduke to the princes

and distinguished military characters of the age, requesting

them to contribute suits which they had worn, would natm-ally

^ The Tower, its History. &c. See the VIII., 1529—32, considerable payments

Notices of Archeeological Publications. appear to Erasmus, Asmus, or Asamus,
*• Manuscripts, No. 129. "the King's Armerer," Thomas Wolverd,
'' Vol. iii. p. 11. armerer, " to him that kepith the Armery
* Critical Enquiry, vol. iii. p. 105. in Wyndesour," &c.
•^ In the Privy Purse Expenses of Henry
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stimiilate in Europe a taste for estal)lisliiiig similar collections.

Tliat sonic snch assemblage of armom' of more than ordinary

inij)ortaiicc had been formed, during the times of Elizabeth, is

sufficiently shewn by the account so often cited which Paul

llentzner gave of his visit to the Tower in 1598. The full

imi)ort of his relation, however, does not appear to have been

admitted ; his attention was chiefly attracted by the striking

suit which had belonged to Henry VIII., but it is clear from

the Latin original that various other remarkable armours for

man and horse were then in the " armamentarium" at the

Tower*'. The phrase " arma multa et egregia, tam pro viris,

quam pro e([uis, in e([uestri pugna," ambiguously rendered
" many and very beautiful arms," in the English translation,

may suffice to prove that some of the suits of armour, cap-a-pie,

with horse furniture of the same, enumerated in the following

survey, formed, as early as the forty-first year of Elizabeth's

reign, part of the display in the Tower armory, augmented

in the following century by some from the Green Gallery at

Greenwich, as we learn from this document of 1660''. The

curious fact recorded by Stowe that a lottery for rich and

curious armour was opened in St. Paul's churchyard in 15S8

(29 Eliz.), being probably the spoil of the Armada, may not

be undeserving of notice, as appearing to indicate a more

general estimation of such objects than might have been ex-

pected in peaceful times, and under the decline of the popular

taste for tournaments and chivalrous display.

The original inventory here printed forms a thin folio

volume, endorsed thus on the parchment cover :
" The Booke

of Remayne of the Office of the Armory, in the Charge of

William Legge, Esqu*". taken in the month of October, Anno
R. R. Caroli secundi 12, Annocpie Domini, 1660'."

K Pauli Hentzneri ninerarium, Norib. Spanish Weapon House," dates only from
1(J29, p. 192. In the "Estimate of Re- the arrangement of the whole by Sir

maines in the Office of Ordinance," 1578, Samuel Meyrick, in 1S2.5. We must leave

20 Eliz., twenty years previous to Hentz- the question to the intelligent investigation

ner's vifit, a return is made of rich weapons of Mr. Hewitt, whether this title might not

in the Tower, estimated at jC2;500, but no with propriety be assigned to the entire

mention occurs of suits of armour. Annual National Collection, and the earliest for-

Expenscs of Elizabeth, printed in House- mation of such a display be attributed to

hold Ordinances, published by Antiqu. the reign of Elizabeth.

Sec, p. 272. ' The contracted words have been printed
•^ The title of " Queen Elizabeth's in extenso, and common figures used in

Armory," which now designates only the place of Roiuan numerals, employed in

collection formerly preserved in "the the MS.
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THE OFFICE OF THE KINGES MAJESTYS ARMORYE.

A View and Survey of all the Armor, and other Municion or HabiHa-

ments of Warr, remayneing at the Tower of London, Taken in the month

of October, 1660, By vertue of a Commission under the signe Manuall

and privy signet of his most excellent Majestic, Charles tlie second, by the

Grace of God, of England, Scotland, France and Ireland, King, etc.

:

directed unto Sir John Robinson, Knight, Leiften'nt of the Tower of London,

Collonell William Ashburneham, Sir Thomas Armestronge, Knight, John

Wood and Bartholmew Beale, Auditors of the Imprests. The Teanor of

which said Commission hereafter ensueth, in theis wordes, viz*. Charles Rex,

Trusty and welbeloved. Wee greet you well. Whereas our welbeloved Ser-

vant, William Legg, esq''.. Master of our Armoryes, in the Tower of London,

Greenwich and elsewhere in our Kingdome of England, hath byn by the

late unhappy differences in this our Kingdome outed of his said Office, and

the same put into the hands of other unknowne persons: Our will and

pleasure is, that he enter upon, and take the Execucion of the said office into

his hands, as formerly. And upon his humble request that a Survey of the

same may be taken, to the end it may be knowne imto us, what Amies are

remaineing in our said Armoryes, that he may be duely Charged with

them to make Accompt to us ; Wee, haveing made choyce of you out of

our trust and confidence in you, dpe hereby authorize, appointe, will and

require you all, or any two of you, one of the Auditors of our Imprests

being one, to take the Remaines of all our Armes, Tooles and other Uten-

sils, in our Tower of London, and Magazines and Storehouses at Greenwich.

And wee doe authorize and require you for our good service herein, imedi-

ately without delaj^ to repaire to the said places, and there to call before

you for your better assistance herein, John Loup, Gierke of our Armoryes,

Richard King and Thomas Cox, two of our Armorers, that all you may
joyntly together proceed to the Execucion of this our will and pleasure for

the good of our service : And alsoe to call before you the present officer,

Officers, Storekeeper and all others whom you shalbe informed of, that now
have, or have, at any time, had the keepeing or Surveying of our said

Armoryes, And that in your Bookes to be made thereof you doe perfectly

distinguish what quantityes of every nature, then and there found remayne-

ing, are good and serviceable, what defective and Avhat unserviceable, to

the end we may bee truly informed of the state of that our office : And, if

you find any to be imbezelled, to Certifie the same alsoe, and by whom.

Given at our Court at Whitehall, this second day of August, in the Twelfe

yeare of our Reigne. By his Majesties Comaund. Edw. Nicholas. To our

trusty and welbeloved Sir John Robinson, Leiften'nt of our Tower of Lon-

don, Collonell William Ashburneham, Sir Thomas Armestrong, knt. John

Wood, Bartholmew Beale, Auditors of the Imprest.

Accordinge to the purport and direction of which said Comission, the said

Comissioners or two of them, whereof one of the said Auditors was con-
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stantly one, have meett and proceeded in the said service, and have taken

the whole Remayne of all the Armors, Municion and otlier Hahilinients of

Warre, with their Furnitnres, in the said Tower of London (snndry of the

Armours, with their Furnitures and other utensills, which were formerly at

Greenwich, being (within the tyme of the late distraccions and unhappy

differences in this Kin^-dome) removed unto the said Tower of London) all

which they find to be of the severall natures and qualityes hereafter

menconed : viz. :

AHMORS AND OTHER FURNITURES, VIZ. AT THE TOWER OF LONDON.

Harquebuzeers with other Horscmens Armors, viz^

Breasts, Serviceable, 6604. To be repaired, 2394. Unser-

viceable, 5 . . . . . 9003

Backes, Serviceable, 5859. To be repaired, 3116. Unser-

viceable, 6 . . . . . 9281

Headpeeces, Serviceable, 5584. To be repaired, 2826 . 8410

Strong- Harquebuze armor, consisting of backe, breast.

Placket, headpeece and Taces . . . One

Strong Breast and Placket.... One

Dutch horscmens headpeeces, with single barrs . . 776

Dutch Harquebuze amies defective. Breasts, 132. Backes . 100

Curasseers Armors, with their Furnitures, viz.

Close white Curasseer headpeeces, defective . . 228

Curasseer amies compleate, whereof 43 defective . 58

Gushes, to be cleaned and repaired . . . 289 paire

Kneecopps. To be cleaned and repaired, 252 paire. White

and cleane, 17 paire .... 269 paire

Flemish Pouldrons, with Vambraces, to be repaired . 27 1 paire

Light Ilorsemens amies, white, wanting two paire of Taces . 4

White Curasseer amies compleat, for Tilting . . 2

Tilting armor for Curasseers, consisting of backe, breast,

Pouldrons, Vambraces, Taces and Collar . . One
Large white Armour cap-a-pe, said to be John of Gaunts'^ . One
Small white Armour cap-a-pe, said to be Prince Henryes . One

Corslets and Curats with their Furnitures, viz.

Danish Foot armes, to be repaired, viz. Breasts, 344, Backes,

255, Breasts with Taces, 42.

Danish bi-easts with crosse Girdles, to be cleaned and repaired 1009

Armour of Toyras provision, viz. Breasts, whereof to be re-

paired, 229—291 ; Backes, whereof to be repaired, 236

—

298. Headpeeces, whereof made in England, to weare

with the said Armes, and to be repaired, 227 . . 274

" Grose, plate xxii.
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Curate breasts, viz. unserviceable, 1066, and to be repaired,

108. In all . . . . .

Curate backes, viz. unserviceable, 934, and to be repaired,

220. In all .

Headpeeces .....
Taces and old breasts, unserviceable

Coome INIurrions, and other old headpeeces and Capps, un-

serviceable .....
Gorgetts, to be cleaned and repaired .

Murrions used on shipboard, unserviceable

Spanish ^lurrions, unserviceable

White feild headpeeces, defective

Masking Armour compleat, reported to be made for King

Henry the vijth. ....
Foote armes compleat, and serviceable, viz. Black and

plaine, 5. Blacke and guilt, 3 .

Sundry parcells of Tilt Ai'mour, defective, viz.

Headpeeces, wanting 4 Collers

Breasts, viz. with short Taces 4, without Taces, 2

Backes ....
Pace-guards, viz. Russet, 7. White, 3

Gran guards, viz. Russet, 7. White, 2

Pouldrons ....
Vambraces, viz. Plaine, 2 paire. Guilt, 2 paire

Knee-copps ....
Oldgrave ....
Culet, or Guardreine

Headpeeces ....
Taces.....
Mainefaires, viz. Russet, 4, White, 2

Yampletts for tilting staves

White short Gauntletts

White tilt Collars

1174

1154

126

II

269

590

28

432

2

One

7

6

3

10

9

2 paire

4 paire

1 paire

One

One

2

3

6

6

2

2

Sundry other Armes and parcells of Armour, ^lunicion &,c. viz.

Flemish Gauntlets, unserviceable, viz. Short, 474, Long, 10

Amunicion swords, to be cleaned and scabberded

Belts for swords.....
Sadies for great horses, without any manner of Furniture, to

be repaired .....
Severall old peeces of Steele Plates for great sadles, unser-

viceable, whereof ten have byn damasked and guilt

Severall old peeces of Armuin-, of sundry sorts

Batle Axes ...

484

245

40

31

20

3
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Wood Crosses to hang Armour upuu, whereof 30 are to be

repaired . . . . .

Shaffrones. viz. To be repaired, 92, White and service-

able, 42

Lances and Lancestaves, unserviceable

Great Lances, whereof two are said to be King Henry the

vijths^ and one, Charles Brandon's, Duke of Sufiblke"s

Pikes, unserviceable

Great Hearce of John of Gaunt's

Spauisli Coller for torture, taken in 88'

Two Hand swords

Sheilds guilt

Targetts of Iron .

Bucklers of Iron .

W^ooden Bucklers

Barbes for horses, wanting one shaffron

Anticke Headpeece with Ramshornes, Coller, and spectacles

upon it, one Jacke™, and one sword, all said to be William

Summers' armes

Armorers Tooles, viz.

Small Bickernes....
Tramping stakes....
Round stake ....
Welting stakes ....
Strait Sheeres ....
Fileing Tongues....
Hammers ....
Old tew Iron . . . •

Great square Anvill

Anvill. broke ....
Old Bellowes, whereof one paire said to be M^ Anneslyes

Smiths vices ....
Threstles . . . . •

In the Closet within the Armory at the Tower.

Armour of King Henry the 8'*. cap-a-pe, being rough from

the hammer . . • • •

Long Elbow Gantletts . . . •

Strong brests and Placketts

Harquebuze armes, viz. Backes, 30, Breasts, whereof 3 de-

fective, 16

Round Cap, unserviceable . . . •

25.9

134

407

3

11

One

One

2

2

26

2

2

2

One

6

6

One
7

2 paire

1 paire

2

One
One
One

3 paire

3

2

One

273

2

One

' Tins sigiiifies the year 1588, the date

of the Spanish invasion.
"" Erroneously printed " tacke," in the

ArchiEologia. This jack appears to have
been in e.^dstence within memory of per-

sons now employed in the armories.
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Culet...... One

Old mainefares . , . . .7
Pouldrons . . . . .2 paire

Footemans breast .... One

Old sword ..... One

Sword belts . . . . ,17
Male Jacketts . . . . .13
Powder . . . . . di. bar'.

Old peeces of Armour of severall sorts, unserviceable, whereof

some of them have byn parcell guilt . . 33

In the Hall of the Leiftenn't of the Tower.

Harquebuze armes compleat . . .3
Curasseer armes compleat .... One

Sundry compleat Armours and others, whereof some of them were

standing formerly at Greenwich, in the greene Gallery there, viz.

(2.") Upon a horse statue of Wood, one compleat Tilt Armour, cap-a-pe,

richly guilt, part engraven, part damasked, made for Prince Henry,

with two Gantlets and one guilt grandguard. The horse Furniture

being one Shaffrone of the same sort, one old leather sadle, and bit.

(5.) Upon a like Horse, one Armour cap-a-pe, white and guilt, made for

King Henry the viij'^'\ The horse Furniture being one shaffrone, brest

plate, and buttocke of the same sort, one old sadle, and bit.

(6.) Upon a like Horse, one Armour cap-a-pe, damasked with gold, made

for King Henry the vij*'\ The horse Furniture being a shaffrone,

Crinet ° for the necke, brest plate, and buttocke of the same, sadle,

stirrups, and bit.

(9.) Upon a like Horse, one Armour cap-a-pe, w^hite, engraven and parcell

guilt, made for King Edward the third. The horse Furniture being

one shaffrone, Crinet for the necke, brest plate, and buttocke of the

same, an old sadle, and bit.

(1.) Upon a like Horse, one Curasseer Armour richly guilt and Engraven,

made for his late Majestie, of ever blessed memorye, Charles the first.

The horse Furniture being one shaffrone of the same, and' an old

sadle.

(8.) Upon a like Horse, one white Armour cap-a-pe, made for King

Edward the iiij"\ The horse Furniture one shaffrone, Crinet for the

Necke, brest plate, buttocke, and one old sadle, with two Gantletts and

a pace guard.

" These numbers, probably by a second the n as u, (for v.) Hall in his Chronicles

hand, are written on the margin of the uses the term cranet or crane, synonymous
MS. and may possibly serve to indicate with crinet. " Crinicre, a cramiet, armour
some old arranj^ement of these suits. for the neck, or mane, of a horse." Cot-

" I'rinted " Crivet" in the Arclneologia, grave.

V)y the error of the transcriber, who read
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(7.) Upon a like Horse, one Armour made for Kinge Henry the vj"'., con-

sisting of an headpeece, backe. breast, a paire of Poiddrons and Vani-

braces, a pairc of Greaves, and a paci; guard. Tiie horse Furniture

being a shafFrone, and an old sadle, and a bit.

(3.) Upon a like Horse, one Armour compleate, cap-a-pe, engraven with

the ragged staffe, made for the Earle of Leicester. The Horse Fur-

niture being a shafiVonef, Crinet for the Necke, and brest plate of the

same, one sadle, bit, and Reynes.

(4.) Upon a like Horse, one Armour compleate, cap-a-pe, white and plaine,

made for Charles Brandon, duke of Suffolke. The Horse Furniture

being a shaffron, brest plate, and buttocke of the same, one sadle, bit,

and bridle.

(10.) Upon a like Horse one Armour compleat, cap-a-pe, white and plaine,

made for William the Conqueror, the Horse Furniture being a shaf-

fron, Crinet for the Necke, with a sadle, bridle, and stirrups.

Sundry rich Aimours, and parcells of Armor, brought from jNI"^. Anneslyes

house, and now remaineing in severall Trunckes, within the office of the

Armory at tlie Tower, (with 2 great Trunckes and one great Lead

cisterne still at the said house,) viz.i

Armour cap-a-pe, richly guilt and graven, made for his late

Majestic, of blessed memory, Charles the First, with Gantletts,

and a shaffron of the same, and guilt steeles fur a sadle . One

Small Armour, made for his now Majestic, Charles the second,

when he was Prince, consisting of Breast, backe, gorget t, and

headpeece, all richly guilt .... One

Curasseer Armour, richly guilt, made for his aforesaid late Maj(;s-

tie, Charles the first, when he was j^oung, consisting of a

backe, brest, headpeece. Gorget, Pouldrons, and Vambraces,

Culet, Cushes, and Gantlets . . . One
Small Armour for horse and Foote, richly guilt, with bosses of

gold, and corded with silver, consisting of backe, breast, taces,

Murrion, close headpeece, Pouldrons, and Vambraces, with

gorget and Gantlets .... One
Foote Armour of Henry the viij*^*^., richly guilt, consisting of

backe, brest, and placket, Taces, Gorget, a Burgonet with a

buff'e or chin peece .... One
Small Horse Armour compleat, cap-a-pe, richly guilt and chaced,

with gantletts ..... One
Stirrups richly guilt and chaced . . .1 paire

Sleeves of Male, with a velvet Coate to them . . 1 paire

" This piece is figured by Grose, pi. 24. is omitted in Mr. Bray's papir in the
•1 1 he description of the n.llowinfrsiiiis. ArchiL'ologia, and in the Ciitical En-

with the exception of that of Htnrv VI H. quiry
V-.... tv. ^_

7^
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Small Tilt Armour capape, richly guilt and chaced, wanting onely

Gaiitletts and Maiuetare, with a shaffron of the same . One

Small Armour, richly guilt and chaced, consisting of backe, brest,

Culet, Taces, Gorget, Poiseguard, Mainefaire, and Gantletts . One

Tilt headpeece of the late Prince Henryes, guilt and graven . One

Vamplets for Tilting staves, guilt and graven . . 6

Armour richly guilt and graven, consisting of a backe, breast,

Gushes, a paire of Kneecops, Gorget, a paire of short Taces,

one Burgonett with a BufFe, Murrion, one Gantlet, and a

shaifrone, with a paire of guilt steeles for a sadle . .One
Armour, sent his now Majestic, Charles the second, by the great

Mogull, consisting of backe, breast, Baces, headpeece, vizor,

and peeces of the Greaves .... One

Trunckes wherein the said guilt Armour is laid . . 4

Great old Trunckes bound about with Iron, remaineing still at

M"". Anneslyes house . . . .2
Great Leaden Cisterne, formerly brought from Greenwich, and

now remaineing at the house where M"^. Anneslye dwellt in

the Tower ..... One

Greenwich. Wee doe find, aswell upon our owne view as upon the

informacion of diverse officers of the Armoury, stoorekeepers and others,

That, dureing the time of the late distracclons, The severall Amies, ammu-

nicion, and Habiliments of Warre, formerly remaineingin the greene Gallery

at Greenwich, were all taken and carryed away by sundry Souldiers, who

left the doore open ; That sundry of the said Amies were afterwards brought

into the Tower of London by jNP. Anneslye, where they are still remaineing
;

That the Wainescot in the said Gallery is now all puird downe, and carryed

away ; and (as We are informed) was imployed in wainescotting the house

in the Tower, where the said M"". Anneslye lived ; That a great part of the

seeling is very much ruined, and the whole house much decayed : That all

the severall Tooles and other utensills for makeing of Armour, formerly re-

maineing in the Master Armourers Avorkehouse there, and at the Armourers

Mill, were alsoe within thetyme of thee said distracclons taken and carryed

away (saveing two old Trunckes bound about with Iron, Avhich are still re-

maineing in the said workehouse. One old Glazeing wheele, still at the

Mill, and one other glazeing wheele sold to a Cutler in slioe lane) : That

sundry of the said Tooles, and other utensills, have since byn converted and

sold to private uses, by those who within the tynie of the said distracclons

had the Comaund and care of the said armes and Tooles, both at Green-

wich and at the Tower ; That diverse of the said Tooles are still in other

private mens hands, who pretend they bought them : That the great Anvile

(called the great Beare) is now in the Custodie of M''. Michaell Basten,

locksmith at Whitehall, and the Anville knowne by the name of the little

Beare, is in the custody of Thomas Cope, one of his Majesties Armourers;

And one Combe stake in the Custody of Henry Keeme one other of his
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Majesties Armourers: And that the said Mill, formerly employed in t^rind-

inir, glazeini^ and makeing' cloane of Armes, is destroyed and converted to

other uses by one jNI"". Woodward, '.vho claiines it by virtue of a Grauntfrorn

Kinge James (of blessed memorye) but the ofllcers of tlie Armorye (for his

M.ijesties use) have it now in their possession.

Memorandum. That the several 1 distinguishments of the Armors and

Furnitures before mencioned, viz' The first serviceable, The second defec-

tive, and to be repaired, The third unserviceable, in their owne kinds,

yet may be employed for necessary uses, are soe reported by Eichard Kinge

and Thomas Cope, two of his Majesties Armorers at Greenwich, who were

nominated and appointed in his Majesties Commission, under his signe

Manual before recited, to be assistant in this Service : And wc doe thinke

the same to be by them faithful!)^ and honestly soe distinguished.

Will. Legge, Master of his Majesties J. Robinson, I^i: Ten: Toure.

Armories. Jo. Wood. Barth. Beale.

The attempt to of!*er a detailed explanation of all the questions regarding

armour and militar}- costume, suggested by the foregoing document, would

be beyond the limits of our present purpose. The principal terms occur-

ring in it have been satisfactorily interpreted by Sir Samuel Meyrick.

The chief divisions, under which ordinary defensive armour of the

earlier half of the seventeenth century is here found to be classed, are, for

Cavalry, Harquebuzeers', and Curasseers" armour ; for infantry, corslets,

and curats. This official return is perfectly in accordance with the state-

ments of writers of the period, and the descriptions given by Markham, in

his " Souldiers Accidence," printed 1645, with the schedule of prices of

aimour, established by a commission appointed by Charles I. in 1631,

supply a complete explanation of the items here found, in regard to the

equipment both of horse and foot f. The harquebuzeers were light-armed

horsemen, and their equipment was so devised as to give the greatest

possible freedom of movement, requisite for the effective use of fire-arms

;

on which account they had head-pieces witli great cheeks and a bar before

the face, here designated as Dutch s. The armour of the heavy cavalry

was of more complicated and ponderous description ; the head-piece, or

'"casque"" was close, the limbs Avere protected by vambraces, cuisses, and

knee-caps, with the culet or guardereine.

' Tlie prices weip, for harqutbu/.ccis' fifteenth century, and also in the armies of

armour, £1 12s.; cuirassiers', ,1 1 10s.; Francis I. See Sir Samuel Meyrick's
corslet for a foot soldier, £1 2s. Crit. dissertation on the introduction and use

Enqu., vol. iii. p. 87. of tliis lire-arm, Arch.tologia, vol. xxii.

' The harijuebus was more usually the p. (J."]. A good representation of a mounted
weapon of infantry, hut horse-arquebusitrs liarquebuzecr is given in Capt. Cruso's
were employed in Germany as early as the Instructions for Cavalry. 1fi32.
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The armourers of our own country, we may here observe, were unable to

provide the requisite supplies of military equipments, and the special com-

mission for their encouragement, nominated by Charles I. as above cited,

recites the inconvenience arising from the necessity of seeking for pro-

vision of arms from foreign parts, as heretofore accustomed. It is curious

to notice the various defences of foreign fabrication, enumerated in the

survey. The Spanish morions might have been preserved from the wreck

of the Armada, and it is possible that the Flemish pouldrons and gauntlets

had been part of the equipment of forces raised in the Netherlands, on that

memorable occasion. We find also Danish foot-armour, Dutch armour

and head-pieces, possibly part of stores purchased by Henrietta Maria in

Holland, with the price of the crown jewels, in the disastrous position of

affairs, in 1642. The custom-house rates, however, shew that the impor-

tation of armour must have been considerable at various times. Thus,

according to the act 1 Mary, the duties on Almain rivets were rated at

6s. 8d. the harness, corslet harness complete, 20s. a piece (reduced in the

rates 2 James I. to 12s. 4d.), harness, called dimilances, 26s. 8d., brigan-

dines, I3s. 4d., shirts of mail, 26s. 8d., and every description of offensive

weapons, hand-guns, dagges and daggers, rapiers, halberts and partesans,

flaskets for i)owder, steel saddles, morions and sallats, are enumerated in

these curious official rates. Amongst foreign stores, the survey describes

about 300 suits foi- infantry, as " armour of Toyras provision,*' with head-

pieces mostly made in England, to be used with them. Sir Samuel

Meyrick supposed these to have been provided by the city of Tours, but

he has stat; d no ground for the conjecture, nor the occasion on which it is

probable that Touraine might have furnislied any such supply. There is

moi-eover no evidence that the name of that city was ever written Toyi'as.

It may, however, be the name of some place in the Low Countries, or

elsewhere, where armour was fabricated, or possibly the name of an

armourer, noted at that period. A large number of these suits still re-

main, stamped upon the breast with the letters toirasS and we are in-

debted to the kindness of Mr. Hewitt lor enabling us to give a repre-

' In owe instance, apparrntlv by accident, tlic letters heiiiii'piuu'licd separately, torah.
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sentation, sufficing to shew tlit-ir iasliioiu and their date. In default of

any conclusive evidence, it may be suggested that these had formed i)art

of the equipment of infantry serving under the gallant Marechal de Toiras,

and it seems not improbable, that they miglit have been supplied by the

French general to assist Charles I. in the equipment of the expedition

in aid of Lewis XIII. against the Hugonots in La Rochelle, in 1625".

Charles found himself at that time under the greatest difficulties, in his

endeavours to fultil the promises made by James I. to the court of France
;

he was burdened with debt, unable to obtain supplies from parliament,

and compelled to borrow from his subjects for the outfit of that unpopular

enterprise. If this explanation of the " Toyras provision" can be received

as probable, these suits may present to the visitor of the Tower no unin-

teresting memorial of the vacillating policy of the times of Charles I. and

of the expedients to which he was constantly reduced.

Various terms occur in this official return of William Legge, which

might claim detailed notice, had not these observations already been ex-

tended too far. There is, however, one noticed already in the Journal '', to

which we must here take occasion again to advert. The explanation of

the word mainefaire, adopted by Mr. Douce and Sir S. Meyrick, seems to

have been first received as synonymous with crinet, or criniere, by Grose,

who remarks, in his Treatise on Armour, that "the criniere or manefaire

consisted of a number of small plates, generally about twelve, hooked

together, and to the chafron, so as to be moveable : their use was to guard

the neck of a horse," &c. This interpretation seems to have been some-

what hastily drawn from a supposed allusion to the horse's mane ; but the

portion of horse-armour destined for that purpose is here distinctly de-

signated by the term "crinet for the necke. " The earliest mention of
'^ manus ferrea,'' hitherto noticed, is in a document relating to deliveries

and supplies of arms and armour by John de Flete, keeper of the jewels

and military stores in the Tower, 13 Edw. III. The suggestion, previously

offered in the Journal, appears to be confirmed by some descriptions of

suits, omitted in Mr. Bray"s copy of the returns of 1660, and now first

printed. Thus we find one described as tilt armour, cap-a-pie, wanting

only gauntlets and mainefaire, and another small armour with pass guard,

mainefaire and gauntlets, all mention of horse-armour being here omitted.

It would thus appear that it was a piece of armour, repeatedly mentioned,

as by Hall the chronicler, before cited, in connexion with gauntlets, and

of which one alone was required. It seems therefore, highly probable that

• We are indebted to the kindness of the skilful opponent of Buckingham in the

Mr. Holmes for this suggestion. The ill-fated expedition of 1627, in favour of

marquis de Toiras took an active part in the Hugonuts, in La Rochelle. It is

the affairs of this period, and was sue- possible that these suits may have been

cessful in the capture of the Lsle de Ilh6, taken by the English on some other occa-

in 1()25, whilst the combined fleets of sion, sucli as the capture of the French
France, Holland, and England were under fleet by Blake, in Ki.jo.

the command of the duke de Montmo- " Seep. 231 of this volume,

rency. Toiras is better known perhaps as
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the mainefaire (" mano di ferro'") was the defence for the left arm and wrist,

of which many excellent examples may be seen in the Tower and at Good-

rich Court. Its form and use, either with a gard-de-bras, or united to a

rerebrace with a peculiar wing-shaped elbow-guard, are admirably shewn

in Skelton's Illustrations, plates viii. and ix. In the former case this "long

bridle-arm gauntlet," or "fixed gauntlet'' as it is designated by Sir Samuel,

is worn over the ordinary gauntlet, and attached to it by a screw and nut.

It was used, as Sir Samuel remarks, in the tournament only, therefore the

mention of one mainefaire with a pair of gauntlets, as part of a complete

suit, is perfectly consistent with this explanation of the term^. The gan-

telet-d-coiide, used in later times by the carabineers, is distinct, but it served

in like manner for the bridle arm^.

The description of head-piece termed " burgonet with a buffe or chin

piece" is twice mentioned in the survey; various definitions have been

given of the head-piece, supposed to have been of Burgundian origin, but

the word " buffe " does not appear to have been noticed by any writer on

military costume. It is of Italian derivation, as given by Florio, " buffa,

the buffie or breathing hole of a head-piece," and Howell, in his useful

Nomenclature, renders " the viser of a helmet, la biijfa, baviera, la venta-

glia." The name had doubtless been imported from Italy with the skilful

productions of the Milanese armourers, long in high estimation '^.

A. W.

'' Compare the left gauntlet of the suit p]. 26 ; Skelton, Illustr., pi. xl.

in the Madrid Armory, assigned by popu- " Sir John Smithe, in his Instructions

lar tradition to Boabdil. Jubinal, Armeria Militarie, 1595, says of light horse, called

Real. vSee also the representation of a Stradiots, " I would wish them all to bee

suit in the Tower, formerly attributed to armed with good burgonet^ and buffes,

Edward III. Grose, pi. 25, and Hewitt's with collars, with cuirasses, with backs,

Tower Armories, p. 13. and with long cuisses," &c., p. 199.

' There are several in the Tower. Grose,
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ROMAN PERIOD. j

By the kindiioss of the Rev. Charles Paul. Vicar of Wallow, Somerset-

shire, we are enabled to offer to our readers a representation of a very sin-

gular example of late Roman sculpture, in low relief, found near the villa,

and Roman remains existing at Wellow. discovered some years since. It

is a tablet of oolitic stone, measuring, in its present mutilated state, about

14 in. in width by 13 or 11 in. in height; the thickness 2f in. It exhibits

lilAN SCULPlDRt;. FOUND ^T "WELLOW,

three figures, two of them females, the third a naked male figure, with the

c/i/ami/s thrown over his shoulder, holding in his left hand a purse, in his

right a staff. The draperies of the female figures are arranged in straight

parallel rolls'', and they have around their necks collars or necklaces formed

of massive square ornaments. In the left hand of each is a staff, or possibly

the extremity of a palm-branch, and each holds also something in the right

' The resemblance which may he traced
between this mode oftreatinj;; the draperies,

and tlie earlier Xorman or Saxon scnl])ture,

deserves notice. Compare the remains of
the cliurch of Sliobilon, built in the twelfth

century, .-Vrchasol. Journal, vol. i. pp. 233,
230; the carvings at Kilpeck church, Ar-
chajoio^ia, vol. .x.\x. pi. 11, and Lewis'
illnstratioiis; the font at Castle Frome,
Herefordshire, &c.
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hand, in one instance similar to a shepherd's staff, a sort of long-handled

scoop. Over a long tunic girt about the waist appears a short tunic,

reaching a little below the hips, and one of the figures has the palla,

draped around her. Amongst Roman sculptures at Bath, represented by

Horseley, are two figures, one draped, and holding a palm-branch, the other

naked, and bearing a cornucopia''. This interesting tablet has been kindly

presented by Mr. Paul to the Institute. He states that in October, 1846,

some ruined walls having been found in digging, which had the appearance

of Roman construption, he had been induced to make a careful investiga-

tion of the spot, in the hope of discovering another Roman villa, and had

been able to trace the foundations of a small building, which, from the

quantity of charred wood about it, appeared to have been destroyed by fire.

The mutilated figures here represented were found amongst these remains,

and, near the same spot, a perfect denarius of Augustus, (Obv. laureated

head of that emperor; Rev. a buckler, between two olive-branches, with

the legend caesak (av)gvst, and the letters s p q K, in parallel lines, above

and below the buckler.) Some fragments of pottery were found, but no

remains of tesselated pavement.

The successive discoveries of Roman remains at Wellow, in a common

field, called the Hayes, are of considerable interest. The first was in 1685,

when a large tesselated pavement was brought to light, of which Gale gave

a representation in his Commentary on Antonine's Itinerary. In 1737

more extensive discoveries took place, and thi'ee plates of tesselated pave-

ments, then found, were engraved for the Society of Antiquaries «=. (Vetus-

ta Monum., vol. i. pi. 50—52.) The injury occasioned by numerous visi-

tors induced the occupier of the land to conceal these remains from view.

In 1807 they were again examined, at the expense of Mr. John Leigh, of

Comb-Hay, and the ground-plan of a considerable part of a villa was laid

open, with another pavement, remains of a hypocaust, and crypto-porticus.

A full account of these discoveries was given by the Rev. Richard Warner,

in his Guide to Bath. In 1822 a more complete investigation was mider-

taken by the Rev. John Skinner, of Camerton, and several large and elabo-

rate plates were engraved, of which Mr. Paul kindly sent impressions for

inspection. The Hayes is a position commanding an extensive range,

and within view is the field known as the " Round-hill Tiney," probably

from a tumulus therein partly planted with trees. Here, as it is stated, a

large stone was found in ploughing, many years since, which was removed,

and subterranean vaults were found, apparently a place of sepulture.

Another recent discovery of Roman coins in Worcestershire has been

communicated by Mr. Jabez Allies, to whom we ai'e indebted for the fol-

lowing particulars. "A few weeks since a discovery of Roman.coins was

made in Little Malvern parish, on the western side of the road leading to

Ledbury, and opposite to the jjremises called Little Malvern Grove, within

'' Horseley, Brit. Horn., p. o'lG. Somer- be iii;iccurate, are supposed to have been

setshire, fig. iv. executed by a brother of George Vertue,
^ These plates, reported by Lysoiis to resident ;it l?ath.
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lialf a mile of the foot of the Herefordshiie-beacou hill. A party of visi-

tors were rambling over the hills, and one of them struck his iron-pointed

mountain -staff into the turf, just upon the margin of a stone quarry, at the

spot described, causing the turf and stones, with an urn containing about

300 Roman brass coins, to fall amongst the rubbish beneath, from whicb

they were picked out by various persons, and are now in the possession of

Col. Colston, Henry Trant, Esq., and in numerous other hands. All those

which I have seen are of Diocletian, ^Nlaximian, or Constant ius, and they

are in very perfect condition. The urn, judii-ing by the fragments which I

have seen, had become much decayed, and nearly pulverised. I believe

this is the first evidence of Roman occupation of the Herefordshire-beacon

camp. Some writers have supposed it Roman on accovmt of the central

praton'um, but it appears more probable that it was originally British, and

afterwards occupied by the Romans, and adapted to suit their own pur-

poses. The name Malvern is probably derived from IMoel-y-yarn, signify-

ing, in Welsh, the high court, or seat of judgment. Within half a mile

from the spot where the coins were found, and at about the same distance

from the camp, there is a place at the "Wind's Point,"" which is, or was,

known as Burstners' Cross, in the parish of Colwall, near which the re-

markable coronet or circlet of gold was found, in 1650: it was set with

precious stones, reported to have been sold for £1500. The particulars of

this singular discovery are given in my ' Ancient British, Roman, and Saxon

Antiquities of Worcestershire.' I have enclosed impressions from one of

the coins, a large brass of Maximian. Obv. laureated head maximi.ynvs

NOBiLis c. Rev. a genius, naked, holding the cornucopia and discus.

GENIO POPVLI KOMANI, and S. F.^"

Saxon Period.

We are indebted to INIr. W. Hylton Longstaffe for the following note,

accompanied by a sketch from which the engraving is taken.

" In the churchyard of Burningliam, between Richmontl and Barnard

Castle, is the basement of a cross, and in the centre of the ground a most

^ A silver coin, said to be of Vespasian, district, and in Mr. Allies' Antiquities of
was found on the Malvern hills, on the Worcestevshire, p. 6'2, where other notices

eastern s^ide of the Worcestershire beacon, of Itoniiin occupation ii those parts of

as r.oticed in the Botanical Guide to that England may be found leiailed.

VOL. IV. 3 A.
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singular stone, ajiparently a Saxon cofRri-lid. It is almost covered with

soil and grass, but it may easily be seen, by digging at the side, that it is

not more than 3 ^ or 4 inches thick. The sides are also richly sculptured

with knotwork, but too mucli mutilated and grass-grown to obtain a correct

copy. The shape is that of a coffin-lid, and I entertain no doubt but that

it was one. It measures in the broadest part 1 foot, at the head about

10 in., at the foot 8 in., and is 3 ft. 10 in. long."

P.:;RI0D of GOTHIC ART.

Amongst the curious relics of antiquity discovered in Warwickshire,

and connected with the valuable collections relating to the history of that

county, in the possession of William Staunton, Esq., of Longbridge, a

beautiful gold signet-ring is preserved,

of which, by his kindness, we are

enabled to offer a representation. It

Avas found, about the year 1825, in

the ruins of Keuilworth castle, by

a person named Falkner, who was in

the constant habit of searching amongst the rubbish with the exjDectation of

making some valuable discovery. Its weight is 4 dwt, 10 gr. The im-

press is very singular ; under a crown appear the numerals 87, of the

forms usually designated as Arabic, of which no example has been noticed

in this country, except in MSS. prior to the fifteenth century^. Above the

crown are the letters g and f) ; lower down on one side is seen the letter a,

and, on the other, m. Various interpretations of this remarkable device have

been suggested : it has been conjectured that it might have reference to the

coronation of Elizabeth, queen of Henry YII., solemnized at Westminster,

A.D. 1487, or have been connected with the enterprise of Lambert Simnel,

which occurred during that year, at the instigation of Margaret, duchess

of Burgundy ^ Mr. Hawkins considered its age to be about the reign of

Edward IV., the crown with fleur-de-lys ornaments, and the form of the

m. being of similar character to those on his coins ; a similar type of crown

may, however, be found in earlier times, as shewn by the great seals, and

other authorities, as early even as the reign of Richard II. e The letters

have been supposed to be the initials of a sentence, such as—Sancta virgo

adji-iva me—(the second letter being read as a b), or, supposing the ring to

be referred to the times of Henry VII., Sigillum, or secretum, Henrici, Anno

(14)87. M''. The most probable explanation, however, appears to have been

« Compare the two last figures of tlie

date 1187, carved on wood, on an old

lionse at Armingliall, near Norwich.
f Henr}', in the summer of that year,

after the discomfiture of Lambert Simnel's

partizans, returned from the north by way
of Leicester and Warwick, and set fortli

from that town with Elizabeth* towards

London, Oct. 27, 1487. Stow.
^' Compare tlie arms on the sepulchral

brass of Archbishop Cranley, t. Hen.V., in

New College chapel; he died, A.D. 1417.

^ The supposition that 87 may stand

for 1487 may be admitted for want of any
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proposed by Mr. John Gough Nichols, that the ring, which is of a size

suited for a lady's finger, might have been a betrothal or nuptial present

;

the initials g. f). and a. m. being those of the two parties, the Arabic numerals

indicating the date 1487, and the crown being merely ornamental, frequently

used during the tifteenth century on seals, by persons not entitled by rank

to assume such insignia. Several examples of this usage are supplied by

seals, especially those from deeds in the custody of the corporation of

Stratford on Avon, represented by Fisher'.

The coronet with an initial letter, adopted as a device on the seals or

signet rings of commoners, apjiears on numerous rings of the fifteenth

century, as well as on seals appended to documents : of these last the seal

of Robert Bingham, 1431, hereafter mentioned, is a good example. It ap-

pears on another ring of later date, in Mr. Staunton's

collection, of which a representation is here given. It

is of base metal gilt, and was found in Coleshill church-

yard, Warwickshire. The device appears to be a crown,

placed upon a shaft, or truncheon, resting on a heart,

in base, with the initials of the wearer, I G, at the sides.

A curious example of a like use of crowned letters, not allusive to rank,

is supplied by the altar-tomb in the church-yard at Foulsham, Norfolk,

around which is the inscription, in large characters, each surmounted by a

crown, EOBAKT COLLES CECiLi HIS viF*'. Blomefield states that this

Robert Colles occurs as witness to a deed about 20 Hen. VII.

On a small hexagonal seal of silver, of which Mr. Grant Francis has kindly

supplied an impression, found in Kidwelly castle, 1845, appear the letters

hox, under a crown. No interpretation of this device has been offered.

An example, possibly to be admitted as analogous to Mr. Staunton's curious

rirg in the use of numerals as a device, is found on a gold signet-ring

stated to have been discovered in Hertfordshire, in the neighbourhood of

Pinner, on which appear merely the letters Ii.V, which may, perhaps, be

intended as Roman numerals.

Mr. Staunton has recently added to his collection of antiquities relating

to Warwickshire a small pendant reliquary, of oval shape, composed of a

crystal, uncut, formed with a sharp central ridge, as the cahochons of

crystal or imitative gems on reliquaries and other church-ornaments of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries are not unfrequently fashioned. This

forms the covering of a little box of silver, gilt, which opens with a hinge,

the relic enclosed being shewn through the crystal. On the back, which

is flat, is engraved the monogram i h s under a cross. It was found near

Keniiworth castle in an old pasture-field, recently ploughed up. It

measures about an inch in length.

better explanation, but no instance lias after a numeral, letters appear above the

bten noticed of the date of a year, thus line, denoting the termination of the word;
abbrevia'td, as early as the fifteenth cen- in this manner the m may imply septeVH.

tury. On the tradesmen's tokens of the ' Antiquities of Stratford, pi. iv.

sixteenth, and in writings of the succeeding '' Engraved in Vetusta Monumtnta,
century, dates occur thus expressed, and vol. i. plate xv.
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The Rev. Charles W. Bingham, Rector of Melcombe Horsey, Dorset,

has communicated facsimile impressions from seals appended to family

documents in his possession ; consisting of the secretum used by Robert,

son of Richard de Byngeham, A.D. 1318, bearing the grotesque device of a

squirrel, with the woids ^ prive sv ; the seal of Roger de Manningforde,

A.D. 1352, exhibiting the bearing, a chevron engrailed, between three

roses, (^s. ROGER! .DE. MANX .... FORDE ; and the signet of Robert Byng-

ham, 1431, an example of crowned initials used at that period as seals by

commoners, the device being the letter R, the initial of his christian name,

surmounted by a coronet. Also the seal of Henry Paris, possessor of lands

in Bingham's Melcombe, affixed to a deed dated 1352. The device is an

eagle or dove descending upon a crowned head, from which issues foliated

ornaments : this is enclosed in a quatrefoiled panel, without any legend.

It may possibly represent the head of St. Kenelm, king of Mercia, who
was beheaded and concealed under a thorn tree, and discovered, according

to the legend, by a miraculous ray of light which shone upon the spot.

Lastly, the seal of Robert Byngham, who lived in the reign of Elizabeth,

with his armorial bearing, a bend cotized, between six crosses patee,

EOBERTVS BYNGHAM AE.MIGEK.

Mr. Charles Jackson, of Doncaster, has sent for inspection impressions

from two matrices, one of which, found at Finningley, near Bawtry, on the

borders of Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire, is a small personal seal of the

fourteenth century ; the central disc is charged with

a rampant lion, not iqion a scutcheon, surrounded

by the legend ^ s' nicolai de vesthovs, or yes-

TROYS (?). The matrix is described as quite fiat,

like a penny piece, with the exception of a little pro-

jection near one side, perforated for facility of suspen-

sion. Mr. Jackson remarks that he has sought in

vain for either name amongst the possessors of lands

in that part of England, or the names of homesteads.

The termination, house, is found in several names of places in tlie neigh-

bourhood, as also the names Westow, Westwood, Westall, Westby,

Westhorpe, &.c., but not Westhouse. The other seal is of brass, found

in a garden at Doncaster, and now in the possession of Mr. Crowcroft,

of that town. The impress is a scutcheon of fanciful form, broken into

foliated scrolls, supported by a single lion rampant, retrogardant, and sur-

mounted by the coronet of a marquis. On the scutcheon are interlaced

initials, L. B. P. or L. S. B. This appears to be a seal of the latter part of

the seventeenth century, probably Flemish. About the year 1626, as Mr.

Jackson observes, the drainage of the level of Hatfield chase, near Doncas-

ter, was undertaken by Cornelius Vermuyden, a Zealander, on condition of

being rewarded wilh a large portion of the lands reclaimed ; and a great

number of Flemish proprietors and refugee French Protestants subse-

quently occupied the district, forming a kind of colony for some time,

Mr. Hunter has given a detailed account of the drainage and lists of names
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of the principal settlers, in his History of South Yorkshire, vol. i. p. 159.

It appears very probable that the occurrence of this seal at Doncaster may

thus he explained.

iNIr. W. Ilylton Loiig-staffe, of Darlington, has forwarded a drawing of

the object here represented, with the annexed remarks.

" The brass framework shewn below was found at Yarm, co. Durham, in

recent railway excavations, and is supposed to have belonged to the purse

or alms-bag of a perambulating friar. With it were found many human

bones, and a large number of small wooden beads, finely turned, which

evidently composed rosaries. It is furnished with a ring at the top, either

as a handle or for a staff to pass through to carry it over the back of the

owner. The top, which turns round on a swivel and much resembles a

scale beam, has rude letters seemingly of the sixteenth century inserted in

lead. On one side is ave maria (monogram av) gacia ple, and on the

other A DOMiNvS tecvm. The extreme rudeness of these inscriptions

inclines me to think that they are of home manufacture, and that the large

S of Dominus, which is in the centre like the monogram on the other side,

had at first some other signification. The main part of the hoop has soli.

DEO . HONOR . ET . GLORIA . cut in a very good style, and like the rest of the

legends run with lead. The other part, which turns in the last, and when

closed tits into it, has creatoren celi et terre et in prfvn. The lead

has vanished in many places, but on the whole this curious relic is in fair

preservation, and is I believe in the hands of the engineer of the Leeds

and Tiiirsk line."
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We are indebted to the Rev. Edward Wilton, of West Lavington, Wilts,

for recalling attention to the curious painted glass in the church of Thirsk,

described by Mr. Hylton Longstaff, in a former volume of the Journal'.

The arms of Askew, there noticed, occur with three distinctions, a mitre, a

mullet, and a crescent. The mitre may probably have been assumed or

granted to record descent from William Askew, or Ayscough, bishop of

Sarum, 1438, murdered by Cade's mob in the parish of Edington, Wilts,

1450'". If this supposition be correct, it will furnish a probable date, useful

in ascertaining precisely the age of the glass at Thirsk. Mr. Wilton took

occasion also to call attention to the church of Edington, as an interesting

and rich example of the transition from the Decorated to the Perpendicular

style, built by William de Edington, bishop of Winchester, predecessor of

Wyckham, by whom also the rebuilding of the nave at Winchester, which

Wyckham carried on, was commenced. The consecration of Edington

church, which was built at once, took place A.D. 1361, and it shews the

progress towards the introduction of Perpendicular architecture which had

been attained". This beautiful building, with the monastic remains of the

foundation with which it was connected, affords a valuable example in the

chronology of church architecture.

We have been enabled by Mr. Wilton's obliging communications to add

two more examples to the list of '" palimpsest" sepulchral brasses. They

had been taken up during recent restorations of the Dauntesay chapel, a

Perpendicular addition to the Early English church of West Lavington, and

they will shoitly be retixed amongst the memorials of the Dauntesay and

Danvers families, the Lees of Ditchley, and the Abingdons, there existing.

A broken figure of a gentleman in armour had been supposed to represent

John Dawnse, who died Jan. 4, 1453, according to an inscription, now lost.

The costume, however, appears to be of the reign of Henry VIII. This

figure measures 2 i"t. 3 in. ; the head rests on a close-sighted helm, without

crest, the hair long, small frills at the throat and wrists, globular breast

with pass-guards, faces and pointed tuilles over a skirt of mail, and square-

toed soUerets. The plates referred to are inscriptions to the memory of

John Dauntesay, who died 1559, and his second wife, ^Margaret, daughter

of John Ernley ; the former is expressed in the following quaint rhymes:

€>nc tI)ousantic lurcs iiiitl) fiuntiictitfcs fijljc anto frtitfc mine full' paste •

Jiijon Bauntcsai) DiB djaungr iljis lijfc for lijfc that still' sfjall' lastr.

Ilu tl)e uijnctccnil) of jiVlapc tol)cn springe all' if)tncjcs tinto mans t)se,

liben tljeu il;ts man tijat niovtaU' toas, Ijis Ucatl; coulBc not refuse.

' Archapol. Journal, vol. ii. p. 7!). the work of l?ishop Edington at Winchester.
"' The spot where tliis murder was ceni- Transaetions of the InstitxUe, Winchester,

niitted is still marked by local tradition, 1815; AJcnioir on the Cathedral, p. 54.

and Mr. Wilton remarks that according The coeval introduction of the Perpendi-
to popular belief the cattle refuse to eat cular style in various parts of England is

the strong rank herbage which grows upon remarkable : the choir of York Minster
the place. The spot, as he observes, an- and spire of Norwich cathedral (both early
swers to the description given by Godwin Perpendicular) are assigned to the same
of this cruel outrage. peiiod, 1360.

" See Professor Willis' observations on
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Tat I)ntJ too toijtics succcssibcIiK bij I)oIij toctilockcs rtgljt,

CTo tol)om fjc mas a? (•iijiOfuU' as teas cbcr ann toigl)!.

Scbcn cl)iltlrcn fjc l)ati bn tl)c lastc anlJ bij t!)c fi)i5t f).ia fybc,

Cbrouab lubom tboucj!) In(: be tooUc ato.i'jf f)is name remains alnUc

.

lac fioas C?squiKV, b\} office cafec a Siusticc iust also,

% p oppc to poorc, a ficn^c to ricbc, to none at alt' a fo.

So fcofjcn be bati spent fornte ycres antJ fororc in bale of ttioe,

JDcatb strooke, auti stiaijte be bias compellti out of ibis iuoiltJc to goc.

Ins eaicas ibcn tljat bJ.is but felaij to torinkling tojrm is meatc.

l^is sottilE Ijopc is initl) GotJ possccUcs in I)eabcn a Ijeabculn seate.

These verses are in black letter; the plate had been pilfered from some

foreign memorial, or cancelled, possibly as erroneous in some particular,

and exported from Holland or Flanders with the supplies of latten plate

which were thence derived for the English market. On the reverse was

found an inscription, in bolder character, half a century perhaps earlier in

date, and in the Dutch language.

heijleghe gheest meesters van westmoustre ende jndien

gijluden daer af in ghebreke waren zoe zal tzelue goet

co'men opt gilde van sinte Cornells Ouctaer nietter

zeluer last alst altsamen breeder blijcken mach bij

den fondacien daer af zijnde daer af een licht on der

den kerckmeesters een onder de heijleghe gheest m'rs

een onder den deken ende baleeders van sinte Come
lis ouctaer een onder de vrinden Adriaen adrxz' en'

een ond' de vriende' va' joncvrauwe paesschme vooru't.

"We are indebted to Mr. Winter Jones for the following version of this

inscription, which appears to record a gift to some fraternity, callc 1 the

Masters of the Holy Ghost, of Westmoustre, for the maintenance of certain

lights in a church, as specified probably in the upper part of the brass, now
cut away. The language, as he observes, is Dutch, and cannot be very

much older than the commencement of the sixteenth century.

..." Masters of the Holy Ghost of Westmoustre, and should you (or you people) fail

herein, the same propertj' shall lapse to tlie Guild of the Altar of Saint Nicholas, with

the same charge, as may be furtiier seen in the foundation thereof, being one light

thereof amongst the churchwardens, one amongst the masters of the holy Ghost, one

amongst the deacon and vergers (? ) of tlie altar of St. Nicholas, one amongst tlie friends

(of) Adrian Adrianz (the son of Adrian) and one amongst the friends of the damsel

Paesschme (or Paesschine) aforesaid."

The second memorial eulogises the virtues of Margaret, relict of John

Dauntesay, in twenty lines of a similar strain to his epitaph, above given.

She lived a widow twelve years, and died Jan. 19, 1571. This inscription,

like the former, is in black letter, and on the reverse of the plate is the fol-

lowing fragment of an earlier memorial, in Roman capitals.

IVNII \00'2 DIVTVRXA KT I'KNE TR11:KNa(li)

KORITVDINE FRACt' INVICTO TAME ANIM(o)

E VIVIS DECl'.SSIT. MARIA AC DULCIA FII.(iK)

AMANTISSIME PIETAIIS KRGO MONVMF.NT(c.m)
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HOC POSVERE VT ET TV VIATOR HOC

TRISTI EXEMPEO COMOTVS I'ATA ETIA i(n)

ANIMO PKRPENDEKS QVAM NIHIL HIC s(it)

F1RMU.M AC STAUILE DISCAS REKV OMN . . .

FORE ALIQUANDO VICISSITVDIKEM A

SPREtiS REBVS MORTALIV DI.V IMORTA(lEm)

TIMKRE. vale ET PUS TVIS PRECIBVS

DEIVNCTVM DEO COMMENDA.

Possibly exception might have been taken, in 1552, to the concluding

sentence of this inscription, and on this account it might have been can-

celled. Mr. Wilton has sought in vain to discover the person on whose

decease it was prepared ; the unusual name of Dulcia or Dowse ought

to supply a clue to identify him. Camden, amongst names of women, in

his Remaines, gives " Douze, from the Latin Dulcia, that is, sweete-

wench." Skinner derives Douze from the French, Douce.

There is a village in North Wilts, called Dantsey, where the family was

seated, and the name is given as an adjunct to several places in the county,

as Wilsford Dantsey, &c. ; they had property in Calais, one of the family

being governor of that town, Mr. Wilton is in possession of a seal, date

circa 1600?, on which is a remarkable bearing, a lion rampant grappling

with a wyvern, sigill : lOHis : datntesey. ar. without any crest".

During recent repairs and restorations at Hemsby church, near Gi'eat

Yarmouth, Norfolk, under the direction of the Rev. A. F. Bellman, the

vaulting of the south porch having been cleared from a thick crust of white-

wash, several sculptured bosses of good workmanship have been brought

to light. There is a window with elegant tracery in the porch, and the

south doors are ornamented with well-designed ironwork. Mrs. Bellman has

obligingly communicated sketches of these details, which a2:)pear to be of

the Perjiendicular period, and deserving of notice. The church is dedicated

to the Virgin Mary, and amongst the subjects of the bosses appear the

Annunciation, the Nativity and the Assumption, with the Resurrection and

Ascension, the last forming the central and principal subject. A memorial

in this church, noticed by Blometield, recorded the benefaction of Thomas

Bunne, "qui pavimentum hujus ecclesie lapidibus marmoreis fieri fecit,

A.D. 1500." With regard to this marble pavement Mrs. Bellman reports

that in various parts of the church are " a number of large squares of coarse

dark granite, and intermixed with them are some few of a very dark colour,

and very rough, which appear to be full of fossil gryphites."

We regret to learn that the plan for the restoration of Hexham church,

Northumberland, is likely to be abandoned. The subscrii:)tions received

have proved wlioUy inadequate to defray the cost of the repairs, and of the

purchase of the tenements adjoining the church, which it was desirable to

pull down. The committee have recently made several appeals for local

support, without success; but the church of Hexham is a building so iu-

" Gules, a lion or, and lion rampant ar. and the Lancashire Dannceys bore the

combatant, Danncey, of Gloucestershire. cockatrice alone. Some singular legend

The Taunton family bore the lion argent, was doubtless commemorated by this coat.
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teresting not only with rcsjject to its architectural features, among which

maj' be noticed tlie remarkable Saxon crypt p, probably constructed by St-

Wilfrid, but also on account of its association with an early and most

eventful period of English ecclesiastical history, that we are disposed to

believe that the exigencies of the committee require only to be made gene-

rally known to ensure the general support of all architectural antiquaries

throughout the country. It is with much pain we learn that the committee

are liable for a debt of £385, to meet which there is in hand only a balance

of£140q.

We have before referred to the application made by the Society of Anti-

quaries of Newcastle-on-Tyne to the corporation of that town, for a lease

of the Norman keep, with a view to its restoration and appropriation as the

museum of the Society. Mr. W. Sidney Gibson, who takes great interest

in the matter, has informed us that although the report of the committee of

the Town Council has not yet been considered it is favourable to the

proposition, and that Mr. Dobson, architect, is preparing the plans and

working drawings, which are expected to be ready by the anniversary

meeting of the Society in February, in which month also the recommenda-

tion contained in the report of the committee is expected to be confirmed.

Late excavations, rendered necessary by the construction of the great

raihvay-bridge, have laid bare, as we are told, various parts of the outer

walls and buildings of the castle, and it is to be hoped accurate notes were

taken of their character and appearance. It is said, also, that various

Roman remains were discovered, among them a small stone figure of

Mercury, and we are informed that these interesting relics have been

transferred to the York museum, instead of being deposited in the collec-

tion of the Society of Antiquaries ; if this be true it would im})ly great re-

missness on the part of the local authorities in permitting their abstraction.

The Committee of the Archaeological Institute have resolved to issue,

under their immediate superintendence, a series of manuals of the different

branches of archaeological enquiry; in these works an attempt will be

made to reduce within the closest limits, consistent with a scientific treat-

ment of the various subjects, all the useful information contained in works
already printed, as well as that derived from recent discoveries and investi-

gations. The Committee are fully aware of the difficulties naturally attend-

ing the execution of such a plan, but they hope they will be materially

lessened by the now wide-spread spirit of antiquarian research, and there-

fore earnestly invite the co-operation of the members of the Institute towards

the accomplishment of their design. The several volumes will be illustrated

by accurate engravings, and appear as speedily as possible. A more de-

tailed announcement will be given when the Committee are in a position to

state the precise order in which the respective treatises will be published

;

in the mean time it may be observed that one work is already in the press.

<• See the Archaeol. Journal, vol. ii. p. 239. of the Archaeological Institute, 12, Hav-
•< Subscriptions may he paid at the office market.
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iSotius of iSefo publications.

Chart of Ancient Armour, from the eleventh to the seventeenth

centuries: with descriptive text. By^ J. Hewitt. 1847.

The Tower : its History, Armories and Antiquities ; compiled from Offi-

cial Documents, by J. Hewitt. Published by authority of the Master-

General and Board of Ordnance. Guide de la Tour de Londres, conte-

nant un resume de son Histoire. By the same.

The investigation of the peculiarities of ancient military costume has,

in recent times, found much favour with students of medieval antiquities.

The satisfactory evidence afforded by these details, in regard to the age or

the country to which works of design should be attributed, and the facility

with which a practised eye seizes their distinctive features, has caused this

subject to be deservedly esteemed one of considerable interest and utility in

our archaeological researches. Difficulties, which the antiquary of the last

century had to encounter in the prosecution of such enquiries, have now, in

great part, been remedied. A national collection, exhibiting a chronologi-

cal series of authentic examples illustrative of arts, manners, customs, and

manufactures, is still greatly to be desired in this country ; but much has

been done, by aid of faithful representations of characteristic types, to sup-

ply the means of forming a critical appreciation of middle-age antiquities,

and to reduce vague confusion into the order of scientific arrangement. In

the investigation of costume, for example, the labours of Stothard, of Henry

Shaw, of Waller, and other talented antiquary-artists, have brought within

our reach a mass of valuable evidence, such as no other country, perhaps,

can produce.

To sum up the results of such researches, and render them available to

every class of enquirers, is an undertaking of general utility, well deserving

to be thankfully appreciated by the archaeological student. The Chart of

Armour, compiled by INIr. Hewitt, forms a graphic outline of the subject of

military costume during the period of its greatest interest to the English

antiquary, sufficing to present to his view the most striking distinctive

peculiarities which mark the changes in armour from the age of mail to

that of buff. The author has made a judicious selection of examples, chiefly

from the rich series of English monumental effigies, and, in the brief text

which accompanies these illustrations, a useful resume will be found of a

subject which not many years since was attainable only through the me-

dium of voluminous and costly publications.

The labours of Mr. Hewitt in this branch of antiquities had been pre-

viously known in his useful manual of the History of the Tower and its

Armories, a little work well deserving of notice, not merely by the curious
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visitor of those collections, or the ibreigner, of whose gratification the

author has not been mnnindful, but as containing, under the unpretending

title of an " Essay on English Armour," much interesting and valuable

information. Besides notices of every object of more striking importance,

including the recent additions judiciously made by the Board of Ordnance,

towards the completion of the series. An useful sketch has also been given

of the progressive improvements in fire-arms, from the earliest invention in

the fifteenth century^, and of the history of ancient artillery, commencing

with the rude bombard, the chambered pierrier, and massive gun-stones,

whence that name was derived, used in early times as projectiles.

A detailed and critical examination of the entire contents of our national

armories, including the collections at Windsor and Woolwich, is still much
to be desired. An illustrated synopsis, accessible to all who take an inter-

est in costume and military antiquities, treated as Yon Leber has described

the imperial arsenal at Vienna, but giving representations of every princi-

pal type or characteristic example, would form a most valuable accession to

an archaeological library of reference. The magnificent publications exhi-

biting the Imperial Collection in Russia, and the Armeria Eeal at Madrid,

and perhaps even the Illustrations of the Goodrich Court Armory, by

Skelton, the most useful work on the subject hitherto produced, are of too

costly a character for general use. May we not hope that Mr. Hewitt will

carry out his researches in a more extended form, and give such a manual

of the armories of England as would be most acceptable, not only in our

own country, but to continental antiquaries.

In closing this brief notice of Mr. Hewitt's publications we must for

a moment advert, in no captious spirit or unfriendly criticism, to the prac-

tice which appears to become increasingly prevalent amongst antiquarian

writers, of neglecting to cite the authorities whence their materials are

derived. In researches which render the most minute details of value,

every facility of comparison and careful examination should be given to the

student, who is mostly unable to gain access to originals, and thankfully

* An excellent communication on tliis gun-locks, has been given in the Archaco-
Miliject, illustrated by a conipkte siries of logia by Mr. Ponelt, vol. .\xxi, p. 49.
specimens shewing the construction of
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avails himself of reference to accurate representations, such for example as

the instructive plates of StotharcVs Monumental Effigies, amongst which

eight of the examples selected in the "Chart of Armour" are to be found.

Why deprive us of the opportunity of referring for more full information to

his detailed and beautiful etchings? Why not encourage the student to

seek further acquaintance with the remarkable monuments of Germany,

similar to that of Giinther of Schwarzburg, so strikingly displayed by De
Hefner, whose work has supplied that example^? Wherefore should those

who enjoy advantages of access to the British Museum be debarred the

gratification of consulting the admirable drawings of the late Mr. Kerrich,

there preserved, from which the figure of Sir Robert Wingfield appears to

have been derived, supplying as they do so much valuable information by

their minute accuracy of detail and fidelity of design •=. We would insist

on the prejudice arising from such omissions, not so much because full

acknowledgment may be due to the author or the artist whose labours have

'' De Hefner, Trachten des Cliristliclieu

Miltelalters ; Costume du Moyen Age
Cliretien, Manheim, 4to. Publislied in

miiiihers, of which about ."0 have ap-
peared.

The original drawing may be found .11

Addit. MS. G728, (in the B. Museum,)
f. 213, with the companion figure of Sir

William Chamberlain. These beautiful

examples were painted between HGI and
1180.
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provided us with materials, or because such a practice nusi:ht, by an un-

friendly construction, be accounted as literary appropriation, but on account

of the daily inconvenience which they must occasion, the hindrance to the

free extension of intelligent research, which it should be the author's chief

aim to stimulate.

A Guide to the Castle of Newcastle-upon-Tyxe, illustrated with

Plans, Sections, and numerous engravings on wood. Newcastle : E. and

T. Bruce. London : Hamilton, Adams, and Co. 12mo.

The publication of this creditable little work is a testimony of the in-

creased interest felt by the inhabitants of Newcastle for their venerable

castle, and it comes most opportunely in aid of the steps recently taken by

the Antiquarian Society for its restoration. The author, the Rev. J. C.

Bruce, has executed his task with praiseworthy research ; the plans and
sections are reduced from the elaborate engravings published in the Ve-
tusta Monuraenta ; it is further illustrated by numerous well-drawn cuts of

details, and the printing of the pamphlet does great credit to the press of

Messrs. T. and J. Hodgson.

In a modest preface the author requests the communication of any addi-

tional information, for the benefit of a future edition ; we propose therefore

to make a few general remarks on the castle, and to correct one or two in-

advertencies in his narrative.

In the tirst place Mr. Bruce is disposed to agree with Brand, whom he

usually follows, that the existing keep was erected about the year 1080:
this opinion is contradicted by all the ornamental details of the building',

which are of late Norman character. It is more probable that the present

editice was built during the twelfth century, on the site of the fortification

reared by order of the Conqueror. The details of the chapel, belonging to

the latest period of the Norman style, seem to mark the date of the com-
pletion of the building as subsequent to 1180.

It has long been a popular delusion that the apartment called the " great

hall" of the keep was the scene of those imposing ceremonies of state which

are recorded to have taken place in the castle during the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries ; for example, that John Baliol did homage to Edward I. in

1292 in this room. The words of the chronicler are "in aula palatii ipsius

domini Regis infra castrum," i. e. " in the hall of the palace of the same lord

the king within the castle." Yet it is capable of certain proof that the hall

referred to was a.building wholly distinct from the keep. It appears by an

unpublished survey of the castle, taken in the eighth year of Edward the

Third, a copy of which is before us, that the kings great hall within the

castle was a building which had two gables with a round window, once

glazed, in each ; a description which does not at all agree with the character

of the existing room in the keep. At the time of this survey the hall was
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so dilapidated that the mayor of Newcastle certified it would require 840

stone of lead to make good the covering of the roof: that its timber work

was much decayed, and that the glazing of the windows would cost 26s. 8d.,

and an equal sum for the glaziers' wages. That the hall of the palace was

entirely distinct from the keep is further proved by the separate mention

made in the survey of the " Great Tower," which was also in a ruinous

state, as regarded roof, masonry, and timber work. Even the king's

chamber was not in the keep. It is described as situated over a cellar, the

usual mode of construction in the thirteenth century ; it was built of wood,

as the cost of timber and carpentry for its repair is estimated at £10, and

200 stone of lead were needed for the roof. The king's chamber, accord-

ing to the plan of building then in fashion, would be contiguous to the hall,

and is said to be so in the Inquisition of 1336. Their ruinous state in the

8th of Edward the Third, A.D. 1334, proves that both hall and chamber

were built long anterior to that date, probably as early as the beginning of

the thirteenth century ; the round windows described as existing in the

gables indicate the style of domestic architecture adopted about that time.

Mr. Bruce is also wrong in supposing the mural chamber in the second

story of the castle, (marked C in plan, pi. iii.,) to have been the " queen's

chamber." He seems to have relied for the confirmation of this theory on

a passage in the inquisition taken in 1336, printed in Brand, which men-

tions " the great hall with the king's chamber adjoining thereto, together

with divers other chambers below in Queen's-mantle." The word beloiv

cannot mean their situation under the king's chamber, for that, as we learn

from the survey of 1334, had a cellar beneath it. It is, therefore, to be

understood as referring to the relative situations of the several buildings on

the same plane. Now the kitchen was situated in " Queen's-mantle," ac-

cording to the survey, therefore that name could not be applied to the

queen's chamber : it was in short simply the designation of one of the

towers on the enceinte"^, in other words " the mantel-tower." The queen's-

chamber at Newcastle, as elsewhere, was probably identical with the king's.

It results from these facts, that the king's hall and chamber were buildings

entirely separate from the keep, and they were probably built within the

outer bailey, where there would naturally be more space for their con-

struction.

Mr. Bruce took some pains to discover the site of the dungeon in this

castle, by boring in the nave, and in the so-called vestry, of the chapel, but

without success. Subsequent reflection, he observes, has induced him " to

give up the idea of there having been an underground dungeon." He is

quite right in arriving at this conclusion. Two pits or dungeons formerly

existed in the castle, but they were not in the keep, nor were they under-

ground. One of these was called the " Great pit," the other was named,

probably after the sheriff" who built it, the " Heron pit." The first was in

" a certain tower nigh the second door of the loft-floor," the latter was

'' See Ducange sub voce " Manlellum.'"
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beside the Great Gate. Tlie sheriffs account for their repairs in the 31st

Edward III. is now before us, from wliich it appears that these pits were

formed by the masonrj' of the respective towers, each of which had a

wooden loft or chamber on the top, through trap-doors in which the pri-

soners were let down ; according to this arrangement, the level of the

dun"-eons was nearly the same as that of the external grovmd. In 1357 the

loft of the " great pit," tlie timbers of which were entirely decayed, fell in,

nearly killing the prisoners beneath, and it was on this occasion that the

repairs were ordered whicli have supplied us with these details. The trap-

doors and their bolts and locks are specially mentioned ; and it may be

noted that the latter were made of " Spanish iron." There were no win-

dows in the masonry of the towers, as the workmen had candles on

account of the darkness thereof. It was at this time also that new gallows

were erected within the castle, and that William de Whitburn made " 3 pair

of manicles and 3 great bolts" for the castle stocks.

With these remarks, we take leave of Mr. Bruce, recommending his

pamphlet to the support of northern archaeologists, and trusting that we

may soon have to notice a second and amended edition.

The Antiquities foijnd at Hoylake, in Cheshire ; described by

A. Hume, LL.D., F.S.A., kc. &cc. London : Longman, Brown, Green,

and Longmans. 1847.

We have already noticed the extensive collection of objects of every

period, found in the alluvial soil at Hoylake, now in the possession of

Dr. Hume® ; and it may be in the recollection of our readers that tliey

were exhibited at the meeting of the Institute at York. In the present

brochure, published at his own expense, Dr. Hum.e has given a detailed

account of these interesting relics, one hundred and seventy-eight in

number. The work is illustrated by a plan shewing the locality of their

discovery, and by immerous faithful drawings on stone, by Mr. H. C.

Pidgeon, of Liverpool.

The History of the Monastery founded at Tynejiouth, in the
Diocese of Durham, to the Honour of God, under the Invo-
cation OF the Blessed Virgin Mary and S. Oswin, King and
Martyr. By William Sidney Gibson, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, F.S.A.,

&c. Volume the Second. London : WiUiam Pickering. 1847. 4to.

We have much pleasure in recording the completion of this splendid and
elaborate publication, the first part of which was reviewed at some length

in our pages''. In the present volume Mr. Gibson has given biographical

e ArdirEological Journal, vol. iii. p. ;?.U. ' Ibid., vol. iii. p. .366.
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notices of the Priors of Tynemouth ; historical and descriptive notices of

the conventual church, and the parochial church ; notices of the fortified

works known as the castle of Tynemouth ; an appendix of grants, charters,

&c., addenda, and a general index. The work is illustrated, as before, by

illuminated borders and initial letters, executed by Mr. Henry Shaw, and is

a splendid specimen of printing. We cannot but again express our regret

that the great cost of this publication will have the effect of limiting the

usefulness of the vast mass of curious matter which the author has col-

lected, but would hope that another edition may appear divested of the

costly ornaments of the present.

NOTE.

We have received a letter from Mr. Freeman complaining of the notice

of his description of Irthlingborough church", published in this volume. It

is not our usual practice to attend to the remonstrances of authors whose

publications come under review ; and we depart from the established rule

on the present occasion only because Mr. Freeman alleges that our Re-

viewer misrepresented him in certain matters of fact. Omitting those parts

of his letter which are not relative to the matters of fact in dispute, we

give his vindication entire. We must observe however, that Mr. Freeman

assumes that the two notices of the "Northamptonshire Churches" which

have appeared in our Journal, were written by the same person. This is

merely a presumption on the part of Mr. Freeman, and like such con-

jectures in general is not con-ect.

Mr. Freeman's letter does not contradict any material statements of the

Reviewer, it rather confirms them. The Reviewer said that Mr. Freeman's

account of the church was " very confused and unsatisfactory," and by way

of exemplifying this, proceeded to give in a couple of pages a clear and dis-

tinct description, more intelligible to the general reader than Mr. Freeman

had given in twenty. It is not true that he held up the " Publications of the

Northampton Society to ridicule ;" on the contrary he praised them warmly,

but regretted that a very difficult church, requiring much experience to

describe it properly, had been committed to an inexperienced writer. Those

points which still puzzle Mr. Freeman, and on which he begs for more infor-

mation, are clear enough to a practised eye. The arch-buttress, built into

the wall of an attached building, is not a very uncommon feature, and there

are many other examples of recesses for altars in the transepts, although they

have often been misunderstood, and described as doorways or windrows, as

in the " Notes of the Neighbourhood of Cambridge, by a Member of the

Camden Society." These are the ordinary mistakes of persons who begin

to teach before they have leai-ned : they may deserve praise for their

activity and zeal, but a little more discretion would entitle their publications

•1 See tliis vnlimie, p. 2(58.
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to far more attention and weight than tliey at present deserve. Much

credit is due to the Northampton Society in general for avoiding this error,

and not trusting implicitly to any individual.

It now appears that Mr. Freeman's notes required to be re-arranged and

digested into order after they had been corrected by otlier members. This

was not done, and hence the " confused and unsatisfactorj'"' manner in

which they appear, and of which the Reviewerjustly complained.

There is very little real difference of opinion between the Reviewer and

Mr. Freeman. Tiie complaint is not that the account of the latter is erro-

neous, but that it is '•confused." Tlie leading facts are not brought out

clearly. The Reviewer said that " the existing church is chiefy of the latter

part of the fourteenth century." He did not say that the pillars and arches

are of the same date, he did not enter into detail at all, not being called on to

do so. He was content to point out the remarkable and unusual features

of the buildiniT, and give an intelligible account of them, and only incident-

ally pointed out those errors in Mr. Freeman's description which it seemed

necessarv to correct.

To the Editor of the Archteological Journal.

An author who, like the Reviewer, is so intimately acquainted with the details

of the Societys proceedings as to know that the letters E. A. F. denote " an in-

experienced wiiter," and "one of the youngest Members of the Society," might

also have known that no description, though bearing the initials of its immediate

author, rests upon the individual authority of any single Member. Each paper

is laid before the Committee, is carefully inspected by them, and usually verified

on the spot by one or two of their number. In pursuance of this system, I have

at present in my possession descriptions of three Churches written by one older

and more experienced than myself which I am requested to verify. In like

manner my account of Irthlingborough was corrected on the spot once, if not

twice, by other Members of the Committee. The result was several alterations,

none of which brought the description nearer to the Reviewer's opinion, and which

indeed produced more than one of the passages which he has expressly selected

for animadversion.

For nistance he says, " the west window is a good Decorated one, standing

clear over llie porch, and flatly contradicting the notion that there was originally

a room over the porch, which would have blocked this fine window." I was told

that there had been such a room, and, like the Reviewer, thought it improbable,

though I was not inclined to throw aside the information quite so cavalierly

without looking into its evidence. The notes in jip. 114 and 1 Hi were inserted

liy the Secretary on the authority of the Rector of the Parish, who surely must be
vol.. IV. 3 c
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allowed to know what has happened to his Church within his own incumbency.
It is nowhere stated that the roojii w.is original, an idea only hinted in the former

note. I do not however see anything- so very absurd in the notion ; the room,

whether original or not, need not have touched the window ; and the latter would

ha\ e been in any case a great improvement to the internal effect. Even now it

is almost lost in an external view^.

With regard to the great blank arch in the north transept, the Reviewer

employs his usual t(me, attempting to throw ridicule upon me as ignorant of its

use as a rere-dos or receptacle for an Altar. It so happens that I did incline to

the belief of its being so, but that neither myself nor the rest of the Committee

felt sufficiently certain on the point to justify us in dogmatically asserting it. I

did not see what else it could be, but I had never seen another of the kind. If

the Reviewer's greater experience can point out such another, one, I mean, of

similar relative proportions, I shall be simply and without pretence, thankful to

him for the information".

" The following questions, as referring

to small minutiw, I have not obtruded on
the text, but they are worthy of notice, as

exhibiting the unfairness of tlie Reviewer's
criticisms. Speaking of tlie remains ex-
isting of the original Romanesque Cliurch,

he observes, "the capital or impost of the
original Chancel-Arch remains in its

place, and shews that this part of the wall
belongs to tlie original structure : several

Norman strings rLUiain in other parts of
the walls: but the impost is described as
a bracket, and the strings are said to have
been placed in their present situation

witliin a few years ; where they were pre-
viously placed, we are not informed."
The three passages on which this mis-

representation is founded are as follows.

1st. "A Norman capital is built into

the wall, near the north spring of the
[Chancel] arch, which may have served
the purpose of a bracket." p. 123.

2nd. " Fragments of Norman strings

above and below. Note. These were found
detached, and inserted here to preserve
them about sixteen years ago." p. 122.

3rd. " Below which is a string appa-
rently of Norman date." p 12-5.

No fair person would speak of the first

sentence as "describing the impost as a
bracket." I may perhaps have looked
upon it as a fragment worked up again,

an opinion less probable, I freely grant,

than that of the Reviewer, though I have
seen analogous cases. But my words, or

those of the Committee, do not necessarily

imply even so much as this.

With regard to the other passages, the

Reviewer speaks as if I had stated all the

Romanesque strings to have been worked
uj) again. This is not tlie case, as the two
passages arc totally distinct, relating to

different parts of the Church ; and nothing
is said as to any change of position in the

stiing mentioned in p. 123. Tlie note, I

feel confident, was an addition of the

inspecting Members ; but in any case,

neitlier they nor I could have dreamed of

a thing so little likely to occur to any one,

unless we had had some positive testimony
on the subject. Perhaps however the

Reviewer's familiarity with those ancient

documents which he censures our Society

so sharply for not having sufficiently con-
sulted renders all modern testimony worth-
less in bis eyes. It is riot a very un-
common thing to find detached fragments
of detail; I liojie Irthlingborough is not

the only place where, if found, they are

preserved.
•' The piscina in the other transept

gives the Reviewer an opportunity, which
he eagerly grasps at, of sneering at my
"eyes" and my "fertile imagination."

I grant that there is a manifest contradic-

tion between the description and the en-

graving. But I cannot think that either

author or artist could have imagined a

feature which had no existence at all. It

is possible that among the many correc-

tions which both MS. and proof sheet

have undergone, some confusion or trans-

position eitiier of the description or the cut

may have taken place ; I might even have
inserted a note taken in some otl'.er

Ciiurch. That thep.' is some confusion or

other is clear from this same piscina being

marked sedilia in the ground-*plan. and
scdilia there certainly are none. But in

any case the error is of that sort which
can only arise from accident or careless-

ness, but to which ignorance or inexperi-

ence could not possibly give birth.
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The Reviewer ventures the statement that I was not aware of the use of tlie

niche in tlie west wall of the porch. It so happens that I was not aware of the

use he atlrihutes to it, inasmuch as I did not observe the chimney referred to at

all. But how the Reviewer became aware of my ignorance I know not, for the

more observant correctors of my MS. inserted this sentence, which I should think

was sulHciently explicit, in the printed description. " This has evidently been

intended ior a lamp-niche, the opening or chimney being on the other side of the

wall." The real crime seems to be that it did not occur either to me or to any other

member of the Committee to go out of the way to speak irreverently of what the

Reviewer is pleased to call " the theatrical effects common in the Ki)man Church."

Individually, I shall always feel myself bound to abstain from sneering at any

ceremony of the ancient Eiujlish Church ; as a body the Committee are expressly

prohibited from inserting any matter " not strictly archseological, historical, or

descriptive." And to none of these heads can controversial language be referred,

and least of all any attempt to cast ridicule upon any Church or sect. I have

myself, as a member of the Committee, objected before now to what I considered

as irrelevant attacks on the Puritans. After all, what has this purely ritual or

ecclesiological matter to do with the architecture or history of the Collegiate

Church of Irthlingl)orough ?

On the great general difference between the Committee and the Reviewer with

regard to the date of the Church I cannot profess to enter at length. I can only

say that, as being supported by the opinion of so many others no mean proficients

in Church Architecture, my statements at least deserve to be met with argument,

and not to be passed by with a futile attempt at ridicule. I only ask for such

treatment as was given by the Archaeological Journal in the case of an exactly

similar difference as to the double north aisle at Higham Ferrers. I imagined

and it appears that others imagined also, that the arcades at Irthlingborough were

of the thirteenth and not the fourteenth century ; we may be wrong, but how
does the Reviewer account for the appearance of the Clerestory of the Quire, which

is manifestly of the last mentioned date, and is as manifestly an addition to the

arcades which support it ?

If the Reviewer, instead of amusing himself with sneering at our supposed

mistakes, had attempted to explain two real difficulties, which none of us could

satisfactorily solve, and on which he has not vouchsafed a single word, he might

have conferred a real benefit on Ecclesiologists,—perhaps on archaeologians also.

These are the supposed gateway (p. 114) and the great arch of construction (p. 1 1(5).

Instead of elucidating that most ])erplexiug fragment of which the latter is a part,

he diverts himself with a paljiable aKionax'ta. He says, " the opinion entertained

by this writer that the College buildings consisted only of the tower, and the four

small rooms attached to it, is extremely improbable." I cannot find that I state

any such thing ; indeed by speaking (p. 11 6) of " the remnants of the Collegiate

buildings," I imply the contrary.

A person who derived his first acquaintance with Irthlingborough from the

Review, woidd naturally sujipose that the description there given of the Church

and College was something entirely new, a correction of my faulty account. On
the contrary, where the author does not directly attack, he simply repeats, or, at

least, coincides with, my statements ; and communicates, unless it be with regard

to the impost of the Chancel-Arch, no fresh information whatever. And I cannot
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refrain from saying that it does seem to me a proceeding unwortliy of a Journal

representing a body of such pretensions as the ArcliaBological Institute, to borrow

our Society's wood-cuts for the purpose of the better holding up our publications

to unmerited scorn.

I hope that nothing that I have said may be construed into any desire to shift

upon the shoulders of the rest of the Committee a responsibility which I am
unwilling or unable to bear alone. I have the fullest conlidence in the correct-

ness of every alteration made by them in my MS. I only wish to vindicate my
own character for common accuracy of research, and to show the Reviewer that it

is just possible that, while he is attempting to throw discouragement and derision

upon young and inexperienced writers, he may be unwittingly censuring others

perhaps not younger or more inexperienced than himself.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

Edward A. Freemax.
Trill iti/ College, Oxford,

Oct. 9, 1847.

RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL PUBLICATIONS.—FRENCH.

Annales Archeologiques, dirigees par Didron aine. Tome VII. 5^ Livrai-

son, Novembre, 1847. Paris, 4to. Contents.—On Cologne Cathedral, by
Felix de Verneith ; with plans. Continuation of M. de Coussemaker's

interesting Memoirs on Medieval Musical Instruments. Estbetique de.

Savonarole. Iconographie des families Royales de France, &c., with a

beautiful plate of memorials of St. Louis, and Louis his son, at St. Denis.

Memoires de la Societe des Antiquaikes de Normandie, vol. IV.

livr. 4, completing this volume of the New Series of these valuable Col-

lections and Archaeological memoirs. 8vo. each number 4 francs ; each

volume 15 francs.

Bulletin Monumental dirige par M. De Caumont. Vol. 13. No. 8.

Contents.—Painted Glass at Treguier, a letter to Henry Gerente, by

Bartholemv. The Cathedral of St. Brieuc, by C. Guimart. Proceedings

of the " Societe Francaise pour la conservation des Monuments," in

September 1847. The Roodloft at St. Fiacre, by M. Houel, The
Incised Slab of Martial Formier, by the Abbe Arbellot. The Church of

Sigy, by the Abbe Cochet. XV*^ Session du Congrfes Scientifique de

France. With 18 woodcuts.
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RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL PUBLICATION'S.

ENGLISH.

A Manual for the Study of Monumental Brasses, with a Descriptive

Catalogue of four hundred and fifty " Rubbings" in the possession of the

Oxford Architeetural Society, Topographical and Heraldic Indices, &c.

The Anglo-Saxon version of the Life of St. Guthlac, Hermit op

Croyland. Printed for the first time from a MS. in the Cottonian

Library, with a translation and notes. Rv Charles Wycliffe Goodwin,
M.A. ' Royal l2mo. "s.

The History and Object of Jewellery. By John Jones.

lioHN's Antiquarian Library, fourth volume. Six old English Chroni-
cles, Ethelwerd, Asser's Life of Alfred, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Gildas,

Nennius, and Richard of Cirencester. Edited by Dr. Giles, .5s.

A Series of Monumental Brasses, by J. G. and L. A. B. Waller. Part
XVI., November, 1847, 6s. The recently published part of this

admirable publication, contains a singular cross flory enclosing figures

of a knight and lady, circa 1350; Wimbish, Essex: Thomas Cranley,

Archbishop of Dubhn, 1417; New College Chapel: Humphrev Oker
and his two wives, 1525, a very curious memorial ; Oakover, Stafford-

shire : and the noble Flemish plate representing Thomas de Topclvffe,

and his wife, 1391 ; TopclifFe, Yorkshire. Three of these fine examples
were previously unpublished.

The History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk, with Genea-
logical and Architectural Notices. By the Rev. Alfred Suckling, L.L.B.
Part VII., 10s. 4to. Six lithographic plates, and woodcuts. This part
comprises the history of Dunwich, Fordley, Frostenden. and Halesworth.
Part VIII. , completing the second volume, will be published Feb. 1, 1848.
Subscribers' names received by the Author, Barsham, Suftblk.

A Guide to the Castle of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, illustrated with
plans, sections, and numerous engravings on wood. By I. C. Bruce,
Newcastle, andt,ondon. Roval 12mo.

The History and Antiquities of Norwich Castle. By the late Samuel
Woodward, edited by his son. London and Norwich,' £1. Is. Thirty
maps, plans, and views. 4to.
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The Antiquities found at Hoylake, in Cheshire, described by A.

Hume, L.L.D., F.S.A. Longman, 8vo. 2s. Map and three lithographic

plates. This memoir relates to a cmlous collection of personal orna-

ments, implements, buckles, coins, &c., found on the Cheshire coast near

the mouth of the Dee, on the site of a submerfjed forest.

An Analysis of Gothick Architecture. By Raphael and J. Arthur

Brandon, Architects. 2 vols, royal 4to. £5. 5s.

Liber Pontificalis of Edmund Lacy, Bishop of Exeter : a Manuscript of

the fourteenth century : printed from the original, in the possession ot

the Dean and Chapter of Exeter. Edited in Rubricated Letters, by
Ralph Barnes, Esq. A short Memoir of the Bishop, some account of the

Manuscript, and a Glossary are added. 12s.

Sketches, Graphic and Descriptive, for a History of the Decorative

Painting applied to EngHsh Architecture during the Middle Ages. By
E. L. Blackburne, F.S.A., Architect. The work will consist of Four

Quarterly Parts, each of which will contain Six Hluminated Plates exem-

plifying from the best specimens, Ceihngs, Screens, Monuments, Walls,

Pavements, Furniture, and other Architectural Accessories. Part L
imperial 4to. 10s. 6d. to Subscribers.

A History of William Cecil, Lord Burghley, Lord High Treasurer
of England to Queen Elizabeth ; Biographical Notices of his Suc-

cessors to the present time : a Description of Burghley House, with a

Complete Guide to its Contents ; and an Accurate Account of the Church
of Saint Martin, Stamford Baron ; its costly Monuments, &c., &c. By
the Rev. W. H. Charlton, M.A., Rector of St. George's, Stamford.

The Work has been produced in the best style of modern publisliing. It

contains, besides Engravings of the Lord Treasurer, Thomas Cecil First

Earl of Exeter, (both plates selected from the costly edition of Lodge's

Portraits,) two highly-finished Portraits of the Present Marquis and
Marchioness of Exeter, from the well-known paintings of the same, by
Sir Martin Archer Shee and Sir Thomas Lawrence, now in the Collec-

tion at Burghley House : engraved by C. W. Wass, Esq., engraver to

H. R. H. the Duchess of Cambridge: also Illustrations of the Interior

and Exterior of Burghley House, the Lodges, Park, Wothorpe Ruins,

&c., together with St. Martin's Church, Stamford.

The Monumental Brasses of England : a series of Engravings upon
wood, from every variety of these interesting and valuable Memorials,

accompanied with Brief Descriptive Notices. Part I. By the Rev.

Charles Boutell, M.A., Rector of Downham Market, Norfolk: one of

the Secretaries of the St. Alban's Architectural Society, &c., &c. Author

of " Monumental Brasses and Slal)s."
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Ancient Art and its Rkmains ; or, a Manual of the Archceology of Art.

By C. O. Miiller, Author of "The History and Antiquities of the Doric

Race," " A Scientific System of Mythology," &c. Translated from the

German, bv John Leitch. Demv 8vo. 1 Is.

Picturesque Illustrations of Ancient Architecture in Hindostan,

from accurate Drawings made on the Spot : with Historical and Critical

Notes, elucidative of its Rise and Progress : and a Chronological Notice

of the various Religions in India, and their Architectural Styles, &c. &c.

By J. Fergusson, Esq. Part II. 1/ Is.

History and Description of the Town of Inverness; its principal

Buildings, Public Institutions, &c. : with a Guide to the various Objects

of Interest in its Neighbourhood ; also a Statistical Sketch of the County

of Inverness. 18mo. 2s. Gd.

The Book of South Wales, the Bristol Channel, Monmouthshire, and

the Wye. With a Picture of Bristol. By Charles Frederick ClifFe.

Small 8vo. Gs. illustrated with maps and engravings by eminent artists.

Bohn's Antiquarian Library.— 1. Bede's Ecclesiastical History, and the

Anglo-Saxon Ciironicle. 2. Mallet's Northern Antiquities, by Bishop

Percy; with an Abstract of the Eyrbiggia Saga, by Sir Walter Scott.

New edition, revised and enlarged by J. A. Blackwell. 3. William of

Malmesbury's Chronicle of the Kings of England. 4. Six old English

Cln-onicles, viz. Asser's Life of Alfred, and the Chronicles of Ethehverd,

Gildas, Nennius, Geoffrey of Monmouth, and Richard of Cirencester.

5s. each.

A Guide to the Birth-town of Shakspeare and the Poet's Rural

Haunts. By George May, Author of " A Descriptive History of Eve-

sham." 2s. 6d.

The Life of Shakspeare; containing many particulars of the Poet and

his Familv never before published. By J. O. Halliwell, Esq., F.R.S.,

F.S.A., &c. Svo. with 76 engravings of objects, chiefly new, from draw-

ings by Fairholt, cloth, 15s.

The Home of Shakspeare, illustrated and described. By F. W. Fair-

holt, F.S.A., Author of "Costume in England." Small post Svo. with

33 engravings, 2s. Gd.

\'EsrinES OK THE Antiquities of Derbyshire. By Thomas Bateman,

Esq., of Yolgrave, co. Dcrbv. J-lvo. with SO engravings, cloth, 15s.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORKS PREPARING FOR
PUBLICATION.

Tradesmen's Tokens, current in London and its Vicinity during the

Seventeenth Century, Described and lUustrated with Topographical and
Antiquarian Notes, and an Introduction, comprising an account of the

causes which led to the use of such a Currency. By John Yonge Aker-

man, F.S A. 1 vol. 8vo. with plates and woodcuts, price not to exceed

10s. 6d.

An Index to the Pedigrees and Arms contained in the Heralds'
Visitations, in the British Museum, Alphabetically arranged in

Counties. 8vo. bound in cloth, 7s. 6d., to non-subscribers, 10s.

The Ancient practice of Painting in Oil and on Glass, and other

Arts described in several unpublished Manuscripts, dating from the

twelfth to the eighteenth centuries. With Introductions and Notes, by
Mrs. Merrifield. 2 vols. 8vo. (In the Press.)

The Sculptures of Wells Cathedral, with Observations on the Art of

Sculpture in England in the Thirteenth Century. Illustrated by engrav-

ings. By Professor Cockerell. (In the Press.)

A Manual of English Medieval Embroidery. By a Member of the

Archaeological Institute. With a Practical Section by a Lady. (In the

Press.)

Primeval Antiquities. The olden times of Denmark and England,
illustrated by Antiquities found in Grave-hills, or Barrows. With nume-
rous additions and illustrations from similar remains in England. By
Professor J. J. A. Warsaae, of Copenhagen. (In the Press.)

An Attempt to Discriminate the Styles of Architecture in Eng-
land. By the late Thomas Rickman, F.S.A. Fifth edition. With numer-
ous engravings on steel and wood, of the best examples, drawn by
Mackenzie, engraved by Le Keux and Jewitt. Nearly ready.

The Domestic Architecture of Engiand, from the Norman Conquest

to the Reformation, chiefly from original Documents, with numerous
engravings of existing remains. Part I. The Twelfth Century, nearly

ready.
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The • Bignifies an engravin;.' of the object referred to.

A.

AccA, Bp., altar found in toinb of, 240

St. Alban's, super-altare of St. Augustine, pre-

sented to tlie Abbey, 243
Alfred, ornaments of his time, 111

Allies, I\Ir. Jabez,on discoveries at Droitwich, 146

on Roman coins, Little Malvern, 356
Allingham, Mr., seal in possession of, 150
Altars, portable, found in tombs of Bp. Acca and

St. Cuthbert, 240
Altar cloth, embroidered, Winclicorabe, 110

Altare Viaticum, notice of, 239, 248
Anderida or Andredesceaster, site of city, 203,

217
a Romano-British city, mentioned in

the Saxon Chronicle and by Henry of Hunt-
ingdon, 203

supposed by Camden to be Newenden,
206 ; East Bourne by Dr. Tabor, 209 ; by some
to be Arundel, by others Chichester, 209

;

Hastings, 209; Ne\vhaven,210 ; Seaford,210;

shewn to be Pevensey, 211 ; Pevensey, objec-

tions answered, 213
Anglo-Roman vases found at Cuddesden, 159

Antiquities of silver found in Cuerdale, account

of, 200, 203
Archaeologia Cambrensis, reviewed, 95
Archaeological Manuals, a series of, proposed by

the Committee of the Institute, 365
Arches, Wm. dc, and Ivetta, foum'ers of Nun
Monkton Church and Nunnery, 131

Architectural designs, ancient, 20
Architectural design, implements for, 15
Architecture, Gothic, geometrical principles of, 21

Architectural Notes in the neighbour-
hood OF Cheltexham, 97

Ardley, Oxon, low side window, 320
•Armlets, &c., found in Cuerdale, 119
•Arms, specimen of ancient, 367, 368

ancient bill and halbard, 255
Armour, Hewitt's chart of, reviewed, 366

for jousts, 228
in use in the fifteenth century, 229

• mode of putting on, from MSS., 220
• Toiras, 352
Armoury of the Tower, survey of, in 1660, 341
Arundel, supposed to be Anderida, 208
Audi Cathedral, painted glass, 179

•Axe, military, of the fifteenth century, 237

B.

Badgeworth Church, Gloucestershire, 105
Barninpham, Yorkshire, Saxon coffin-lid, 357
Barn, Brockworth, 104

Postlip, 99
Bakewell Church, Derbyshire, account

OF, 37
Baki'vvell Church, Derbyshire, anciently a

stronghold, A.D. 924, 38

VOL. IV. I

Bakewell, two priests mentioned in Domesday
Survey, 39

Church endowed by Peverel, 39

chantry at, founded by Sir Gc '.IV. y
Foljarabe and Aveua his wife, A:D. 1365, 40

• nave arches and impost, 40
• coffin-lids at, 48—52

Norman door, 41
• south transept in 1841, 37
• ground-plan, 43
• capital and springing of arch, 4 I

* pier and base mouldings, 4.')

* sections of window jambs, 45

Bateman, Mr., grave-stoues in possession of, 17

—58
Bay of interior. Nun Blonkton, 137

Beckley, Oxon, font with desk, 88

paintings on the walls, 256, 7, 8

Bede, notice of super-altare, 240
Bellman, Rev. F., on discoveries in Hein»'>y

Church, 364
Benvenuto Cellini, seal attributed to, 164

Bell-turret, Stoke Orchard, 102

Bingham, Rev. C. W., family seals, 360

on figures at INIappowder, 155

Birch, on the reading of the coins of

Cunobelin, 28—36
Biscoe, Mrs., Roman vase in possession of, 74

Bishop's Cleeve Church, Gloucestershire, 104

piscina, 104

Bliswortli, Northauts.,low side window, 321

Boileau, Sir John, discoveries at Caistor, 73

Bookham, Great, Surrey, brasses at, 151

Bowden, Mr., embroidery in possession of, 291,

300
Bras.s in Chbishall Church, Esses, 338—40
Brasses at Great Bookham, Surrey, 151

Palimpsest, West Lavington, Wilts, 362

Bredon Church, Worcestershire, 105

turret, 105
Bretfenham, Norfolk, Roman remains, 252

•Brimpsfield Church, Gloucestershire, exterior

and interior, 109
British Museum, celts from the, 329, 330

•Brockworth Church, 103
manor-house, 104

barn, 104
Bromet, Dr., on antiquities at Worksop, 153

•Broham, Tomb of Udard de, 61
• Gilbert de, 62

Brougham, Wm., on family tombs, 59—68
Brougham Church, discoveries in, 59

circlet found in, 63

skeletous found in, 64

spur found in, 65
Buckler, round, 67

Buckuell Church, Oxon, low side window, 314
Bulla?, or pendant seals, 162
Burdett, Miss, ancient watch in possession of, 83
Burtt, Mr. J., seal exhibited by, 151

Buryan, St., Cornwall, cro.-ses at, 305, 310

D
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•Caistor, near Norwich, plan of, 72
discoveries at, 72

Cambrian Archaeological Association, 96
Canopy, diagrams of Gothic, 27
Canterbury, conventual buildings at, 160
•Capital and impost, Brockworth, 103
Cardiff Tor, Derbyshire, crucifix at, 136
Castellum Aquae, at Canterbury, 161
Celts, bronze, classification of, 1

illustrations of, 2—

6

Celts and Celt Moulds, 327, 337
bronze, 327

* twenty-two, from Royal Irish Academy,
328, 333

* eight from British Museum, 329, 330

four from Dublin University Museum,
331

Celt-moulds of stone, 335
of bronze, 336

*Chancel-arch, Ac, Postlip, 100

Charter of Ilbert de Lacy, 250

Chelmorton, Derbyshire, six slabs in church-

yard, 54
Cheltenham, Architectural notices in the
neighbourhood of, 97

. Church, notes of, 97

Chester, Mr. Q. J., on Roman remains in Nor-

folk, 252
Chesterford, Cambridgeshire, spur found at, 63

Chichester, supposed to be Anderida, 209

Chrishall Church, Essex, brass in, 338, 340

Chronicle of the Mayors and Sheriffs of Lon-

don, reviewed, 273

Churches of Northamptonshire, No. II.—VIII.

reviewed, 268

Cinque Cento style of Glass Painting, 184

•Circlet found at Brougham, 63

Cirencester Church, embroidery in, 295

Cists, leaden, 149

St. Clement's, Cornwall, cross at, 309

*Coffin-lids, in Bakewell Church, 48—52

stone, 38

•CofEn-lid, supposed Saxon, 357

Coins, Anglo-Saxon, 200

British and Roman, found in Norfolk,

252

111

found in Cuerdale, deposited A.D. 910,

and treasure found in Cuerdale, 111

Cufic, found in Gothland, 201

Cufic or Oriental, found in Sweden, with

silver ornaments, 202

of Cunobelin, 28

English, French, and Oriental, 193

of Khorasan, 201

Roman, found at Brettenham, 252

at Droitwich, 148

in Essex, 145

Little Malvern, Worcestershire,

356
Milverton, Somerset, 145

in Russia, 200
of the Samarinds, 201

of the Transoxana, 201

Coleshill, Warwickshire, ring found at, 359

Collections at Melton Constable, 227

Costume, medieval, 226, 239

Crescent and star, device of, 77

Crosses, different forms of, 56

Crosses in Cornwall, 302, 313

•Penwith, St. Juste, 303, 304; •St.

Buryan, 305, 310; •Fowey, 307; *St. Cle-

ment's, 309 ; *Sancreed, 311 ; •Landsend, 312

Crosses at Eyam, 46
Runic, 38

•Crucifix, Cardiff Tor, 156
•Cuddesden Church, Oxon, 84

glass vases, *c., found at, 158
Cuerdale, coins and treasure found in. 111, 189
—199

coins, &c., deposited A.D. 910, 1 11

similar treasures found in several

places, generally near the sea coast, in places

frequented by the Norsemen, 194
objects formed by hammer and punches

only, 192, 193
probably of Eastern origin, 200

Professor Worsaae's remarks on silver

antiquities found there, 200, 203
Cunobelin, coins of, 28—36

predecessors of, 33
Cuthbert, St., altar found in tomb of, 240

Darley, Derbyshire, slabs and crosses found at,

54
Darlington, seal found at, 149
Dashwood, Rev. G. H., seal communicated by,

150
Deerhurst Church, Gloucestershire, 110
De la Pole, .John, brass of, at Chrishall, 338
•Details of Bakewell Church, 40—45
Design for a tower, ancient, 17

Device of crescent and star, 77

*Diagrams of Gothic canopy, 27
* of a pinnacle, 22—27

Dickenson, F H., Esq., seal in possession of, 77

Diplomatarium Suecanum et Dalekarlicum, re-

viewed, 91
Diss, Norfolk, seal found at, 150

Domestic house, fourteenth century. West Dean,

Sussex, 260
Doncaster, seal found at, 360
Dowdeswell Church, Gloucestershire, 109

Norman remains at, 110

Downe, Viscount, notice of brasses, 151

Droitwich, a Roman settlement at, 146

Roman urn found at, 73

Druid's eggs, 67

Dublin University Museum, celts from, 331

Durham, altar found at, 240

Reginald of, 240

Du Noyer, Classification of celts, 1

on celts and eelt-monlds, 327, 337

E.

Eadwin's drawings of the conventual buildings at

Canterbury, 160

Early English Church, Nun Monkton, views and

details of, 131—138
work at IfBey, 225

Earthenware, medieval, 80

East Bourne, supposed to be Anderida, 209

Edingtou Church, Wilts, consecrated 1<361, 362

EfRgies at Leckhampton, 110

Bishop's Cleeve, 104

of a lady and child, Sittingbourne, 82

Egyptian remains in Upper Nubia, 139

Eleanor, Queen, iron-work of the tomb of, 76

Ely, Prior Crawden's Chapel, low side window,

320
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Embhoidbuv, Medieval, 285—301

«|)ecimens of, from 'Steeple Aston

Church, Oxoii, 285; •Hardwick Hall, Derby-

Bhire, 290; •CireuceHter Church, 295 ; *Fore.st

Hill Church, Oxon, 298; •Southgate House,

Derbyshire, 291, 300; 'Chest for copes, York,

301
Enamel colours on glasx, 167

thicknesB of, 168

Elsfleld, Oxon, low side windows, 316

Essex, Roman coins fouud in, 145

•Etruscan glass, from Nola, G7

Eyam cross, Derbyshire, 46

F.

Fairfax, Margaret, Prioress of Nun Monkton,
A.D. 1397, 131

•Fibula, Romano-British, found at Miltou, Berks,

preserved in Ashmoleau Museum, Oxford, 252
Fictile manufactories. Medieval, 80
Figg, Mr. W., pottery in possession of, 79
Figures, diminutive, Horsted Keynes, and at

Mappowder, 155

Finningley, Yorkshire, seals found at, 360
Fitch, Robert, Esq., seal in possession of, 150

Font, at Iffley, Oxon, 225
* vfith desk, Beckley, Oxon, 88

Stoke Orchard, Somersetshire, 102
Fordington, Dorsetshire, seal fonnd at, 150

Forest Hill Church, Oxon, embroidery, 298
Forms of letters in the Middle Ages, 141, 144

Fowey, Cornwall, cross at, 307
Fradgeley, Mr., account of grave-stones, 153

•Fragments of ornament in Cuerdale, 189, 199

Frahn, discoveries in Russia, 200

French style of glass painting, 181

a.

Oarianonum, remains of, 72
Garsington, Oxon, low side windows, 319
Geometrical principles of Gothic Architecture, 21

Gestatorium, notices of, 239—248
Gibson's History of Tynemouth, notice of, 371
Gibson, Mr. W. S., on the Norman keep at New-

castle, 262
Glass Painting, Hints on, reviewed, 165—184

specimens of, from •Wilton, Wilts,

170; •Stiinford, Northauts, 171; 'Merton
Chapel, Oxford, 172; •Woodmanstone, Sur-

rey, 173; 'Suodland, Kent, 175; 'Auch
Cathedral, 179

•Glass, Phoenician, fragment of, 60
• vases fonnd at Cuddesden, 157
Glastonbury, super-altare, 243
Gloucester, Robert, earl of, 98
Gothic Architecture, geometrical principles of, 21
Gothland, CuBc coins found in, 201

Grave-sto,^es, early, in Bakewell Church, account
of, 37

• Bt Bakewell, 38, 58
• at Hanbary, Staffordshire, 154
* at Lympley Stoke, 262
GciUB TO NEiouuouBHuoD OF OxFOED, Parts

III. and IV., reviewed, 84—90

H.

•Halbard, ancient, 255

Halbard, first mentioned in England, temp.
Hen. VII., 256

Hanbury, Stafford, grave-stones, 153
Hardwick Hall, Derbyshire, embroidery, 290
HAaTSHuRNE, Rev. C. H., ox Medieval

EMBllOIDERY, 285—301
Haslam, Rev. W., on cbosses in Cornwall,
302—313

Hastings, supposed to be Anderida, 209
Lord, documents belonging to, 227

Hawki.ns, Edward, account of coins and
treasure found in Cuerdale, 111—130,
189—199

on the seal of James IV., 164
Head-stones, Bakewell, Derbyshire, 57
Hemsby Church, Norfolk, discoveries in, 364
Hewitt's, J., chart of ancient armour and Tower

armoury, reviewed, 366

Hexham, altar found at, 240
Church, Northumberland, plan for

restoration of, suljscriptions required, 364
Hildebrand, Anglo-Saxon coins, 200
Hiucmar, Archbishop, enjoined use of super-

altare in 857, 241
Hinksey, North, Berks, low side window, 315
Hints on Glass Painting, reviewed, 165—184
Holmesdale, Lord, Roman dish and Saxon

fibula, exhibited by, 164
Holtou, Oxon, Roman vase fonnd at, 74

•Horsepath Church, Oxon, sculpture in, 86
• stoup, 87
Horsted Keynes, diminutive figure at, 155
Houses, Norman, at Southampton, 13

some of stone, in twelfth century, 262
Hoylake, antiquities found at, 371
Hugh de Audley, earl of Gloucester, and Mar-

garet his wife, temp. Edward III., 106
Hume's Antiquities of Hoylake, notice of, 371
Hunter, Rev. J., on seals, 164
Huntingdon, Henry of, on Anderida, 203
Hn:?sET, Rev. Arthur, on the site of city
of Anderida, 203—217

on an ancient house at West Dean,
Sussex, 260

Iffley Chubch, Oxon, 218—225
•west door, 218; •ground-plan, 219;

•Impost, 220; •window, 221 ; •corbel-tables,

222; •string, ib.; •moulding, ib. ; •base, 223;
•turret, ib. ; 'boss, 224; •frescoes, ib.; •but-
tress, 225 ; font, ib.

given to Kenilworth by Juliana de
St.Remi, temp. Hen. II., 219

west door resembles that of Kenil-
worth, 219

probable date, A.D. 1160, 219
Ilbert de Lacy, charter and seal of, 249. 25
Implements of design, ancient, 15
Impost, Nun Monkton, 133
Incised slabs at Bakewell, 38
• at Brougham, 60, 61
Indian rubber first used in England in 1770, 19
Intaglios, antique used as seals, 163
Irish Royal Academy, celts from, 328, 333
•Iron-work, Westminster Abbey, A.D. 1293, 76
•Irthlingborough, ground-plan of, 268; •capital

and base, 269; "west doorway, 270; •niche
for lamp, 271 ; •altar, recess for, 272; Pyel's
college at, 272

Jackson, Mr. C, on seals found at Finningley
and Doncaster, 360

Jousts, armour for, 228
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Kenilworth Castle, ring found at, 358
Church, resemblance of west door to

Iffley, 219
Khorasan, coins of, 201
King's house at Southampton, 7—13

Laud's End, Cornwall, cross at, 312
Lavington, West, palimpsest brasses, 362
Lead for drawing, early mention of, 19
Leckhampton, Gloucestershire, effigies at, 110
Leighton, Thomas de, 76
Leofric, Bp., altar presented by, 242
Leopold von Ledebur's map of places where ori-

ental coins have been found, 200 :

Letters and Deeds, Medieval forms for, 141, 144 i

Levaticum, notice of, 239, 248
i

Lewes, Sussex, pottery found at, 79 i

Lichfield merchants' petition in 1342, 69
Liege, super-altare preserved at, 1137, 242
Linen, stretched, used for designs, 15
London—Chronicle of Mayors and Sherifis of,

reviewed, 273
materials for the history of, 274
institutions of, in Saxon and Norman

times, 276; sokes in, 277; state of, in the
thirteenth century, 281

had some stone houses in the twelfth

century, 282

medieval pottery found in Carey-street,

254
Tower Armoury in 1660, 341

Longstaffe, Mr. W. H., on a coffln-lid, sujiposed

to be Saxon, 357
Low Side Windows, 314, 326

twelve theories and conjectures on,

323, 326
— specimens at *Bucknell, Oxon, 314

;

•North Hiuksey, Berks, 315; •Northampton,
St. Giles's, ib.; •EUfield, Oxon, 316; •Ray-
don, Suffolk, ib. ; *Over, Cambridge, 317;
•Somertou, Oxon, 318; *Whitwell, Rutland,
319; *Garsington, Oxon, ib. ; *Ardley, Oxon,
320; *Ely, "Prior Crawden's Chapel, ib.;

•Ellsworth, Northants, 321; •Othery, Somer-
set, 322

Lympley Stoke,Wilts, incised grave-stones at, 260
Lynn, Norfolk, seal found at, 150

M.

Minster, Thanet, ancient burying ground at, 254

Monastic remains at Canterbury, 160

Monument in Sittingbourne Church, Kent, 81

Waterpery Church, Oxon, 90

Mosaic style of Glass Painting, 165

Moule, H. J., Esq., brass seal in the possession

of, 150

Newcastle-on-Tyne, Guide to, reviewed, 369—

—

restoration of Norman keep
at, 82, 262, 365

Newhavcn, supposed to be Anderida, 210
Neville, Hon. R., ancient weapons exhibited by,

255
coins in possession of, 28

Newenden, Kent, supposed to be Anderida, 205
Norman Church, Iffley, description of, 218, 225

door, Bakewell Church, 41
walls, Bakewell Church, 41

keep, at Newcastle, 82, 262
walls and bouses at Southampton, 13

Northampton, Marquis of, Etruscan glass in the

possession of, 67

St. Giles's, low side window, 315
Northamptonshire Churches, No. II.—VIII.,

reviewed, 268
letter from Mr. E. A. Freeman

respecting the review, 372—376
Northumberland, Duke of, ancient gold ring in

his possession, 164

Norwich, Annual Meeting of the Institute at, 265

Nun Monkton Church, Yorkshire, 131—
138

' 'west front, 131 ; *impost of west

door, 133 ; 'section of arch, 134 ; *cap)tal and
base, 135; *west end, 136; *side bays, 137 ;

•plan, 138

O.

Original Documents, 249—251, 341—354
Ornaments and Appliances for sacred use,

239—248
Othery, Somerset, low side window, 322

Over, Cambridge, low side window, 317

Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, fibula in, 252

Merton Chapel, painted glass, 172

Oriel College, collection of seals at, 1 64

Bishop of, discoveries at Cuddesden, 157

•Ozleworth Church, Gloucestershire, 107

Malvern, Little, Roman coins found at, 356
Manners, medieval, 226, 239
Manning, C. J., on brass at Chrishall, 338, 340

C. R., Esq., seal in possession of, 150
Manor-house, Brockworth, 104
Mappowder Church, Dorset, diminutive effigy

in, 155
Map of places where oriental coins have been

found, by Leopold von Ledebur, 200
Martene, Dom, on the origin of super-altare, 239
Materials of design, ancient, 15
Matilda, the empress, seal of, 164
Medieval Manners and Costume from
Documents, 226, 239

seals, 162
Meyrick, Sir Samuel, remarks on armour, 229
Melton Constable, collections at, 227
Milton, Berks, fibula found at, 252
Milverton, Somerset, Roman coins found at, 145

Painted glass in Thirsk Church, Yorkshire, 362
Paintings on the walls at Becklev, Oxon, 256,

257,8
Palmer, C. J., Esq., discoveries at Yarmouth, 151

Paper, earliest fabrication of, 19

Papyrus, used for designs, 15

Paratum or super-altar, notices of the, 239, 248
Parchment, used for designs, 19

Parker, I. H., on Iffley Church, 218-r225
on low side windows, 314—326
on Nun Monkton Church, 131—138

on walls, &c., at Southampton, 7—13

Penwith, St. Just, Cornwall, crosses at, 303, 304

Petit, Rev. J. L., Notes in the Neighbour-
hood of Cheltenham, 110

Petition of Lichfield merchants to the Earl of

Arundel, in 1342, 69
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I'evensey, evidently a Roman settlement, and

shewn to be Anderida, 211

Piers, Stoke Orchard, Somerset, 101

Pinnacle, rules for constructing a, A.D. 1486, 21

• diagrams of, 22—27

•Piscina, Bishop's Cleeve, 104

Plates of brass and lead, used for design, 15

Pl-LMPTUE, De., O.N BAKEWELL CHURCH, &C.,

37—38
•Poppies, Stanton St. John's Church, Oxon, 86

Portatile, notices of, 239, 248
•Postlip Chapel, Gloucestershire, 99

chancel-arch, &c., 100

Elizabethan manor-house, 99

ancient barn, 99

•Pottery, medieval, glazed, found in Carey-

etrcet, Loudon, 254
medieval, in form of a mounted knight,

found at Lewes, 79

Roman, found at Droitwich, 147

Powell, Mr. N., pottery found by, 254
Prudhoe Castle, ring found at, 164
•Purse of horn, 75

Purse-ring found at Yarm, 361

Pyel's, J., College at Irthliugborough, 272

R.

Rasmnssen, Professor, treatise, 202
Kaydon, Suffolk, low side window, 316
Reginald of Durham, an early evidence of the

use of the snper-altare, 240

Reigate, Surrey, seal found at, 151

Richard I., 7

RiCKMAN, ON IMPLEMENTS AND MATERIALS OF

DESIGN, IN CONNECTION WITH ARCHITEC-
TURE, 15—20

•King found at Coleshill, Warwickshire, 359
• at Cuddesden, Oxon, 158
• at Kenilworth Castle, 358

at Prudhoe Castle, 164

medicinal, 78

Rock, Dr., snper-altare in his possession, 247

Romano-British fibula, found at Milton, Oxon,

preserved in Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,

252
Roman coinB found at Droitwich, 148

in Essex, 145
at Little !Malvern, Worcester, 356

at Milverton, Somerset, 145

crosses in Cornwall, 302—313
metal dish, 164
pottery, etc., found at Droitwich, 73, 146,

. remains at Brettenham, Norfolk, 252
found at Caistor, Norfolk, 73

at Cuddesden, Oxon, 159

sculpture, found at Wellow, 355

vase, found at Holton, Oxon, 74

Roriczer, rules for constructing a pinnacle, 21

Roslyn Chapel, citation for, 18

Rouen, Abbey of Mount St. Catherine, founded

A.D. 1030, 250
Ruby c61our on glass, thickness of, 168

Runic crosses, 38

"S.

Sacred ornaments, notice of, 239—248
SamarindH, coins of the, 201

Sancreed, Cornwall, cross at, 31

1

Sundford Church, Oxon, sculpture in, 89

•Saxon circlet, found at Brougham, 63

fibula, found in Isle of Thanet, 164

Saxon vases, found at Cuddesden, 159

Screen, iron, to tomb of Queen Eleanor, 76
•Sculptures, Horsepath Church, Oxon, 86
• of the Assumption of the Virgin, in

Sandford Church, Oxon, 89
Roman, found at Wellow, Somer-

set, 355
Seaford, supposed to be Anderida, 210
Seals, antiquity of, 162 ; materials of, ih. ; shape

of, 163 ; antique intaglios used as, ib.

collections of, 164
• found at Darlington, 149

at Doncaster, 360
• of an ecclesiastic, temp. Edw. I., 77

of the family of Bingham, 360
• found at Finniugley, 360

great, with device of crescent and star, 77

in possession of F. H. Dickenson, Esq.,

of James IV. of Scotland, 164

of Ilbert de Lacy, 249
medieval, 150, 162

of William of Wykeham, as archdeacon

of Lincoln, 156
•Sevenhamptou Church, Gloucestershire, 107
• interior of tower, 108

Shurdington spire, Gloucestershire, 110

Site of the city of Anderida, 203—217
Sittingbourne Church, Kent, monumental sculp-

ture in, 81

Skeletons found at Brougham, 64

•Slabs, incised, at Brougham, 60, 61

at Bakewell, 38
six at Chelmorton, 54

Slyfield, familj' brasses of, 152
Smith, W. Bernhard, account of a crucifix, 1.^6

Snodland, Kent, painted glass, 175

Somerton, Oxon, low side window, 318
Southgate House, Derbyshire, embroidery, 291,

300
Southampton, architectural remains in, 7

king's hou.se, site of identified, with

its description and particulars, 8, 9

Norman windows, 10

walls of, 7, 12, 13

walls, construction of, 10
• Norman houses described, 11—13

ground-plan, 11

interior views, 12, 13

Sprouston, seal found at, 150

Spur found at Brougham, 65

at Chesterford, Cambridgeshire, 65

Stacye, Rev. John, on discoveries at Worksop,

264
Stanford, Northants, painted glass, 171

Stanton St. John's, Oxon, poppies, 86

Staunton, W., Esq., gold signet ring, 358
Steeple Aston Church, Oxon, embroidery, 285

•Stoke Orchard Chapel, Gloucestershire, 100
• bell-turret, 102

font, 102
• piers, 101

•Stoup, Horsepath, Oxon, 87

Sudely Castle Chapel, 110

Sdpbb-altare, notice ok, 239—248
at St. Alban's, 243
Glastonbury, 243

• in possession of Dr. Rock, 247

mentioned by Bede, 240

not used in the Greek Church,

• of gold, several recorded, 244
• presented by Bp. Leofric, in A.D.

preserved at Liege, 1137, 242

248

1050, 242
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SnpER-ALTARE, privilege of using conferred by
the Pope, 248

use of enjoined by Archbishop

Hiuemar, A.D. 857, 241

Sweden and Denmark, historical diplomata of,

91—95
Swindon Church, Gloucestershire, 107

Symbols on slabs, 55

T.

Tablets of stone and of wax, used for design, 15

Tabula Itiueraria, or super-altar, notice of the,

239—248
Taibot, Mr. James, on supposed Egyptian re-

mains in Upper Nubia, 139—141

Talc, transparent, found at Droitwich, 147

Tasciovanns, coins of, 33

Tesselated pavement, Droitwich, 146

Tewkesbury Church, notes of, 97

Thanet, Isle of, Saxon fibula found in, 164

Theophilus, on glass painting, 183

Thirsk Church, Yorkshire, painted glass, 362

Threxton, Norfolk, Roman and British coins

found at, 252
Tiles, 110
Toiras armour, 352
Tombs of the De Broham family, 59—68

Transoxana of the Bulghars' coius, 201

Tunstall, Dr., on incised grave-stones at Lymp-
ley Stoke, Wilts, 260

Turner, T. H.,on medieval forms for letters and
deeds, 141—144

on seals, 162
remarks on the signature of William

the Conqueror, 250
•Turret, Bredon, Gloucestershire, 105

Tynemonth, Gibson's History of, notice of, 371

V, W.

•Vases, &c., found at Cuddesden, 157

Vernon Chapel, Bakewell Church, 4"2

•Watch, ancient silver, 83
Waterpery Church, Oxon, monument in, 90

Wat, Albert, on survey of the Tower
Armoury, 341

on manners and costume, 226—239
ornaments for sacred use, 239—248

Wellow, Somerset, Roman sculpture, 355
Wendesley, Sir Thomas, monument of, A.D.

1403, 46
Westminster Abbey, iron-work, 76

front of the first altar, 164
Whittington, manor-house, Elizabethan, 108
Whitwell, Rutland, low side window, 319
William the Conqueror, signature of, 249 ; and

remarks on it, 250
Willis, Professor, on the conventual buildings

attached to the Cathedral at Canterbury, 160

Wilton, Rev. E., on painted glass, Thirsk,

Yorkshire; on Edington Church, Wiltshire,

consecrated 1361 ; on palimpsest brasses at

West Lavington, Wiltshire, 362
Wilton, Wilts, painted glass, 170
WiNDOVFS, LOW SIDE, 314—326
•Window, Early English, Bakewell Church, 42
•Window, Withington, 107

Winston, C, Esq., painted glass in the possession

of, 184
Withington Church, Gloucestershire, 106

Woodmanstone, Surrey, painted glass, 173
Wood, preparations of, used for design, 15

Worcester Cathedral, spandrel at, 18

Worksop, antiquities of, 155

discoveries in Church, 264
Worsaae, Professor, on the antiquities found

in Cuerdale, 200—203
Wykeham, William de, seal of, 156

Yarm, purse ring found at, 361

Yarmouth Church, discoveries in, 151

York, chest for copes, 301
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Chapman, C. Esq. Trinity Coll.

Chapman, Rev. J. M. Tendring, Essex

•Chase, D. P. Esq. Oriel Coll.

Cheetham Library, Manchester

•Chepmell, Rev. H. L. M. Pemb. Coll,

•Chessyre, Rev. W. J. Canterbury

Chester, Rev. Anthony

Cheyne, Rev. P, Aberdeen

Chichester, Dean and Chapter of

Chichester, Very Rev. the Dean of

Childers, Mrs. A.W. Cantley,Doncaster

Christie, A. J. Esq. Fellow oi Oriel Coll.

Christie, Rev. F. Badgeworth, near

Cheltenham

*Christ's College Library, Cambridge
Church, Rev. R. W. Oriel Coll.
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Church, \V. Esq. Univ. Coll. Durham

*Chuiton, Rev. Edw. Crayke, cear

Easinj,'Wold

Cirdeaux, Rev. ,1. Whi'^ton

Clarke, Rev.E.W.Great Yeldham, Essex

Clarke, Rev.H. Danvers, Exeter Coll.

Clarke, Rev. S. Mortlake, Surrey

Clark, G. N, Esq. Newcaslle-on-Tyne

Clark, ^Ir. Wm. Manchester

Clark, R.ev. John, Leeds

Clark, Rev. J.Dixon, Belford, Newcastle

Clayton, — E.sq. Twickenham

Claxson, Rev. B. S. D.D. Gloucester

Cleaver, IMr. W. J. Bookseller, Baker

Street, London

Clement, Rev.B.P. Canon of Winchester

•Cleoburey, Rev. C. Steeple Aston,

Oxon.

Cleike, Ven. C. C. Archdeacon of

Oxfoid

*Clerke, Rev. Wm. Melton Mowbray

• Clissold, Rev. A. Stoke i\e\vingto;i

*Clutterbuck, Rev. H. Exeter Coll.

Cockin, M. Esq. Rangeworthy, Iron

Acton

Cocks, Hon. and Rev. J. S. Worces'.er

tCocks, Rev. Charles

*Codd, Rev. E. T. St. John's Coll.

Cambridge

*Codrington Coll' ge Library, Barbados

Coffin, Rev. R. A. Ch. Ch.

Coit, Rev. T. D. President of the

Transylvanian University, U. S.

Cole, Geo. Edw. Esq.

*Coleridge, Hon. Mr. Justice

Coleridge, Rev. E. Eton Coll.

Coleridge, F. G. Esq. Ottery St. Mary

fColeridge, Rev. Derwenl, Chelsea

Coleridge, Rev. Theodore, Exeter

•Coles, Rev. G. Croydon

tCollege of Doctors of Law, Doctors'

Commons

Collett, W.L. Esq. Queen's Coll.

Colley, Rev. James, Sl-.rewsbury

tCollins, Rev. C. M.Chudleigh, Devon

CoUinson, Mr. R. iMansficld

•Collis, Rev. J. D. Head Mastei of

Bromsgrove School

Collison, Rev. F. W. St. Joim's,

Camb.

*rnllyns. Rev. Chas. Henry, Ch. Ch.

CoUir.an, Rev. George, Stickney,

Lincolnshire

tCcdson, C. Esq. Cambridge

Cclvile, Rev. Frederick L. Leamington

Colville, Jam.es W. E-sq.

Combe and Crosslcy, Leicester

Combs, John, Flsq.

Compigiie, D. Esq. Gosport

Conipton, Rev. J. Minestead

Conway, W . F. Eh].

Cooper, ivcv. E. P. Vicarage, Burford.

Oxon. (Tr. of S. Chrys.)

Cooper, Rev. G. M. Wilminyfon, Lewes

Cooper, Rev. R. Howe, Norfolk

Copuland, Rev. \V. J.Trinity Coll.

Coplestoue, Rev. R. E. Barne<, Surrey

iCo^leston, Rev. W. J, Cromhall,

Gloucestershire (Chrysostom)

Corbett, Ven. S. Archdeacon of York

Woriley, Sheffield

*Cwrnish,R'.v.Dr.King's School, Ottery

St. Mary

Cornish, Rev. Hubert K. Bakewcdl,

Derbyshire

Cornish, Rev. C. L. Littlemore

*Cotnt!iwaite, Rev. T. Hornsey

Cosens, Rev. Ro'uert, Dorchester

Cosserat, Rev. G. P. Graham, Exeter

Coll.

Cotes, Rev. Peter, Litchfield, Hants

*Corton, Kev. W. C. New Zealand

(Cotton, William, Esq. Bank of England

Couitenay, Lord, Powderhani Castle

*Courtenay, Rev. Francis, Exeter Coll.

Cowie, Mr. St. John's Coll. Cambridge

lCox. Rev. W. H. St. Mary Hall

*Cox, Rev. J. Walgrave

Cox. F. H. Esq Pembroke Coll. Canib.

Coxson, Rev. Mr. Davenham, Cheshire

Coxwell, G. S. Esq. Newcastle-on-Tyne

Cragg, Rev. Richard, Wjmondham
Cr.imp, W. Esq. Camberwell

Crawley, C. Esq. Littlemore

Crewe, Lord, I'rustees of,

*L'rich!ovv, Rev, H. M. Pcundstock,

Cornwall

Ciipps, Rev. J. l\l. Novington, near

Lewes

Cioft, Archdeacon, Saltwood, Hythe
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Cronipton, Rev. J. L. Trin. Coll,

Camb.

Cross, J. E. Esq. Ch. th.

tCureton, llev. W. British Museum

Currer, Miss, Eshton Hall, Yorkshire

*Currey, Rev. G. St. John's College,

Cambridge

Currie, Rev. Horace G. Mi'.ford

•Currie, Rev. James

Dale, Rev. H. Bristol

tDaJjairns, J. D. Esi|. Exeter Coll.

•JJdlton, llev. W. Lloyd House,Wolver-

hampton

Daltoii, Rev. W. Little Binstead, Essex

»DaUon, Rev. C. B. Wadham Coll.

DaltoD, Mr.

•Daman, Rev. Charles, Oriel Coll.

Dauby, T. B. Esq. Kendal

•Dansey, Rev. Wm. Donhead St. An-

diew. Wills

*Darby, Rev.Chiiatopher, Knocktopher

Darnell, Rev. W. Stanhope, Durham

•Darling, Mr. James, 22, Little Queen

Stieet, London

Darling, Rev. Thomas St. John's Coll.

Cambridge

Darvvall, Rev. L. Criggion, near Shrews-

bury

Davie, Rev. G. J. Brasted, Kent

Davies, Mr. John, Bookseller, Shrews-

bury

Davis, Rev. E. Hereford

Davies, Rev. J. Abbenhall, Gloucester-

shire

Davies, Rev. W. L. Elizabeth College,

Guernsey

Davison, Mrs. Colk-ge Green, Worcester

Dawson, Rev. G. Exeter Coll.

•Da«son, J. Esq. Exeter Coll.

Dawson, Rev. I. Massey, Abinger

Rector) , near Dorking

Day, Rev. John D. Gorwyn Vaur,

Wrexham

Dayman, Rtv. E. A. Shiliingston,

Dorset

tDayinan, A. J. Esq. Exeter Coll.

•Deacon, Rev. G. E. Ottery St. Mary,

Devon

Dealtry, Rev. Dr. Clapham

•Dean. Rev. W. S. Abdon

Dean, Rev. E. B. All Souls College

Deane, Rev. H. Gillinghain, nr. Shaftes-

bury

Debrisay, Rev. J. T. St. Margaret's,

Leice.iter

Deck, Mr. Bookseller, Can:.biibge

Deede?, Rev. Gordon

Delafosse, ftlrs. Addiscombe

Demain, Rev. Henry, Hertford

Demerara Clerical Library

Denny, Rev. A. Mauritius

Denton, Rev. Henry, Great Ilford,

Essex

De Teissier, Rev. A. P. Barfreston,

Kent

•De Teissier, G. Esq. C.C.C.
De Vere, Aubrey, Esq. Currah Chase,

Limerick

•De Watteville, Edw. Esq. St. Alban
Hal!

Dew, Lieutenant

De\\liirit, Mr. Bookseller, Huddersfield

Dit-whurst, Rev. John

Dickinson, F. II. Esq.

tDisney, Rev J. :\Ioy, Ireland

* Dimsdale, Charles, Esq.Esscndon Place,

Herts.

Dingwall, Charles, Esq.

Dixon, Rev. James, Sheffield

Dixon, Rev. Robert, King Wm. Coll.

Isle of Man
•Dobson, — Esq. Liverpool

Dodd, Rev. \V. Newcasile-on-Tyne

*J)odgson, Rev. C. Croft, Yorkshire

•Dodsworlh, Itev. William

tDonkin, W. F. Esq. Univ. Coll.
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Donne, Rev. Jas. Bedford

Uornford, Rev. J. Plymtree, Devon

Douglas, Rev. H. Whickhara, Durham

Downes, Rev. J.

Downing, Rev. H.

Drummond, Henry, Esq. Albury Park,

Guildford

Drummond, Rev, Arthur, Charlton

Drummond, Rev, Spencer R. Brighton

Drummond, Rev. H. Peering

Drummond, Colonel, Brighton

Dry, Rev. Thos. Forest, Walthamstead

Duffield, Rev. R. Prating, near

Colchester

*Dugard, Rev. Geo. IManchester

tDukes, R. M. Esq. Lincoln Coll.

Dundas, Wm. Pitt, Esq. Edinburgh

tDunn, John, Esq. Advocate, Aberdeen

Dunraven, Earl of,

*Dunster, Rev. Mr. Tottenham

Durnford, Rev. Francis, Eton College

Dyer, Rev. J. H. VValtham, Essex

*Dyke, Rev. Henry, Cotlisford, Oxon.

Dymock, Rev. J. Rector of Roughton

Dyne, Rev. J. B. Highgate

•Dyson, Rev. C. Dogmersfield

Dyson, Rev. F. Tidworth

Edmonstone, Rev. C. St. Mary's Marl-

borough, Wilts

Edwardes, Stephen, Esq. Streatham

*Edwards, Rev. A. Magd. Coll.

Edwards, VV. E. Esq. Brasenose Coll.

Eedle, Rev. Edward Brested, Bognor

Eland, Rev. H. G. Bedminster, Bristol

Elder, Rev. Edward, Balliol Coll.

Eldridge, Rev. J.A. Bridlington,Yorkshire

Eley, Rev. H. Aldham, Essex

Ellacombe, H. N. Esq. Oriel Coll.

tEllicott, C. J. Esq. St. John's Coll.

Ellison,Rev.N.T.HuntspilljBridgewater

Ellon Episcopal Chapel Library

*Ellon, Rev. Mr. G. N. B.

Elwes, C. C. Esq. Bath

Elwes, J. M. Esq.

Elphin, Ven. Archdeacon of, Ardcarnes

Boyle, Ireland

Elton, A. Esq. Clevedon

Emmanuel College Library, Cambridge

*Erskine, Hon. and Rev. H. D. Kirby

Underdale, Yorkshire

Estcourt, T. G. Bucknall, Esq. M.P.

Estcourt, Gloucestershire

Estcourt, Rev. E. E. Cirencester

Ethelston, Rev. C. W. Uplyme, Lyme

Regis

Etough, Rev. Dr. Claydon, Ipswich

*Evans, Herbert N. M.D. Hampstead

Evans, Rev. W. Burlton Court

*Evans, Rev. T. S. Brompton

Evans, Rev. Hugh, Durham

Evetts, T. Esq. C. C. C.

Ewing, Rev. A. St. John's Chapel,

Forres

Exeter, Very Rev. The Dean of

Ewing, Rev. W. Lincoln Coll.

East, Rev. E. Magdalen Hall

Eaton and Sons, Booksellers, Worcester

Eaton, W. Esq. Merton Coll,

Eden, Rev. R. Rochford, Leigh, Essex

Edge, Rev. W.J. Waldringfield, Wood-
bridge

Edgell, Rev. E. East Hill, Frome

Edinburgh, University of

Edmonstone, Sir Archibald, Bart.

*Faber, Rev. F. W. Elton Rectory,

Stilton, Huntingdonshire
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Fdber, Rev. J. C. Ciicklade, Ilimlon,

Wilts

Fallow, Rev. T. M.

•Farebrother, Rev. Thomas, Aston,

Birminyliani

•Farier, James William, E?q.

Fawkes, Mrs. the Terrace, Putney

Faulkner, Mr. Bookseller, Doncaster

Fawcett, Rev. .fas. Leeds

Fearon, Rev. D. K.

Felix, Rev. Peter

Fellnwes, Rev. C. Shottesham, Norfolk

Fellows, JMrs. Money Hill House,

Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire

Fenton, Rev. G. L. Lillcshall, Shiffnal,

Salop, {Auguitine)

Fenwick, Rev. M. J. Donegal

Fernley, John, Esq. Stanley Grove,

near Manchester

Few, Robert, Esq.

Field, Rev. S. P. High Beech, Essex

tField, T. Esq. B.A. St. John's Coll.

Camb.

Fielding, Rev. H. uear Horncastle

Finch, Miss C.

*Fisher, Rev. W. A. Hilmore, Cork

Fitzgerald, Rev. A. Cailow

Fitzgerald, C. R. Esq.

Fitzherbert, Rev. Alleyne, Ashbourn,

Derbyshire

Fitzroy, Rev. .August. Fakenliam, Suffolk

Fleming, J. Esq. St. John's Coll. Camb.

Fletcher, Rev. C. Southwell

Fletcher, Sir Henry, Bart. Ashley Park,

Walton on Thames

•Fletcher, Rev. W. K. Bombay
Floyer, Rev.T. B. Oldershaw, Lichfield

Foley, Henry, Esq. Worcester

Forbes, the Hon. Walter, Lord Forbes,

residing at Castle Forbes, N. B.

Ford, Rev. J. Bailey, near Exeter

Ford, Wm. Esq.

•Ford, Mr. Bookseller, Islington

Forester, Hon. and Rev. Orlando,

Brazeley, Shiffnoll

•Formby, Rev. R. Brasenose Coll.

Forster,Rev.C.Gaddesby Hall, Leicester

Forster, Rev. H. B. Straiton, Cirencester

•Forsyth, Dr. Aberdeen

Fortescue, Rev. R. H. Bideford, Devon

Foskett, Rev. T. M. Enfield, Middlesex

Foster, Rev. J. Great Haseley

Foster, William, Esq.

Foulkes, Rev. H. P. Balliol Coll.

Fowler, Rev. H. Liskeard, Cornwall

Fox, Rev. Charles, Bridport

Fox, Mr.

Fox, Rev. W. Marsh Chapel, Louth,

Lincolnshire

Eraser, Rev. Robert, St. Stephen's,

Canterbury

Freeland, F. E. Esq. Chichester

Freeman, Rev. H. Peterboro'

Freith, F. H. Esq. Univ. Coll. Durham

Fioude,Yen.R.H.Archdeacon ofTotness

Fulford, Rev. F. Croydon, Arrington,

Camb.

Fulford, Rev. J, Exeter Coll.

•Furlong, Rev. C. J. Warfield, Berks

Fursdon, Mrs. Fiirsdon House, near

Exeter

•Gace, Rev. FrederickAubert,Magdalen
Hall

•Garden, Rev. Francis

Gardner, Rev. W. Rochford, Essex

Garratt, John, Esq. jun. Farringdon

House, near Exeter

Gathercole, Rev. M. A. North Brixton

•Gaunt, Rev. C. Isfield, near Uckfield

Gaye, Rev. C. H.

•Gawthern, Rev. Francis Seeker, Exeter

Coll.

*Gepp, Rev. Geo. Edw. Ashbourn

Gibbings, Rev. Rich. Trin. Coll. Dublin

•Gibson, J. Esq. Jesus Coll. Camb.

•Gibson, Rev. W. Fawley

Gilbertson, Rev. L. Llangorwen, near

Aberystwith
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Gillet, Rev. G. E.

Gilpin, Rev. E. Cirencester

Gladstone, Rev. John, Liverpool

Gladstone, .lohn, Esq. Fasque, Fetter-

cairne, Kincardineshire

Gladstone, William Ewart, Esq. INI.P.

Ch. Ch. 1 copies

Gladwin, Rev. C. Liverpool

Gla-'ville, Rev. Edward F. Wheatfield

Rectory, Tetsworth

Glasgovs', University of,

*Glencross, Rev. .T. Balliol College

Glossop, Rev. Hen. Vicar of Isleworth

Glover, Rev. F. A. Dover

Glynne, Rev. H. Hawarden Rectory,

Flintshiie

Godfrey, R v. W. Tibberton, Worcester

Golding. Rev. Edward, Hesseaford,

Cornwall

Goldsmid, Nathaniel, Esq. M.A. Exeter

Coll.

Gooch, Rev. J. H. Head Master of

Heath School, Halifax

Goodford, C. O. Esq. Eton Coll.

*Goodlake, Rev.T. W. Pembroke Coll.

Gaodwin,H.Esq.Caius Coll. Cambridge

Gordon, Rev. Osborne, Ch. Ch.

Gordon, C. S. Esq. Exeter

Gordon, H- Esq. Kendal

Gother, Rev. A. Chale Rectory, Isle of

Wight

Gough, Rev. H. Carlisle

tGoulburn, H. Esq.

Gould, Rev. R. J. Earnham Royal

Graham, Rev. \V. EL

Graham, Mr. Bookseller, Oxford

Grantham Clerical Library

Grant and Bolton, .^iessrs. Booksellers,

Dublin

Grant and Son, Messrs. Booksellers,

Edinburgh

*Grant, Rev. Anth. D.C.L, Romford

Grant, Rev. James B. Dublin

*Grai.ville, Rev. Court, Ma^iield, near

Ashbourn

Grapel, Mr. W. Liverpool

Graves, Rev. John, Ashperton, Here-

fordsl.ire

Gray, Rev. R. Old Park, Durham

Green, Rev. H. Cople, Bedfordshire

tCiieen, Rev. J. H. Swepstone

Green, Rev. I\L J. Lincoln Coll.

Greene, R. Esq. Lichfield '

*Greenwell, W. Esq. St. John's Coll.

Cambridge

•Gregory, Rev. G. Sandford, Devon

Gregory, R, Esq. Corpus

Gresley, Rev. Sir Nigel, Bart.

Gresley, Rev. W.Lichfield

*Gresley, Rev. J. M. Exeter Coll.

Greswell, Rev. R. Worcester Coll.

Gretlon, Rev. R. H. Nantwich, Cheshire

*Grey, Hon. and Rev. Francis, Morpeth,

Northumberland

Grey, Hon. and Rev. John, Wooler,

Northumberland

GririSths, Rev. John, Ch. Ch. Oxford

tGrub, George, Esq. Advocate, Aberdeen

Crueller, Rev. C. S. Magd. Hall

*Guillemard, Rev. J. St. John's Coll.

*Guillernard, Rev. H. P. Trinity Coll.

Gunner, Rev. W. Winchester

HafTenden, Miss, Langford Hall, Nevfark

Haight, Rev. B. I. New York, U. S.

Haines, Herbert, Esq. Hampstead

Haines, Mr. Bookseller, Oxford

Halcombe, John, Esq.

Hale, Rev. G. C. Hillingdon

*Hale, Ven. Archdeacon, Charter House

Hall, Mr. Bookseller, Cambridge

Hall, Rev. Adam, Drumbair, Ayrshire

*Hall, Ven. Archdeacon, Isle of Man
Hall, Rev. S. C.

Hall, Rev. W.Manchester

Hall, Rev. W. J.
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•Ilallen, Rev. G. Rushock Medonle,

Upper Canada

Halliburton, IMr. Bookseller, Coldstream

Halson, Mr.

"Hamilton, Kev. Jas. Beddinglon

•^Hamilton, Kev. Waller Kerr, Merton

Coll. Chaplain to the Bp. of Salisbury

tHaniiah, Rev. J. Lincoln Coll.

Hannaford, Mr. Bookseller, Exeter

Harcourt, Rev. Vernon, West Dean
House, Midhurst

•Harding, Rev. I. St.Ann's, Blackfriars

Hardisty, Rev. W. L. 43, Great Marl-

bro' Street, London

Hardwick, Rev. Charles, Gloucester

Haringtoo, Rev. Rich. Principal of

Brasenose Coll.

Harley,John, Esq. Wain Wemm, Ponty

Pool

•Harness, Rev. Wm.
Harper, Rev. S. B. Donnington, near

Newbury

*Harper, T. N. Esq. Queen's Coll.

Harper, E. N. Esq Kensington

Harper, Rev. H. J. C. Mortimer, near

Reading

Harrington, Rev. E. Exeter

Harris,Hon. andRev.C.A.W^ilton.Wilts

Harris. Rev. Thomas

Harris, Rev. J. City of London School

Harris, Rev. J. J. W. Inworth, near

Kelvedon, Essex

Harrison, Benj. Esq.Clapham Common
Harrison, Benson, Esq. Ambleside

*Harrison, Rev. B. Ch. Ch. Domestic

Chaplain to the Abp. of Canterbury

Harrison, Rev. H. Gouldhurst, Kent

Harrison, W. Esq.

Harter, Rev. G. Manchester

Hartley, L. L, Esq. Middleton Lodge,

near Richmond, Yorkshiie

Hartncll, E. G. Esq.

•Hatherell, Rev. J.W. D.D. Charmouth

Rectory, Dorset

Hassells, Rev. C. S. Newcastle-under-

Lyme
Hawker, Rev. R. S. INIoorwinston, Corn-

wall

•Hawker, Rev. J. M. Balliol Coll.

•Hawkins, Rev. Edward, Jamaica

Hawkins, Rev. E. Newport, Monmouth-

shire

Hawkins, Rev. Ernest, Exeter Coll.

Hav/ks, Rev. W. Gateshead, Durham
•Hay ward, W. W. Esq.

Hazlehurst, R. K. Esq. Trinity Coll.

Cambridge

Head, — Esq. Exeter

•Heale, S. W. Esq. Queen's

Heath, Christopher, Esq.

*Heathcote, Rev. C. J. Clapton

Heathcote, Rev. G. North Tamerton

tHeathcote, Rev. George, Connington

Rectory, Stilton, Hunts

* Heathcote, Rev. W. B. New Coll.

Heaven, Rev. Hudson Grosett, Bishop's

College, Bristol

Hedley, Rev. T. A. Gloucester

Hemslty , Mr. W . Kc} worth , Nottingham

Henderson, Rev. T. Messing, Kelvedon

•Henderson, W. G. Esq. Magd. Coll.

Henderson, H. R. Esq.

Henn, Rev. W. Burton Agnes

Hepburn, T. R. Esq. Ch. Ch.

Hervey, Hon. and Rev. Lord Arthur,

I ck worth

Heslop, Rev. A. Preston, Lancashire

Hewett, Rev. P.Binstead, Isle of Wight

*Hewett, J. W. Esq. Exeter

Hewitt, T. S. Esq. Worcester Coll.

Heycock, Rev. Owston, Leicestershire

•Hibbert, Miss E. S.

Hildyard, Rev. James, Christ's Coll.

Cambridge

Hill, Rev. Edw. Ch.Ch.

Hillraan, G. Esq. Magd. Coll. Camb.

Hindle, Rev. Joseph, Higham

Hinde, Rev. Thos. Liverpool

tfiinde, W. H. F. Esq. University Coll.

Hine, Rev. H. T, Bury St. Edmunds

Hingeston, James Ansley, Esq.

Hippisley,J.H.Esq. Lambourne, Berks

Hippisley, Rev. R. W. Stow in the

Wold, Gloucestershire

Hoare, W. H. Esq. Ashurst Park, Tun-

bridge W^ells

Hobhouse, Rev. E. Fellow of Mert. Coll.

Hobhouse, Rev. R. Bridgenorth

Hobson, Rev. W. W. Bedingham,

Norfolk
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Hocking, Richard, Esq. Penzance

Hodgson, Jas. Esq. Trinity College,

Cambridge

Hodgson, Rev. Chas. Bodmin

Hodgson, Rev. J. Geo. St.Peter's,Thanet

Hodgson, Rev. John, St. Peter's, Thanet

*Hodgson, Rev. J. F. Horsham

•Hodgson, Rev. H.

Hodgson, VV. Esq. Wanstead

Hogan, Rev. J. Tetbury, Gloucestershire

Hogben, Mr. Geo. Sheerness

Hogg, Rev. J. R. Brixham

Holden, Rev. Geo. Liverpool

*Holden, Rev. W. R. Worcester

Holden, Mr. A. Bookseller, Exeter

Holden, Rev. Henry, Upminster, Essex

Holder, the Misses, Torquay

Holdsworth, Miss M. Dartmouth

*Hole, Rev. George, Chumleigh, near

Exeter

Holland, Rev. J . E. M. Stoke Bliss, near

Tenbury

Hollis,Rev.G. P. Duddington, Somerset

Holmes, Hon. Mrs. A'Court

Holmes, Rev. Peter, Plymouth

HoUhouse, Rev. C. S.

*Hope, A'. B. Esq. Trinity College,

Cambridge

Hope, Jas. R. Esq. D.C.L. Meiton

College

Hopwood, Rev. H. Rector of Bothal

Morpetii, Northumberland

Hook, Rev. Dr. W. F. Leeds

Hopkins, Rev. A. Clent. Worcestershire

*Horncastle Clerical Society

Hornby, Rev. James, Winwick, War-

rington

Hornby, Rev. Wm. St. Michael's Gar-

stang, Lancashire

Hornby, R. W. B. Esq. Manor House,

Heworth, York

Horner, Ciias. Esq. Mill Park, Somerset

Horner, Rev. John, Mells, Somerset

*Horsfall, Rev. A. Grange, Derby

Horsfall, J. Esq. Standard Hill, Notts

*Horsley, Rev. J. W. Ville of Dunkirk,

Faversham, Kent

*Hoskins, Rev. W. E. Canterbury

Hotham, Rev. C. Patrington, Hull

Hoiham, W. F. Esq. Ch. Ch.

Hotham, Rev. J. G. Sutton-at-home,

Dartford

Houghton, Rev. J. Matching

Houghton, Rev. VV. Hartford, near

Northwich, Cheshire

Howard, Rev. N. A. Plymouth

Howard, Rev. W. Great VVitchingham,

Norfolk

*Howard, Hon. and Rev. Wm. Whiston,

Rotherham, Yorkshire

Howell, Rev. Alexander, Southampton

Howell, Rev. H. Merton Coll.

Howell, Rev. A. Sedgley

•Hubbard, Rev. Thos. Leytonstone

Huddleston, Rev. G. J.

«Huc, Dr.

*Hughes, Rev. H.

Hulton, Rev. Campbell Grey, Man-

chester

Hulton,Rev. W.
Hunt, Rev. R. S. Exeter Coll.

Hunter, Rev. A. Alvechurch, Wor-

cestershire

Hunter, Rev. W. St. John's Coll.

*Huntingford, Rev. G. W. College,

Winchester

Hutchins, Rev. James, Telscombe

Hutchins, Rev. W. Bath

Hutchinson, Rev. Cyril, Batsford,
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2
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Sampays, A. J. Esq. Fulham

Sanders, Rev. John, Liverpool

Sanders, Rev. Lloyd, Exeter

*Sandford, Rev. G. B. Prestwich,

Manchester

Sandham, J. M. Esq. St. John's Coll.

Sandilands, Rev. R. S. B.

Saunders, Rev. A. P. Charterhouse

Saunder, Rev. J. Sidney Sussex Coll.

Camb.

Savage, Rev. W. St. Mary's Church,

Torquay

Scadding, Rev. H. Chaplain to Bishop

of Toronto

Schneider, Rev. H.

Scobell, Rev. John, Southover, Lewes

Scott, H. B. Esq. Honiton

Scott, Rev. John

•*Scott, Rev. R. Baliiol Coll.

Scott, Rev. W.
fScudamore, Rev. W. E. Ditchinghjra,

Bungay

Selwyn, Rev. Wm. Ely

*Sewell, Rev. J. E. New Coll.

Seymour, Rev. Sir J. H. Bart. North-

church, Herts

Seymour, Rev. Richard, Kinwartou,

Alcester

Shadwell, Rev. J. E. Southampton

Sharp, Rev. John, Horbury

Sharp, Rev. W. Addingham, Cumber-

land

*Sharpe, Rev. W. C. Marlborough

Sharpies, Rev. T. Blackburn

Shaw, Rev. E. B. Narborough, LeiceS''

tershire

Shaw, Rev. Morton, Havvkhurst, Kent

fShaw, Rev. G. Fen Drayton

Shearly, W. J. Esq. St. Peter's Coll.

Cambridge

Shedden, S. Esq. Pembroke College

Shepherd, Rev. Samuel

Sheppard, J. H. Esq. Queen's Coll.

tSheppard, W, Esq. Oriel Coll.

Sheppard, Rev. F. Clare Hall, Camb.

•Sherlock, Rev. H. H. Ashton, in

Winwick

Sherwood, Rev. Mr.

*Shil]ibeer, Mr. John, Oundle

Shiplon, Mr. Thos. Bookseller, Chel-

tenham
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tSliort, Rev. Augustus, Ravensthorpe,

Northamptonshire

Short, Rev. T. Trinity Coll.

Shortland, Rev. H. V. Twinstcad, near

H aisled

Snow, Rev. D. Blundford

Sidebottom, Rev. \V. Buckden

Sidgwick, C. Esq. Skipton Castle, York-

shire .

•Simms, Rev. E. (Jreat Malvern

Simpson, Rev. J. 1). Sidney Sussex Coll.

Carcb.

•Simpson, Rev. Joseph, Shrewsbury

Simpson, Rev. T. \V. Thurnscowe Hall

Simpson, R. Esq. Mitcham, Surrey

Sinclair, Rev. John, Chaplain to the

Bishop of London

Sittingbourne Reading Society

Skinner, F. Esq.

Skipsey, Rev. Rlr.

Skriae, Rev. llarcourt, Wadham Coll.

Sladen, Rev. E. H. M. Bockleton,

Worcestershire

Slocombe and Simms, Messrs. Leeds

Smart, Thomas, Esq.

Smirke, Sir Robert

S>Tiilh, Andrew,M.D. Fori Pitt, Chatham

tSmith, Rev. Dr. Leamington

Smith, Rev. Jeremiah, Long Buckby,

Northampton

Smith, Rev. E. O. Ilulcote, near

Woburn

Smith, Rev. John. Newhaven

Smith, Rev. E. IL Jersey

Smith, Rev. J. C. Castle Cary,

Somerset

Smith, Rev. H. R.Somers, Little Bentley,

Essex

*Smith, Rev. John, Bradford

Smith, Rev. Edward, liocking

Smith, R. P. Esq. Pembroke College

Smith, Rev. Mr. Greenock

•Smith, Rev. S. Selby, Yorkshire

Smith, S. Esq. Univ. Coll. Durham

Smith, Henry, Esq.

Smith, Rev. Joseph, Trinity Coll.

Smyth, Rev. H. Fenor Glebe, John-

stown, Irelanil

Smythe, Rev. P. ^L Fanworlh, Henley

in Arden

Snow, Rev. D. Blandford

Soltau, Mr.

Somers Cocks, J. S. Esq.

Somers, Right Hon. Countess

Southby, Rev. Dr. Bulford, Amesbury

•Sotheby, Rev. T. H.

Soulhouse, Rev. George, Oriel Coll.

*Southuell, Rev. Geo. Ikistol

Sparkes, Rev. Chas. Chesterford, Safl'ron

Walden

Sparkes, Rev. E. Ilapton Parsonage,

Long Stratton

•Spencer, Rev. W. J. Slarsten, Norfolk

Spreat, Mr. Bookseller, Exeter

Spry, Rev. John Hume, D.D. Oriel

Coll. Rector of St. Mary-le-bone

•.Stackhouse's Library, the Trustees of

Stacy, Rev. Thomas, Cardiff

StafTord, Rev. J. C. Dinton, Salisbury

St. Andrew's University

Stanfield, Mr. J. Bookseller, Wakefield

Stanley, Rev. E. Rugby

Sianton, Richard, Esq. Brasenose Coll.

Statter, Rev. Jas. Lindale

Staveley, J. Bookseller, Nottingham

Stebbing, Rev. Dr.

Steel, Rev. H. W. Mathern, Mon-

mouthshire

Stephens, Rev. C. L. Kencott

Stephenson, G. IL Esq.

Stevens, Rev. M. F. T. Thornbury

Stevens, Rev. R. Culver

•Stevenson, Mr. T. Bookseller, Camb.

Stewart, Mi'. Pembroke Coll. Cambridge

Stewart, S. B. Esij. Brase-nose Coll.

Stewart, iNIr. 5, Park Crescent, Torquay

Stockdale, Rev. Henry, Misterton

Stockham, Rev. J. IL Ponighill

Stokes, Scott N. Esq. irin. Coll. Camb.

•Stonard, Rev. Dr. Ulverstone

•Storer, Rev. John, Hawksworth, Noits

Story, A. B. Esq. St. Albans

Storks, T. F. Esq. Jesus College, Camb.

Stracey, W. J. Esq, Wells Theol. Coll.

•Street, Joseph, Esq. South Sea House

Street, Rev. A. W, Bishop's College,

Calcutta

Street, Rev. J. C. Plymouth

Strong, Mr. W. Bookseller, Bristol

"Sturrock, Rev. W. Diocese of Calcutta
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Sunter, Mr. Bookseller, York

Surridge, Rev. Dr.

Sutherland, Dr. A. J. Ch. Ch.

Sutton, Rev. K. S. Exeter Coll.

*Swainson, Rev.C. L. Crick, Northamp-

tonshire

*Svvainson,C. A. Esq. Fellow of Christ's

Coll. Cambridge

Swan, — Esq. Clifton

Swayne, Rev. R. G. Slymbridge,

Gloucestershire

*Swete, Rev. B, Cork

Swete, Rev. VVm. Downgate, Sandhurst

Sykes, G.M. Esq. Downing Coll. Camb.

tSymons, Rev. B. P. D.D. Warden of

Wadham Coll.

*Tait, Rev. Dr. Head Master of Rugby

School

Talbot, Hon. and Rev. W. C. Ingestrie,

Lichfield

Talbot, Rev. G.Bristol

Tarbutt, Rev. Arthur, St.Mary "s.Reading

+Tate, Rev. Frank, University Coll.

Tatham, Rev. Arthur

Taylor, A. Esq. Queen's Coll.

Taylor, Miss, London Road, Brighton,

(C/iri/.s()S(om)

Taylor, Rev. M. J. Harold, Bedfordshire

Taylor, Rev. Joseph, Dukinfield, near

Manchester

Taylor, Rev. Robert, Leeds

*Tennant, Rev. Wm.
Temple, The Hon. the Society of the

Inner

*Theodosius J. H. Christ's College,

Cambridge

Thomas, Rev. C. N. St. Columb's

*Thomas, Rev. R, Bancroft's Hospital,

Mile End

Thomas, Rev. R. Blue Hayes

Thompson, Rev. E. H. St. James's,

Westminster

*Thompson, Rev. Sir H. Bart. Fareham

•Thompson, Rev. W. H. Trmity ColL

Cambridge

Thompson, Captain, R. N. Hayes' Com-

mon, Kent

Thompson, Mr. G. Bookseller, Bury St.

Edmunds

Thomson, Rev. George, Abbot's Anne,

Andover

* Thornton, H. S. Esq. Battersea Rise

Thornton, Rev. W. J. Llanwarne,

Hereford

Thornton, Rev. Spencer, Windover,

Bucks

Thorold, iMr. W . Barnstaple

*Thorp, Rev. Henry, Topsham

*Thurlow, Rev. John, Durham

Thwaytes, Rev. J. Carlisle

Thynne, Rev. Lord Chas. Longbridge

Deverill, Warminster

tTickell, G. Esq. University Coll.

Tidswell, Rich. Esq. Upper Clapton

Timing, Rev. Henry

Tindale, J. Esq. Huddersfield

Tindal, H. Esq. Brasenose Coll.

*Todd, Rev. J. H. D.D.Trinity College,

Dublin

Tomkyns, Rev. John, Greenford

Tomlinson's Library,Newcastle-on-Tyne

Tonge, George, Esq.

Toovey, Mr. Bookseller, London

*Totlenham, Rev. E. Bath

Townsend, Rev. George, Prebendary of

Durham

*Tovvnsend, Rev. G. F. Brantingham,

Yorkshire

Trenow, Rev. F. W. near VVorcester

*Tripp, Rev. H. St. Columba's, Navan,

Ireland
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Tristram, B. Esq. Lincoln

*Tritton, Henry, Esq. 34, Lombard

Street, London

Trollope, llev. Artliur

Trougliton, Kev. J. E. Harwardune,

Flintshire

•Trowers, Rev. Walter

•Truro Theological Library

Tucker, Rev. M.jun.

Tufnell, Rev. G. Wormingford, near

Colchester

•Turbitt, Rev. W. Hal ford

Turner, John, Esq. Balliol Coll.

Turner, Rev. Chas. Kidderminster

Turner, Rev. J. Stourbridge

Turner, Rev. J. F. Exeter

Turner, Sharon, Esq.

Turner, Rev. Thomas, Exeter Coll.

Turner, Rev. W. H. Norwich

Twiss, A. O. Esq. Boyle, Ireland

Twopeny, Rev. D, S. Sittingbourne

*Tyler, Rev. James Endell, Rector of

St. Giles in the Fields

Tyndale, Rev. H. A. Wesferham, Kent

•Tyrrell, Rev. W. Beaulieu, near

Southampton

Tyrrell, T. Esq.

Tytler, Patrick Fraser, Esq.

Upton, Rev. J. S. Wentworth, Rotherham

tUtterton, Rev. J. S. Oriel Coll.

Vaux, Rev. Bowyer, Collegiate Ciiurch,

Wolverhampton

•Vaux, Rev. \\ m. Preb. of Winchester

Veiiables, Rev. E. Hurst Moneaux,

near Brighton

Vernon-Harcourt, Rev. L.

Vicars, Rev. 1\L Exeter

Vickerman, C. R. Esq

Vickers, Ven. Archdeacon, Chetton,

Bridgenorth

Vickery, Mr. Bristol

Vigne, Rev. H. Sunbury, Middlesex

•Vizard, John, Esq.

Vogan, Rev. T, S. L.

Vyvyan, Rev. V. F. Withiel, Cornwall

Underbill, Mr. E. B. Oxford

University of Glasgow

Wainwright, Rev. Dr. Boston, U. S. A.

Wagner, A. Esq. Trinity College,

Cambridge

Walford, Rev. Oliver, Charterhouse

Walford, Rev. Wm. Hatfield, Essex

Walker, C. H. Esq. Exeter Coll.

Walker, E. Esq. Lincoln Coll.

Walker, Rev. G. A. Alverthorpe,

Wakefield

Walker, Rev. R. Wadham Coll.

Walker, Rev. T. Bickleigh, Plymouth

Walker, Rev. Thos. ClipstoBe, Market

Harborough

Walker, Mr. Queen's Coll. Cambridge
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*Walker, Rev. Thos. Christ's Coll. Cam-

bridge

Wall, Rev. Her>ry, Vice-Principal of

St.Alban Hall

Wallace, Rev. Geo. Canterbury

Wallas, Rev. John, Queen's Coll.

Walliiiger, Rev. W.
Wallis, Mr. H. Bookseller, Cambridge

Walter, J. Esq. Exeter Coll.

Walter, Rev. Edw. Langton Rectory,

Horncastle

Walter, Rev. Ernest, Tachbrook

Walter, Rev. Keats

Walthamstow Library

» Walton, Rev. Dr. Birdhook

Ward, Right Hon. Lady, Himley Hall

Ward, Rev. R. Skipton

*Ward, Rev.W. P. Compton Vallance,

Dorchester

Ward, Rev. VV. C. Brome, Suffolk

Wardroper, Rev. Charles, Gloucester

Ware, Rev. H. Ladock, near Truro

Warren, Rev. Z. S. Beverley

•Warter, Rev. J. Wood, West Tarring,

Sussex

Wason, James, Esq. Stroud

Watkins, Rev. W. Chichester

Watkins, Rev. Henry, South Mailing,

Lewes

Watson, Joshua, Esq.

Watson, Rev. J. D. Guilsborough,

Northampton

Watson, Rev. Alex. Cheltenham

Watson, Rev. Geo. Etheiley, Durham

Watts, Rev. John, Tarrant Gunville,

Blandford

Watts, Richard, Esq. Clifton House,

Workington

* Watts, Rev. William

*Wayett, Rev. W. Pinchbeck

*Weare, Rev. T. W. Westminster

Webb, J. W. Esq. Clare Hall, Camb-

biidge

* Webster, Rev. William, Christ's Hospital

•Weguelin, Rev. VV. Stoke, near

Arundel

Wenham, S. G. Esq. Magdalen

College

*Wells, Rev. F. B. Woodchurch,

Kent

Wells, F. F. Esq. Cambridge

Wells, Rev. W. St. Martin's, Liverpool

•West, Hon. and Rev. R. W. Balliol

Coll.

Westhorp, Rev. John, Sudbury

Wheailey, C. B. Esq. IMirfield, near

Dewsbury

Wheeler, Mr. Bookseller, Oxford

White, P. Esq.

White, Rev. W. S.

White, Rev. R. M. Aveley, Essex

White, Rev. R. Longridge, near

Pres(on

W^hite, Mr. W. Pall Mall

Whitford, Rev. R. W. Madras

*Whitfield, Rev. G. T. Bockleton

Whitmore, IMr. Bookseller, Man-
chester

*Wickham, Rev. R. Twyford, Hants

tWickens, Rev. H.

Wight, Isle of. Clerical Library

Wigson, Rev. W. Coggeshall, near

Kelvedon

*Wilberforce, Rev. H. East Farleigh,

Kent

Wilberforce, Ven. Robert, Archdeacon

of the East Riding of Yorkshire,

Burton, Agnes, Driffield

Wilde, Rev. S. D. Fletching, near

Uckfield

Wilkin, Rev. Mr. Bole, Gainsborough

Wilkins, Rev. J. M. Southwell,

Notts.

Wilkinson, Rev. M. Rutierwick

Wilkinson, Ciias. Esq. Trin. College,'

Cambridge

Williams, Rev. E. T. Exeter Coll.

* Williams, Rev. G. King's Coll. Cam-

bridge

* Williams, Matthew D. Esq.

Williams, Sir John, Bart. Bodelwyd-

dan

Williams, Rev. L Trinity Coll.

W'illiams, Rev. F. D. Great Wishford,

Wilts

Williams, Rev. J. West Hackney

Williamson, Rev. R. H. Hurworth,

Ne\vcastle-on-Tyne

•Williams, Robert, Esq.

•Willis, Rev. A. Ludlow
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Willis, H. Esq. Catherine Hall, Cam-

hiidfie

Willock, Rev. W. W. Ware

Wil-on, llev. John, Trinity Coll.

•Wibon, Rev. R. F. Hursley, near

Winchester

Wilson, Kobt. Esq. i\Iagdalen Hal!

Wilson, Thomas, Esq. Bath

Wilson, Rev. Charles T. ftlagdalen

Hall

Wilson, Walter, Esq. Bath

Wilson, J. H. Esq. King's College^

London

Winchester, The Dean and Chapter of

t Winchester, Rev. W. Ashelworth,

Gloucester

tWingfield, Fev. William

Winlerbottom, J. Esq.

Wise, J. \. Esq. Clayton Hall, Sla-

fordshite

Wise, Rev. Henry, Offchurch

Wither, Rev. W. B. Otterbourne,

Hants

'Withers, Rev. Geo. Calcutta

Witts, Rev. Edw. F. Upper Slaughter,

Gloucestershire

Wix, Rev. E. Archdeacon of New-

foundland

Wood, C. Esq. Univ. Coll. Durham

Wood, Rev. G. Newcastle

Wood, Rev. H. Fenstanton, near

St. Ives

Wood, Rev. H. O.

W^ood, Rev. J. R. St. James's Palace

Wood, Rev. R.Broughton, IVIanchester

Wood, Rev. Jas. Settrington, near

jNIalton

Wood, Mrs. W.Tunbridge Wells

Woodcock, H. Esq. Bank House,

Wigan

Woodford, Rev. Russell, Bishop's Coll.

Bristol

Woodgrite, Rev. Henry A. St. John's

College

Woodliam, C. B. Esq. St. John's Coll.

Cambridge

Woods, Rev. G. H. West Dean, Chi-

chester

Woods, Rev. P. Dublin

•Woodward, Alex. Esq. Catherine Hall,

Cambridge

•Woodward, Rev. F. B.

Woodward, Rev. J. H. Bristol

fW oollcombe, E. C. Esq. Oriel Coll.

WooUcombe, Rev. Wm. W. Exeter

Colleo^e

WooUcombe, Rev. Louis, Exeter

College

WooUcombe, G. Esq. Ch. Ch.

t Wordsworth, Rev. Dr. Buxtad,

Uckfield

•Wordsworth, Rev. Chas.SecondMaster

of Winchester School

Wordsworth, Rev. C. F. Gillingham,

Dorset

Worthy, Rev. C. Exeter

Wray, Rev. Cecil, Liverpool

Wrench, Rev. Frederick, Stowting

Rectory, Ashford

Wright, Rev. J. A.

Wright, Rev. T. B. Wrangle Vicarage,

near Boston

Wright, H. P. St. Peter's College,

Cambridge

W' right. Rev. T. P. Hackney

Wright. Rev. R. R.

Wyalt, Rev. W.Snenton, Notts.

Wylde, Rev. T, Bellbroughton,

Worcestershire

Wylde, Rev. C. E. Sheerness

" \Vynter,Rev.Dr. President of St. John's

Coll.

*Wynter, Rev. J. C. St. John's

College
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Yard, Rev. J. Havant Young, Rev. R. G.

Yates, Dr. Brighton

Yates, Rev. E. T. Aylsham, Norfolk

Young, Rev. P. Hursley,nr.Winchester ZordifFe, T. Esq.

*^* The Publishers of the Library of the Fatiiers respectfully inform the

Subscribers, that they cannot be ordinarily responsible for delivering the Volume^

at Subscribers' price beyond three months after the time of Publication ; and re-

quest that any change of residence of a Subscriber may be made known to them,

and that they may receive directions in what manner the Volumes are to be for-

warded in continuation. The Publishers are obliged to make this statement in

consequence of three of the Volumes being out of print.

There seems to be ground for thinking, that many, who wished to

become Subscribers to the Original Texts, have not distinctly specified

that wish. It is requested that these, or any other corrections, may be

sent to the Publishers.

BAXTER, PRINTER, OXFORD.
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